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Summary
Separation processes play an important role in the petrochemical and chemical
industry and are to a large extent responsible for the high energy consumption in this
sector. For this reason the chemical industry is continuously looking for more
efficient separation processes. Besides energy consumption also the replacement or
reduction of the use of hazardous chemicals is an important issue. The work
performed in this thesis focuses on the development of the kinetic separation process
FricDiff. The aim is to get more insight in this separation technology and to examine
if FricDiff, both from an economical and environmental perspective, can be an
attractive technology for the chemical industry.
FricDiff can be classified as a kinetic separation process, because separation is
achieved as a result of differences in transport velocities of the components of a gas
or vapor mixture when diffusing through an auxiliary component. This auxiliary
component is intentionally added to the system to achieve a separation and is referred
to as the sweep gas or separating agent. The main focus of this thesis is to study the
separation of alcohol-water vapor mixtures with FricDiff using nitrogen or carbon
dioxide as the sweep gas.
A typical FricDiff unit consists of two compartments separated by a porous, nonselective screen. The vaporous mixture is introduced to one compartment and the
sweep gas to the other. While flowing through the unit, material is selectively
exchanged between the two compartments. Two product streams leave the unit, one
enriched in the slower diffusing mixture component(s) and one enriched in the faster
diffusing component(s).
In the unit multi-component mass transfer through the porous screen plays an
important role and it is examined in more detail in Chapter 3. In this chapter six
models for multi-component mass transport through pores and porous media are
compared. Differences between the models are observed, but they are generally small
and for engineering purposes most probably of minor importance.
In Chapter 4 three models are developed to describe the separation process in a
tubular FricDiff module. With these three models the influence of process conditions
and barrier characteristics on the performance of the module are examined. It is
shown that the mode of operation (co-current vs. countercurrent), the sweep gas to
feed mixture ratio, absolute pressure level, pressure gradients over the porous barrier,
type of sweep gas, barrier thickness and barrier pore size all influence the separation
process and can be used for module and process optimization.
Chapter 5 shows that for FricDiff modules equipped with thin barriers of high
porosity concentration boundary layer in the compartments have a large impact on
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the separation process. These boundary layers give rise to additional resistances to
mass transfer. In order to describe these resistances multi-component Sherwood
correlations are derived that give an accurate description of the transport of mixture
components through these boundary layers.
In Chapter 6 experimental results are presented on the separation of helium-argon
gas mixtures and the separation of isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixtures with
nitrogen as the separating agent. The main focus of this chapter is the validation of
the numerical models developed in Chapter 4 with experimental data. With a value of
the porosity-tortuosity (ε/τ2) parameter fitted and a value of the pore size determined
from permeation experiments, generally a good agreement is obtained between
experimental data and numerical results.
The performance of a unit in which the FricDiff separation process is combined
with condensation of vapors on the wall of the sweep gas compartment is studied
numerically in Chapter 7. It is shown that the condensation of vapor components
within the unit can have a positive effect on the separation when the faster diffusing
component also condenses at a higher rate.
Another goal of the thesis is to search for viable applications for FricDiff in
industrial separation processes. For this reason an exergy analysis is performed in
Chapter 8 to determine the thermodynamic efficiency of pervaporation, distillation, a
single FricDiff unit and a cascade of FricDiff units. For the separation of an isopropyl
alcohol-water mixture the lowest efficiencies are obtained with the cascade of FricDiff
units. This is a result of the irreversibilities inherent to the separation process
(intermingling of mixture components and sweep gas) and the irreversibilities
associated with the heat transfer steps in each stage of the cascade. The entropy
production in a single FricDiff unit is limited and therefore hybrid distillationFricDiff configurations are studied in Chapter 9. This chapter studies several process
configurations for isopropyl alcohol-water and ethanol-water dehydration processes.
Application of FricDiff as a final purification step for ethanol-water separations can
be beneficial from an energetic perspective, but the extra investments that have to be
made, make the process economically unattractive.

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Separation processes
The total energy use of the chemical and petro-chemical industry in the Netherlands
amounted to 880 PJ in the year 2000 (ECN, website). Separation processes
consumed about 40% of this energy (ECN, website). In comparison, the total energy
consumption in the Netherlands in that same year was approximately 3100 PJ (CBS,
website). Besides this high energy consumption, in many sectors of the industry
about 40 to 70% of the investment and operation costs are used for separation
technology (Humphrey and Keller, 1997). In the Netherlands the capital investment
for separation technology equipment in the petrochemical industry is estimated at
about 1 billion€/year (ECN, website). The above numbers indicate that separation
processes play an important role in the chemical and petro-chemical industry, both in
the Netherlands and abroad.
Within the refining, chemical and petro-chemical industry separation processes
are used to remove impurities from raw materials, to produce product and recycle
streams of high purity and to remove contaminants from effluent streams in order to
discard them safely to the environment (Humphrey and Keller, 1997). Separations
are achieved with the help of a separating agent, which can either be in the form of
energy (the addition or withdrawal of heat) or in the form of a mass that is added to
the system. The latter can be done by the addition of a solvent, a gas or an adsorbent
to the system or by placing a membrane between two bulk phases. Figure 1.1 shows
the technical sophistication of different separation processes versus their use in the
chemical industry. From this figure it becomes clear that among the different
separation technologies available, distillation is the most well-developed and most
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utilized technology. It is considered to be a mature technology and is often the
separation process of choice in industry because it is well-understood.
Although well-developed, distillation has one big disadvantage and that is that it is
not a very energy-efficient separation process. To effect a separation with distillation
heat is added at high temperature in the reboiler and is withdrawn at a much lower
temperature in the condenser. As a result the thermodynamic efficiency of
distillation processes are generally very low. Efforts are therefore made to either i)
improve the energy efficiency of this separation process (e.g. with a heat integrated
distillation column (Nakaiwa et al., 2003)) ii) to (partly) replace distillation by more
energy efficient separation process (e.g. membrane processes (Huang, 1991;
Jonquières et al., 2002) or iii) to develop hybrid separation strategies in which one or
more separation techniques are combined with distillation (e.g. extraction/distillation
(Lucia et al., 2006), reactive distillation (Lucia et al., 2006), pervaporation/distillation
(Lucia et al., 2006; Kreis and Górak, 2006)). Especially hybrid membrane processes,
in which distillation is combined with membrane separation, are considered a very
promising development.
100 Years

Filtration

Distillation

Use

Decantation
Solution Crystallization
Centrifugation
Azeotropic Distillation
Froth Flotation
Extraction
Melt Crystallization
Adsorption: Gas
Ion Exchange Adsorption: Liquid
Membranes: Gas
Leaching
Membranes: Liquid
Liquid Membranes
Affinity Separations

First Use

Dilute Solutions

Invention

Technical Sophistication

Patent Activity Wanes

Figure 1.1. Technical sophistication and use of separation processes (Humphrey and Keller,
1997)

1.2

Membrane processes

Over the past three decades there has been a growing interest in membrane
processes as alternative for distillation. Especially pervaporation and vapor
permeation are regarded as good candidates to replace (part of) the separation
processes that are traditionally performed by distillation. In pervaporation and vapor
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permeation, a liquid, respectively a vapor, is brought into contact with a selective
polymeric or ceramic membrane. Selective transport of components through the
membrane is induced by a chemical potential difference over the membrane. In both
processes, the permeate, which is often of high purity, is withdrawn as a vapor.
Pervaporation and vapor permeation are regarded as attractive processes, but they
still have a couple of important drawbacks that hamper their wide-spread industrial
implementation. One of the drawbacks is that the permeate fluxes that are obtained
with commercial membranes are relatively low, which means that large membrane
areas are required to achieve the separation (Feng and Huang, 1997). This in turn
makes pervaporation and vapour permeation rather expensive processes.
Another drawback is that separation by pervaporation and vapor permeation is
often accomplished by applying a (partial) vacuum at the permeate side of the
membrane. The vapor permeate that is formed is then recovered by condensation.
Due to the low pressures that are applied at the permeate side, low temperatures are
required to condense the vapors. Special cooling media have to be used, which
increases the operation costs. It is often also the reason why these processes are not
considered as stand-alone processes (Gonzalez and Ortiz, 2001). Also the
membranes that are used give rise to problems. Ceramic membranes can be used
under harsh operating conditions, but their manufacturing costs are high and they
are often not defect-free (Feng and Huang, 1997). Polymeric membranes on the
other hand are much cheaper, but they have a low chemical and thermal stability
(Van Veen et al., 2001) . Furthermore, the microporous membranes that are applied
are sensitive to fouling. Jonquières et al. (2002) identified the following major
hurdles against the implementation of pervaporation and vapor permeation in the
industry: lack of knowledge about the capability of pervaporation and vapor
permeation and mistrust, high membrane and module costs, problems with
membrane properties in terms of flux and selectivity, reliability and life time, the
strong specificity of these membrane separation processes. The problems
encountered with pervaporation and vapor permeation incited us to develop an
alternative separation process for liquid or vapor mixtures named “FricDiff”. The aim
is to develop a separation process that is energy-efficient, economical, widely
applicable, robust and which potentially can replace energy-intensive distillation
processes.

1.3 FricDiff: the principle
A gas or vapor mixture can be separated when it is forced to diffuse through a
countercurrently diffusing or flowing separating agent (also referred to a sweep gas).
This separating agent is an additional gaseous or vaporous component that is added
to the system to achieve the separation. By doing this, one exploits the differences in
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relative rates of diffusion of the mixture components in the auxiliary agent to achieve
the separation. This principle forms the backbone of the FricDiff separation process
(Geboers et al., 2007). FricDiff, which is an abbreviation for “Friction Difference” is
not a totally new concept. It has features in common with kinetic separation methods
reported in literature such as mass diffusion (Benedict and Boas, 1951a, 1951b),
double diffusion (Schwertz, 1947), sweep diffusion (Cichelli et al., 1951a, 1951b) and
diffusion distillation (Fullarton and Schlünder, 1986a). In the Chapter 2 these
methods will be explained in more detail.
In Figure 1.2 a typical FricDiff-unit is shown. In the unit the gas or vapor mixture
and the separating agent flow at opposite sides of a porous screen. Through the
porous screen material is exchanged between the two compartments, which mainly
takes place by diffusion. The driving force for mass transport is a gradient in the
chemical potential, which for ideal gases reduces to a partial pressure gradient.
When the components of the feed mixtures have different diffusive velocities through
the separating agent, this exchange will take place selectively. The separating agent
will become enriched in the faster diffusing component (usually the component with
the smaller molecular weight), whereas the feed mixture will become enriched in the
slower diffusing species. The separating agent for this kinetic separation process has
to meet a couple of requirements: i) it should effect a selective separation ii)
preferably has a high diffusion coefficient into the feed mixture iii) it should be inert
and iiii) it should be readily separable from the products. Paragraph 1.3.3 will show
that requirements i) and ii) are often in conflict with each other.

feed mixture

sweep gas
+
diffused mixture
components

feed side

sweep side

undiffused mixture
components
+
sweep gas

sweep gas

Figure 1.2. A typical FricDiff unit with inlet and outlet streams. Selective mass transport takes
place through the porous screen that separates the feed mixture compartment from the
separating agent or sweep gas compartment.

1.3.1

Porous barrier

In the FricDiff-unit a porous barrier is placed between the feed mixture and sweep
gas compartments. This porous barrier should not be confused with a membrane. A
membrane is a separating agent, which is placed between two bulk phases and which
has the ability to control mass transfer between these phases. Membranes can be
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regarded as semi-permeable barriers which allow certain components to pass through
and hinder the transport of others based on their size or their chemical/physical
nature. In the FricDiff-unit the porous barrier is also placed between two bulk phases,
but it does not act as a selective barrier. Hence, it does not discriminate between the
different species. The barrier prevents that the feed mixture and separating agent are
in direct contact, which can lead to convective mixing. It also sustains pressure
differences between the feed side and sweep side and as a result decreases convective
transport between these compartments.
In principle the porous barrier can be made of any porous material, which has a
chemical and mechanical compatibility with the processing environment. Also the
material should be inert to the system components.
The thickness of the porous barrier is preferably as thin as possible. Diffusive
fluxes through the barrier are inversely proportional to the barrier thickness (see Eq.
(1.1)), whereas the required surface area is inversely proportional to the fluxes. Hence,
thin barriers reduce the required surface area and as a result investment costs. The
barrier should however be sufficiently thick to sustain small pressure differences over
the barrier. The porosity and tortuosity of the barrier also influence the fluxes
through barrier. High porosities and tortuosities close to one are preferred. The size
of the pores in the barrier should not be chosen too small to prevent Knudsen effects
to influence the separation process. Pores can also not be too large; they should
provide sufficient resistance to convective flow.

1.3.2 Barrier fluxes and selectivity
For isobaric conditions and for diffusion into a pure sweep gas the flux of mixture
components through the barrier can be approximated with Fick’s law and can be
expressed by
Ni =

∆c i
ε
D
τ 2 in δ

(1.1)

where Ni is the flux of species i through the barrier (mol m-2 s-1), Din the diffusion
coefficient of species i in a background of sweep gas (species n), ∆ci is the difference
in feed side and sweep side concentration of species i and δ the thickness of the
porous barrier. The factor ε/τ2 accounts for the porosity and tortuosity of the barrier.
In a similar way as with membrane processes, the selectivity of the FricDiff
separation process for the separation of species i and j can be expressed by

α ij =

yG,i y F,i
yG, j y F, j

(1.2)
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where yF and yG denote mole fractions of a component in the feed side and sweep
side compartment, respectively. For permeation of mixture components into a
(nearly) pure sweep gas and for isobaric conditions, ∆ci reduces to cyF,i and the ratio
yG,i yG, j is equal to N i N j . Hence, the selectivity as defined by Eq. (1.2) is

approximately equal to the ratio of diffusion components (i.e. α ij ≈ Din D jn ). The
selectivity can be adjusted to some extent by allowing convective flow of sweep gas or
feed mixture through the barrier. The flux and selectivity are however interdependent
as will be demonstrated in Chapter 3 and an improvement in selectivity is
accompanied by a reduction in flux and vice versa.

1.3.3

Theory

The FricDiff separation process is a kinetic separation process based on a difference
in diffusivities of the mixture components in the separating agent. Chapman and
Enskog derived a mathematical expression for the diffusion coefficient of a
component i in a binary gas mixture consisting of components i and j. This
expression can be written as (Poling et al., 2001)

(

3 4π kT M w,ij
Dij =
16
n #πσ ij2 ΩD

12

)

fD

(1.3)

where Mw,i is the molecular weight of component i, Mw,ij is the molecular weight of

(

the mixture given by M w,ij = 2 1 M w,i + 1 M w, j

-1

)

, k is the Boltzmann constant, T the

absolute temperature, n# the number density of the molecules in the mixture and σ ij
the collision diameter. Furthermore, ΩD is the collision integral, which is a function
of temperature and fD is a correction factor, which is in the order of unity. A simpler
approximation for Dij derived for molecules that behave as rigid spheres is (Bird et al.,
2002)

Dij =

2 kT
3 π

1 1
1
+

2  M w,i M w, j

1

nπ  di + d j 
2



(

2





(1.4)

)

In order to determine if a mixture can be separated efficiently by the FricDiffprinciple, it is important to look at the ratio of the binary diffusion coefficients of the
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individual mixture components in the separating agent. Using Eq.(1.4), it is easily
shown that this ratio is a function of the molecular weights of the components (Mw,i)
and their collision diameter (di), according to

2
Din  d j + dn    M w,i + M w,n
=
 
D jn  di + dn    M w, j + M w,n

1

 M w, j

 M w,i

2




(1.5)

where i and j refer to the mixture components and n to the separating agent.
The previous paragraph showed that when purely diffusive mass transport takes
place, the ratio of diffusion coefficients gives a good indication of the selectivity that
can be obtained with a kinetic separation process. In Table 1.1 a couple of systems are
shown including their ratio of binary diffusion coefficients. It should however be
noted that in a real FricDiff unit, the true ratio of fluxes of the mixture components is
dependent on both diffusivities and concentration gradients.
Table 1.1. Binary diffusion coefficient ratios for a couple of systems when purely diffusive
mass transport takes place (T = 110°C, p = 1 bar).
D13*
D13/D23
species 1
species 2
separating agent
(m2 s-1)
(-)
(species 3)
H2O
IPA
CO2
2.160.10-5
2.095
H2O
IPA
n-C6H14
1.264.10-5
2.015
H2O
IPA
Xe
1.842.10-5
2.389
H2
CO2
H2O
1.007.10-4
4.663
He
Ar
N2
1.068.10-4
3.532
*

Diffusion coefficients are calculated with the Chapman-Enskog equation, Eq. (1.3)

In order to obtain a high selectivity the ratio between the diffusion coefficients
should be as large as possible. To clarify the discussion that follows Eq. (1.5) is
rewritten as:
2

1

M w,i - M w, j
Din  d j - di   M w, j  2 
= 1 +
  1 +
 
D jn  di + dn   M w,i   M w, j + M w,n

1

2



(1.6)

Let’s assume that of species i and j the latter has the largest collision diameter and
molecular weight. Eq. (1.6) then shows that the highest selectivity is obtained when dn
is as small as possible and Mw,n as large as possible. Fulfilling this requirement
requires a careful selection of the separating agent since a larger molecular weight is
often accompanied by a larger collision diameter. Table 1.1 shows that the separation
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of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with hexane decreases the ratio of diffusivities
with respect to carbon dioxide and that xenon increases this ratio. The reason is that
although hexane is a heavier molecule than carbon dioxide, it has a big collision
diameter. Xenon on the other hand is heavier than hexane, but its collision diameter
is comparable to that of carbon dioxide. This results in the observed increase in ratio
of diffusivities and hence in an increased selectivity of the separation. One should
however keep in mind that a large molecular weight of the separating agent generally
implies lower values for Din and Djn and hence there will be a trade off between
selectivities and magnitude of fluxes.
When absolute pressure gradients are present between the two compartments of
the FricDiff-unit, the selectivity of the separation will be different. This was already
shown by Maier (1940), Schwertz (1947) and by Keyes and Pigford (1957). Pressure
gradients between the compartments induce convective mass transport through the
barrier, which has a significant influence on the separation process. The selectivity
will be reduced when the feed mixture is forced to flow through the barrier. However,
by increasing the pressure of the separating agent, the selectivity of the separation
can be improved. If, as a result of convective flow of the separating agent, the
transport of the slower diffusing component through the barrier is completely
eliminated, selectivities up to 100% can be attained. It should again be noted that for
a kinetic separation process selectivities and fluxes are interdependent: an increase in
selectivity is accompanied by a decrease in diffusive fluxes. Chapter 3 will discuss the
influence of pressure gradients on multi-component transport in a capillary in more
detail.

1.4 Kinetic separation versus membrane separation
In Figure 1.3 separation factors are plotted as a function of total flux for a couple of
pervaporation membranes that were developed for the separation of isopropyl
alcohol-water mixtures. For a mixture consisting of components 1 and 2 the
separation factor for pervaporation is defined as (Mulder, 1991)

α 12 =

y perm,1 y perm,2
y feed,1 y feed,2

=

ω perm,1 ω perm,2
ω feed,1 ω feed,2

(1.7)

where yi are mole fractions of component i and ωi are weight fractions. The
subscripts perm and feed refer to the permeate and feed mixture, respectively. For the
mixture considered here component 1 refers to water and component 2 to isopropyl
alcohol. Table 1.2 in Appendix 1.A gives more detailed information about the
membranes considered and the experimental conditions that were applied.
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Figure 1.3 also shows information on the separation factors and total fluxes that
could be obtained when an isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixture of a certain
composition and pressure is maintained at one side of a porous barrier and pure
carbon dioxide of equal pressure at the other side. According to Eq. (1.2) the
selectivity of transport is equal to α 12 = D13 D23 where component 3 is the sweep gas.
For isobaric conditions the fluxes through the barrier can be approximated by Eq. (1.1)
. By varying the barrier thickness, its porosity, tortuosity and the concentration
gradient over the barrier the total flux of isopropyl alcohol and water could
hypothetically be varied from zero to infinity. Figure 1.3 shows that the separation of
an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with a kinetic separation process results in lower
separation factors compared to pervaporation, but the barrier fluxes can reach much
higher values.
5

10000

Separation factor (-)

10
1000

1213
9 6 11
3

7
8
4

1

100
2
10

1
0.01

pervaporation
kinetic separation

0.1

1

10
-2

-1

Total flux (kg m hr )
Figure 1.3. Comparison between total fluxes and separation factors obtained with a kinetic
separation process and with various pervaporation membranes (see Table 1.2 in Appendix
1.A). In the kinetic separation process isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixtures are separated
using pure carbon dioxide as separating agent.

1.5 Objectives of this thesis
This thesis will mainly focus on the development of the FricDiff process for the
separation of alcohol-water mixtures. Minor attention will be paid to the separation of
gas mixtures. The work discussed will be a combination of numerical/mathematical
modelling and experimental work performed on a lab-scale setup. The objectives of
this thesis are:
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o to gain insight in the multi-component transport of molecules through porous
media. Transport of molecules through a porous barrier forms an essential
step in the FricDiff separation process;
o to acquire a better understanding of the FricDiff separation process by i)
developing mathematical and numerical models that describe the transport
processes that take place in a FricDiff unit and by ii) performing experiments
on a lab-scale setup;

o to study the incorporation of FricDiff in industrial separation processes and to
examine it competitiveness with respect to distillation and pervaporation.

1.6

Outline

In Chapter 2 a literature study is made of kinetic separation processes for gas and
vapor mixtures that have been reported in literature. In Chapter 3 the transport of
binary and ternary gas mixtures through capillaries, which can be regarded as
straight pores, is studied with six different multi-component transport models. The
aim is to get a better understanding of the transport through porous media and to
highlight differences between the models. Mathematical and numerical models to
describe the separation process in a tubular FricDiff unit are developed in Chapter 4.
With these models the influence of operating conditions and barrier characteristics
on the separation process are studied. Chapter 5 focuses on the influence of boundary
layers in the compartments of the FricDiff unit on the separation process.
Correlations for multi-component systems are derived to take these additional
resistances to mass transfer into account. Experiments on the separation of gas and
vapor mixture with the FricDiff principle are described in Chapter 6. A comparison is
also made between experimental data and simulations. In Chapter 7 a numerical
model is developed for a separation device in which a kinetic separation process is
combined with condensation. The performance of this device is studied and
compared with the performance of a conventional FricDiff unit. Exergy analyses are
performed in Chapter 8 and a comparison is made between the thermodynamic
efficiency of pervaporation, distillation and a cascade of FricDiff units. Finally in
Chapter 9 process designs are made for hybrid processes in which FricDiff
technology is combined with distillation. The performance of the hybrid distillationFricDiff process is compared to the conventional distillation based process and in
some cases also with hybrid distillation-pervaporation processes.
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1.A Overview of pervaporation membranes
In Figure 1.3 of the main text information on the fluxes and selectivities of different
pervaporation membranes were presented. Table 1.2 gives more information about
the membrane materials, the conditions at which experiments were performed and
the corresponding fluxes and selectivities of these membranes. The numbers in
Figure 1.3 correspond to the numbers in the first row of Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Separation of water from isopropyl alcohol with different pervaporation
membranes
n
T
pperm
reference
#
membrane
ωfeed,H2O
α
(kg m-2hr-1)
(mbar)
(°C)
(wt%)
(-)
1
microporous silica
6.9
90
8-10
9.034
94
GallegoLizon et
al.(2002)
2
microporous silica
8.2
70
8-10
2.301
53
GallegoLizon et
al.(2002)
3
microporous silica
4.5
80
25
1.889
1150
Van Veen et
al. (2001)
4
ceramic-supported
5
80
n.a.
1.096
161
Peters et al.
PVA
(2006)
5
NaA zeolite
10
75
1.33
1.762
10000 Morigami et
al. (2001)
6
sodium alginate
5
70
n.a.
1
2500 Huang et al.
(1991)
7
chitosan
10
30
<4
0.186
490
Ghazali et al.
(cross-linked)
(1997)
8 chitosan/polysulfone
10
30
<4
0.36
345
Ghazali et al.
(1997)
9
carboxymethylated
10
80
<4
0.5
1750
Nam et al.
PVA
(1999)
5
80
<4
0.25
3800
Nam et al.
10 carboxymethylated
PVA
(1999)
11
amorphous silica
5
70
1
1.665
2090
Verkerk et
al. 2001
amorphous silica
5
80
1
2.368
2480
Verkerk et
12
al. 2001
13
polyallylamine
15
70
n.a.
3.146
2930
Namboodiri
hydrochloride-PVA
et al. (2006)
n.a. – not available
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Chapter 2
Literature study
An overview is presented of separation processes reported in literature which are based on the
selective diffusion of mixture components through a separating agent. Research on the
separation of gas mixtures based on this principle already started early in the 20th century,
later followed by separation of vapor mixtures. This chapter presents a concise overview of
the apparatuses that were developed, the type of experiments that were performed and the
different systems that were studied.

2.1

Introduction

The separation of gas or vapor mixtures by counterdiffusion through a gaseous or
vaporous separating agent is not a new concept. A literature study reveals that almost
a century ago, researchers were already developing separation processes based on this
principle. Early research was focused on the separation of gas mixtures with special
attention to mixtures of isotopes. Later, research was also aimed at the separation of
vapor mixtures. The next paragraph discusses the kinetic separation of gas mixtures.
Paragraph 2.3 provides a literature study on the separation of vapor mixtures.

2.2

Kinetic separation of gas mixtures

One of the first applications in which differences in diffusive velocities of mixture
components in a background gas were exploited to achieve separation was probably
for the separation of isotopes. In the 1920s several researchers of the Kent Chemical
Laboratory of the University of Chicago were occupied with the separation of
isotopes. This research was performed with the aim to prove that certain elements
occur naturally as isotopes. Harkins and Hayes (1921) were involved in the separation
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of chlorine isotopes. Their experimental apparatus consisted of porous porcelain
tubes that were sealed in glass tubes. Hydrogen chloride (HCl) gas at atmospheric
pressure was flowing through the porous tube, whereas purified air (also at
atmospheric pressure) was flowing through the space between the porous tube and
the glass jacket to sweep out HCl that had diffused outwards through the wall of the
porous tube. Harkins and Hayes were interested in purifying the heavy chlorine
isotope. Later, Harkins and Jenkins (1926) performed similar experiments, focused
on obtaining chlorine with a lower molecular weight than the ordinary element. The
exact principle behind the separation process was not discussed in these two papers,
but according to Mulliken and Harkins (1921) the phenomenon was essentially
molecular diffusion, possibly with a small contribution from Knudsen diffusion.
feed mixture

capillary
light
product
f
V

C

D

condenser
steam
W
k
condensed
steam

water
reservoir

heavy product
to condenser

Figure 2.1. Apparatus developed by Hertz for the separation of gas mixtures (Hertz, 1924a;
1924b).

In 1924, Hertz working for Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken, published a paper and
filed two patents (Hertz, 1924a; 1924b), in which he claimed a new method for the
separation of gas mixtures. Separation by this method was achieved by letting a gas
mixture diffuse through an auxiliary gas which flows with a certain velocity in
opposite direction. When the components of the gas mixture have different diffusion
coefficients in the auxiliary gas, a separation is achieved. In his patents, Hertz also
discusses the apparatus that was developed to separate gas mixtures according to this
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principle. The apparatus designed and used by Hertz is shown in Figure 2.1. It
consisted of different vessels indicated by C, D, V and W. Vessel W contained a liquid
that was evaporated at a fixed rate. The vapor formed flowed towards the upper part of
the diffusion vessel D. A funnel shaped tube was placed inside vessel D. Through this
tube the gas mixture to be separated entered the vessel. This tube was placed in such
as way that a small opening remained between the wall of the funnel and the wall of
vessel D. Through this opening the sweep vapor produced in vessel W flowed
downwards. The gas mixture, with a pressure equal or slightly lower than the sweep
vapor, diffused in opposite direction. The component with the highest diffusion
coefficient was concentrated in the upper part of vessel D, whereas the slower
diffusing component was mainly present in the lower part of this vessel.
C
light stream
to condenser

P1
P2

porous screen

I

L1
L2
heavy stream
to condenser

sweep vapor

Figure 2.2. The atmolyzer developed and used by Maier (1940).
By adjusting the vapor velocity in such a way that only one of the components was
able to diffuse against this stream an almost pure product could be obtained. The
faster diffusing component, concentrated in the upper part of vessel D flowed with
the vapor into vessel C, where partial condensation of the vapor took place. It then
flowed with some of the vapor through the capillary f to vessel V where total
condensation of the vapor took place by freezing. The same separation procedure was
used to separate the light component and the vapor present in the lower part of vessel
D. Capillaries f and k were placed inside the apparatus to prevent convective flow
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between the vessels as a result of pressure differences over the vessels caused by the
condensation of vapors. In order to reach the desired purity several apparatuses could
be placed in a cascade-like series.
Some 15 years later, Maier (1939, 1940) working for the Bureau of Mines gave an
extensive overview of the work that he performed on the separation of gas mixtures,
which was entitled “Mechanical Concentration of Gases”. Like his predecessors, he
utilized differences in the diffusive properties of gases to achieve a separation. Maier
referred to this separation process as “atmolysis”. The majority of Maier’s work was
focused on the diffusive separation of hydrogen from heavier gases using steam as
separating agent. His aim was to develop a separation technology that was not only
cheap but also resulted in the production of hydrogen of high purity. Other
applications of this separation process were seen in the separation of mixed gases in
the petroleum industry, the separation of gases formed during the hydrogenation of
coal, vapor phase enrichment of constant boiling mixtures and the production of pure
isotopes. Maier performed more than 3000 experiments with several atmolyzers. All
atmolyzers contained a diffusive boundary which separated the feed mixture from the
separating agent. In his experiments, the shape, size and material of which the
diffusion boundary was constructed, were varied. One of the atmolyzers utilized by
Maier is shown in Figure 2.2. It consisted of two ducts P1 and P2. The outer duct P1
had a side entrance I through which the separating agent vapor could enter the
system. Inner duct P2 carried an internal tube L1 extending almost to the diffusion
boundary. Furthermore there was a tube L2 placed at the base between P2 and L1. The
gaseous feed mixture could enter the experimental setup through L1 and could leave
through tube L2. By operating the apparatus in this way the gas mixture flowed
countercurrently with the vapor along the diffusion boundary. By reversing the
connections between L1 and L2 the atmolyzer could be operated co-currently. Through
throttle valve C the separating agent together with the gas components that had
diffused through the boundary could leave the system. The exit of the throttle valve C
was led to a condenser and either L1 or L2 was connected to a similar condenser. By
changing the position of valve C the static pressure in the concentric space between
P1 and P2 could be changed. In this way the pressure difference between the inside
and outside of the diffusion boundary could be adjusted. Experiments were mainly
performed on the separation of hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures with steam as the
separating agent. A couple of experiments were performed with CCl4 vapor as the
separating agent. Also tests were done on the separation of a mixture of SO2 with air
using air or steam as the separating agents. In the bulletin, Maier also discussed
theoretical principles on gas separation by diffusion and developed a simplified
model to describe the separation process in the atmolyzer. Furthermore, he gave a
brief economic evaluation of the process.
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Figure 2.3. Experimental setups used by Schwertz (1953). The left picture shows the
experimental setup in which the feed mixture and separating agent compartment are
separated by a porous screen. In the right picture the porous screen is absent.

Between 1945 and 1953 Schwertz published several papers (Schwertz, 1945; 1947;
1953) on the separation of gas mixtures by a process called “double diffusion”. In
double diffusion a gas mixture is separated by letting it interdiffuse with a
condensable vapor. In this process, the gas mixture to be separated and the vapor
flow at opposite sides of a porous barrier. Schwertz called the process free double
diffusion when the pressure drop over the barrier is zero and forced double diffusion
when a pressure difference is present over the barrier. In the former case, mass
transport through the barrier solely takes place by diffusion. However, if the vapor
side pressure is raised slightly above that on the gas side a convective flow of vapor
through the barrier will occur. This flow will decrease the magnitude of diffusive
fluxes of the mixture components through the barrier. By properly adjusting the
pressure difference over the barrier, it may even be possible to completely eliminate
the slower moving component from passing through the barrier. However, Schwertz
showed that under these conditions the fluxes through the barrier are greatly
reduced. In the first two papers (Schwertz, 1945; 1947) Schwertz gave a theoretical
analysis of the double diffusion process by developing simple mathematical relations
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to describe the mass transport through the barrier and the effectiveness of the
separation. In the paper (Schwertz, 1953) published in 1953, he showed experimental
results on the separation of gases by free double diffusion. The simple experimental
setup, shown in Figure 2.3, consisted of two concentric tubes of which the inner tube
was partially permeable. Steam flowed through the outer tube and a gas mixture
through the inner tube in a co-current mode. Experiments were performed on the
separation of hydrogen from coke-oven gas, the separation of a hydrogen-nitrogen
mixture and the separation of a mixture of hydrogen and carbon dioxide. Also
experiments were performed in the absence of a porous barrier. In this case the inner
tube was replaced by a cylinder that had a gap of 10 cm at the center, as is shown in
Figure 2.3. In this region interdiffusion of the steam and the gas mixture could take
place freely. Experiments were performed with a hydrogen-carbon dioxide mixture
and also in this case separation of the gas mixture was accomplished. In his paper,
Schwertz made a comparison between experimental data and data obtained with a
theoretical model describing the separation process in the setup. Schwertz also holds
two patents (Schwertz, 1952a; 1952b) in which he describes an apparatus for the
separation of gas mixtures and an apparatus and process for the purification of
azeotropic mixtures using the principle of double diffusion. The later apparatus and
process are discussed in the next paragraph, which treats the separation of vapor
mixtures. In the patent on the separation of gases by diffusion (Schwertz, 1952a),
Schwertz describes an apparatus in which a gas mixture is separated using a
condensable vapor called the sweep medium. This apparatus is shown in Figure 2.4.
The gas mixture to be separated was first heated outside the apparatus to the desired
temperature. Within the apparatus it flowed downwards through an annular shaped
compartment that was positioned between an impermeable wall and a cylindrical
porous tube. The condensable sweep medium was also first heated and then
introduced into an annular compartment located between the porous tube and a
central core. The sweep medium flowed downward in a co-current direction with the
gas mixture. Countercurrent operation of the apparatus was also possible. Through
the barrier counterdiffusion of the gas components and vapor took place, resulting in
a separation. A novelty in this invention was that sweep medium that had diffused
through the barrier into the gas mixture, was condensed inside the apparatus. This
was done by cooling the outer wall of the compartment where the gas mixture was
flowing. The temperature on the sweep side and in the porous barrier was
maintained sufficiently high to prevent condensation of sweep medium in these
zones. This could be done by mounting a heating coil upon the central core, by
superheating the sweep medium or by a combination of both. In his patent, Schwertz
claims that by condensing the sweep medium inside the apparatus a substantially
greater percentage of the light component was separated, than when no condensation
of the sweep medium took place. The outlet streams of the apparatus (of which one
was containing sweep medium condensate) were led to two separate condensers
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where all sweep medium was condensed and two gas mixtures were obtained. One
gas mixture was enriched in the faster diffusing component and the other in the
slower diffusing component.
steam
gaseous
feed mixture
cooling
medium
cooling
jacket

porous
screen

central
core

condensate
film

cooling
medium
gas mixture enriched
in heavy component +
condensate
gas mixture enriched
in light component

Figure 2.4. Kinetic gas separation apparatus patented by Schwertz (1952a)

At the same time Benedict and Boas (1951a; 1951b) were developing a technology
for the separation of gas mixtures which they called “mass diffusion”. They foresaw
two principal applications of mass diffusion: the separation of isotopes and the partial
extraction of hydrogen or helium from mixtures with gases of high molecular weight.
In their papers, Benedict and Boas discuss a stage type of mass-diffusion process and
a novel column process. The mass diffusion stage discussed by Benedict and Boas
resembles the mass diffusion apparatus used by Maier (1940). When the degree of
separation achieved in a single stage is small (because the difference in diffusion
coefficients is small), a cascade of mass diffusion stages can be used to obtain the
desired separation. In this case, a gas mixture is separated in each stage in a heavy
and a light fraction by counterdiffusion with a pure separating agent. After separation
of the separating agent, the light component is sent to the next mass diffusion stage
towards the top of the cascade and the heavy fraction is sent to a lower stage. The gas
mixture that enters each stage consists of the down flow from the next higher stage
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and upflow from the next lower stage, as is shown in Figure 2.5. In a later study
Benedict and Pigford (1957) discuss the cascade of diffusion stages and give an
elaborate theoretical analysis of this process.
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separating
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feed mixture
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separating
agent

separating
agent

bottom/heavy
product

Figure 2.5. Cascade of mass diffusion stages (Benedict and Pigford, 1957)
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Figure 2.6. Mass diffusion column (Benedict, 1952)

A mass diffusion column eliminates the need to place mass diffusion stages in
series. The column described by Boas and Benedict (1951a) and Benedict (1952)
consisted of four compartments, formed by concentrically placed tubes. Through the
innermost chamber, the separating agent was flowing. Gas mixtures flowed through
the second and third chamber countercurrently with respect to each other. The wall
of the first chamber consisted of a perforated tube, whereas the second and third
chamber were separated from each other by a porous screen. The fourth chamber
carried cooling water to cool the impermeable outer wall of the third chamber. The
vaporous separating agent entered the first chamber at the bottom and flowed radially
outwards through the perforated inner tube and the porous mass diffusion screen
towards the cooled wall, where it condensed. During operation the mixture in the
second chamber will be enriched in the light component, which is able to diffuse
against the separating agent. The gas mixture in the third chamber will get enriched
in the heavy component which is carried along with the separating agent. The mass
diffusion column can be constructed in such a way that it resembles a distillation
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column with product and reflux streams at the bottom and an intermediate feed
stream. A drawing of such a column is shown in Figure 2.6. Benedict and Boas did
not perform experiments with a mass diffusion column nor with the cascade of mass
diffusion stages, but provided a mathematical analysis of these separation processes.
Although experimental data are lacking, Benedict and Boas expected that a mass
diffusion column is more efficient than a mass diffusion stage, because during
separation it becomes possible to maintain optimum conditions over the whole
column. With a mass diffusion stage this is more difficult, because the composition
of the separating agent as well as its velocity through the screen changes along the
stage. Also from an economical point of view Benedict and Boas believed a column is
preferred, since with a single column it is possible to obtain the same separation as
with a cascade of mass diffusion stages. The main disadvantage of the mass diffusion
column is its more complex design.
Simultaneously with the publication on the mass diffusion process, Chicelli,
Weatherford and Bowman (1951a; 1951b) published a study on a new kinetic
separation process which they called sweep diffusion. The process resembles mass
diffusion, but separation is achieved in the absence of a porous screen. In a single
sweep diffusion stage the gas mixture to be separated flows through an enclosure of
which one surface is cooled. A condensable vapor flows in cross flow through the gas
mixture towards the cold surface, where it condenses. Two product streams leave the
unit at different positions. One product stream, which is enriched in the slower
diffusing component that is carried with the separating agent, leaves the unit close to
the cold surface. The other product stream leaves the unit farther from the
condensing surface and is enriched in the component with the higher diffusivity. The
enrichment that can be obtained in a single sweep diffusion stage is often small and
therefore Cichelli et al. (1951a) developed a sweep diffusion column. An example of a
sweep diffusion column is shown in Figure 2.7. In this column a gas stream is forced
to circulate through the column, while product streams are withdrawn at the top and
bottom. The feed stream enters the column at an intermediate location where the gas
composition is the same as that of the feed. The column itself consisted of two
concentric tubes of which the inner tube was porous. A liquid was added at the top of
the column and flowed downwards along the outer wall of the column pulling with it
the adjacent gas mixture. Farther from the wall the gas mixture flowed upwards. The
vaporous sweeping medium was present in the inner tube and could flow radially
outwards into the annular shaped region where the separation took place. In the
separation section, the sweeping medium flowed through the two countercurrently
flowing gas streams to the opposite wall where it condensed. Due to the cross flowing
sweep vapor, the downflowing gas stream adjacent to condensing surface was
continuously enriched in the less diffusible component and the upward flowing gas
was enriched in the more diffusible component. The gas stream that arrived at the
bottom of the column was partly withdrawn from the process as a bottom product.
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The remaining part of the stream reversed its direction and flowed up the column
along the porous screen. A similar action took place at the top of the column.The
sweep diffusion column and mass diffusion column are too a great extent similar in
design. The main difference is that the latter is equipped with a porous screen that
separates the heavy stream from the light stream. In the second part of the article,
Cichelli et al. (1951b) presented experimental data obtained with several experimental
sweep diffusion apparatuses and they discussed the experimental procedures used.
Experiments were performed on the separation of hydrogen from natural gas, the
separation of air and the separation of cigarette smoke from air. They investigated
among others the influence of different types of feed entry means, the influence of
various feed gas rates, the effect of liquid curtain down flow rate and the influence of
the ratio between the amount of product that is withdrawn from the column and the
feed flow rate.
feed
light product
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cooling
water

porous
screen
film of condensed
sweep vapor
water jacket
cooling
water
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withdrawal
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Figure 2.7. Sweep diffusion column (Shacter, et al., 1963)

More insight in the separation of a gas mixture by diffusion through a separating
agent was given by Keyes and Pigford (1957). They performed measurements on the
one-dimensional diffusion of gaseous mixtures of hydrogen and nitrogen through
organic vapors of methanol and cyclohexane. These vapors were either stagnant or
flowing countercurrently relative to the gas mixture. Their experimental setup
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consisted of a copper tube that was loosely packed with glass wool (97% free volume)
to minimize influences of convection. They showed both experimentally and
theoretically that diffusion through a countercurrently flowing vapor results in a
much better separation of hydrogen from nitrogen compared to diffusion through a
stagnant vapor, although at the expense of low hydrogen fluxes

2.3

Kinetic separation of vapor mixtures

The separation of vapor mixtures by a kinetic separation process was investigated
much later than the separation of gas mixtures or mixtures of isotopes. In his
bulletin, Maier (1940) mentions the separation of close boiling mixtures as a possible
application of a diffusive separation process and also Benedict and Boas (1951a)
briefly discuss that vapor mixtures can be separated using mass diffusion technology.
However, these authors did not further investigate this process. The separation of
azeotropic mixtures, which cannot be separated by conventional distillation
techniques, might be an interesting application for a kinetic separation process.
Differences in diffusion rates of the vaporous mixture components in a sweep
medium can be exploited to break and further purify the azeotrope. The first
publication dealing with a diffusive separation process for the separation of
azeotropic mixtures was a patent filed by Schwertz (1952b). His apparatus for the
separation of azeotropic mixtures by diffusion resembles the patented apparatus for
the separation of gas mixtures (Schwertz, 1952a) (see Figure 2.4). Also in this
apparatus separation was combined with some internal condensation. In this case,
the components of the vapor mixture that had diffused into the separating agent
compartment were partially condensed. The feed to the apparatus consisted of a
vaporized azeotropic mixture and it was introduced into a porous center tube. This
zone was maintained at a high temperature to prevent condensation of the feed
mixture. A non-condensable separating agent was introduced in the annulus shaped
zone between the outer wall of the porous tube and an outer wall, which was cooled.
The separating agent zone was kept at a lower temperature to enable (partial)
condensation of the vapors present in this zone. In general three streams left the
diffusion apparatus: a condensate stream formed in the sweep gas zone, a sweep gas
stream from the sweep gas zone containing uncondensed vapors and a vapor stream
exiting the vapor zone that contained some sweep gas. The latter two streams were
sent to two condensers to separate the sweep gas from the vapor components. If the
faster diffusing component is also the component with the highest rate of
condensation within the sweep gas zone, condensation can have a positive effect on
the selectivity of the separation process. In his patent, Schwertz also provided a flow
sheet for the full separation of azeotropic mixtures by combining the diffusion
apparatus with distillation.
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Efforts have also been made to separate azeotropic mixtures with a mass diffusion
process. In the publication by Subramaniam et al. (1971), a mixture of pyridine and
water, which forms an azeotrope at 57 weight percent pyridine, was separated
kinetically using air as the separating agent. Experiments were performed in an
apparatus in which the azeotropic vapor mixture and air, flowed countercurrently
along a screen with holes. The experimental apparatus resembled a single mass
diffusion stage. Experiments were performed with mass diffusion columns of
different dimensions with screens containing square holes of 0.06 mm. The
influence of the absolute pressure, the contact time between azeotropic mixture and
separating agent and the surface area of the porous screen on the separation factor
were examined. The work ends with a short theoretical analysis of the examined mass
diffusion process.
Fifteen years later, Fullarton and Schlünder (1986a; 1986b) developed a kinetic
separation process for azeotropic mixtures which they called diffusion distillation. In
this process both differences in volatilities of the components to be separated and
differences in their rates of diffusion through a stagnant inert gas are exploited to
achieve a separation. The apparatus that Fullarton and Schlünder developed was a
wetted-wall column, which consisted of two concentric tubes. The mixture to be
separated was introduced as a falling film on the outside tube that was heated to a
temperature below the boiling point of the liquid mixture. At the boiling temperature,
separation is solely based on vapor-liquid equilibria, whereas below this temperature,
separation is the mutual effect of differences in volatility and differences in
diffusivity. While flowing down the wall the feed liquid partially evaporated and
diffused through a stagnant inert gas film that was present in the annular space
between the two tubes. It condensed on the outside wall of the inner tube that was
cooled and ran off as a falling film. The evaporating and condensing liquids both
flowed downwards in co-current mode. The driving force for diffusion through the
stagnant film is a difference in composition between the vapor at the evaporating wall
and the vapor present at the condensing wall. These vapors are in equilibrium with
the liquids that flow down the wall. The diffusion distillation principle is shown in
Figure 2.8. Fullarton and Schlünder performed experiments with isopropyl alcoholwater and isopropyl alcohol-water-methanol mixtures with different inert gases (air,
helium, argon and sulphur hexafluoride). Also the influence of evaporation and
condensation temperatures on the separation process was examined. Experiments
were carried out with smooth and longitudinal corrugated outer tubes to determine
the effect of the falling film on the separation.
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Figure 2.8. Diffusion distillation principle (Fullarton and Schlünder, 1986a)

Also the width of the annular gap between the tubes was varied. Furthermore, a
simple numerical model was developed to describe the diffusion distillation process,
which was later extended by McDowell and Davis (1988). By applying diffusion
distillation an azeotrope can still be formed, but at a different position compared to a
separation process that is solely based on differences in relative volatility. It occurs at
the point where the condensed vapor has the same composition as the evaporating
liquid. It is a result of the interplay between vapor-liquid equilibria and differences in
transport velocities of the components in the inert gas. In their article Fullarton and
Schlünder (1986a) showed that diffusion distillation can be applied to break
azeotropes in the case of binary systems or to cross distillation boundaries in the case
of ternary mixtures. In a sequential paper, Fullarton and Schlünder (1986b)
presented a design for a commercial diffusion distillation apparatus, consisting of a
bundle of concentric tubes in parallel. The outer tubes were heated with condensing
vapors and the inner tubes were cooled with water. Also a flow sheet was presented
for an isopropyl alcohol dehydration process, in which a diffusion distillation
apparatus is placed between two rectification columns.
A process that is still relatively new, but resembles diffusion distillation is
membrane distillation (Udriot et al., 1994, Lawson and Lloyd, 1997, Banat et al.,
1999, García-Payo et al., 2002). In membrane distillation a heated aqueous solution
flows at one side of a hydrophobic, micro-porous membrane. The hydrophobic nature
of the membrane prevents penetration of liquid into the membrane. This implies that
at the entrance of the pores a vapor is present, which is in equilibrium with the
liquid. Mass transport takes place through the membrane as a result of partial
pressure gradients over the membrane. These pressure gradients are maintained by
either condensing the diffused vapor components as is done with direct contact
membrane distillation (DCMD) and gas gap membrane distillation (GGMD), by
using a sweep gas as with sweep gas membrane distillation (SGMD) or by applying a
vacuum like in vacuum membrane distillation (VMD). The difference between
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DCMD and GGMD is that in the former a fluid (often water) is in direct contact with
the membrane whereas in GGMD the membrane is separated from the condensing
surface by a stagnant layer of air. Similar to diffusion distillation, the separation in
DCMD, GCMD and SGMD, is not only achieved by vapor-liquid equilibrium, but also
relies on differences in diffusion rates of the components through an inert gas. This
is not the case for VMD where separation is mainly determined by vapor-liquid
equilibrium conditions and possibly differences in Knudsen diffusivity of the
components. In DCMD and SGMD the inert gas fills the pores of the membrane and
for GGMD both the pores and the gas gap are filled with the inert gas. Differences in
diffusivities of the components of the feed mixture through the inert gas significantly
influence the separation. The hydrophobic membrane is a non-selective membrane
that does not distinguish between the mixture components. It does not take part in
the separation process, but merely functions as a support for a vapor-liquid interface.
DCMD is mainly applied for desalination purposes or the concentration of certain
aqueous streams (Lawson and Lloyd, 1997). In this case, water is the main
component that is transported through the membrane. GGMD and SGMD on the
other hand have successfully been applied for the separation of binary liquid
mixtures. An interesting application is the breaking of azeotropic mixtures of water
and an additional component, like hydrochloric acid (Udriot et al., 1994), propionic
acid (Udriot et al., 1994) or formic acid (Banat et al., 1999; García-Payo et al., 2002).
air gap
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hot fluid

vapor
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Figure 2.9. Principle of gas gap membrane distillation (Banat et al., 1999).

2.4

Recent developments

In 2002, research was started by Marcel Geboers at Eindhoven University of
Technology (TU/e) to revive forgotten kinetic separation technologies such as mass
diffusion, sweep diffusion and double diffusion. At that time the main focus was on
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the separation of azeotropic mixtures using a kinetic separation technology, which
was named FricDiff (abbreviation of Friction Difference). In 2004 a consortium was
formed with the companies Akzo Nobel Chemicals BV, Purac Biochem BV, Shell
Chemie, Bodec Process Technology, GTI FIB Industriële Bedrijven and MolaTech BV
and with another university, Delft University of Technology. The latter university
focused on the separation of gas mixtures with FricDiff. The aim of the consortium is
to develop FricDiff in an attractive technology with which gas and vapor mixtures can
be separated economically, energy efficiently and without the use of hazardous
solvents. The FricDiff separation process is studied both numerically and
experimentally and its implementation in industrial processes is examined.

Chapter 3
Multi-component
capillaries

gas

transport

in

In this chapter the transport of binary and ternary gas mixture through capillaries is
studied with six different models that were developed to describe multi-component mass
transport through porous media. The derivation of these models is briefly discussed to reveal
their main differences. The models are then used to study the isobaric counterdiffusion of
binary and ternary gas mixtures through capillaries and the calculated fluxes are compared
with experimental data. The behavior of the models in limit situations is studied, as well as
their transient behavior in the interdiffusion of gases between two volumes. Also the
influence of pressure gradients over the capillary ends on the calculated fluxes and flux
ratios is examined. The aim of the analysis is to highlight the main differences between the
models and to study their performance under various operating conditions.

3.1

Introduction

Multi-component gaseous mass transfer through pores is important when one wants
to describe processes that take place in, for example, catalyst particles and porous
membranes. Also in the porous barrier of the FricDiff module multi-component gas
transport plays an important role; selective counterdiffusion of mixture species
through the inert barrier forms an important step in this kinetic separation process.
In catalyst pellets and porous membranes, pore sizes are often such that mass
transport predominantly occurs in the transition regime between bulk and Knudsen
diffusion. For this reason, accurate models are required that are capable of describing
mass transport in this intermediate regime. In literature several models can be found
that try to give an accurate description of mass transfer through pores and porous
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media, of which the Dusty Gas Model (DGM) (Mason et al., 1967; Evans, et al., 1961,
1962) is the most well-known. Later the Mean Pore Transport Model (MPTM)
(Schneider, 1978; Arnost and Schneider, 1995) was developed and more recently the
Binary Friction Model (BFM) (Kerkhof, 1996), the Velocity Profile Model (VPM)
(Kerkhof et al., 2001), the Kerkhof-Geboers Model (KGM) (Kerkhof and Geboers,
2005) and the Cylindrical Pore Interpolation Model (CPIM) (Young and Todd, 2005)
appeared. The next section will discuss some general aspects on multi-component
mass transport. In the sections that follow the aforementioned six models and their
derivation are briefly discussed. The models are then used to predict fluxes of binary
and ternary gas mixtures through a bundle of capillaries. These capillaries can be
thought of as straight pores of circular cross-section. The fluxes calculated with the
different models are compared with experimental data obtained by Remick and
Geankoplis (1973; 1974). Jackson (1977) mentions a couple of conditions that should
be satisfied by any model that claims to give an accurate description of gas transport
through pores. It is studied whether the six models comply with these conditions.
The models are also used to simulate the transient counterdiffusion of two pure gases
present in two volumes that are connected by a capillary. Pressure gradients between
the two volumes are determined and compared to experimental data reported by
Kramers and Kistemaker (1943) and Waldmann and Schmitt (1961). Also the
influence of pressure gradients on the selectivity of mass transport through
capillaries is studied. With the KGM values for species velocities and densities can be
evaluated locally. With the VPM, which is a simplification of the KGM, local velocities
can be calculated. This is in contrast to the other models, which can only calculate
pore-averaged mass or molar fluxes. The last paragraph, paragraph 3.7, will in
particular focus on the velocity and partial pressures profiles that are calculated with
the KGM.

3.2

Mass transport regimes

The flow of a gas through a pore can be divided into several regimes depending on
the pressure and/or characteristic size of the flow channel. The Knudsen number
gives an indication of the regime in which mass transport takes place. It is defined as
the ratio between the mean free path of the molecules and the characteristic size of
the flow channel:
Kn =

mean free path
characteristic size

(3.1)

The pore diameter is often taken as the characteristic length scale, whereas the mean
free path of a pure species can be calculated by (Remick, 1972):
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λ=

πµ

RT
2π M w,i

p

(3.2)

For mixtures the mean free path can be estimated by using a mixture viscosity (e.g.
calculated with the Wilke formula (see Eq. (3.63))) and the average molecular weight
of the mixture defined by
n

M w = ∑ y i M w,i

(3.3)

i=1

Using the value of the Knudsen number the following regimes can be defined
(Barber and Emerson, 2006):
o for Kn<10-2 mass transport takes place in the continuum regime and the fluid
can be described with macroscopic variables, such as velocity, density,
pressure and temperature and slip phenomena are negligible;
o for 10-2 ≤ Kn <10-1 mass transport takes place in the slip-flow regime, where the
continuum assumption remains valid, provided tangential slip-velocity
boundary conditions are specified at the wall of the domain;
o for 10-1 ≤ Kn < 10 transport takes place in the transition flow regime. Here the
continuum assumptions break down and a molecular description is required
to analyze this regime.
o for Kn ≥ 10, the Knudsen regime is reached, in which intermolecular
collisions are negligible in comparison between interactions between the gas
molecules and the wall of the flow domain.
The assumption that a fluid can be regarded as a continuum is only true when the
mean free path of the molecules is small compared to the characteristic dimensions
of the channel. When the mean free path increases, rarefaction effects start to occur.
As a result of a decrease in the frequency of intermolecular collisions the fluid will no
longer be in local thermodynamic equilibrium and this is in particular the case near
the solid wall, where the molecular velocity distribution between molecules reflected
from the wall and the bulk molecules is significantly different. This means that in the
slip-flow regime, continuum equations, like for example Navier-Stokes equations can
only be used when this rarefaction is taken into account. This is done by solving the
continuum equations with an appropriate wall boundary condition called a “slip”
velocity. An expression for the slip velocity can be found by determining the amount
of momentum that is lost to the wall by molecule-wall collisions. This calculation
requires the velocity distribution function of bulk molecules and molecules that have
re-emitted from the wall. This in turn requires a solution to the Boltzmann equation
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in the vicinity of the wall, which is a complicated task. A simpler, but often
satisfactory, approach is to solve a momentum balance, using simplified kinetic
theory, over an imaginary plane at a distance of approximately one mean free path
from the wall. A factor is introduced that indicates the percentage of diffusive and
specular wall collisions. Using this approach for pressure-driven flows Maxwell
derived an equation for what is called the viscous slip velocity for a pure component
and Jackson (1977) and Young and Todd (2005) derived expressions for multicomponent mixtures. Kerkhof et al. (2001) derived a viscous slip boundary condition
for a component in a multi-component mixture, analogous to the one derived by
Maxwell, for use in the KGM and VPM.
Slip is not only important in pressure driven flows, but also has to be taken into
account for diffusing gas mixtures. Diffusive slip is important in both the slip and
continuum regime when a concentration gradient is present in the direction of flow.
Diffusion slip is related to Graham’s law, but it were Kramers and Kistemaker (1943)
who derived an expression for it. They performed experiments and showed that
molar fluxes in a binary mixture are not equal under isobaric conditions, as Graham’s
law shows. Equimolar diffusion can only occur in the presence of pressure gradients,
which they measured for various experimental conditions. They showed that when
the Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe the motion of a diffusing fluid
mixture, the wall boundary condition should be modified when diffusion of gases of
different masses takes place. This wall boundary condition is called the diffusion slip
boundary condition. Like viscous slip, diffusion slip has to do with the interaction
between molecules and the wall, i.e. with the net momentum that is transported to
the wall by molecule-wall collisions. Besides viscous and diffusive slip there also
exists a thermal slip velocity, which can be relevant in non-isothermal systems.

3.3

Model study

In the next six subparagraphs the derivation of the six transport models will briefly be
treated starting with the DGM. By discussing the derivations the main differences
between the models are revealed.

3.3.1

Dusty Gas Model

The Dusty Gas Model (DGM) (Mason et al., 1967; Evans et al., 1961; 1962) was
originally developed by Mason and co-workers to describe the combined transport by
Knudsen and molecular diffusion in porous media. The equation was later extended
with a viscous contribution in order to describe mass transport in the presence of
pressure gradients. Its derivation starts with an equation for multi-component
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diffusion derived from kinetic gas theory. For isothermal conditions this equation can
be written on one-dimensional form as

n

∑

(y

j

j=1

Ji - yi J j
cDij

) = - 1  ∂p

n

∂p  1 
i
- ωi
 y i Fi - ωi ∑ y j F j 

+
p  ∂z
∂z  RT 
j=1


 ∂2v ∂2v ∂2v 
1
+ ( µi +Wi - ωi µ )  2z + 2z + 2z 
∂y
∂z 
p
 ∂x

(3.4)

where Wi is a viscosity correction factor. In the original paper of Mason et al. (1967)
the last term of Eq. (3.4) was multiplied with a factor 2. It turned out to be
erroneously introduced and is omitted here. The fluxes, Ji, that appear in Eq. (3.4) are,
according to Mason et al. (1967) diffusive fluxes. The last term in Eq. (3.4) is replaced
by the equation of motion (steady state) of the gas mixture as a whole:

 ∂ 2 v z ∂ 2 v z ∂ 2 v z  ∂p n
+ 2 + 2  = - ∑ y j Fj
2
∂y
∂z  ∂z j=1
 ∂x

µ

(3.5)

resulting in
n

y j Ji - yi J j

j=1

cDij

∑

1  ∂p
=-  i
p  ∂z


 µ +Wi  ∂p  1 
 µi +Wi  n
- i
 y i Fi - 
 +
 ∑ y jFj 
 µ  ∂z  RT 
 µ  j=1


(3.6)

The porous material is then introduced by considering it as a pseudo species (“the
dust”) and the mixture including the dust particles is considered as a pseudo mixture
of n+1 species. In this case, both i and j in Eq. (3.6) run from 1 to n+1 instead of n. It is
then assumed that the dust particles are uniformly distributed in the system
( ∂c d ∂z = 0 ), that they are motionless ( Jd = 0 ) and fixed in space by an external force.
Furthermore, it is assumed that there are no external forces acting on the gaseous
species ( Fi = 0 , for i=1,…,n). With these assumptions Eq. (3.6) can be written as

c j Ji - c i J j c d Ji
1  ∂p
+ 2
=-  i
2
c ′ Dij′
c ′ Did′
p′  ∂z
j=1
n

∑

 µ +Wi  ∂p   µi +Wi  1
- i
 - 
 c d Fd
 µ  ∂z   µ  p′

(3.7)

where the prime is used to refer to the n+1 pseudo mixture. The external forces that
are applied to keep the dust molecules in place are set equal to the force exerted on
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the porous medium by the pressure gradient in the gas, hence c d Fd = ∂p ∂z , leading
to
n

c j Ji - c i J j

j=1

c ′Dij′

∑

+

c d Ji
1  ∂pi 
=

c ′Did′
RT  ∂z 

(3.8)

Furthermore, the term c ′Dij′ is replaced by cDije , where Dije is the effective binary bulk
diffusion coefficient in the porous medium and c d ( c ′Did′ ) is set equal to the effective
e
. For studying transport through straight capillaries of
Knudsen coefficient, DK,i

constant cross-sectional area, the effective binary and Knudsen diffusion coefficients
are replaced by coefficients that are independent of the structure of the porous
medium.
Mason et al. (1967) state that it follows from the lowest Chapman-Enskog
approximation of the Boltzmann equation that the diffusive and viscous flow
contributions are independent. For higher approximations this is not the case, but
coupling terms are only small and no large errors are made when they are neglected.
The total flux of a species can therefore found by summing up the diffusive and
viscous contributions:

N i = Ji + yiN v

(3.9)

The contribution of viscous flow is described by an equation in the form of Darcy’s
law:

Nv = -

c ∂p

(3.10)

µB0 ∂z

By combining Eqs. (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), the final form of the DGM is obtained
n

y jN i - yiN j

j=1

Dij

∑

+

Ni
B0 p
p ∂y i y i 
=1+
DK,i
RT ∂z RT  µDK,i

 ∂p

 ∂z

(3.11)

It should be noted that with the introduction of the dust particles also an error
creeps in the derivation of the DGM. By introducing the dust particles and by
assuming that they are stationary in space, a reference velocity is introduced. This
implies that the velocities of all species are measured with respect to that of the dust.
The fluxes in Eq. (3.7) cannot be diffusive fluxes, but are fluxes with respect to the
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dust. Addition of a viscous flux term is therefore unnecessary and erroneous. Errors
in the derivation of the DGM are in more detail treated by Kerkhof (1996).

3.3.2 Mean Pore Transport Model
Like in the DGM, in the Mean Pore Transport Model (MPTM) (Schneider, 1978;
Arnost and Schneider, 1995) it is assumed that the diffusive and viscous contribution
to the net flow of a species are independent and additive. The diffusive flux in the
transition regime between Knudsen and continuum diffusion is described by a
modified Maxwell-Stefan equation:

-c

(

n
y j Ji - yi J j
dy i
J
= i +∑
dz DK,i j=1
Dij

)

(3.12)

Equation (3.12) only accounts for mass transfer as a result of composition gradients.
The “forced flow” term describes species transport as a result of pressure gradients.
The following equation is used as a starting point for the derivation of the forced flow
term:

µ

dv z,i r dp
=
dr
2 dz

(3.13)

According to Eq. (3.13) all species have the same parabolic velocity profile. Integration
of Eq. (3.13) requires a value for vz,i at the pore wall (r = rwall). In the Knudsen regime,
each species moves independently from the other species in the system and its axial
velocity is independent from the radial coordinate. Hence, in the Knudsen regime the
velocity at the wall is defined by

v z,i ( r = rwall ) =

DK,i
p

 dp 
- 
 dz 

(3.14)

In the continuum flow regime, the wall velocity is given by the slip velocity using a
single gleitmodulus
v z,i ( r = rwall ) = -G

dv z,i
dr

(3.15)

From Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15) it becomes clear that in the continuum regime all
components have the same velocity and velocity profile.
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Using Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), expressions are derived for the flux density of axial
momentum transferred to the wall in both the Knudsen and continuum regime. This
flux density is defined by
1
Hi ( r = rwall ) = n#,i wi mi v z,i ( r = rwall )
4

(3.16)

where n#,i the number density of species i, wi the mean thermal velocity of molecules

i and mi the mass of molecule i. The term n#,i wi 4 represents the number of impacts
of molecules i per unit area of capillary wall. An expression for Hi in the Knudsen
regime is found by combining Eqs. (3.14) and (3.16) and by rewriting DK,i
( DK,i = 2rwall wi 3 ) and p ( p = mi n#,i wi2 3 ) and by using w i2 w i 2 = 3π 8 :

H iK ( r = rwall ) =

4rwall y i
3π

 dp 
- 
 dz 

(3.17)

An expression for Hi in the continuum regime is found by combining Eqs. (3.13),
(3.15) and (3.16) and by rewriting the viscosity µ ( µ = mnwλ 2 ):
12

Hic ( r = rwall ) =

Grwall y i  mi   dp 
  - 
4 λ  m   dz 

(3.18)

An expression for Hi for the entire region from Knudsen to continuum flow is then
found by interpolation using the Knudsen number as interpolation factor:

Hi ( r = rwall ) = Hic ( r = rwall )

1

(Kni + 1 )

+ H iK ( r = rwall )

Kni

(Kni + 1 )

(3.19)

Equation (3.19) can be rearranged into an expression for the velocity of species i at the
wall:

vz,i ( r = rwall ) = DK,i

12

where υi = ( mi m )

3π aυi + 16Kni 1  dp 
- 
16 (Kni + 1 ) p  dz 

(3.20)

12

= ( M w,i M w ) . Equation (3.20) can be used as boundary

condition for Eq. (3.13) resulting in expressions for v z,i ( r ) and the average velocity
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vz,i . By multiplying vz,i with a species concentration an expression for the forced flux
of species i is found, which can be written as

 dc 
N iv = y iBi  - 
 dz 

(3.21)

where the permeability coefficient Bi is defined by

Bi =

2
rwall
p
3π aυi + 16Kni
+DK,i
8µ
16 (Kni + 1 )

(3.22)

Finally an expression for the total molar flux of a species is found by summing up the
contributions of diffusion and forced flow ( N i = Ji + N iv ), resulting in
n y N -yN
n
 y dp
Ni
p dy i  Bi
j i
i
j
+∑
=-
+ ∑ y j 1- B j Bi  i
DK,i i=1
Dij
RT dz  DK,i i=1
 RT dz

(

)

(3.23)

3.3.3 Binary Friction Model
The derivation of the Binary Friction Model (Kerkhof, 1996) starts with the Lightfoot
equation (Lightfoot, 1974). The Lightfoot equation is an equation derived from the
theory of irreversible thermodynamics to describe the transport of fluids through
macroscopic membranes. For an ideal gas mixture and in the absence of external
forces, it can be written as (Kerkhof, 1996)
n yN -y N
dyi yi dp
i
j
j i
+
= RT ∑
- rimN i
dz p dz
p
D
j=1
ij

(3.24)

where the last term on the right describes the friction of component i with the
membrane. In the derivation of the BFM, Kerkhof (1996) does not make a distinction
between diffusive or viscous fluxes, i.e. the fluxes that appear in the BFM are crosssection averaged total species fluxes. Summing Eq. (3.24) over all n-components in
the system gives
n
n
n
1 dp
= - ∑ rim N i = - ∑ rim c i vi = - ∑ β im vi
p dz
i=1
i=1
i=1

For the Knudsen regime it is known that

(3.25)
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n
1 dp
RT
= -∑
Ni
p dz
i=1 pDK,i

(3.26)

and hence βim = y i DK,i . In the continuum regime it is assumed that transport of the
gas mixture can be described by Darcy’s law:

1 dp
NRT µ
=- 2
p dz
p B0

(3.27)

In order to derive an expression for βim in the continuum regime, Kerkhof (1996)
considers the hypothetical case that all species have the same velocity. Eq. (3.25) is
then written as
n
1 dp
= -v ∑ β im
p dz
i=1

(3.28)

From Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) it then follows that
n

∑β

im

=

i=1

µ

(3.29)

( pB0 )

The mixture viscosity µ can be calculated with the Wilke equation
n

y i µi0

n

µ = ∑ y i µi = ∑
i=1

i=1

(3.30)

n

∑y ξ

j ij

j=1

where µi0 is the pure component viscosity and the Wilke parameter ξij follows from

ξij =

1 + µ 0 µ 0
i
j


(

12

) (M

w, j

M w,i

8 1 + M w,i M w, j 



(

)

12

14

)




2

(3.31)

From Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) Kerkhof postulates the following expression for the
channel wall friction coefficient in the continuum regime
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β im =

y i µi0
n

B0 p ∑ y jξij

=

y iκ i
B0

(3.32)

j=1

Hence, in the continuum regime Eq. (3.25) is used together with Eq. (3.32). This
implies that also in the continuum regime Kerkhof (1996) assumes that each species
has its own velocity and that a velocity for the mixture as a whole in principle does
not exist. The friction with the pore wall over the whole regime from Knudsen to
continuum is described by interpolation:
 1

β im = 

c

 β im

-1

+

-1


B0 
1 
 = y i  DK,i +  = y i f im
β imK 
κi 


(3.33)

The final expression for the BFM is found from Eq. (3.25), by writing rim = βim c i and
substituting Eq. (3.33) into this expression, resulting in
n yN -y N
dy i y i dp
i
j
j i
+
= RT ∑ 

dz p dz
pDij
j=1 


RT
Ni
 - f im
p


(3.34)

Under isobaric conditions the last term in Eq. (3.34) remains present. This implies
that outside the Knudsen regime, where the influence of the term κ i B0 is noticeable,
the model accounts for a coupling between viscous and diffusive fluxes.

3.3.4 Kerkhof-Geboers Model / Velocity Profile Model
The Kerkhof-Geboers Model (Kerkhof and Geboers, 2005) or simply KGM differs
from the previously discussed models, because it can describe mass transport of
species in two or three dimensions. Instead of working with pore-averaged fluxes,
local species velocities are calculated. Under isothermal conditions, the KGM written
in vector form can be expressed as

ρi

with

n y y
∂v i
i j
= - ρi [ v i ⋅∇v i ] - ∇pi + ρi Fi + ∇ ⋅ ( 2 µiSi ) + p ∑
v j - vi
∂t
D
j=1
ij

(

)

(3.35)
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1
T 2
Si =  ∇v i + ( ∇v i ) - ( ∇ ⋅ v i ) I 
2
3


(3.36)

The KGM is derived from the Boltzmann equation by considering perturbations of
the species velocities around the individual component mass average velocities. The
result is a momentum balance for each individual species, which has to be solved
simultaneously for all species present in the system. The momentum balance for the
mixture as a whole can be found by summing up the individual species balances. The
last term in Eq. (3.35) describes collision between species i and the other species
present in the system. The fourth term on the right is a shear stress term, which is a
function of the partial viscosity µi, i.e. the viscosity of component i in the mixture.
This shear term only contains velocity gradients for the component under
consideration. The second and third term on the right describe the partial pressure
gradient and external forces experienced by species i, respectively. The term

ρi [ v i ⋅∇v i ] accounts for convective momentum transport.
The KGM can be simplified by applying it to a long cylindrical capillary for which
momentum transport in the r- and θ-direction is considered negligible. When one
further assumes that the flow is steady and that external forces and the effect of
convected momentum can be neglected, the following equation is obtained

-

dpi
1  ∂v
+ µi  r z,i
dz
r  ∂r

n y y

i j
 + p ∑ D v z, j - v z,i = 0
j=1

ij

(

)

(3.37)

This equation was derived earlier by Kerkhof and co-workers and was called the
Velocity Profile Model (Kerkhof et al., 2001). From Eqs. (3.35) and (3.37) it is clear that
diffusive and viscous mass transport are coupled in the KGM and VPM.
In order to solve Eqs. (3.35) and (3.37) boundary conditions have to be specified. An
important boundary condition is the value of the axial velocity of species i at the pore
or capillary wall, v z,i ( rwall ) . Kerkhof uses a component specific viscous slip boundary
condition, which can be written as

v z,i = -Gi

∂v z,i
∂r

(3.38)

The gleitmodulus or slipmodulus Gi is calculated by an analogous expression as
derived by Maxwell for single component flow:
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Gi =

2 µiDK,i
pirwall

(3.39)

3.3.5 Cylindrical Pore Interpolation Model
Young and Todd (2005) derived equations to describe the combined convective and
diffusive transport of multi-component gas mixtures through capillaries and porous
materials. They called this model the Cylindrical Pore Interpolation Model (CPIM).
In their work they distinguish between equations that describe mass transport as a
result of composition gradients and as a result of total pressure gradients. For both
cases expressions are derived for the Knudsen and continuum region. These
expressions are in turn interpolated in order to describe mass transport in the
intermediate regime. They start their derivation by setting up Maxwell-Stefan
equations based on cross-section averaged total molar fluxes to describe diffusion in
the continuum regime:

-c

n y N -yN
dy i
j i
i
j
=∑
dz j=1
Dij

(3.40)

An expression for the pressure gradient is this regime is found by setting up
momentum balances over a cylindrical control volume in terms of total mass fluxes,
resulting in

µ

d ( n (r ) ρ )
dr

r  dp 
=  
2  dz 

(3.41)

When this expression is integrated with respect to the radius and subsequently
averaged over the cross-section of the capillary an expression is obtained for the crosssection averaged total mass flux:
n = n ( rwall ) +

2
ρrwall
8µ

 dp 
- 
 dz 

(3.42)

In the continuum regime, the viscous slip at the capillary wall is neglected, but for
multi-component flow the diffusive slip is taken into account. Young and Todd
(2005) derived an expression that resembles the expression derived by Kramers and
Kistemaker (1943):
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n

∑ (M
n ( rwall ) = -

-1 2
w,i i

j

i=1
n

)
(3.43)

∑ (ω M )
-1 2
w,i

i

i=1

When this expression is filled in for n ( rwall ) in Eq. (3.42) and when ji (which is
independent of r) is rewritten as ji = ni - ωi n , the following expression is obtained for
the total pressure gradient in the continuum regime
c

n
 dp 
c
-1 2
  = -A ∑ M w,i ni
dz
 
i=1

8µ

Ac =
2
wall

ρr

n

(3.44)

∑ (ω M )
i

-1 2
w,i

i=1

or in terms of cross-section averaged molar fluxes:
c

n
 dp 
c
12
  = -A ∑ M w,iN i
 dz 
i=1

Ac =

8µ

(3.45)

n

2
crwall
∑ ( yiMw,i1 2 )
i=1

In order to describe mass transport in the Knudsen regime, the expression for
Knudsen diffusion is written as

dp  RT
 dy
-  p i + yi  =
Ni
dz  DK,i
 dz

(3.46)

When this equation is summed over all components an expression for the pressure
gradient is obtained.
K

n
 dp 
K
12
  = -A ∑ ( Mw,iN i )
 dz 
i=1

12

AK =

RT
3  π RT 
=


12
DK,i Mw,i 4rwall  2 

(3.47)

This expression for the pressure gradient can in turn be substituted in eq. (3.46)
resulting in the following expression between composition gradients and molar
fluxes
K
n yN
y jN i
 dy 
i
j
c  i  = ∑

dz
D
DK,i


j=1 
K, j





(3.48)
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Expressions for composition and pressure gradients at arbitrary Knudsen number are
found by interpolation. The interpolation between Eqs. (3.40) and (3.48) is performed

(

using the formula (DA )ij = 1 Dij + 1 DK,i

ct

-1

)

resulting in

n  yN
y jN i
dy i
i
j
= ∑
dz j=1  (DA ) ji (DA )ij







(3.49)

For the pressure gradient a similar interpolation formula is used, viz.
-1

A A = ( 1 A c + 1 A K ) , with which the following interpolated form of Eqs. (3.45) and

(3.47) is obtained
n
dp
12
= -A A ∑ M w,i
Ni
dz
i=1

(3.50)

The mass transport of a multi-component gas mixture of n species can be described
fully when Eq. (3.50) is solved together with n-1 independent versions of Eq. (3.49).
3.4

Numerical implementation

The six models that were discussed previously are applied to describe the mass
transport of binary and ternary gas mixtures through bundles of capillaries. The
fluxes calculated with the six models are compared to experimental fluxes that were
determined by Remick and Geankoplis (1973; 1974). Remick and Geankoplis (1973;
1974) performed isothermal experiments with binary mixtures consisting of nitrogen
and helium and ternary mixtures of helium, neon and argon in an isobaric open
system of 644 fine glass capillaries in parallel. The average length of the capillaries
was 0.96 cm and the average inside diameter was 0.00391 cm with an average
deviation of 0.00012 cm. The experimental data and measured fluxes as reported by
Remick and Geankoplis (1973; 1974) are reflected in Table 3.1 for the binary
experiments and in Table 3.2 for the ternary experiments. The DGM (Eq.(3.11),
MPTM (Eq. (3.23)), BFM (Eq. (3.34)) and CPIM (Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50)) are solved
using Matlab (2007). The input values for the calculations are partial pressures of the
different components at both ends of the capillary tube. Using these input data, axial
fluxes of the components (which under steady state conditions are constant through
the capillary) can be calculated. The solution of the KGM is more complicated. For
isothermal conditions, the KGM needs to be solved together with equations of
continuity for each species present in the system and a relation should be provided
between partial pressures and densities in the form of an equation of state. In this
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work, the KGM is solved in two-dimensional form (i.e. the dependence on the θdirection of the capillary is assumed negligible) using Comsol Multiphysics (2008).
Table 3.1. Experimental
and Geankoplis (1973).
p
T
(Pa)
(°C)
59.20
28.9
93.86
27.7
150.39
29.8
305.57
28.4
527.96
26.5
1234.57
27.4
3005.09
28.3
12894.94
28.3
40024.71
27.0

data and measured fluxes for the binary system reported by Remick
xN2(z=0)
(-)
0.9641
0.9741
0.9836
0.9644
0.9115
0.8308
0.8840
0.9390
0.9445

xN2(z=L)
(-)
0.0090
0.0064
0.0049
0.0088
0.0286
0.0459
0.0553
0.0235
0.0240

NN2
(×106 mol cm-2s-1)
1.379
1.965
2.893
4.932
7.212
9.320
12.47
15.42
15.68

NHe
(×106 mol cm-2s-1)
-3.847
-5.789
-8.309
-13.977
-19.227
-23.691
-28.756
-38.303
-40.282

Table 3.2. Experimental data and measured fluxes for the ternary system reported by Remick
and Geankoplis (1974).
p
T
xHe(z=0)
xHe(z=L)
xNe(z=0) xNe(z=L)
NHe
(Pa)
(°C)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(×106 mol cm-2s-1)
60.00
27.6
0.0472
0.9471
0.5241
0.0343
-3.733
146.65
28.3
0.0652
0.9610
0.5099
0.0251
-6.810
545.29
27.2
0.0572
0.9619
0.5134
0.0244
-19.98
3021.09
27.8
0.0622
0.9625
0.5102
0.0237
-44.14
40422.01
27.5
0.0539
0.9601
0.5051
0.0252
-49.25
NNe
(×106 mol cm-2s-1)
1.100
1.923
5.064
9.437
12.81

NAr
(×106 mol cm-2s-1)
0.5966
1.065
2.843
5.495
7.472

In order to simplify the model further, a couple of additional assumptions are made:
o the system is operated stationary;
o the influence of external forces (i.e. gravity) on the system is negligible;
o due to the large aspect ratio of the capillary entrance and exit effects are
negligible.
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Using these assumptions the governing equations for the r-direction reduce to

∂v
 ∂v
- ρi  vr,i r,i + v z,i r,i
∂r
∂z


 ∂pi
 - ∂r

n y y
i j

+p ∑
j=1

Dij

τ 
∂
1 ∂
-
(rτ rr,i ) + ∂z (τ zr,i ) - θθr ,i 
 r ∂r


(v

r, j

(3.51)

)

- vr,i = 0

and for the z-direction to

∂v  ∂p  1 ∂
∂
 ∂v
- ρi  vr,i z,i + v z,i z,i  - i - 
(rτ rz,i ) + ∂z τ zz,i 
∂
∂
∂
∂
r
z
z
r
r




n y y
i j
+p ∑
v z, j - v z,i = 0
j=1 Dij

(

(3.52)

)

where τrr,i , τzr,i , τθθ,i , τrz,i and τzz,i were defined by
∂vr,i 2
+ µi ( ∇ ⋅ v i )
∂r 3

(3.53)

 ∂vr,i ∂v z,i 
+
∂r 
 ∂z

(3.54)

vr,i 2
+ µi ( ∇ ⋅ v i )
r
3

(3.55)

∂v z,i 2
+ µi ( ∇ ⋅ v i )
3
∂z

(3.56)

∂v
1 ∂
rvr,i ) + z,i
(
r ∂r
∂z

(3.57)

τ rr,i = -2 µi

τ zr,i = τ rz,i = - µi 

τ θθ ,i = -2 µi

τ zz,i = -2 µi
with

(∇ ⋅ vi ) =

For each species an equation of continuity is solved, which can be written as
1 ∂
∂
ρi rvr,i ) + ( ρi v z,i ) = 0
(
r ∂r
∂z

(3.58)
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In the model the ideal gas law is used to relate densities and partial pressures, which
can be written as

ρi =

pi Mw,i
RT

(3.59)

Equations (3.51), (3.52) and (3.58) can only be solved when appropriate boundary
conditions are specified. From the data of Remick the partial pressures at both
capillary ends are known. In addition, the radial velocities and the first derivative of
the axial velocities with respect to the axial coordinate are set to zero at these
positions. These boundary conditions are chosen, because it is assumed that at the
entrances of the capillaries the gas mixtures are perfectly mixed and that entrance
effects are negligible. At the wall of the capillary, component specific Maxwell slip
boundary conditions are specified for the axial velocities. Furthermore, since the wall
of the capillary is impermeable, radial velocities and species mass fluxes at the wall
are set to zero. At the centerline, the axial velocity is at its maximum and since no
mass transport can take place through the centerline, radial mass fluxes and radial
velocities are set to zero. Summarizing, the following boundary conditions are
specified for the capillary tube.

z =0:

pi = pi

z=0

z =L:

p i = pi

z=L

r = rwall :
r =0:

r ρi vr,i = 0
r ρi vr,i = 0

∂v z,i
=0
∂z
∂v z,i
=0
∂z
v z,i = -Gi
∂v z,i
∂r

=0

vr,i = 0

∀r

vr,i = 0

∀r

∂v z,i
∂r

(3.60)

vr,i = 0

∀z

r =rwall

vr,i = 0

∀z

r =0

When the KGM-equations are solved together with the equations of continuity, the
ideal gas law and the boundary conditions given by Eq.(3.60), values for the velocity
and concentration of each species are obtained at every position in the capillary. In
order to make a comparison with the experimental fluxes found by Remick, molar
fluxes have to be calculated using these local velocities and concentrations. Crosssectional averaged molar fluxes are calculated in the following way:
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r =rwall

∫

N z,i =

r ρi ( z,r ) v z,i ( z,r )dr

r =0

(3.61)

r =rwall

∫

M w,i

rdr

r =0

with all variables evaluated in the middle of the capillary (i.e. at z = 0.48 cm).
The VPM is also solved in the program Comsol Multiphysics (2008). Like the
KGM, it is solved together with equations of continuity for each species and the ideal
gas law. In the equations of continuity only the z-dependence was taken into account
and as an extra constraint the derivative of the partial pressures in the r-direction was
set to zero (i.e. ∂pi ∂r = 0 ). The boundary conditions that are used to solve the VPM
are the following
z =0:

pi = pi

z =0:

p i = pi

r = rwall :
r =0:

z=0
z=L

∀r
∀r

r ρi vr,i = 0
r ρi vr,i = 0

v z,i = -Gi
∂v z,i
∂r

=0

∂v z,i
∂r

∀z

(3.62)

r =rwall

∀z

r =0

In order to compare the obtained results with the VPM with the experimental values
of Remick, cross-sectional average molar fluxes are calculated with Eq. (3.61).

3.5

Calculation of transport coefficients

The pure viscosities of the gas components studied in this chapter are calculated with
Chapman-Enskog relations, in which the collision integrals are evaluated with
Lennard-Jones parameters (Bird et al., 2002). The Maxwell-Stefan diffusion
coefficients are calculated using similar Chapman-Enskog relations (Bird et al.,
2002). The viscosity of a mixture can be calculated when the pure component
viscosities and the composition of the mixture is known, using the Wilke equations
(Poling et al., 2001)
n

µ=∑
i=1

y i µi0
n

∑ y jξij
j=1

(3.63)
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where the Wilke parameter ξij is defined by (Poling et al., 2001)

1 + µ0 µ0 1 2 M
i
j
w, j M w,i

ξij = 
12
8 1 + M w,i M w, j 



(

) (

(

14

)

)




2

(3.64)

The Knudsen coefficient of a component i is given by

2
8RT
0
DK,i
= rwall
π M w,i
3

(3.65)

It is derived under the assumption of complete diffusive reflection at the wall and the
absence of any molecule-molecule interactions (i.e. p → 0) (Jackson, 1977). Knudsen
performed experiments on the flow of carbon dioxide through bundles of capillaries.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.1, together with results obtained with
the semi-empirical expression proposed by Knudsen, which can be written as
(Cunningham and Williams, 1980)

1 + c 1K p  1 ∆p
N = -  a K p + bK

1 + c K2 p  RT ∆z


(3.66)

where aK , bK and c iK are coefficient that depend on the nature of the gas and the
capillaries. For p → 0 the value of -NRT ∆z ∆p approaches the constant bK , which
0
equals the Knudsen coefficient DK,i
. The curve also shows a minimum. Cunningham

and Williams (1980) mention that such a minimum is generally found for flow
through capillaries. The location of the minimum depends on the nature of the gas
and of the capillaries and on operating conditions.
Gas flow in the transition regime is often described by a Hagen-Poiseuille
equation extended with a slip flow contribution. Extrapolation of the transition
regime fluxes to zero pressure gives an adjusted Knudsen diffusion coefficient that
matches with the results at elevated pressures (see the dotted line in Figure 3.1).
Kerkhof (1996) estimated that this Knudsen coefficient is approximately equal to
0
Dk,i ≈ 0.89Dk,i

(3.67)
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0
where DK,i
is the actual Knudsen diffusion coefficient at zero pressure. The adjusted

Knudsen coefficient DK,i is used in the calculations of the DGM, MPTM, BFM and
CPIM. Also in the expression for the slipmodulus, Eq. (3.39), the Knudsen coefficient
is calculated with Eq. (3.67).
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Figure 3.1. Data of Knudsen (1909) (square symbols) for the laminar flow of carbon dioxide
through a bundle of capillaries. The solid line corresponds to the semi-empirical correlation
of Knudsen (Eq. (3.66)) and the dashed straight line corresponds to a linear approximation of
Eq. (3.66) in which the second term in brackets is set equal to DK,i .

3.6

Results and discussion

In this paragraph, the fluxes that are calculated with the six models are compared to
the experimental fluxes reported by Remick and Geankoplis (1973; 1974). For the
binary system nitrogen-helium, a comparison between experimental and calculated
fluxes is made in Figure 3.2. The comparison between experimental and calculated
fluxes for the ternary system helium-neon-argon is shown in Figure 3.3. From these
figures it becomes clear that the fluxes calculated with the DGM, MPTM and CPIM
are identical. This is not surprising, since the data of Remick and Geankoplis (1973;
1974) are obtained under isobaric conditions and in this case all three models reduce
to

-c

n y N -yN
dy i
N
j i
i
j
=∑
+ i
dz j=1
Dij
DK,i

(3.68)
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For the DGM and MPTM this follows from Eqs. (3.11) and (3.23). For the CPIM this
becomes clear after some manipulations of the governing equations. For an ncomponent mixture, the model is well-defined when Eq. (3.49) is solved for n-1
components and Eq. (3.50) is used as additional constraint. Equation (3.49) can also
be written as

-c

n y N -yN
n N
dyi
N
j i
i
j
j
=∑
- yi ∑
+ i
dz j=1
Dij
DK,i
j=1 DK, j

(3.69)

n

Under isobaric conditions it follows from Eq. (3.50) that

∑M

12
w, j

N j = 0 or

j=1

n

equivalently that

∑N

j

DK, j = 0 and hence Eq. (3.69) reduces to Eq. (3.68). Generally

j=1

it can be concluded from Figures 3.2 and 3.3 that the agreement between all six
models and the experimental data is good.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison between experimental and calculated fluxes with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM for the binary system nitrogen-helium.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison between experimental and calculated fluxes with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM for the ternary system helium-neon-argon.

In his book on the transport of gases in porous catalysts, Jackson (1977) mentions
five conditions, which should be satisfied by any model that claims to give a reliable
description of gaseous transport in pores, capillaries and porous media. These
conditions are that
i.
ii.

for large Knudsen number the model should reduce to Knudsen flow;
for small Knudsen numbers and isobaric conditions the model should comply
with the Maxwell-Stefan description of diffusion;
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iii.
iv.

for small Knudsen numbers and for systems with a uniform composition the
flow of a species should be given by Darcy’s law;
for isobaric diffusion the fluxes should satisfy Graham’s law, which for a
n

multi-component mixture can be written as

∑M

12
w,i

N i = 0 independent of the

i=1

v.

Knudsen number;
for equimolar counterdiffusion in a binary mixture the model should predict a
pressure gradient consistent with the results found by Kramers and
Kistemaker (1947).
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Figure 3.4. Comparison between nitrogen molar fluxes calculated with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM, VPM and fluxes obtained with Knudsen diffusion (straight lines) as a
function of the inverse Knudsen number. Results are shown for the binary system nitrogenhelium and are obtained under isobaric conditions by varying the absolute pressure level of
the system. The following values were used in the simulations: yN 2 ( z = 0 ) = 0.965 ,
yN 2 ( z = L ) = 0.009 , L = 0.96 cm , rwall = 0.001955 cm , T = 25°C.

Conditions i, i and iii are studied in Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, respectively, for the
binary system nitrogen-helium. Figure 3.4 shows that all models approach the same
flux value for large Knudsen numbers, which is given by -N i ∆z ∆p = Dk,i (RT )
However, none of the models approach the true flux in the limit of Knudsen
0
diffusion, which is defined by -N i ∆z ∆p = Dk,i
(RT ) or predict that a minimum is

present in the curves. If the expression for DK,i in the models is replaced by an
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1 + c 1K p
(see Eq. (3.66)) both the true Knudsen limit and a
1 + c K2 p

minimum will be predicted. However, for most engineering purposes use of the
simpler expression DK,i generally suffices.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison between nitrogen molar fluxes calculated with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM, VPM and fluxes obtained with Maxwell-Stefan diffusion using
Garaham’s law as bootstrap condition (straight line) as a function of the inverse Knudsen
number. Results are shown for the binary system nitrogen-helium and are obtained under
isobaric conditions by varying the absolute pressure level of the system. The following values
were used in the simulations: yN 2 ( z = 0 ) = 0.965 , yN 2 ( z = L ) = 0.009 , L = 0.96 cm , rwall =
0.001955 cm , T = 25°C.

In Figure 3.5 the nitrogen flux is plotted as a function of the inverse Knudsen
number for diffusion under isobaric conditions. With decreasing Knudsen number
all models predict that the nitrogen values approaches a constant value but the
absolute value varies between the models. For an n-component system n-1 MaxwellStefan equations are independent. This means that solution of the n-1 Maxwell-Stefan
equations is only possible when an additional constraint is placed on the fluxes (the
bootstrap condition). In Figure 3.5 the straight line represents results of the solution
of the Maxwell-Stefan equations with Graham’s law as bootstrap condition. For this
particular bootstrap condition, the DGM, MPTM and CPIM approach the straight
line for small Knudsen numbers. Applying a different bootstrap condition would
shift the straight line upwards or downwards. The results in Figure 3.5 show that in
the continuum regime the models reduce to the Maxwell-Stefan description for
diffusion and that difference between the models are a result of different bootstrap
conditions.
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Figure 3.6. Comparison between nitrogen molar fluxes obtained with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM, VPM and fluxes obtained with Darcy’s law (straight line) as a function of
the inverse Knudsen number. Results are shown for the binary system nitrogen-helium and
are obtained under isobaric conditions by varying the absolute pressure level of the system.
The following values were used in the simulations: yN 2 ( z = 0 ) = 0.965 , yN 2 ( z = L ) = 0.009 ,
p ( z = L ) = 1.01p ( z = 0 ) , L = 0.96 cm , rwall = 0.001955 cm , T = 25°C.

Figure 3.6 shows that for systems with a uniform composition the condition of
Darcy’s law is satisfied by all models for small Knudsen numbers.
For isobaric conditions the DGM, MPTM and CPIM reduce to Eq. (3.68).
Summing

this

equation

over

all

species

gives

∑N

i

DK,i = 0

or

equivalently ∑ M N i = 0 . Hence, the DGM, MPTM and CPIM satisfy Graham’s law
12
w,i

independent of the Knudsen number. For the BFM, KGM and VPM this is not the
case. For isobaric conditions the BFM gives the following relation between fluxes in a
multi-component system:
n

∑f

im

Ni = 0

(3.70)

i=1

This relation reduces to Graham’s law in the Knudsen limit, but not in the transition
or bulk diffusion regime.
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Figure 3.7. Flux ratios for the binary system nitrogen-helium predicted with the KGM, VPM
and BFM. The straight line shows the flux ratio according to Graham’s law. The following
values were used in the simulations: yN 2 ( z = 0 ) = 0.9641 , yN 2 ( z = L ) = 0.009 , L = 0.96 cm ,
rwall = 0.001955 cm , T = 28.9°C.
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Figure 3.8 Comparison between experimental flux ratios and flux ratios calculated with the
DGM, MPTM, CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM for the binary system nitrogen-helium.

For the KGM and VPM the flux ratio for the binary system nitrogen-helium is studied
numerically in Figure 3.7. Clearly Graham’s law is only satisfied for high Knudsen
numbers. In Figure 3.8 a comparison is made between the flux ratios of nitrogen and
helium obtained in the experiments of Remick and Geankoplis (1973) and calculated
with the numerical models. All models, including the DGM, MPTM and CPIM, show
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a scattering around the 45° line. Hence, small deviations from Graham’s law are not
inconsistent with the experimental data. Figure 3.9 studies the compliance of the
BFM, KGB and VPM with Graham’s law for the ternary system helium-neon-argon.
In the left panel the dimensionless velocity ratio vGraham/vHe is plotted versus inverse
Knudsen number, with vGraham defined by
n

∑N M
i

vGraham =

i=1
n

∑c M
i

12
w,i

(3.71)
12
w,i

i=1

and with ci the concentration averaged over both capillary ends. For a model that
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satisfies Graham’s under isobaric conditions vGraham will be equal to zero. Clearly the
BFM and KGM only satisfy Graham’s law in the limit of high Knudsen numbers. The
VPM seems to approach Graham’s law both in the Knudsen and continuum regime.
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Figure 3.9. Graham’s velocity made dimensionless with the velocity of helium versus the
inverse Knudsen number (left panel). Results are shown for the KGM, VPM and BFM. In the
right panel Graham’s velocity, the mass average velocity and the molar average velocity are
plotted versus the inverse Knudsen number. The different velocities are calculated using
fluxes as predicted by the BFM.

In the right panel of Figure 3.9 the ratio vGraham/vHe is plotted as a function of inverse
Knudsen number calculated with the BFM. Also the dimensionless mass average and
molar average velocities are shown. Clearly the velocity vGraham is much smaller than
the mass average or molar average velocity, indicating that deviations from Graham’s
law in the transition, slip flow and continuum regime are present but that these
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deviations are relatively small. In Figure 3.10 a parity plot is shown in which the
compliance of experimental and calculated results is examined. It shows that the
scattering in the experimental data is generally larger than in the calculated data
points.
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Figure 3.10. Comparison between experimental flux ratios and flux ratios calculated with the
DGM, MPTM, CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM for the ternary system helium-neon-argon.

Jacksons’s fifth condition requires that the models are capable of predicting a
pressure gradient when equimolar counterdiffusion takes place. Kramers and
Kistemaker (1947) performed experiments on the interdiffusion of air and hydrogen
through a capillary. The ends of the capillary were connected with two large reservoirs
of each 1600 cm3, which were initially filled with pure gases. The length of the
capillary was 0.4 m and it had a diameter of 0.92 mm. Experiments were performed
at 18°C and different absolute pressure levels. During an experimental run pressure
differences over the two reservoirs were measured as a function of time as the system
evolved towards the equilibrium state. In Figure 3.11 a typical result of a Kramers and
Kistemaker’s experiment is shown obtained with the BFM. Since hydrogen molecules
are lighter than the molecules that constitute air, they diffuse faster and give rise to
an increase of pressure within the air chamber. This pressure gradient generates a
viscous flow towards the hydrogen chamber. The pressure gradient increases until a
quasi steady-state is reached in which the pressure in the reservoirs remains more or
less constant. Under these conditions the net molar flux crossing a given section of
the capillary is close to zero.
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Figure 3.11. Pressure difference as a function of time predicted with the BFM for the
interdiffusion of air and hydrogen in the Kramers and Kistemaker experiment.

For the air –hydrogen system all models predict that a pressure difference builds up
between the two reservoirs and in all cases the pressure difference is directed from
the air reservoir to the hydrogen reservoir. The maximum pressure differences that
were found by Kramers and Kistemaker (1947) are reported in Table 3.3. This table
also shows the maximum pressure differences as predicted with the numerical
models. All models overestimate the pressure differences, with the highest pressure
differences calculated with the BFM. It should however be noted that the experiments
of Kramers and Kistemaker (1947) were negatively influenced by the diffusion of
gases through the membrane that was placed between the reservoirs and was used to
measure pressure differences between the reservoirs.
Table 3.3. Experimental and calculated pressure differences for the experiments performed by
Kramers and Kistemaker (1947). Results are shown for the interdiffusion of air and hydrogen
at different absolute pressures.

p
(Pa)

240
640
1347
1973

∆pexperiments
(Pa)
7.6
4.8
2.7
1.8

∆pDGM
(Pa)
11.5
6.7
3.7
2.6

∆pMPTM
(Pa)
12.6
6.9
3.8
2.7

∆pCPIM
(Pa)
10.9
6.5
3.6
2.6

∆pBFM
(Pa)
13.8
8.2
4.6
3.3

∆pKGM
(Pa)
12.8
7.4
4.1
2.9

∆pVPM
(Pa)
12.8
7.3
4.0
2.8
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Figure 3.12. Pressure difference as a function of time predicted with the DGM, MPTM,
CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM for the interdiffusion of nitrogen and ethylene. Experimental
data points are also shown. A positive pressure difference implies a higher pressure at the
nitrogen side.

Waldmann and Schmitt (1961) performed similar experiments as Kramers and
Kistemaker (1943), but for a broader range of gas pairs. Particularly interesting are
the experiments on the interdiffusion of nitrogen and ethylene, which have virtually
equal molar masses. Experiments were performed with capillaries with a length of
0.048 m and a diameter of 0.207 mm at 20°C and a total pressure of 1413 Pa.
Pressure differences were measured between two reservoirs of approximately 30 and
60 cm3. Results for the experimental and calculated pressure difference are shown in
Figure 3.12. The BFM, KGM and VPM are the only models that predict a pressure
difference builds op between the reservoirs, with the highest pressure observed at the
nitrogen-side. The three models predict a sharp increase in pressure difference with
time. This sharp increase is not observed in the experiments. A possible explanation
for this difference in predicted and experimentally observed behavior is that in the
model it is assumed that the two volumes are ideally mixed, whereas in the
experiments this is not the case. It should further be noted that the experiments were
negatively influenced by the solubility of ethylene in silicon oil present in the
manometer system.
The last topic that will be addressed in this paragraph is the influence of pressure
gradients on the counterdiffusion of molecules through a capillary. Since
experimental data on the diffusion of gas mixtures under the influence of pressure
gradients are scarce in literature, only numerical results are presented. It will be
shown that for diffusion of a binary gas mixture through a third gaseous component,
the selectivity of the transport of the mixture components is greatly influenced by
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pressure gradients over the capillary. This phenomenon is among others important
when selective diffusion of a gas mixture through a countergas is used to establish a
separation. Figure 3.13 shows results obtained with the six models on the
counterdiffusion of a helium-neon mixture through argon for varying pressure
differences over the capillary. Results are obtained for a capillary with a diameter of 1
µm and a length of 0.1 mm at 25 °C.
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Figure 3.13. The influence of pressure differences over a capillary on the helium flux (left
panel) and the ratio of helium to neon flux (right panel). Results are shown for the diffusion
of a helium-neon mixture into pure argon. Negative pressure differences indicate an
overpressure at the mixture side, while the absolute pressure of argon is maintained at 1 bar.
Positive pressure differences imply that the pressure of the separating agent is increased
above the pressure of the helium-neon mixture, which is kept at 1 bar. The following values
were used in the simulations: yHe ( z = 0 ) = 0.5 , yNe ( z = 0 ) = 0.5 , y Ar ( z = L ) = 1 , L = 0.1 mm ,
dwall = 1 µm , T =25 °C

In the left figure the molar flux of helium is plotted as a function of the pressure
difference over the capillary and the right figure shows the ratio of helium to argon
molar flux. In the calculations the pressure difference over the capillary is varied
either by increasing the absolute pressure at the mixture side and keeping the argon
pressure at 1 bar (resulting in negative pressure differences) or vice versa. The models
show that pressure differences over the capillary have a significant influence on the
separation process. An overpressure at the helium-neon side induces a convective
flow of this mixture towards the other end of the capillary. This increases the molar
fluxes of helium and neon, but reduces the selectivity of this transport. On the other
hand, convective flow of argon has a positive influence on the selectivity of transport
of the mixture components. The reason is that the flux of the slower diffusing
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component (in this case neon) is reduced more than the flux of the faster diffusing
helium. However, this increased selectivity is accompanied by a reduction in fluxes.
Figure 3.13 clearly shows that there is a trade off between selectivity and magnitude of
fluxes. Previously it was found that for isobaric conditions the DGM, MPTM and
CPIM completely overlapped. Figure 3.13 shows that for non-isobaric conditions this
is not the case. The reason is that the incorporation of convective flow (with a
contribution from slip flow) differs between the models.

3.7

Analysis of the Kerkhof-Geboers Model

This section shows some more detailed results obtained with the two-dimensional
KGM, which was solved using data of Remick (1974) on the interdiffusion of ternary
mixtures of helium, neon and argon. In Figure 3.14, axial velocities of helium are
plotted as a function of the radial coordinate for five different axial positions. This is
done for three different absolute pressure levels, i.e. p = 60 Pa, p = 545.29 Pa and
p = 40422.04 Pa. At low pressure (60 Pa) flat axial velocity profile are obtained,
which is an indication that mass transport mainly takes place by Knudsen diffusion.
With increasing pressure molecule-molecule interactions and viscous shear become
more important. As a result of the viscous shear, the velocity profiles are more
curved. At even higher pressure (40422 Pa) the curves become flat again with sharp
velocity gradients in the vicinity of the wall. This is an indication that moleculemolecule interactions, which tend to homogenize molecular velocities, are dominant
over viscous forces, but that slip flow is important near the wall.
In Figure 3.15, axial velocities of helium, neon and argon are plotted as a function
of the axial coordinate. For all components and all pressure levels the axial velocities
show a hyperbolic shaped curve. From the inlet to the exit of the capillary the axial
velocities increase and especially at the end of the capillary the species velocity
increase sharply. This behavior can be explained by the constraint of mass
conservation. It implies that under stationary conditions the mass flux of a
component must be constant along the capillary. Species i is moving through the
capillary down its partial pressure gradient. At the inlet of the capillary the partial
pressure is much higher than at the exit. Hence, the concentration of a component
decreases from the inlet to the outlet. Since the mass flux of species i is constant and
is defined as the product of density and velocity of this component, a reciprocal
relation must exist between density and velocity. Under these conditions a decrease
in density is always accompanied by an increase in velocity. Figure 3.15 also shows
that with increasing absolute pressure, species velocities decrease. The reason is that
the number of intermolecular collisions increases when the pressure level increases
and as a result the diffusive transport of a molecule through the capillary is more
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hampered. Although species velocities decrease, species fluxes increase, because the
decrease in velocities is more than compensated by an increase in concentration.
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Figure 3.14. Axial velocities of helium in the ternary system helium-neon-argon as a function
of the radial coordinate for different axial positions and different total pressures. The input
data for the simulations were taken from Table 3.2.

The graphs with partial pressure profiles in Figure 3.16 show that with increasing
pressure level the profiles become more curved, because molecule-molecule
interactions become more dominant. In the Knudsen regime, the momentum lost by
the molecules of a particular species to the wall per unit of length of the tube will be
more or less constant and therefore straight lines are obtained. In the transition and
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continuum regime, the momentum lost by a certain species depends on the number
of collisions that take place with molecules of a different species. Since the
concentrations of the various species vary along the capillary, the amount of
momentum lost per unit length will not be constant, resulting in a non-linear
dependence of partial pressures on axial position.
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Figure 3.15. Axial velocities of helium, neon and argon as a function of the axial coordinate
for different total pressures. The velocities are evaluated at the radial coordinate r=0. The
input data for the simulations were taken from Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.16. Partial pressure of helium, argon and neon as a function of the axial coordinate
for different total pressures. The partial pressures are evaluated at the radial coordinate r=0.
The input data for the simulations were taken from Table 3.2.

3.8

Conclusions

In this chapter an overview is given of six models that have been developed to
describe multi-component mass transport through capillaries, pores and porous
media, called the DGM, MPTM, CPIM, BFM, KGM and VPM. Roughly these models
can be divided into two groups, i.e. i) theoretical models that assume that viscous and
diffusive fluxes are independent and additive ii) theoretical models that account for
the influence of shear stress(es) on diffusion and vice versa. The DGM, MPTM and
CPIM belong to the first group, whereas the BFM, KGM and VPM are part of the
second group.
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By discussing briefly the derivation of the models and by running simulations, it
was shown that differences are present between the models. However, the influence
of these differences on the predicted values is generally small and no model is
significantly in contradiction with experimental data. It should however be noted that
experimental data on the transport through capillaries is scarce, especially under nonisobaric conditions. Since the contribution of convective transport to mass transport
is described differently by the six models, experimental data obtained under nonisobaric conditions can help in making a more qualitative comparison between the
models. On the other hand, for engineering purposes the difference between the
models will generally be too small to prefer, from a qualitative perspective, one model
of the other. Scientific validity and ease of implementation will be more important
criteria.
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Chapter 4
Modeling the kinetic separation
process in a FricDiff module
This chapter is adapted from:
o

o

o

Selvi, A., Breure, B., Gross, J., De Graauw, J., Jansens, P.J. (2007). Basic parameter
study for the separation of an isopropanol-water mixture by using FricDifftechnology. Chemical Engineering and Processing, 46, 810-817.
Peters, E.A.J.F., Breure, B., Van den Heuvel, P., Kerkhof, P.J.A.M. (2008). A transfer
units approach to the FricDiff separation process. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
Research, 47, 3937-3942.
Breure, B., Peters, E.A.J.F., Kerkhof, P.J.A.M. (2008). Separation of azeotropic
mixtures of alcohols and water with FricDiff. Separation and Purification Technology,
62, 349-362.

One mathematical and two numerical models have been developed to describe the
separation process in a tubular FricDiff module. The assumptions, equations and boundary
conditions that form the basis of the models are discussed. The implementation of the
numerical models in the commercial software packages Aspen Custom Modeler and Comsol
Multiphysics is also considered. The three models are used to study the influence of process
conditions and barrier characteristics on the separation of a vaporous isopropyl alcoholwater mixture. It will be shown that factors like sweep gas to feed mixture ratio and
thickness of barrier influence the separation process and can be used to optimize the
performance of the separation process.
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Introduction

In this chapter three models are developed to describe the separation process in a
FricDiff module. The first and simplest model, which is called the transfer unit
model, is derived using simple mole balances over the feed mixture and sweep gas
compartments. It is assumed that through the barrier equimolar mass transport takes
place and that pressure drops in the compartments are absent. Transport through the
porous barrier and possible concentration boundary layers are described as
resistances, which are incorporated in an appropriate mass transfer coefficient. The
second model, called the ideal plug flow model takes into account that pressure drops
are present in the feed mixture and sweep gas compartments and these are described
with the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
compartments are ideally mixed in the direction perpendicular to the flow field. The
mass transport through the barrier is described with the multi-component Binary
Friction Model (BFM, see Chapter 3). Additional resistances in the compartments as
a result of concentration boundary layers can be incorporated in this model. The last
model that is discussed is the most detailed model, which is called the Navier-StokesMaxwell-Stefan model (NS-MS model). In this model equations of continuity are
solved together with momentum balances given by the Navier-Stokes equations.
Diffusion in the radial directions is described with multi-component Maxwell-Stefan
equations. The transport through the porous barrier is again described with the BFM.
The above models are used to describe the influence of process conditions and
module characteristics on the separation process in a FricDiff module, which is
operated in the laminar regime.

4.2

FricDiff module

The main focus of this chapter is to describe the separation process in a tubular
FricDiff module. This module, which is shown in Figure 4.1, consists of two
concentric tubes of which the inner tube is porous. The feed mixture flows through
the inner tube and the sweep gas flows through the concentric space located between
the inner and outer tube. Selective counterdiffusion takes place through the porous
screen which is made of a non-selective material. The main function of the porous
screen is to prevent convective mixing of the feed mixture and sweep gas and to allow
small pressure differences to exist over the porous barrier. The module is operated
stationary and isothermally and the feed mixture and sweep gas can flow in equal
directions (co-current mode) or in opposing directions (countercurrent mode).
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of a tubular FricDiff unit, which consists of two
concentric tubes of which the inner tube is porous. The feed mixture flows through the inner
tube and the sweep gas through the concentric shaped space between the two tubes. The
depicted FricDiff module is operated in a countercurrent mode.

4.3

Transfer unit model

The transfer unit model is a simplified model to describe the separation process in a
FricDiff unit. An important assumption that forms the basis of this model is that the
interactions between components that move in opposite direction are much larger
than the friction between species moving in the same direction. Furthermore,
diffusion in the porous screen is assumed to take place in the continuum (i.e. low
Knudsen number) regime, in which wall interactions effects are negligible. The feed
mixture components generally will move in similar direction and therefore drag
forces between them are small. These molecule-molecule interactions are therefore
assumed negligible. The sweep gas on the other hand will move in opposite direction
and therefore the feed components will mainly experience friction with this
component. Multi-component diffusive mass transport is generally described with
Maxwell-Stefan equations, which for isobaric conditions can be written as (Taylor and
Krishna, 1993):


n

∇y i = ∑
j=1

(y N
i

j


- y jNi

cDij

)

(4.1)
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Given the assumption that interactions between feed mixture components and sweep
gas are dominant, that diffusive transport is only important in the radial direction and
that mass transport in the system is equimolar, this equation reduces to a Fickian
form (see Appendix 4.A):

N i ( r, z ) = -Din c

∂y i ( r, z )
∂r

for i ≠ n

(4.2)

where species n is the sweep gas. With Eq. (4.2) the radial fluxes of the feed mixture
components can be determined. Using the assumption of equimolar operating
conditions the sweep gas flux in radial direction can be determined from all other
component fluxes,
n-1

N n ( r, z ) = - ∑ N i ( r, z )

(4.3)

i=1

For a tubular geometry, the fluxes in radial direction are not constant but a function
of the radius. The flux through the porous barrier can be found by integrating Eq.
(4.2) over the radial direction of the screen. For this purpose the flux at certain
position r is written as N i ( r, z ) = rlm r N lm,i ( z ) , where rlm is the log-mean radius
defined by rlm = ( r2 - r1 ) ln ( r2 r1 ) and Nlm,i the flux of species i at position r = rlm. This

results in
N bar,lm,i ( z ) = kbar,lm,i c ( y F,bar,i ( z ) - yG,bar,i ( z ) )

(4.4)

where kbar,lm,i is the mass transfer coefficient for component i in the porous barrier
evaluated at r = rlm , c is the total concentration and yF,bar,i and yG,bar,i the mole fractions
at the interface between barrier and feed side or sweep side compartment,
respectively. The barrier mass transfer coefficient can be written as

kbar,lm,i =

ε Din
τ 2 ( r2 - r1 )

(4.5)

where the factor ε/τ2 accounts for the porous structure of the barrier. The influence of
concentration boundary layers that may be present in the feed mixture and sweep gas
compartments can be included in the model by defining additional resistances to
mass transfer. The flux at the feed side can be expressed as
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N F,i ( z ) = kF,i ( z ) c ( y F,i ( z ) - y F,bar,i ( z ) )

(4.6)

N G,i ( z ) = kG,i ( z ) c ( yG,bar,i ( z ) - yG,i ( z ) )

(4.7)

and at the sweep side as

where yF,i and yG,i are cup-averaged mole fractions in the compartments. The mass
transfer coefficients kF,i and kG,i are defined by
kF,i ( z ) =

ShF,i ( z ) Din
Sh ( z ) Din
, kG,i ( z ) = G,i
2r1
2 r3 - r2

(

)

(4.8)

where ShF,i and ShG,i are the appropriate Sherwood numbers. To simplify the analysis
it is assumed that only fully developed concentration boundary layers are present in
the system and hence ShF,i and ShG,i are constant. Combining Eqs. (4.4), (4.6) and
(4.7) an overall equation for the flux (evaluated at r = rlm) is obtained which can be
written as

N lm,i ( z ) = kov,lm,i c ( yF,i ( z ) - yG,i ( z ) )

(4.9)

The overall resistance to mass transfer, kov,lm,i can be calculated from
-1

-1

r

r

kov,lm,i -1 =  1 kF,i  + kbar,lm,i -1 +  2 kG,i 
 rlm

 rlm


(4.10)

With the derived flux expressions, molar balances can be formulated over the feed
mixture and sweep gas compartments, resulting for countercurrent operation in
dyF,i ( z )
= -2π rlm N lm,i ( z ) = -2π rlm kov,lm,i c ( yF,i ( z ) - yG,i (z))
dz
dy ( z )
-Gmol G,i
= +2π rlm N lm,i ( z ) = +2π rlm kov,lm,i c ( yF,i ( z ) - yG,i (z))
dz
Fmol

and for co-current operation in

(4.11)
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dyF,i
= -2π rlm N lm,i = -2π rlm kov,lm,i c ( yF,i ( z ) - yG,i ( z ) )
dz
dy
Gmol G,i = 2π rlmN lm,i = 2π rlm kov,lm,i c ( yF,i ( z ) - yG,i ( z ) )
dz
Fmol

(4.12)

where Fmol and Gmol are the total molar flow rates in the feed side and sweep side
compartments, respectively. Solving this homogenous system of first order partial
differential equations with the boundary conditions yF,i(0) = yF,i,in and yG,i(L) = yG,i,in
for countercurrent operation gives

yF,i,out

 Fmol
 1Gmol
=
F
1- mol
Gmol


 exp [-α i ]

y

yG,i,out

Fmol
F
1- mol
(1- exp [-αi ])
Gmol
Gmol
=
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
F
F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol
Gmol

exp [-α i ]

F,i,in

+

1- exp [-α i ]
yG,i,in
F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol

(4.13)

where



α i =  1

Fmol 
 NTU i
Gmol 

(4.14)

and the number of transfer units of species i, NTUi, is defined by

NTU i =

2π rlm Lkov,lm,i c
Fmol

(4.15)

Solving Eq. (4.12) for co-current operation with the boundary conditions yF,i(0) = yF,i,in
and yG,i(0) = yG,i,in gives
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yF,i,out

Fmol
+ exp [-α i ]
1- exp [-α i ]
G
= mol
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
F
F
1 + mol
1 + mol
Gmol
Gmol

yG,i,out

Fmol
F
1- exp [-α i ])
1 + mol exp [-α i ]
(
G
Gmol
= mol
yF,i,in +
y G ,i ,in
Fmol
F
1+
1 + mol
Gmol
Gmol

(4.16)

where



αi =  1 +


Fmol
Gmol


 NTU i


(4.17)

and NTUi is still defined by Eq. (4.15). By using Eqs. (4.13) and (4.16) the
compositions of the streams that leave the FricDiff unit can be calculated when inlet
mole fractions yF,i,in and yG,i,in, molar flow rates Fmol and Gmol and values for NTUi are
known. The parameter NTUi can be regarded as the ratio of the amount of material
that has diffused through the barrier to the amount of material that entered the feed
side compartment. A larger value of NTUi implies a larger degree of separation.

4.3.1 Limit situations
The transfer unit model can be used to examine the behavior of the FricDiff
separation process in case of certain limit situations. Table 4.1 shows expressions for
yF,i,out and yG,i,out for a countercurrently operated FricDiff module in case the ratio
Gmol/Fmol approaches 0, 1 (a singular point) or infinity or the value for NTUi
approaches 0 (infinitely small unit) or infinity (infinitely large unit). Results are
presented for the case that the sweep gas that enters the unit is pure and does not
contain any mixture components (i.e. yG,i,in = 0 ). Table 4.1 also shows expressions for
the selectivities βF and βG , which are defined by

βF =

yF,i,out yF,i,in
yF, j,out yF, j,in

(4.18)

βG =

yG,i,out yF,i,in
yG, j,out yF, j,in
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where the subscripts i and j refer to certain feed mixture components. Table 4.2
shows expressions for yF,i,out and yG,i,out and the selectivities βF and βG for certain limit
situations when the module is operated in a co-current mode.
Table 4.1. Expressions for yF,i,out and yG,i,out and the selectivities βF and βG obtained with the
transfer unit model for a countercurrently operated FricDiff module for certain limit
situations
yF,i,out
yG,i,out
limit
βF
βG
Gmol Fmol → 0

yF,i,in

yF,i,in

1

Gmol Fmol → 1

yF,i,in + yG,i,in NTU i
1 + NTU i

yG,i,in + yF,i,in NTU i
1 + NTU i

1 + ( yG , j ,in yF , j ,in ) NTU j

exp (-NTU i ) yF,i,in

0

exp NTU j - NTU i

Gmol Fmol → ∞

1

1 + ( yG ,i ,in yF ,i ,in ) NTU i

(

(y
(y

)

G ,i ,in

yF ,i ,in ) + NTU i

G , j ,in

yF , j ,in ) + NTU j

1- exp (-NTU i )

(

1- exp -NTU j

NTU i → 0

yF,i,in

0

1

NTU i → ∞

0

Fmol
yF,i,in
Gmol

exp α j - α i

(

)

NTU i
NTU j

)

1

Table 4.2. Expressions for yF,i,out and yG,i,out and the selectivities βF and βG obtained with the
transfer unit model for a co-currently operated FricDiff module for certain limit situations
yF,i,out
yG,i,out
limit
βF
βG
Gmol Fmol → 0

yF,i,in

yF,i,in

1

Gmol Fmol → ∞

exp (-NTU i ) yF,i,in

0

exp NTU j - NTU i

(

1

)

1- exp (-NTU i )

(

1- exp -NTU j

NTU i → 0

yF,i,in

0

1

)

1- exp (-αi )

( )

1- exp -α j

NTU i → ∞

Fmol
yF,i,in
Fmol +Gmol

Fmol
yF,i,in
Fmol +Gmol

1

1

4.4 Ideal plug flow model (laminar regime)
In the ideal plug flow model equations are solved for the feed side and sweep side
compartments and for transport through the porous barrier. The module is modeled
isothermally, but not isobarically; axial pressure differences in the flow channels and
their influence on transport through the porous barrier are taken into account in the
model. The model assumes that the dominant resistance to mass transfer is located
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inside the porous barrier and that resistances in the compartments play a minor role.
These latter resistances manifest themselves in the form of radial concentration
gradients and when they are small, the compartments can be modeled as ideally
mixed in the radial direction without significantly affecting the behavior of the unit.
The above reasoning is true independent of the value of the radial Péclet number.
The term “plug” only refers to the concentration profile in the compartments and not
to velocity profile (in the compartments a radial velocity profile is present).

4.4.1 Transport at feed side
As is shown in Figure 4.1 the feed side forms the inner compartment of the tubular
module and has a cylindrical shape. A certain feed mixture with known composition
and total pressure is introduced in the module at z = 0. During transport through the
module, material is exchanged between the feed mixture and sweep gas
compartments. A mole balance over the feed side results in

dFmol,i ( z )
= -2π r1N bar,i ( r1 , z )
dz

(4.19)

where Nbar,i is the flux through the porous barrier. It is assumed that the flow of the
feed mixture through the cylindrical compartment is laminar and stationary. In this
case, the Hagen-Poiseuille equation provides a relation between volumetric flow rates
and pressure drops, which can be written as (Bird et al., 2002)
F (z) = -

π r14 dpF ( z )
8 µF ( z ) dz

(4.20)

The mixture viscosity µF is defined by (Poling et al., 2001)
n

µF ( z ) = ∑
i=1

yF,i ( z ) µi0
n

∑ yF, j ( z ) ξij

(4.21)

j=1

where µi0 is the pure component viscosity of species i at the prevailing temperature.
The Wilke parameter, ξij, can be calculated with the following equation (Poling et al.,
2001):
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ξij =

1 + µ 0 µ 0
i
j


(

12

) (M

w, j

M w,i

8 1 + M w,i M w, j 



(

)

14

)




2

(4.22)

12

Assuming that the gases and vapors in the module behave as ideal gases, volumetric
and molar flow rates are coupled through the total concentration, c F = pF (RT ) ,
according to

cF ( z ) =

∑F (z) = F (z)
mol,i

mol

F (z)

(4.23)

F (z)

When Fmol,i and Fmol are known the species cup-averaged mole fractions can be
calculated from
yF,i ( z ) =

Fmol,i ( z )
Fmol ( z )

(4.24)

4.4.2 Transport at sweep side
For countercurrent operation of the module the sweep gas is introduced at z = L. A
mole balance over the sweep side of the module gives
dGmol,i ( z )
= -2π r2N bar,i ( z,r2 )
dz

(4.25)

Axial pressure drops in the compartment can be calculated with the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation. Since the sweep gas flows through a compartment which has a concentric
shape, a shape factor is introduced in the equation (Bird et al., 2002):

π r34 dpG ( z ) 
(1- θ 2 ) 
( 1- θ 4 ) G(z) =
ln ( 1 θ ) 
8 µG ( z ) dz 
2



(4.26)



where

θ=

r2
r3

(4.27)
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The mixture viscosity can be calculated by an expression analogous to Eq. (4.21). By
using the ideal gas law, the relation between molar and volumetric flow rates can be
written as

cG ( z ) =

∑G ( z ) = G ( z )
mol,i

mol

G(z)

(4.28)

G(z)

Using the total and component molar flow rates, the mole fractions in the
compartment can be calculated from
yG,i ( z ) =

Gmol,i ( z )
Gmol ( z )

(4.29)

If the module is operated in a co-current mode, the sweep gas enters the module at
z = 0 . For this mode of operation, the molar balance of Eq. (4.25) changes to
dGmol,i ( z )
= 2π r2N bar,i ( z,r2 )
dz

(4.30)

and the sign of the Hagen-Poiseuille equations is changed, resulting in

π r34 dpG ( z ) 
(1- θ 2 ) 
( 1- θ 4 ) G(z) = ln ( 1 θ ) 
8 µG ( z ) dz 
2



(4.31)



4.4.3 Transport through porous barrier
In order to model the transport through the porous barrier a couple of assumptions
are made, namely i) the pores are assumed to be unconnected ii) the cross-sectional
area of any single pore is assumed to be constant and iii) the length-to-area ratio of
every pore is assumed to be great enough so that radial concentration gradients
within the pores can be neglected. The Binary Friction Model (BFM) (Kerkhof, 1996)
is used to describe the transport of component through the porous barrier. The BFM
is based on the idea that the force on a component per unit volume is built up of a
part due to friction with other components present in the system and part due to
friction with the wall. The BFM equation for a component i in an ideal gas is given by
(Kerkhof, 1996)
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n
y bar, j ( r, z ) N bar,i ( r, z ) - y bar,i ( r, z ) N bar, j ( r, z )
dpbar,i ( r, z ) 
= -RT ∑
dr
Dij

j=1

(

-f imBFM ( r, z ) RTN bar,i ( r, z ) 

)
(4.32)

2

τ
ε

Since the porous barrier has a cylindrical shape the fluxes are not constant, but
inversely proportional to r and hence N bar,i ( r, z ) = r1 r N bar,i ( r1 , z ) . The mole fraction
of a certain component in the barrier can be calculated from

ybar,i ( r, z ) =

pbar,i ( r, z )
∑ pbar,i (r, z )

(4.33)

The wall friction coefficient f imBFM can be calculated as follows (Kerkhof, 1996)
-1

f

BFM
im



K
( r, z ) =  DK,i + p 
κ
r,
z
)
i (


(4.34)

Here DK,i is a Knudsen diffusion coefficient, which is given by
0
DK,i ∼ 0.89DK,i

 8RT 
2
0
DK,i
= rp 

3
 π M w,i 

(4.35)

The channel permeability, Kp, is defined as

Kp =

rp2

(4.36)

8

and the fractional viscosity coefficients, κi, can be calculated from (Kerkhof, 1996)

κ i ( r, z ) =

µi ( r, z )
pbar ( r, z )

=

1
pbar ( r, z )

µi0

(4.37)

n

∑ y (r, z ) ξ
bar, j

j =1

ij
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4.4.4 Ideal plug flow model (turbulent regime)
The ideal plug flow model can also be used when the flows of feed mixture and sweep
gas through the compartments are turbulent. This can be done by adjusting the
equation for the pressure drop. In the laminar regime the Hagen-Poiseuille equation
is used. In the transition or turbulent regime an equation based on the Fanning
friction factor should be used, which can be written as (Bird et al., 2002)

dp  4   1

= -    ρ vz 2  f
dz  dh   2


(4.38)

where dh is the hydraulic diameter and vz is the average axial velocity, which can be
calculated by dividing the volumetric flow rate by the channel area. The parameter f is
the Fanning friction factor, which is a function of the Reynolds number. In literature
several equations can be found for f in the turbulent regime. For example the
Haaland equation, which takes the roughness of the channel wall into account (this is
included in the factor k/d) (Bird et al., 2002):
 6.9  k d 10 9 
1
= -3.6 log 10 
+
 
f
 Re  3.7  

4 × 10 4 < Re < 108

 0 < k d < 0.05

(4.39)

with the Reynolds number Re calculated by

Re =

4rh vz ρ

µ

(4.40)

where rh is the hydraulic radius. Actually Eq. (4.38) can also be used in the laminar
regime. In that case the Fanning friction factor has the form f = 16 Re for Re<2100 .
In the operating region of interest, Reynolds numbers in the compartments are
always smaller than 2100 and hence the transition or turbulent flow regime is not
reached in the simulations performed in this work.

4.4.5

Concentration boundary layers

The ideal plug flow model can be extended by incorporating the influence of
concentration boundary layers in the model. How this can be done is explained in
Chapter 5. In most simulations performed in this chapter the dominant resistance to
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mass transfer is located inside the porous barrier and hence the influence of
concentration boundary layers is negligible.

4.4.6

Implementation in Aspen Custom Modeler

The ideal plug flow model is implemented in the program Aspen Custom Modeler
(2005). First order upwind finite difference schemes are used for the spatial
discretization of the feed side and sweep side and a second order central finite
difference scheme is used in the porous barrier. The compartments are modeled onedimensionally (only dependent on z-direction) and the porous barrier twodimensionally (r and z dependent). At the inlets of the module volumetric flow rates,
total pressures and compositions of the entering streams are specified. The porous
barrier and the compartments are coupled through the exchange of partial pressures
(from the compartments to the barrier) and the exchange of partial pressures (from
barrier to compartments).

4.5

Navier-Stokes-Maxwell-Stefan model

The last model that will be discussed is a very detailed model in which equations of
continuity, momentum balances and Maxwell-Stefan equations are solved
simultaneously. Again a distinction is made between equations that are solved in the
flow channels and equations for the porous barrier. A couple of assumptions are
made in this model. Like in the previous two models, the gas and vapor mixtures in
the unit are treated as ideal gas mixtures that can be described with the ideal gas law.
Furthermore, the module is modeled axi-symmetrically, which implies that only
dependencies on the radial and axial direction are taken into account.

4.5.1 Transport at feed side and sweep side
In the Navier-Stokes-Maxwell-Stefan model (NS-MS model) identical equations are
used at the feed side and sweep side. Only the boundary conditions that are specified
in the two compartments differ. The compartments are modeled by simultaneously
solving equations that describe the transport of mass (i.e. equations of continuity)
and momentum (i.e. Navier-Stokes equations). Multi-component Maxwell-Stefan
equations are used to describe the diffusive transport as a result of gradients in the
composition.
In a FricDiff module at least three species are present, namely the mixture
components (at least two) and the sweep gas. For all of these species an equation of
continuity is solved, which for species i and stationary conditions can be written as
(Bird et al., 2002)
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∂
1 ∂
( ρirvr,i ) + ∂z ( ρi v z,i ) = 0
r ∂r

(4.41)

where ρi is the density of component i, vr,i the species velocity in the radial direction
and vz the mass average velocity in the axial direction. It is assumed that diffusive
mass transport is dominant in the radial direction and therefore a component specific
velocity appears in the radial term. Diffusive transport that takes place in the axial
direction is considered to be small compared to convective transport in this direction
and is therefore neglected. For this reason a mass average axial velocity appears in the
equation of continuity. The mass flux in the radial direction (i.e. ρi vr,i ) can be
rewritten as (Taylor and Krishna, 1993)

ρ i vr,i = n r,i = jr,i + ρ i vr

(4.42)

where nr,i is the mass flux, vr the radial mass average velocity and jr,i a diffusive mass
flux which is defined as (Taylor and Krishna, 1993)

jr,i = ρi ( vr,i - vr )

(4.43)

In the radial direction, pressure gradients are considered small and their contribution
to mass transport in this direction is assumed negligible. Isobaric Maxwell-Stefan
equations are therefore used to describe diffusive transport of the different species in
the radial direction, which are generally written as (Taylor and Krishna, 1993)

(

n
y i N r, j - y j N r,i
∂y i
=∑
cDij
∂r
j=1

)

(4.44)

It is more convenient to rewrite these Maxwell-Stefan equations using instead of
molar fluxes diffusive mass fluxes, resulting in
n y y
∂y i
i j
=∑
∂r
D
j=1
ij

 jr, j jr,i 


 ρ j ρi 

(4.45)

The reason for this change in notation is that only n-1 equations of Eqs. (4.44) and
(4.45) are independent since both sides sum to zero. This means that an additional
constraint is required in order to form a closed set of equations. The additional
constraint that is used is that the diffusive mass fluxes should sum to zero (this
follows from the definition of the mass average velocity), i.e.
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n

∑j

r,i

=0

(4.46)

i=1

Summarizing, Eq. (4.41) supplemented with Eqs. (4.42), (4.45) and (4.46) are the
equations that are used to describe the mass transport of the different components in
the flow channels.
Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe momentum transport in the axial and
radial directions. Since transport of components takes place through the porous
barrier, the composition of the streams flowing through the flow channels varies in
both the axial and radial direction. As a result, the densities of the mixtures in the
compartments cannot be taken as constant and hence compressible Navier-Stokes
equations are used. For stationary conditions and in the absence of external forces
these equations can be written as (Bird et al., 2002)



ρ  vr



ρ  vr

∂v z
∂v
+ vz z
∂r
∂z

∂p  1 ∂
∂

( rτ rz ) + τ zz 
=- -
∂z 
 ∂z  r ∂r

τ
∂v r
∂v 
∂p  1 ∂
∂
+ vz r  = - - 
( rτ rr ) + τ zr - θθ 
∂r
∂z 
∂r  r ∂r
∂z
r 

(4.47)

(4.48)

respectively. Here ρ is the total density of the vapor or gas mixture and p the total
pressure in the system. The variables vz and vr are mass average velocities in the axial
and radial direction, respectively. The shear stresses are defined as (Bird et al., 2002)
 ∂vr ∂v z 
+

 ∂z ∂r 

 ∂v   2
τ rr = - µ  2 z  +  µ - κ  ( ∇ ⋅ v )
 ∂r   3


τ rz = τ zr = - µ 

(4.49)


 v  2
τ θθ =-µ  2 r  + µ - κ  ( ∇ ⋅ v )
 r  3


with

(∇ ⋅ v ) =

1 ∂
∂
( rvr ) + v z
∂z
r ∂r

(4.50)

In the simulations the dilatational viscosity κ is assumed to be negligible and the
viscosity is calculated with an expression analogous to Eq. (4.21).
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Transport through porous barrier

The transport through the porous barrier is described with Eq. (4.32) and the
additional expressions given by Eqs. (4.33) to (4.37). In addition for each species an
equation of continuity is solved in the porous barrier, given by
∂
(rnbar,i ) = 0
∂r

(4.51)

4.5.3 Implementation
The NS-MS model has been solved in the programs Aspen Custom Modeler (2005)
and Comsol Multiphysics (2008) and is only used to describe the laminar flow
regime. The implementation of the equations in both programs is discussed in
Appendix 4.B.

4.6

Simulations

Simulations are run for a FricDiff module operated at 1 bar and 383.15 K. The feed
mixture consists of a vaporous isopropyl alcohol-water mixture containing 67 mol%
isopropyl alcohol and pure carbon dioxide is used as the separating agent. Both
streams enter the module at 1 bar and 383.15 K in a countercurrent mode, unless
indicated otherwise. The Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficients and pure component
viscosities that are used in the simulations are shown in Table 4.3. These physical
properties are obtained from the Aspen Physical Property System (Aspen Custom
Modeler, 2005).
Table 4.3. Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficients and pure component viscosities for the
system isopropyl alcohol (1)-water (2)-carbon dioxide (3) at 1 bar and 383.15 K. The physical
properties are obtained from the Aspen Physical Property System (Aspen Custom Modeler,
2005).
2 -1
1.777.10-5
D12 = D 21 (m s )
2

-1

1.239.10-5

2

-1

2.960.10-5

D13 = D 31 (m s )
D 23 = D 32 (m s )
0

1.005.10-5

0

1.295.10-5

0

1.886.10-5

µ1 (Pa s)
µ 2 (Pa s)

µ 3 (Pa s)
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The FricDiff module that is modeled has an inner radius of 1.5 mm, the porous
barrier has a thickness of 1.5 mm and the outer radius of the module is set to 5.2 mm
(unless indicated otherwise). The module has a length of 10 cm. In the NS-MS model
developed in the program Aspen Custom Module the length of the module is set to
14 cm. The feed side and sweep side are separated by a porous barrier that is only
partially permeable. The barrier is permeable over a length of 10 cm and has
impermeable walls at the inlets and outlets of the module over a length of 2 cm. The
diameter of the pores in the porous barrier is generally set to 1 µm (in some
simulations this value is varied). The value of the porosity is set to 0.2 in the
simulations and the tortuosity is given a value of 1.3.

4.7

Results and discussion

In this section, results are shown which are obtained with the transfer unit model,
the ideal plug flow model and the NS-MS model, which are described in sections 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5. The separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with carbon dioxide
as sweep gas is studied. Since water has a higher diffusivity in carbon dioxide than
isopropyl alcohol, water will diffuse preferably through the porous barrier. As a result
the mixture that flows at the feed side will get enriched in isopropyl alcohol.
In Figure 4.2 results obtained with the three models are compared. Mole fractions
of both isopropyl alcohol and water are plotted as a function of the dimensionless
parameter NTUi. The correspondence between the different models is quite good.
The deviations observed between the transfer unit model and the more detailed ideal
plug flow and NS-MS models can be explained by differences in the way the transport
through the porous barrier is described. The transfer unit model assumes that
transport through the barrier is equimolar. In reality this will not be the case. The
transport through the barrier will to a good approximation satisfy Graham’s law. This
implies that the relationship between the fluxes of isopropyl alcohol, water and
carbon dioxide through the barrier is given by
M w,IPA N IPA + M,water N water + M w,CO2 N CO2 = 0 .

This

relationship

could

be

incorporated in the transfer unit model, but it will make the model more
complicated. The advantage of the current transfer unit model is that it can be solved
in a simple spreadsheet program like for example Microsoft Excel.
In Figure 4.3 a comparison is made between the transfer unit model and the ideal
plug flow model when in both cases equimolar mass transport takes place through
the barrier. Instead of the BFM, Maxwell-Stefan equations with an equimolar
bootstrap condition are used to describe the barrier transport in the ideal plug flow
model. A better correspondence between both models is now obtained. Since the
transfer unit model only accounts for diffusive transport through the barrier,
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deviations between this model and the other two models will increase for situations
where convective transport through the barrier plays an important role.
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Figure 4.2. Comparison between the results obtained with the transfer unit model, the ideal
plug flow model and the NS-MS model for a countercurrently operated FricDiff module.
Outlet compositions of isopropyl alcohol and water are plotted as a function of the
dimensionless parameter NTUi. The compositions are scaled with the feed side inlet mole
fractions. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was varied.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison between the transfer unit model and the ideal plug flow model when
the transport through the porous barrier is modeled equimolar. The FricDiff module itself is
operated countercurrently. Outlet compositions of isopropyl alcohol and water are plotted as
a function of the dimensionless parameter NTUi. The compositions are scaled with the inlet
mole fractions. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was varied.
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In this work two parameters will mainly be used to study the separation process in
a FricDiff module. The mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol in the mixture that leaves
the module at the feed side, yF,IPA,out, on a separating agent free basis is one
parameter. The other parameter that is used is the recovery of isopropyl alcohol. The
recovery is defined in the following way

recovery = Fmol,IPA,out Fmol,IPA,in

(4.52)

These mole fractions and recoveries are often plotted as a function of the residence
time of the components in the module, which is calculated by
residence time = VF (0.5 ( Fin +Fout ) )

(4.53)

where VF is the volume of the feed side compartment. Figure 4.4 shows the
dependence of yF,IPA,out and the recovery of isopropyl alcohol on the residence time.
With increasing residence time, more separation takes place and as a result the outlet
isopropyl alcohol mole fraction increases. Since not only water, but also isopropyl
alcohol is transported through the barrier, the recovery of isopropyl alcohol decreases
with increasing residence time. From Figure 4.4 it is also clear that there is a tradeoff between isopropyl alcohol purities and recoveries; high purities can only be
achieved at the expense of low recoveries.
In Figures 4.2 and 4.4 a good correspondence is obtained between the ideal
plug flow model and the NS-MS model. The reason for this is that for the module
studied here the dominant resistance to mass transfer is located inside the porous
barrier. The Sherwood numbers for the feed and sweep side (assuming a fully
developed concentration boundary layer) are ShF =48/11 and ShG =12, respectively.
Using these numbers and Eq.(4.8), the values for the different mass transfer
resistances for isopropyl alcohol are approximately kF,IPA = 0.018 m s-1, kG,IPA =0.034 m
s-1 and kbar,lm,IPA = 9.8.10-4 m s-1. The overall resistance to mass transfer is then kov,lm,IPA
= 8.9.10-4 m s-1 and hence the barrier gives the largest resistance to mass transfer. The
reason why the dominant resistance is located in the barrier is its relatively large
thickness and the low value of the factor ε/τ2. Later in this chapter it will be shown
that when mass transfer resistances in the compartments are important both models
will give different results. In Chapter 5 it will be shown how these resistances to mass
transfer can be incorporated into the ideal plug flow model. In Figure 4.4 the
recovery with the ideal plug flow model is slightly lower compared to the NS-MS
model, indicating a somewhat larger flux through the barrier.
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Figure 4.4. Dependence of the mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol (on a CO2-free basis) and
recovery of isopropyl alcohol on the residence time for a countercurrently operated FricDiff
module. Results are obtained with the transfer unit model, the ideal plug flow model and the
NS-MS model. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was varied.
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Figure 4.5. Comparison between co-current and countercurrent operation of the FricDiff
module. Isopropyl alcohol outlet mole fractions on a separating agent free basis and
recoveries of isopropyl alcohol are plotted as a function of the residence time. Results are
obtained with the ideal plug flow model. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and
Fin was varied
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Figure 4.6. Influence of Gin/Fin-ratio on the separation in a countercurrently operated
FricDiff module. Isopropyl alcohol outlet mole fractions on a separating agent free basis and
recoveries of isopropyl alcohol are plotted as a function of the Gin/Fin-ratio. Results are
obtained with the ideal plug flow model with Fin set to 1⋅10-6 m3 s-1.

It is expected that co-current and countercurrent operation of the FricDiff module
will influence the separation process. In Figure 4.5 a comparison is made between
both modes of separation. For short residence times, both operation modes give
similar results. Under these conditions, the sweep gas will be rich in carbon dioxide
and the mixture in the feed side compartment will mainly contain alcohol and water.
The driving force for mass transfer will be similar for both cases. However, for longer
residence times the mole fraction curve for co-current operation goes through a
maximum and then decreases again. For even longer residence times it will reach the
value 0.67 (the inlet composition of the feed mixture) and the recovery will reach a
value, which is equal to the following ratio: Fmol ,out

(F

mol , out

+ Gmol ,out ) . Hence, for

longer residence times the feed components will distribute evenly over both
compartments and separation up to high purities, which can be achieved with
countercurrent operation, is not possible for co-current operation.
In Figure 4.6 the influence of the ratio between inlet volumetric flow rate of the
sweep gas and feed mixture (Gin/Fin-ratio) on the separation in a countercurrently
operated FricDiff module is studied. The G/F-ratio will influence the driving force for
mass transfer through the porous barrier. Figure 4.6 shows that with increasing G/Fratio the isopropyl alcohol outlet mole fractions increase, but recoveries decrease.
This is an indication that the driving force for mass transfer increases. At higher G/Fratios the curves flatten off. For commercial applications, high G/F-ratios are not
preferred, because they result in large sweep gas flow rates. This sweep gas stream
has to be heated to process conditions and a larger stream implies that a larger heat
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input is required. Furthermore, when the G/F-ratio is high, outlet streams are
produced that are rich in carbon dioxide, but dilute in alcohol and water. To recover
most of the alcohol and water by condensation, low temperatures (refrigeration) or
high pressures are required. This also increases the energy requirement of the
process. For this reason, G/F-ratios higher than 5 are not advisable.
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Figure 4.7. Influence of the pore diameter of the pores in the porous screen on the isopropyl
alcohol outlet mole fraction on a separating agent free basis and the recovery of isopropyl
alcohol. Results are obtained with the ideal plug flow model. Results are obtained with the
ideal plug flow model with the Gin/Fin-ratio set to 4 and Fin set to 1⋅10-6 m3 s-1.

In Figure 4.7 the effect of the size of the pores in the porous barrier on the
separation process is shown. The diameter of the pores is varied between 0.01 and 10
µm. From this figure it becomes clear that small pores have a negative effect on the
separation, because they result in more molecule-wall interactions (i.e. an increase in
the contribution from Knudsen diffusion). Since a difference in molecule-molecule
interactions is the preferred mechanism of separation, the pores in the barrier should
not be chosen too small. Pores sizes larger than 0.25 µm are preferred. On the other
hand, pore sizes should not be chosen too large. There should be sufficient resistance
to non-selective convective flow through the barrier, which can occur as a result of
pressure differences over the barrier. An estimate for the maximum pore size can be
made in the following way. Consider a cylindrical pore with length Lp. Through this
pore either convective or diffusive mass transport can take place. The molar flow rate
of species i as a result of convective transport is given by

φmol,C =

π d p4 c i z=0  ∆pr
128 µ  L p





(4.54)
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where ci

z =0

is the concentration of species i at the inlet of the pore. Diffusive

transport of species i can be approximated by

D
φmol,i
= -Din

(c

i z=L

- ci

z=0

4L p

)πd

2
p

(4.55)

Assuming that the concentration of species i at the outlet of the pore is negligible (i.e.
ci

z=L

= 0 ), the ratio between convective and diffusive molar flow rates can be written

as
C
d p2 (- ∆pr )
φmol,i
=
D
φmol,i
32 µ Din

(4.56)

For a separation process in which diffusion dominates, this ratio should be smaller
than 1 and hence

dp <

32 µDin
(- ∆pr )

(4.57)

Assuming that the pressure drop in the radial direction is of the same order as the
pressure drop in the axial direction (i.e. ( −∆pr ) ≈ ( −∆pz ) ), the radial pressure drop
can be estimated from Eq. (4.20)

(- ∆pr ) =

8 µFL
π r14

(4.58)

From Eqs. (4.57) and (4.58) it follows that the constraint on the pore size can also be
written as

dp <

4π r14Din
FL

(4.59)
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Figure 4.8. Influence of the thickness of the porous barrier on the separation process in a
FricDiff module. The isopropyl alcohol outlet mole fraction and recovery are plotted as a
function of the barrier thickness. In the simulations r1 was kept constant and r2 and r3 were
varied in such a way that in all simulations the cross-sectional area and volume of the sweep
gas compartment remained constant. Results are shown for both the NS-MS model and the
ideal plug flow model. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was set to 5⋅10-6
m3 s-1.

Not only the size of the pores in barrier, but also the thickness of the barrier
influences the separation process. With decreasing barrier thickness the driving force
for mass transfer increases and hence the fluxes through the barrier. This implies
that for a given residence time, a module with a thinner barrier will give higher
isopropyl outlet mole fractions and lower recoveries. Figure 4.8 shows results
obtained with the ideal plug flow model and NS-MS model. For large barrier
thicknesses, the deviations between the results predicted with the two models is
small. However, with decreasing barrier thickness the deviations increase. The reason
for this is that resistances in the feed mixture and sweep gas compartment start to
become important. These resistances are not included in the ideal plug flow model,
but are implicitly incorporated in the NS-MS model. As a result the NS-MS model
will predict lower fluxes than the ideal plug flow model, which explains the difference
in separation performance observed in Figure 4.8.
In Figure 4.9 contour plots are shown for the concentration of isopropyl alcohol in
the feed side and sweep side compartments for a module equipped with a porous
barrier of 1.5 or 0.1 mm thickness. Clearly for the thinner porous barrier,
concentration polarization is more profoundly present in the radial direction,
particularly for the sweep side compartment. Hence, the assumption of perfect
mixing in the radial direction as is done in the ideal plug flow model is not valid
under these conditions.
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Figure 4.9. Contour plots for the isopropyl alcohol concentration (expressed in mol m-3) in
the feed side and sweep compartments of the FricDiff module for two different thicknesses
of the porous barrier. The left figures shows results for a porous barrier with a thickness of
1.5 mm and in the right figures results are shown for a barrier of 0.1 mm thickness. The
cross-sectional area and volume of the sweep side compartment are equal for both cases. In
the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was set to 5·10-6 m3 s-1.

Figure 4.10 shows that the absolute pressure level also influences the separation
process. For a given residence time, a higher pressure level results in less separation.
The reason is that with increasing pressure level the gas density increases, which
implies that there is more material present in the module that has to be separated.
However, the magnitude of the component fluxes through the barrier remains more
or less constant, because the binary diffusion coefficients are inversely proportional
to pressure. Since for the module under consideration the influence of the wallfriction term is small, the BFM equations can be approximated by Maxwell-Stefan
equations (see Eq. (4.44)). From the latter equations it is clear that a change in the
absolute pressure level, accompanied by a proportional decrease in diffusivity, results
in fluxes that are effectively unaltered.
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Figure 4.10. Influence of the absolute pressure level on the separation in a FricDiff module.
In the left panel the mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol in the feed side outlet stream on a
separating agent free basis is plotted as function of the residence time. In the right panel the
recovery of isopropyl alcohol is shown. Results are obtained with the ideal plug flow model.
In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was varied.
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Figure 4.11. Isopropyl alcohol mole fraction in the feed side outlet stream (left panel) and
recovery of isopropyl alcohol (right panel) as a function of the number of transfer units of
isopropyl alcohol (NTUIPA). Results are obtained with the ideal plug flow model for three
different absolute pressure levels. In the simulations the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was
varied.
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In Figure 4.11 the results of Figure 4.10 are plotted as a function of the value of
NTUIPA which is defined by Eq. (4.15). The variable NTUi contains information about
the dimensions and characteristics of the barrier and the operating conditions of the
module. According to Figure 4.11, the different data points lie approximately on a
single curve, indicating that the variable NTUi gives a more universal description of
the separation process in a FricDiff module than the residence time.
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Figure 4.12. Influence of pressure differences over the porous barrier on the separation in a
FricDiff module. Results are obtained with the ideal plug flow model. In the simulations the
Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was set to 1⋅10-6 m3 s-1.

The separation process in a FricDiff module is also influenced by pressure
differences over the barrier as is shown by Figure 4.12. Pressure differences induce
convective flow through the barrier and this affects the transport of species through
the pores. Figure 4.12 shows that mole fractions are higher and recoveries are lower
compared to the isobaric case, when pressure differences over the barrier are directed
from the feed side to the sweep side. This is an indication that a larger degree of
separation has taken place. The reverse is true for elevated pressures at the sweep
side. In Chapter 3 results were shown for a capillary, in which gaseous
counterdiffusion of a mixture of species 1 and 2 (species 1 has a higher molecular
weight than species 2) through species 3 took place. With increasing convective flow
of species 3, the flux of species 1 was decreased more than the flux of species 2,
resulting in a more selective transport. Convective flow of the mixture resulted in
higher fluxes of species 1 and 2, but a lower selectivity. These effects also take place in
the module, but there is an additional influence, namely the dilution of mixture
components with sweep gas. This dilution reduces the driving force for mass
transfer. It is counteracted by elevated pressures at the feed side and promoted by
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convective transport of sweep gas. It is expected that dilution effects plays a major
role in the FricDiff module.
1.0

0.95
0.8

0.90

Recovery of IPA (-)

yF,IPA,out (sweep gas-free basis) (-)

1.00

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70

0.6

0.4

0.2

carbon dioxide
nitrogen

carbon dioxide
nitrogen

0.65

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

NTUIPA (-)

2.0

2.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

NTUIPA (-)

Figure 4.13. Comparison between the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water with carbon
dioxide or nitrogen as sweep gas. Separating agent free mole fractions of isopropyl alcohol
and recoveries of isopropyl alcohol are plotted as a function of the dimensionless parameter
NTUIPA. Results are obtained with the ideal plug flow model. In the simulations the Gin/Finratio was set to 4 and Fin was varied.
Table 4.4. Comparison between diffusion coefficients and diffusion coefficient ratios of
isopropyl alcohol and water in the sweep gases carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The physical
properties are obtained from the Aspen Physical Property System (Aspen Custom Modeler,
2005).
x = CO2
x = N2
-5
DIPA,X (m2 s-1)
1.239⋅10
1.717⋅10-5
-5
Dwater,X (m2 s-1)
2.960⋅10
3.985⋅10-5
Dwater,X/DIPA,X
2.389
2.321

The previous simulations were all performed with carbon dioxide as the sweep gas.
The choice of sweep gas also influences the separation process. In Figure 4.13 a
comparison is made between the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture
with either carbon dioxide (Mw = 44.0098 g mol-1) or nitrogen (Mw = 28.0135 g mol-1).
In this figure feed side outlet mole fractions of isopropyl alcohol and recoveries of
isopropyl alcohol are plotted as a function of the dimensionless parameter NTUIPA.
The left plot shows that for a given value of NTUIPA the separation of isopropyl
alcohol from water with carbon dioxide results in a better separation, whereas the
right plot shows that the recoveries of isopropyl alcohol do not differ significantly for
the two separating agents. The observed results can be explained by the more
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selective diffusion of isopropyl alcohol and water through carbon dioxide than
through nitrogen. In Table 4.4 a comparison is made between the diffusion
coefficients of isopropyl alcohol and water in carbon dioxide and in nitrogen. Both
isopropyl alcohol and water have higher diffusion coefficient in nitrogen, but the
selectivity of the separation is less. The left plot of Figure 4.13 clearly shows the effect
of differences in selectivity on the separation.

4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter three models have been developed to describe the separation process
in a tubular FricDiff module. The simplest model is the transfer unit model, which
assumes that the module is operated isothermally and isobarically, that only
interactions between the feed components and the sweep gas are important and that
transport through the porous barrier is equimolar. The ideal plug flow model is a
more detailed model which takes into account that pressure drops are present in the
compartments as a result of fluid flow and also the transport through the barrier is
modeled more accurately with the BFM. The most detailed and accurate model
developed in this chapter is the NS-MS model. At the feed side and sweep side of the
barrier, equations of continuity are solved together with Navier–Stokes equations
describing momentum transport in the axial and radial direction. In addition,
Maxwell–Stefan equations are used to describe diffusive mass transport of the
different species in the radial direction. The transport of components through the
porous barrier is again described with the BFM. For the FricDiff module that was
modeled in this chapter the correspondence between the three models is generally
good. Due to the large thickness of the barrier and its low porosity the main
resistance to mass transfer is located in the porous barrier. This is also the reason
why the plug flow model and NS-MS model give almost identical results. For cases
where the resistance in the compartments is important the results predicted with
both models deviate. Under these conditions the NS-MS model gives more accurate
results. Simulations with the models showed that
o Countercurrent operation of the module will generally be preferred because it
results in high driving forces for mass transfer over the whole module length;
o The separation generally improves with increasing Gmol/Fmol-ratio. Gmol/Fmolratios larger than 5 are not advisable because it increases the energy
consumption of the process and dilute outlet streams are produced which
complicates recovery of mixture components
o The size of the pores in the porous barrier should be larger than 0.25 µm to
prevent strong influences from Knudsen diffusion. To reduce the contribution
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of convective flow to mass transport through the barrier the following
constraint was placed on the pore size d p < 32 µDin (- ∆pr )
o Fluxes increase with decreasing barrier thickness up to the point that
boundary layer resistances in the compartments become dominant.
o Diffusivities are inversely proportional with pressure, implying that with
increasing operating pressure barrier fluxes remain more or less constant.
o A small overpressure at the feed side can improve the separation performance
by reducing the dilution of the feed side compartment with sweep gas.
o The type of sweep gas influences the separation by altering the magnitude and
selectivity of transport between the compartments.
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4.A Derivation of Fickian form
For one-dimensional isobaric diffusive transport the Maxwell-Stefan equation can be
written as

(

n
yiN j - y jN i
dy i
=∑
dz j=1
cDij

)

(4.60)

or alternatively as

(

n y y
dy i
i j v j - vi
=∑
dz j=1
Dij

)

(4.61)

For a system consisting of n components only n-1 Maxwell-Stefan equations are
independent. This means that in order to solve Eqs. (4.60) or (4.61) an additional
constraint is required.
Consider now a FricDiff module in which a binary mixture consisting of species 1
and 2 is separated by diffusion with a separating agent (species 3). Furthermore,
assume that the transport is equimolar and isobaric. For components 1 and 2, Eq.
(4.61) can be written as

(

dy1 y1 y 2 ( v 2 - v1 ) y1 y 3 v 3 - v1
=
+
dz
D12
D13

)
(4.62)

(

dy 2 y 2 y1 ( v1 - v 2 ) y 2 y 3 v 3 - v 2
=
+
dz
D21
D23

)

Equation (4.62) states that the driving force of component 1 is balanced by the
frictional drag between components 1 and 2 (indicated by y1 y 2 ( v 2 - v1 ) D12 ) and the

(

)

frictional drag between components 1 and 3 (indicated by y1 y 3 v 3 - v1 D13 ). A similar
reasoning is valid for species 2. In a FricDiff module generally the mixture
components and separating agent diffuse in opposite direction through the porous
screen. It is expected that the friction between the mixture components themselves is
much smaller than the friction between the mixture components and the separating
agent, and hence
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y 1 y 2 ( v 2 - v1 )
≈0
D12

(4.63)

( y 1N 2 - y 2 N 1 ) ≈ 0

(4.64)

or equivalently

D12

From Eq. (4.64) it follows that y1N 2 ≈ y 2N 1 . With this relation and the condition that
the transport is equimolar, the separating agent flux can be written as
 y3 - 1 
y +y 
N 3 = - ( N 1 + N 2 ) ≈ -N 1  1 2  = N 1 

 y1 
 y1 

(4.65)

From Eqs. (4.60), (4.64) and (4.65) it follows for components 1 and 2 that
N i = -Di3c

dy i
dz

(4.66)
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4.B Implementation of the Navier-Stokes-Maxwell-Stefan model
In this Appendix the implementation of the NS-MS model in Aspen Custom Modeler
(2005) and Comsol Multiphysics (2008) is discussed.

4.B.1

Implementation in Aspen Custom Modeler

The equations are solved in Aspen Custom Modeler (2005) by defining a twodimensional grid. The feed side, porous barrier and sweep side are modeled as
separate domains which are coupled through the exchange of species fluxes and
partial pressures. In the compartments convective flow is the dominant mechanism
of transport in the axial direction and therefore second order upwind finite difference
schemes are used. Diffusive mass transport dominates in the radial direction in both
the compartments and the porous barrier. Therefore fourth order central difference
schemes are used to discretize this spatial direction. In the NS-MS model
implemented in Aspen Custom Modeler model the porous barrier is only partially
permeable. Near the ends of the module (between z = 0 and z = L’ and between z = L”
and z = L) the porous barrier is made impermeable. Selective mass transport through
the barrier only takes place over the distance L’ < z < L”.
In order to solve the differential equations described in the previous section,
boundary conditions have to be imposed. At the inlet of the compartments feed
mixture and sweep gas enter the module with a certain composition, species density
and velocity. It is assumed that at the inlets the velocity profiles are fully developed.
For countercurrent operation the boundary conditions specified at the inlets are
 ρF,i = ρF,i,in

z = 0 v z,F = v z,F,in ( r )

0 ≤ r ≤ r1  vr,F = 0
 n =0
r,F,i

 ρG,i = ρG,i,in
z = L v z,G = v z,G,in ( r )

r2 ≤ r ≤ r3 
vr,G = 0
 nr,G,i = 0

(4.67)

The inlet velocities vz,F,in and vz,G,in in Eq. (4.67) are defined by (Beek et al., 1999)
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v z,F,in ( r ) =
v z,G,in ( r ) =

2Fin 2 2
(r - r )
π r14 1



2Gin
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r
 r3


α  1- 

π ( r32 - r22 ) 


2
 ( 1- θ 2 )  r  
ln   
  
 ln (θ )  r3  

(4.68)

where α is defined by
-1

2

(1- θ 2 ) 
α = ( 1- θ )  1- θ 4 +

ln (θ ) 


2

(4.69)

The module is modeled axi-symmetrical and at the axis of symmetry (i.e. r = 0) the
axial velocity is at its maximum. Furthermore no mass transport can take place over
the centerline

∂v z,F ∂r = 0
0 < z <L
(4.70)
 vr,F = 0
r =0 
n
=
0
 r,F,i
At the impermeable outer wall of the module, located at r = r3 and at the impermeable
barrier at r = r1 and r = r2 radial mass transport is zero. Furthermore, for the axial
velocity the no-slip boundary condition is imposed, implying a zero velocity at the
wall. The no-slip condition is chosen, because transport takes place in the continuum
regime (i.e. the low Knudsen number regime) where viscous slip vanishes.
v =0
0 < z < L  z,G
v =0
r = r3  r,G
nr,G,i = 0
v =0
0 < z < L' ∨ L' < z < L"  z,F
 vr,F = 0
r = r1
n = 0
 r,F,i
v =0
0 < z < L' ∨ L' < z < L"  z,G
 vr,G = 0
r = r2
n = 0
 r,G,i

(4.71)
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At the locations where the porous barrier is permeable, the axial velocities are still set
to zero, but the radial fluxes in the compartments are coupled to the radial fluxes
calculated with the BFM.

v z,F = 0
L' ≤ z ≤ L'' 

r = r1 nr,F,i = N bar,i M w,i
(4.72)

v z,G = 0
L' ≤ z ≤ L" 

r = r2 nr,G,i = N bar,i M w,i
In order to have a fully specified system boundary conditions are imposed for the
mass average velocities at the outlets of the feed mixture and sweep gas
compartments. The specified boundary conditions are

z = L ∂v z,F ∂z = 0

0 ≤ r ≤ r1  vr,F = 0

z = 0 ∂v z,G ∂z = 0

r2 ≤ r ≤ r3  vr,G = 0

(4.73)

For co-current operation of the module, the boundary conditions between the inlet
and outlet of the sweep side compartment are exchanged.

4.B.2

Implementation in Comsol Multiphysics

The FricDiff module is modeled in Comsol Multiphysics (2008) by constructing a
two-dimensional geometry, consisting of three domains: the feed mixture
compartment, the porous barrier and the sweep gas compartment (see Figure 4.14).
The equations and boundary conditions are added in the weak form. The equations of
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are solved with quadratic Lagrange elements.
The Maxwell-Stefan equations and the BFM equations are solved with quadratic
discontinuous elements. The stationary direct nonlinear solver with the UMFPACK
pre-conditioner is used to solve the equations. In order to solve the equations
boundary conditions have to be specified, which are shown in Table 4.5 for a
countercurrently operated module. The entrance velocities vz,F,in and vz,G,in are
defined by Eq. (4.68). For co-current operation of the module, the boundary
conditions between boundaries δΩ10 and δΩ3 are exchanged. As can be seen in Table
4.5, no boundary conditions are imposed for the equations of continuity on the
internal boundaries δΩ5 and δΩ6. The reason is that equations of continuity and
hence concentrations are taken continuous across these boundaries. Therefore, no
additional boundary conditions have to be defined. The same approach is used for the
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equations that calculate the fluxes, i.e. the Maxwell-Stefan equations and the BFM
equations. These equations are coupled on the interior boundaries δΩ5 and δΩ6
guaranteeing that no discontinuity in the fluxes occurs at these boundaries.
Table 4.5. Boundary conditions for a tubular FricDiff module, which is operated
countercurrently
boundary
boundary conditions
v
=
v
δΩ1
( z,F,in (r ) ,0 ) ρi = ρF,i,in nr,i = 0
no boundary conditions
δΩ2, δΩ9
δΩ3, δΩ8

∂v z
= 0 vr = 0
∂z

δΩ4

∂v z
= 0 vr = 0 n r,i = 0
∂r
vz = 0

δΩ5, δΩ6
δΩ7

v = (0,0 ) nr,i = 0
v = ( v z,G,in ( r ) ,0 ) ρi = ρG,i,in nr,i = 0

δΩ10

δΩ7
δΩ3

Ωflow channel sweep gas

δΩ10

δΩ6
δΩ2

δΩ1

Ωporous barrier
δΩ5
Ωflow channel feed mixture

δΩ9

δΩ8

δΩ4
Figure 4.14. Geometry of a FricDiff module modeled in Comsol Multiphysics (2008).
Domains are labeled with Ω and boundaries with δΩ.
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Chapter 5
Influence of concentration boundary
layers in a FricDiff module operated in
the laminar regime
This chapter is adapted from:
Breure, B., Peters, E.A.J.F., Kerkhof, P.J.A.M. (2009). The influence of boundary layers on
multi-component mass exchange in a FricDiff module. Chemical Engineering Science, 64,
2256-2271.

The performance of tubular and plate FricDiff modules operated in the laminar regime is
compared. It is shown that with decreasing thickness and increasing porosity of the barrier,
mass transfer resistances in the compartments of the FricDiff module become more
important. Under these conditions the tubular and plate module have a different separation
performance. Sherwood correlations have been derived to describe the transport of mixture
components through the boundary layers of a tubular FricDiff module. In the developing
regime a pseudo binary approach is used, which only accounts for interactions between a
certain mixture species and the separating agent. In the fully developed concentration
boundary layer regime the true multi-component behavior of the system is taken into
account. The Sherwood correlations are incorporated in the ideal plug flow model. With this
extension the predictions of the plug flow model are in good agreement with the detailed, but
computationally intensive, NS-MS model.
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Introduction

In the previous chapter three models have been discussed that can be applied to
describe the separation process in a FricDiff module. The models discussed in that
chapter were all developed for a tubular FricDiff unit. The configuration of the
FricDiff module is however not limited to this tubular configuration. When the
porous barrier is constructed of for example stainless steel metal, which can easily be
processed, other module configurations are equally well possible. One configuration
that comes into mind is the plate configuration. In this chapter a comparison is made
between the performance of a tubular and plate FricDiff module when both modules
are operated in the laminar regime. The NS-MS model implemented in the program
Comsol Multiphysics (2008) is used for this analysis. For this purpose also a plate
module has been modeled in Comsol Multiphysics (2008), details about the model
are given in Appendix 5.A. It will be shown that when mass transfer resistances in
the compartments are important, both configurations will give different results.
Resistances to mass transfer can be described by using Sherwood correlations. Two
approaches are discussed to incorporate these resistances in the ideal plug flow
model that was developed in Chapter 4.

5.2 Concentration polarization and concentration boundary layers
Concentration polarization is a term used to address the phenomenon that the
concentration of a certain compound near a boundary is locally higher or lower than
in the bulk of the solution. This means that in a layer adjacent to a boundary a
concentration gradient is present. This layer is referred to as the concentration
boundary layer and it influences the mass transfer between the bulk solution and the
boundary. Concentration polarization is a phenomenon that occurs in all membrane
separation process. It is generally an unwanted phenomenon, because it adversely
affects the separation process by reducing the driving force for mass transfer. Several
authors have addressed the negative influence of boundary layers and concentration
polarization in membrane processes, like microfiltration (Schulz and Ripperger,
1989), ultrafiltration (Sablani et al., 2001), pervaporation (Wijmans et al., 1996;
Psaume et al., 1988) and vapor permeation (Yeom et al., 2002) on the separation
performance. The severity with which concentration polarization occurs depends on
the type of membrane separation process and the design of the membrane module.
Mulder (1991) showed that concentration polarization depends on the magnitude of
the fluxes through the membrane and the magnitude of the mass transfer coefficient
in the boundary layer. In general, concentration polarization effects increase with
increasing permeate fluxes and decreasing mass transfer coefficient in the boundary
layer. Since high permeate fluxes are often preferred, the only parameter that is left to
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manipulate is the mass transfer coefficient. This mass transfer coefficient is a
function of the diffusivity of a compound and the thickness of the boundary layer.
The diffusivity is rather difficult to manipulate, whereas the thickness of the
boundary layer can be reduced by increasing the velocity in the flow channel or by
changing its geometry.
In a FricDiff module, in which gas and vapor mixtures can be separated,
diffusivities of the components are high (approximately 103 to 104 times higher than
in liquid mixtures). As a result concentration polarization will in general not be
limited to a layer adjacent to the boundary. More likely the concentration boundary
layer will occupy a large part or even the whole height of the compartment. In the
latter case, one can speak of a fully developed concentration profile. The Graetz
number (Gz), defined by
Gz =

dh
ReSc
L

(5.1)

where dh is the hydraulic diameter, L the length of the module, Re the Reynolds
number (based on the hydraulic diameter) and Sc the Schmidt number, can be used
to make an estimation for the length that is required to reach a fully developed
concentration profile. In general for Gz < 10 the concentration boundary layer can be
regarded as fully developed and the Sherwood number (Sh) reaches a constant value.
For values of Gz between 10 and 50, Sh closely approaches the value of that of the
fully developed regime. For the cases that will be studied in this chapter values for Gz
vary between 0.1 and 50, indicating that for the majority of the module the
concentration boundary layers will not be limited to a layer adjacent to the boundary.”

5.3

Comparison between tubular and plate FricDiff modules

A comparison is made between the performance of a tubular and a plate FricDiff
module when the transport of gases and vapors through the compartments takes
place in the laminar regime. For this purpose, simulations are run with tubular and
plate modules, which are developed in the finite element program Comsol
Multiphysics (2008). In the simulations the thickness of the barrier and/or its
porosity is altered. The resistance to mass transfer for a certain component i in the
porous barrier can be approximated by

kbar,i =

ε Din
τ 2 δ bar

(5.2)
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where the subscript n refers to the sweep gas. By varying the barrier thickness δbar,
the barrier porosity ε or the barrier tortuosity τ (kept constant in this work), the
barrier resistance and hence the magnitude of the fluxes through the porous barrier
can be altered. The influence of this variation in fluxes through the barrier on the
separation process is studied. For the comparison between the two module
configurations, the area of the porous barrier in the plate module is set equal to the
area of the porous barrier in the tubular module evaluated at the log mean radius of
the barrier (i.e. at rlm = ( r2 − r1 ) ln ( r2 r1 ) ). Furthermore the cross-sectional area and
volume of the feed mixture compartment are taken equal for both configurations.
The same is done for the sweep gas compartment. This implies that for given
volumetric flow rates of the feed mixture and sweep gas, the average velocities and
residence times in the compartments are equal for the two configurations. Three
cases are studied, which differ in thickness and/or porosity of the barrier. These cases
are depicted in Table 5.1. Note that the volume and cross-sectional area of the
compartments are constant among the different cases.
Table 5.1. Characteristics of the FricDiff modules modeled in this chapter
tubular module
case 1
case 2
r1 (mm)
1.50
1.50
r2 (mm)
3.00
1.65
r3 (mm)
5.20
4.56
1.5
0.15
δbar (mm)
L (m)
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.40
ε (-)
1.30
1.30
τ (-)
plate module
case 1
case 2
y1 (mm)
0.52
0.72
y2 (mm)
2.02
0.87
y3 (mm)
6.19
6.60
1.5
0.15
δbar (mm)
W (mm)
13.60
9.89
L (m)
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.40
ε (-)
1.30
1.30
τ (-)

5.4

case 3
1.50
1.60
4.54
0.10
0.20
0.40
1.30
case 3
0.73
0.83
6.65
0.10
9.74
0.20
0.40
1.30

Numerical results

Simulations are run for the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with
carbon dioxide as the sweep gas. The three cases reflected in Table 5.1 are studied
both for countercurrent and co-current operation of the module. Results for case 1 are
plotted in Figure 5.1. In the left panel the feed side outlet mole fraction of isopropyl
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alcohol on a separating agent free basis is plotted as a function of the residence time.
The residence time is approximated by Eq. (4.53). The panel at the right shows the
recovery of isopropyl alcohol, which is defined by Eq. (4.52). Figure 5.1 shows that
both module configurations give the same results irrespective of the mode of
operation. The reason for this is twofold. First of all the dominant resistance to mass
transfer for both modules is located in the porous barrier and equal for both
configurations. Secondly, the dimensions of the modules are fine-tuned; the area of
the barrier as well as the cross-sectional area and volume of the flow channels are
equal in the two configurations. Differences between the performances of the two
configurations can be observed when the fluxes through the barrier are increased. In
Figure 5.2 results are shown for a FricDiff module with a barrier thickness of 0.15
mm and a porosity of 0.4 (approximately 20 times higher fluxes compared to Figure
5.1). Figure 5.3 shows results for a module with a thickness of 0.1 mm and a porosity
of 0.4 (approximately 30 times higher fluxes compared to Figure 5.1). In both figures
the tubular and plate module give different results. These differences can be
explained by the occurrence of concentration polarization in the compartments,
which gives rise to additional resistances to mass transfer. For a given residence time
the countercurrently operated tubular FricDiff module gives higher mole fractions
and lower recoveries than the plate module. For co-current operation of the tubular
module the maxima in the mole fraction curves occur at lower residence times than
for the plate module and the same is the case for the flatting off of the curves. These
observations are an indication that the fluxes in the tubular module are generally
higher than for the plate module, because the overall resistance to mass transfer is
smaller. The plots in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 also show that for a countercurrently
operated FricDiff module high purities can be reached, however, at the expense of
low recoveries. For co-current operation separation only occurs at low residence
times. For higher residence times the feed mixture components and sweep gas
distribute evenly over the compartments and the driving force for mass transfer
vanishes.
The feed side and sweep side mass transfer coefficients can be approximated in
the following way

kF,i ( z ) =

N bar,i ( z )

(c (z)- c
F,i

kG,i ( z ) =

F,bar,i

( z ))

N bar,i ( z )

(c

G,bar,i

(5.3)

( z ) - cG,i ( z ) )

where Nbar,i is the molar flux of species i entering or leaving the barrier at the
compartment-barrier interface, cbar,i is the concentration of component i at the porous
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barrier and ci is the cup-averaged molar concentration in the compartment. A value
for the mass transfer coefficient in the porous barrier is found by using the
concentration difference over the barrier. For a plate module this results in
kbar,i ( z ) =

N bar,i ( z )

(c

F,bar,i

(5.4)

( z ) - cG,bar,i ( z ) )

Equation (5.4) can also be used for a tubular module when both Nbar,i and kbar,i are
evaluated at the same position in the barrier, for example at r = rlm. Finally, an
expression for the overall resistance to mass transfer can be defined, which for a
tubular module is given by
-1

-1

r

r

kov,lm,i -1 =  1 kF,i  + kbar,lm,i -1 +  2 kG,i 
 rlm

 rlm


(5.5)

where the subscript ‘lm’ is added to indicate that the overall mass transfer coefficient
is evaluated at r = rlm.
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Figure 5.1. Outlet mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol on a separating agent free basis and
recovery of isopropyl alcohol as a function of residence time. Results are shown for a tubular
and plate FricDiff module both for countercurrent and co-current operation. In the
simulations the barrier thickness was 1.5 mm, the porosity 0.2 and the tortuosity 1.3.
Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4.
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Figure 5.2. Outlet mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol on a separating agent free basis and
recovery of isopropyl alcohol as a function of residence time. Results are shown for a tubular
and a plate FricDiff module both for countercurrent and co-current operation. In the
simulations the barrier thickness was 0.15 mm, the porosity 0.4 and the tortuosity 1.3.
Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4.
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Figure 5.3. Outlet mole fraction of isopropyl alcohol on a separating agent free basis and
recovery of isopropyl alcohol as a function of residence time. Results are shown for a tubular
and a plate FricDiff module both for countercurrent and co-current operation. In the
simulations the barrier thickness was 0.10 mm, the porosity 0.4 and the tortuosity 1.3.
Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4.
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Figure 5.4. Mass transfer coefficients of isopropyl alcohol as a function of axial position for a
tubular FricDiff module (left panel) and plate FricDiff module (right panel) operated
countercurrently. In the simulations the barrier thickness was 1.5 mm, the porosity 0.2 and
the tortuosity 1.3. Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was 1·10-5 m3 s-1.
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Figure 5.5. Mass transfer coefficients of isopropyl alcohol as a function of axial position for a
tubular FricDiff module (left panel) and plate FricDiff module (right panel) operated
countercurrently. In the simulations the barrier thickness was 0.15 mm, the porosity 0.4 and
the tortuosity 1.3. Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was 1·10-5 m3 s-1.
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Figure 5.6. Mass transfer coefficients of isopropyl alcohol as a function of axial position for a
tubular FricDiff module (left panel) and plate FricDiff module (right panel) operated
countercurrently. In the simulations the barrier thickness was 0.10 mm, the porosity 0.4 and
the tortuosity 1.3. Furthermore, the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was 1·10-5 m3 s-1.

For a plate module one can write
kov,i-1 = kF,i-1 + kbar,i-1 + kG,i-1

(5.6)

In Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 the mass transfer coefficients in the boundary layers and
the porous barrier are plotted for the three cases studied. The overall mass transfer
coefficient is also shown. For case 1, the overall resistance to mass transfer is
dominated by the porous barrier and almost equal for both configurations. When the
fluxes through the barrier increase, resistances in the compartments become more
important. These resistances are of the same order of magnitude or higher compared
to the barrier resistance. The overall mass transfer coefficients are different for a
tubular and plate module and this explains the difference in their performance.

5.5

Defining multi-component Sherwood numbers

In the previous paragraph mass transfer coefficients were approximated by dividing a
species flux through a characteristic concentration difference of this species. For a
multi-component system it is actually incorrect to assign a single mass transfer
coefficient to a certain species. The reason is that in an n-component system the flux
of species i is a function of the driving force of all other species present in the system.
A more exact way to determine resistances to mass transfer for the multi-component
system present in the compartments is by using Sherwood numbers (Sh). For a
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tubular module a value for Sh for component i in the compartments can be obtained
by

ShF,i ( z ) =

∂c F,i ( z )
2r1
c
z
c
z
( F,bar,i ( ) F,i ( ) ) ∂r r =r

1

(

(5.7)

)

∂cG,i ( z )
ShG,i ( z ) =
( cG,i ( z ) - cG,bar,i ( z ) ) ∂r r =r
2 r3 - r2

2

for the feed and sweep side, respectively. Sherwood numbers in the compartments of
a plate module are given by
ShF,i ( z ) =

∂c F,i ( z )
y1
( cF,bar,i ( z ) - cF,i ( z ) ) ∂y y=y

(y

1

- y2
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Figure 5.7. Feed side and sweep side Sherwood numbers for isopropyl alcohol as a function
of the axial position for various volumetric flow rates of the feed mixture and sweep gas.
Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff module operated countercurrently with a barrier
thickness of 1.5 mm, a porosity of 0.2 and a tortuosity of 1.3. In the simulations the Gin/Finratio was set to 4.
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Figure 5.8. Feed side and sweep side Sherwood numbers for isopropyl alcohol as a function
of the axial position for various inlet volumetric flow rates of the feed mixture and sweep gas.
Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff module operated countercurrently with a barrier
thickness of 0.15 mm, a porosity of 0.4 and a tortuosity of 1.3. In the simulations the Gin/Finratio was set to 4.
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Figure 5.9. Influence of pressure differences over the porous barrier on the feed side
Sherwood number for isopropyl alcohol. The Sherwood numbers are plotted as a function of
the axial position. Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff module operated countercurrently
with a barrier thickness of 1.5 mm, a porosity of 0.2 and a tortuosity of 1.3. In the simulations
the Gin/Fin-ratio was set to 4 and Fin was 1.10-5 m3 s-1.
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It is important to note that the definitions in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) are based on the
driving force for mass transfer and not on molar fluxes, as was done in Eq. (5.3). For
the general multi-component case, a definition of Shi based on fluxes will give
different results. For example, in the fully developed regime, Shi will not approach a
uniform constant value, but its value will depend on among others on the operating
conditions (e.g. flow rates through channels). In Appendix 5.B it is shown that
definitions based on driving forces will give universal Sherwood numbers for the case
of fully developed boundary layers that are independent of species properties (i.e. Shi
= Sh). The analysis that will follow will focus on the calculation of Sherwood numbers
for a tubular module. However, it can in a similar way be extended to plate modules.
In Figures 5.7 and 5.8 values for ShF,i and ShG,i for isopropyl alcohol for different
feed side and sweep side volumetric flow rates are plotted as a function of the axial
position for a countercurrently operated FricDiff module. Results for case 1 are
reflected in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 shows results for case 2. At the entrance of the
compartments values for Shi are high, indicating a low resistance to mass transfer,
but the values decrease rapidly. Farther in the flow channel, the Sherwood number
reaches a more or less constant value. For the flow channels dimensionless
concentrations can defined, which can be written as
 c ( r, z ) - c F,bar,i ( z ) 
ΘF,i ( r, z ) =  F,i

 c F,bar,i ( z ) - cF,i ( z ) 
(5.9)
 c ( r, z ) - cG,bar,i ( z ) 
ΘG,i ( r, z ) =  G,i

 cG,i ( z ) − cG,bar,i ( z ) 
A constant Sherwood number in the flow channels implies that the derivatives
∂ΘF,i ( r1 , z ) ∂r and ∂ΘG,i ( r2 , z ) ∂r are constant and independent of the axial

direction. This is an indication that the concentration profiles are fully developed and
hence that the dimensionless concentrations ΘF,i and ΘG,i are invariant of the axial
position. Appendix 5.B shows that for a fully developed laminar flow the Sherwood
number reaches a constant value, which (for sufficiently small fluxes) is only
dependent on the laminar velocity profile in the flow channels. It also shows that
under these conditions the concentration profile in the flow channel is mainly
determined by the velocity profile (see Eq. (5.46)) and hence that ΘF,i and ΘG,i are
indeed invariant to the axial direction. Figure 5.8 shows that at the outlets of the
modules the values for ShF,i and ShG,i slightly increase. For a countercurrently
operated module fluxes are generally high at these locations and it is not unlikely that
this results in a (small) disturbance of the axial velocity profile. Figures 5.7 and 5.8
also show that the shape of the curves is determined by the volumetric flow rates;
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with decreasing volumetric flow rate, Shi decreases more rapidly. When the flow rate
decreases, the boundary layer has more time to develop and hence a short distance is
required to reach a fully developed concentration profile.
Due to the flowing mixtures and due to possible differences in inlet pressures
between the feed mixture and sweep gas, pressure drops can be present over the
porous barrier. Figure 5.9 shows that these pressure drops hardly influence the value
of the Sherwood numbers. As already mentioned, in the fully developed
concentration boundary layer regime the Sherwood number is a function of the axial
velocity profile. The Sherwood number will remain constant as long as the velocity
profile remains unaffected by the convective in or outflow of material. This in turn
requires a quick distribution of material over the height of the flow channel.

5.6

Multi-component Sherwood correlations

In literature correlations can found be for the Sherwood number in the laminar
regime. These correlations are derived for binary systems and are a function of the
Reynolds and Schmidt numbers. Furthermore, they are often averaged over the
length of the channel. For a developing concentration boundary layer the following
expression is often found (Mulder, 1991; Rautenbach and Helmus, 1994)
1/ 3

Sh = ( b 3ReSc dh L )

(5.10)

In Eq. (5.10) dh is the hydraulic diameter, which is defined by
dh =

4A
Z

(5.11)

where A is the cross sectional area of the channel and Z is the wetted perimeter of the
cross-section. For the inner compartment of the FricDiff module, which has a

(

)

circular shape, dh = 2r1 and for the annular outer compartment dh = 2 r3 - r2 .
Correlations that include both the developing and fully developed concentration
boundary layer regime are often of the form (Rautenbach and Helmus, 1994)
1 3

Sh = ( a 3 + b 3ReSc dh L )

(5.12)

Equations (5.10) and (5.12) are both derived for binary systems. In this chapter
Sherwood correlations are derived that can be used for the multi-component system
that is present in the FricDiff module. Local Sherwood correlations are derived which
are of the form
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1 3

Sh ( z ) = ( a 3 + b 3ReSc dh z )

(5.13)

A value for the parameter a in Eq. (5.13) is derived for a true multi-component system.
For the parameter b a value is derived for a pseudo binary system, assuming that only
interactions between the mixture components and the sweep gas are important. In
both cases, equations of continuity are used as starting point for the derivation. A
detailed analysis of the derivation of the values for a and b is given in Appendix 5.B.
Only the final correlations that were obtained are presented here. For the feed side
the following correlation was found

ShF,i ( z ) =

1 3

(( 48 11) + 2.21ReSc d z )
3

i

(5.14)

h

For the annular shaped sweep gas compartment, the Sherwood correlation is a
function of the inner and outer radius of the compartment according to

(

3

3

ShG,i = ( aannulus (θ ) ) + ( bannulus (θ ) ) ReSc i dh z

1 3

)

(5.15)

where

θ = r2 r3

(5.16)

The value of aannulus can be calculated with
2
3
2
aannulus (θ ) = 2 72 (θ - 1 ) (θ + 1 ) 1- θ 2 + (θ 2 + 1 ) ln (θ )  /



(

)

(

θ 9 5θ 2 - 11 θ 2 - 1 3 +
(
)( )


(5.17)

(

ln (θ ) 3 ln (θ ) ( 11θ 8 - 36θ 4 - 48θ 2 + 24 ln (θ ) + 73 ) 2
4 (θ - 1 ) ( 19θ 4 - 8θ 2 - 62 ) 


))

2

and bannulus follows from
2
2
 2  (θ - 1 ) ( 2 ln (θ ) θ - θ + 1 )
bannulus (θ ) = Γ  
2
2
 3  18θ (θ + 1 ) ln (θ ) - θ + 1

(

)

(5.18)
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It should be noted that, due to the assumptions made in their derivation, Eqs. (5.14)
and (5.15) can only be used for the components present in the feed mixture and not
for the sweep gas.

5.7

Incorporating the influence of concentration boundary layers in the
ideal plug flow model

In the ideal plug flow model, fluxes through the porous barrier are calculated using
differences in cup-averaged concentrations between the feed side and sweep side as
the driving force for mass transport. However, the true driving force is the
concentration difference of a species over the porous barrier. By using Sherwood
correlations, concentrations of the different species adjacent to the porous barrier can
now be determined. Starting point for this calculation is Eq. (5.7). The concentration
gradient can be replaced by a Maxwell-Stefan term, resulting in

c F,bar,i ( z ) = cF,i ( z ) +
cG,bar,i ( z ) = cG,i

n

2r1
ShF,i

(z) ∑

(y

F,bar,i

( z ) N bar, j ( z ) - yF,bar, j ( z ) N bar,i ( z ) )
Dij

j=1

( ) (y
(z)∑
Sh ( z )
2 r3 - r2

n

G,i

j=1

G,bar,i

( z ) N bar, j ( z ) - yG,bar, j ( z ) N bar,i ( z ) )

(5.19)

Dij

Solution of Eq. (5.19) requires an iterative procedure, because the Maxwell-Stefan
term contains mole fractions, which are evaluated at the porous barrier. It is expected
that radial composition gradients in the compartments are small and that only minor
errors are introduced if the barrier mole fractions are replaced by cup-averaged mole
fractions. Equation (5.19) can then be written as

c F,bar,i ( z ) = cF,i ( z ) +
cG,bar,i ( z ) = cG,i

2r1
ShF,i

n

( y ( z ) N ( z ) - y ( z ) N ( z ))

j=1

Dij

(z) ∑

F,i

bar, j

F, j

bar,i

( ) ( y ( z ) N ( z ) - y ( z ) N ( z ))
(z)∑
Sh ( z )
D
2 r3 - r2

n

G,i

j=1

G,i

bar, j

G, j

(5.20)

bar,i

ij

For the fully developed boundary layer regime it was shown that this is a very good
approximation (see Eq. (5.50)) With the Sherwood correlations given by Eqs. (5.14)
and (5.15), Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) can be solved for the mixture components (species i
to n-1). The sweep gas concentration adjacent to the porous barrier follows from the
total concentration at a certain z-position, according to
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n-1

c bar,n ( z ) = c ( z ) - ∑ c bar,i ( z )

(5.21)

i=1

Equation (5.20) is solved simultaneously with the BFM equations in the porous
barrier and the equations that describe the transport in the feed mixture and sweep
gas compartments.
Another approach to incorporate the influence of boundary layers in the ideal plug
flow model is by using a multi-component film model, which is among others
described by Taylor and Krishna (1993). In the film model, which is an idealized
model, it is assumed that all resistance to mass transfer is concentrated in a film
close to a certain boundary or interface. Mass transfer through this film solely takes
place by diffusion in the direction normal to the boundary. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the solution outside this film is perfectly mixed. For a multi-component
system, the transport equations of the film model can be written in the following
matrix form:

(N i ) = [ β0 ][k0 ][Ξ0 ] ( ∆c i )

(5.22)

where [ β0 ] is a bootstrap matrix, [k0 ] is a zero-flux mass transfer coefficient matrix
and [ Ξ0 ] a matrix of correction factors. The latter matrix accounts for the fact that the
concentration profile in the film is disturbed by the presence of finite mass fluxes
normal to the boundary. The subscript 0 denotes that these matrices are evaluated at
the interface. ( N i ) is a row vector of species fluxes and ( ∆c i ) is a vector of species
concentration differences between the interface and the bulk solution. The matrix

[k0 ] can be calculated from
-1

[k0 ] = [R0 ]

(5.23)

with the elements of [R0 ] calculated by

R0,ii =

y i,0 n y k,0
+∑
kin k=1 kik
k ≠i

R0,ij

 1 1 
= -y i,0   kij kin 



(5.24)
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Here kij is the low flux mass transfer coefficient for the binary i-j pair, which can be
calculated from

kij =

ShijDij

(5.25)

dh

where Shij is the Sherwood number for the binary i-j pair, which can be obtained
from a suitable correlation (Taylor and Krishna, 1993). The matrix of correction
factors is given by

[Ξ0 ] = [Φ ] exp [Φ ] - [I]

-1

(5.26)

with the coefficients of the matrix [ Φ ] defined by

Φ ij =

n
Ni
N
+∑ k
ckij k=1 ckik
i¹k

 1
1 
Φ ij = -N i 
 ckij ckin 



(5.27)

The elements of the bootstrap matrix [ β0 ] can be written as

β0,ik = δ ik ( 1- y0,i zi )

(5.28)

where δik is the Kronecker delta, zi is the ratio of component molar flux Ni to the total
flux Nt (i.e. zi = N i N t ). In the simulations the BFM equations, which are solved in
the barrier, are coupled to the equations of the film model and solution requires an
iterative procedure. With the BFM barrier fluxes are calculated, whereas the film
model is applied to calculate concentrations of mixture components adjacent to the
porous barrier. The sweep gas concentration at the barrier follows from Eq. (5.21).
Solution of the film model represented by Eq. (5.22) requires values for the mass
transfer coefficient matrix

[k0 ] .

Correlations are available in literature for two

component systems, but not for multi-component systems. According to Eq.(5.24),
matrix [k0 ] can be calculated from binary kij, which in turn can be estimated from a
suitable Sherwood correlation. For the case that the mixture adjacent to the porous
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barrier is dilute in mixture components ( y i ≈ 0 for i=1,2,…,n-1) and rich in sweep gas
( y n ≈ 1 ), it follows from Eq. (5.24) that
Rii =

1
kin

(5.29)

Rij = 0 i ≠ j

and the mass transfer coefficients can be estimated from Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15)
together with Eq. (5.25). The analysis in Appendix 5.B shows that in the fully
developed boundary layer regime the Sherwood number approaches a constant value,
which is only dependent on the velocity profile in the channel. From this fully
developed Sherwood number a value for the mass transfer coefficients can be
estimated with Eq. (5.25). For the above discussed two limiting cases the difference
between the film theory of Taylor and Krishna and the previously discussed boundary
layer theory of Eq. (5.19) is the occurrence of the factor [ Ξ0 ] . Equation (5.20) contains
the additional difference that cup-averaged mole fractions are used instead of mole
fractions evaluated at the barrier.
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Figure 5.10. Comparison between the results obtained with the NS-MS model, the ideal plug
flow model and the plug flow model extended with Eq. (5.20)and the Sherwood correlations
given by Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15). Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff module of which the
dimensions and barrier characteristics are given by case 2 in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.11. Comparison between the results obtained with the NS-MS model, the plug flow
model extended with Eq. (5.20) and the plug flow model extended with Eq.(5.22). In the
simulations ShF,i was set to 48/11 and ShG,i to 6.79. Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff
module of which the dimensions and barrier characteristics are given by case 2 in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.12. Comparison between the results obtained with the NS-MS model, the ideal plug
flow model and the plug flow model extended with Eq. (5.20) and the Sherwood correlations
given by Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15). Results are shown for a tubular FricDiff module of which the
dimensions and barrier characteristics are given by case 3 in Table 5.1.

In Figure 5.10 a comparison is made between results obtained with the NS-MS
model, the ideal plug flow model and the plug flow model extended with Eq. (5.20)
and the Sherwood correlations given by Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15). Results are shown for a
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tubular module with the dimensions and barrier characteristics given by case 2 in
Table 5.1. The values of aannulus and bannulus were set to 6.79 and 4.18, respectively in
the simulations. The figure shows that the simple plug flow model overestimates the
separation processes, but extended with equations that describe the transport through
the concentration boundary layers a good correspondence with the NS-MS model is
obtained.
In Figure 5.11 a comparison is made between the NS-MS model, the plug flow
model extended with Eq. (5.20) and the plug flow model extended with Eq. (5.22). In
the simulations it was assumed that the concentration boundary layers are fully
developed and that the Sherwood correlations are constant, hence ShF,i was 48/11 and
ShG,i was 6.79. Again a good correspondence with the NS-MS model is obtained for
both plug flow models with the best match obtained with the plug flow model
extended with Eq. (5.20). This is an indication that [Ξ0 ] ≈ [Ι ] and that the mole
fractions of the components at the barrier do not differ significantly from the cupaveraged mole fractions.
Figure 5.12 shows that also for the tubular module of case 3 in which the barrier is
only 0.1 mm thick, the plug flow extended with Eq. (5.20) is in good agreement with
the NS-MS model and that the simple plug flow model clearly is deficient. In the
simulations the values of aannulus and bannulus were set to 6.85 and 4.21, respectively.

5.8

Conclusions

The performance of tubular and plate FricDiff modules was compared for different
thicknesses and porosities of the porous barrier. It was shown that when fluxes
through the barrier are low the performance of the two configurations is almost
identical. The reason is that for both configurations the dominant resistance to mass
transfer is located inside the porous barrier. However, when fluxes through the
barrier are increased, resistance to mass transfer located in the flow channels become
more important. Since the contribution of these resistances to the overall resistance
to mass transfer is different for a tubular and a plate module, the performance of the
configurations differs. It was found that the overall resistance to mass transfer is
smaller for a tubular module, resulting in higher barrier fluxes. From an economic
point of view, thin and highly porous barriers are preferred, because they result in
high fluxes and hence a smaller barrier area is required to achieve a certain degree of
separation. The analysis shows that for FricDiff modules, which are equipped with
these barriers and which are operated in the laminar regime, concentration boundary
layers have a large influence on the separation process.
A Sherwood number for a component in a multi-component mixture was defined.
Using this definition, Sherwood correlations given by Eqs. (5.14) and (5.15) were
derived to describe mass transfer through the boundary layers located in the feed side
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and sweep side compartments. Due to the assumptions made in their derivation, Eqs.
(5.14) and (5.15) are only valid for the feed mixture components. Resistances to mass
transfer in the compartments were incorporated in the ideal plug flow model, using
two approaches: i)the multi-component boundary layer model developed in Appendix
5.B and ii) the multi-component film model described by Taylor and Krishna (1993).
It was shown that with these extensions the plug flow model is in excellent
agreement with the NS-MS model.
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5.A Modeling a plate FricDiff module in Comsol Multiphysics
The plate module (see Figures 5.13 and 5.14) was modeled in two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates. It is assumed that the transport of mass and momentum is
independent of the x-direction. This assumption is valid when the influence of the
side walls of the module on the separation process can be neglected, i.e. in the case of
a module of sufficient width. The equation of continuity for species i in the feed
mixture and sweep gas compartments can be written as
∂
∂
n y,i + ( ρi v z ) = 0
∂y
∂z

(5.30)

where ny,i is the flux of species i in the y-direction, which is defined by
n y,i = j y,i + ρ i v y

(5.31)

where jy,i is the diffusive mass flux of component i in the y-direction and vy the mass
average velocity in this direction. In deriving Eq. (5.30) it is assumed that diffusive
mass transport is dominant in the y-direction and that convection dominates in the zdirection. Diffusive mass transport in the direction perpendicular to the flow field
was calculated with isobaric Maxwell-Stefan equations which are based on diffusive
mass fluxes:
n y y
∂y i
i j
=∑
∂y j=1 Dij

 jy, j jy,i 


 ρ j ρi 

(5.32)

Fluid flow in the compartments was modeled by solving two-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which for stationary conditions and in the
absence of external forces can be written as (Bird et al., 2002)


∂v y



∂y

ρ  vy

+ vz

∂v y  ∂p  ∂

∂
 = - -  τ yy + τ zy 
∂z  ∂y  ∂y
∂z 

 ∂v

∂v  ∂p  ∂
∂
ρ  v y z + v z z  = - -  τ yz + τ zz 
∂z  ∂z  ∂y
∂z 
 ∂y

with the shear stresses defined by (Bird et al., 2002)
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 ∂v y   2

 +  µ - κ  (∇ ⋅ v )
y
3
∂


 

τ yy = - µ  2


 ∂v z   2
+  µ - κ  (∇ ⋅ v )

 ∂z   3

 ∂v ∂v 
τ yz = τ zy = - µ  z + y 
 ∂y ∂z 

τ zz = - µ  2

(5.34)

in which

∇⋅v =

∂v y
∂y

+

∂v z
∂z

(5.35)

and the contribution of the dilatational viscosity is set to zero.
The transport through the barrier was described with the BFM equation (see
Chapter 4 but with the r-coordinate changed to the y-coordinate) and a continuity
equation for each species, which can be written as
∂
N y,i = 0
∂y

(5.36)

purified mixture
with separating agent

gas or vapor mixture
separating agent
with permeate

separating agent

Figure 5.13. Schematic representation of a plate FricDiff unit, which consists of two
compartments separated by a porous screen. The feed mixture flows through one
compartment and the sweep gas through the other. The depicted FricDiff module is operated
in a countercurrent mode.

porous barrier

y1

Figure 5.14. Side view of plate FricDiff module

y2

y3
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The implementation of the model equations in Comsol Multiphysics (2008) was
described in Appendix 4.B of Chapter 4. The boundary conditions for a
countercurrently operated plate module are shown in Table 5.2. For an explanation of
the boundary labels one is referred to Figure 4.14 in Chapter 4. The entrance
velocities vz,F,in and vz,G,in for a plate module with width W can be calculated in the
following way (Beek et al., 1999)
v z,F,in ( y ) =
v z,G,in ( y ) =

6Fin
y ( y1 - y )
y13W
6Gin

(y

3

)

3

- y2 W

(5.37)

( y2 - y ) ( y - y 3 )

Table 5.2. Boundary conditions for a plate FricDiff module operated countercurrently
boundary
boundary conditions
v = ( v z,F,in ( y ) ,0 ) ρi = ρF,i,in n y,i = 0
δΩ1
no boundary conditions
δΩ2, δΩ9
δΩ3, δΩ8
δΩ4, δΩ7
δΩ5, δΩ6
δΩ10

∂v z
= 0 vy = 0
∂z
v = (0,0 ) n y,i = 0
vz = 0
v = ( v z,G,in ( y ) ,0 ) ρi = ρG,i,in n y,i = 0

For a co-currently operated plate module the boundary conditions between
boundaries δΩ10 and δΩ3 are exchanged.
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5.B Derivation of multi-component Sherwood correlations
In this appendix it is described how to generalize Sherwood relations for circular
pipes and annular ducts, which are usually derived for Fickian diffusion, to multicomponent Maxwell-Stefan diffusion. The derivation is performed with the
assumption that a fully developed laminar velocity profile is present in the flow
channels. The approach can, in a similar way, be applied to the flat plate
configuration. It will be shown that, for a developed boundary layer, one Sherwood
number can be used even if the wall flux is not constant. This number is usually
indicated as the Sherwood number valid for constant wall flux. The derivation shows
that this Sherwood number is also valid for the case that this flux is not constant (but
changes sufficiently slowly). The derivation will be given for the case of an annular
region, because this is the most difficult case. The inner radius of the annular region
is represented by ri and the outer radius by ro. Through the inner wall of the annulus,
which is porous, material can enter or leave the region. Using cup-averaged
quantities, the macroscopic equation of continuity for the annulus can be expressed
as

( 2π ri ) nr,i r =r = π (ro2 - ri2 )
i

∂
( ρi v z )
∂z

(5.38)

Equation (5.38) forms the basis of the ideal plug flow model, in which it is assumed
that disturbances of the radial concentration profile are negligible. In the analysis that
follows disturbances in the radial concentration profile are taken into account and it
is assumed that these disturbances are solely caused by the presence of an axial
velocity field. Hence, axial mass transport causes a perturbation of diffusive transport
in the radial direction. Starting point of the derivation is the assumption that we are
dealing with geometries that have a large aspect ratio, i.e., the width is much smaller
than the length. Therefore concentration profiles tend to be nearly uniform in the
radial direction, but change in the axial direction. Let’s assume that axial velocities are
sufficiently low, i.e., the Péclet number based on the radial gap is small. This means
that the convective term can be viewed as a perturbation on the radial diffusion. To
make this explicit a smallness parameter is introduced ε that will be put to 1 at the
end of the analysis. Terms that have a large power of ε are expected to be small. Using
this parameter in the microscopic continuity equation, the following equation is
obtained:
1 ∂
∂

 ( rnr,i )  + ε ( ρi v z ) = 0
r  ∂r
∂z
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The radial mass-flux, the species mass-density and the axial velocity will be dependent
on the smallness parameter. These quantities are developed in a series expansion of
ε,
nr,i = nr,i(0 ) + ε nr,i(1) + ε 2 nr,i( 2 ) + O ( ε 3 )

ρi =ρi(0 ) + ε ρi(1) + ε 2 ρi( 2 ) + O ( ε 3 )

(5.40)

v z = v z(0 ) + ε v z(1) + ε 2 v z( 2 ) +O ( ε 3 )

Inserting this expansion into Eq. (5.39) and collecting terms of the same order in ε
gives
1  ∂
∂

1 ∂
0 
1 
rnr,i( )  + ε  
rnr,i( )  +
ρi(0 ) v z(0 )  + O ( ε 2 ) = 0

r  ∂r
r
r
z
∂
∂






(

)

(

)

(

)

(5.41)

This equation has to hold for any ε, so the expressions for a certain power of ε have to
be equal to zero individually. For the zero-th order it is found
1 ∂

B.C.
→ rnr,i(0 ) = constant →
rnr,i(0 )  = 0 
nr,i(0 ) = 0

r  ∂r


(

)

(5.42)

The fact that the flux of species i is zero follows from the boundary condition that the
wall at r = ro is impenetrable. For the case of a cylindrical duct (e.g. the feed side
compartment) nr,i(0 ) is finite for r = 0. This implies that rnr,i(0 ) =0 at the center. From Eq.
(5.42) it then follows that the product needs to be zero for all r, so nr,i(0 ) = 0 . For any
diffusion equation, Fickian or Maxwell-Stefan or otherwise, a gradient in a density
will result in a flux. Since the zero order approximation of the flux is zero it is
concluded that ρi(0 ) ( r, z ) = ρi(0 ) ( z ) , i.e. independent of r. For the first order it is then
found that
v (0 )
∂
1 ∂

ρi(0 ) ( z ) vz(0 ) ( z ) z(0 ) ( r )
rnr,i(1)  = 
r  ∂r
vz
 ∂z

(

)

(

)

f (r )
∂
ρi(0 ) ( z ) vz(0 ) ( z ) f ( r ) = nr,i(1) ( ri , z )
nr,i ( r, z ) =
f ( ri )
∂z
(1)

(

)

(5.43)
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In Eq. (5.43) the velocity v z(0 ) is split into a z-dependent term vz(
(0 )

vz

(0 )

vz

( r ) , which is independent from z. The term

(0 )

vz

(0 )

vz
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( z ) and a function
( r ) can be written as

(see Eq. (4.68))
  r 2 ( 1- θ 2 )  r
ln 
 r
ln (θ )  ro
  o

v z( )
0

r = β  1- 
(0 ) ( )


vz


 


(5.44)

where β = 2α is a proportionality constant, which is dependent on the geometry and

θ = ri ro . Using the fact that ρi( 0) is independent of r the right hand side of Eq. (5.43)
can be written as a product of a solely on r-dependent term and a solely z-dependent
term. Since one knows the r-dependence, the differential equation can be solved for r.
Solution of this differential equation gives an expression for f ( r ) (see Eq. (5.48)).
Next we will consider the Maxwell-Stefan equation. Making the development into ε
gives

0=

∂y i n y i y j
-∑
∂r j=1 Dij

 jr, j jr,i 
=ε
 ρ j ρi 



 ∂y (1) n y i(0 ) y (j0 )  nr,(1)j n (1)  
i
 (0 ) - r,i(0 )   + O ( ε 2 )
-∑

 ρ j ρi  
∂
r
D
j=1
ij




(5.45)

Here some terms do not appear because nr,i(0 ) = 0 and y i(0 ) independent of r. Inserting
the expression for the mass fluxes, Eq. (5.43), into the first term gives,
(0 )

∂y i( ) ( r, z ) f ( r ) n y i
=
∑
f ( ri ) j=1
∂r
1

( z ) y (j0 ) ( z )  nr,(1)j ( ri , z ) nr,i(1) (ri , z ) 
 (0 )

 ρ j ( z ) ρi(0 ) ( z ) 
Dij



(5.46)

Note that the only r-dependence on the right hand side is in f ( r ) . Since the function
f ( r ) is known, the r-dependence of the mole fraction can be solved. Using this
dependence one can write
(1)

yi

( z ) - yi(1) ( ri , z ) = 1
2 ( ro - ri )
Shannulus,i
=

1
Shannulus,i

∂y i( ) ( z )
∂r
1

n

∑
j=1

(0 )

yi

r =ri

( z ) y (j0 ) ( z )  nr,(1)j ( ri , z ) nr,i(1) ( ri , z ) 
 (0 )

 ρ j ( z ) ρi(0 ) ( z ) 
Dij



(5.47)
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Here the definition of the Sherwood number based on concentrations differences
and gradients is used, see e.g. Eq. (5.7). Note that for Maxwell-Stefan diffusion a
definition based on fluxes would give different results. Clearly the current definition
is preferred because it gives a Sherwood number that is only dependent on the
geometry and not on material properties of the mixture (e.g. composition and
diffusion coefficients). Putting all expressions together the Sherwood number for the
annular region can be computed by
r

ϕ(r) = ∫ f ( r ) dr = ∫
ri

0
r ′′ v z( )
(r ′′ ) dr ′′dr ′
r ′=ri ∫ r ′′=r ′ r ′
vz(0 )
ro

r

(5.48)

ro

Shannulus =

2 ( ro - ri ) f ( ri ) ∫ v z(0 ) ( z,r ) r dr
ri

ro

ro ∫ ϕ ( r ) v z ( z,r ) r dr
ri

It should be noted that the Sherwood number in Eq. (5.48) is a universal Sherwood
number, which only depends on the velocity profile and not on species
characteristics. Performing this computation for the annular region with the velocity
profile given by Eq. (4.68) gives Shannulus = aannular ( ri ro ) with the function given by Eq.
(5.17). Using a similar approach for a circular tube, with a Sherwood number based
on the tube diameter, one finds that

Shtube =

2rtube

∂y i(1) ( z )

y i(1) ( z,rtube ) - yi(1) ( z )

∂r

=
r =rtube

48
∼ 4.36
11

(5.49)

This is the well-known value for the Sherwood number for binary diffusion with
laminar forced convection in a circular duct with a constant flux boundary condition.
Here it is shown that the fully developed Sherwood number can be used for MaxwellStefan diffusion too, if one uses the definition given by Eq.(5.7), i.e. based on the
driving force (instead of the fluxes). The present derivation is based on a perturbative
expansion, which is different from the derivation found in literature (Rohsenow et al.,
1961; 1998). The above derivation shows that it is more generally valid than only for
the constant wall flux case. One might wonder about the constant wall concentration
case. In this case the well-known result is Shtube ∼ 3.66 (which differs from 4.36).
Note that for the above derivation the constant-concentration case is a singular case.
If a pipe is long enough a constant concentration throughout the pipe will be quickly
obtained. The driving force for radial diffusion will disappear. This means that the
assumption that radial diffusion is dominant compared to convection is not valid and
the above analysis breaks down. However, for the majority of the cases the
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assumptions used in this derivation are valid and the Sherwood number that equals
the conventional “constant wall flux” case is found in these instances.
If the smallness assumption is correct the contributions of the zero-th and first
order contributions are most significant. Therefore the equation for the cup-averaged
densities in the annular region is well characterized by

( 2π ri ) nr,i (ri , z ) = π (ro2 - ri2 )

∂
( ρi ( z ) v z ) .
∂z

(5.50)
yi ( z ) - y i ( ri , z )
1
=
Shannulus
(ro - ri )

n

∑
j=1

yi ( z ) y j ( z )  nr, j ( ri , z ) nr,i ( ri , z ) 


Dij
ρi ( z ) 
 ρ j (z)

where the zero-th-order values of Eq. (5.47) are replaced by average values.
In the derivation it is assumed that the concentration is almost uniform in the
radial direction. This is clearly not the case if the boundary layer is developing. The
Maxwell-Stefan solution for the developing boundary is very hard to obtain, because
the boundary layer thickness has to be taken into account. It is expected that for the
developing regime a Fickian approximation gives sufficiently accurate results. In the
FricDiff unit the alcohol-water vapor mixture is diffusing through carbon dioxide.
Alcohol-carbon dioxide and water-carbon dioxide interactions are expected to more
important than alcohol-water interactions. Therefore, Sherwood correlations are
derived based on binary diffusion coefficients of the mixture components in carbon
dioxide. For the initial stages of the growing boundary layer only the velocity profile
near the wall is important. This velocity profile can be approximated by means of a
linear profile with shear-rate γ . When the boundary-layer is still thin the curvature of
the annular region is not felt. Therefore for the initial stage the result will be the
same as for a boundary layer growing on a plate. The Fickian convection-diffusion
equation near the wall can then be written as

-Din

∂ 2 yi
∂y
+ γy i = 0
2
∂y
∂z

(5.51)

where the subscript n refers to the sweep gas. The solution to Eq. (5.51) for the
constant wall-flux case can be found by applying the method of combination of
variables (see e.g. Bird et al. (2002)) and has the form
y i - y bulk,i = yf (η )

with the dimensionless variable η defined by

(5.52)
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1

 γ  3
η = y

 9Din z 

(5.53)

Inserting Eq. (5.52) into Eq. (5.51) gives the following ordinary differential equation

η f ′′ (η ) + ( 2 + 3η 3 ) f ′ (η ) = 0

(5.54)

This equation is solved with the boundary condition f ( ∞ ) = 0 . The solution is
∞

f (η ) = Ci ∫
η

1

η2

exp -η 3  dη

(5.55)

The gradient at the wall and the mole fraction at the wall at position z are then given
by
∂y i
= lim ( f (η ) + η f ′ (η ) ) = - Γ
∂y η →0
1

y i (0, z ) - y bulk,i

( )C
2
3

i

= -1.354Ci

(5.56)

1

 9D z  3
 9D z  3
= lim yf (η ) =  in  limη f (η ) = Ci  in 
η →0
 γ  η →0
 γ 

The Sherwood number can be seen as the ratio between a characteristics distance
(e.g. the hydraulic diameter dh) and the boundary layer thickness, as is shown by Eq.
(5.57).

Sh ( z ) =

dh

(5.57)

δ bl,i ( z )

When the boundary layer thickness is much thinner than the characteristic distance
the cup-averaged concentration is nearly equal to the ingoing bulk concentration. The
boundary layer thickness can therefore be defined as
-1

-1

 ∂yi (0, z ) 
 ∂yi (0, z ) 
 = ( yi (0, z ) - ybulk,i ) 

 ∂y

 ∂y


δ bl,i ( z ) = ( yi (0, z ) - yi ( z ) ) 

1

1  9Din z  3
=


Γ 23  γ 

()

(5.58)
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The next step is to relate the Sherwood number to the Reynolds, Schmidt number
and the hydraulic diameter. For the annular case the following relations are valid,

vz = -

(

θ -θ 2 + (θ 2 + 1 ) ln(θ )+ 1
4 ln(θ )θ 2 - 2θ 2 + 2

dh = 2 ( 1- θ ) ro , Re =

) γr ,

(5.59)

o

ρ v z dh
µ
, Sc i =
µ
ρDin

(5.60)

Equation (5.58) follows from the assumption that the velocity near the permeable wall
is linear and hence that the shear rate is constant. The expression for the average
velocity is found by using the formula for the shear rate at the permeable wall

∂v z
∂r

γ =

(5.61)
r =ro

and Eq. (4.68) for the velocity distribution. Combining these definitions one obtains,


Shannulus,i ( z ) = Γ



1

()
2
3

3
3 4(θ - 1) 2 ln(θ )θ - θ + 1
dh 
ReSc i
z
9 θ -θ 2 + θ 2 + 1 ln(θ )+ 1


(

(

2

(

)

2

(5.62)

)

)

For the three cases discussed in this chapter, with θ = 3 5.2 , θ = 1.65 4.56 and

θ = 1.60 4.54 , the following relations are obtained, respectively
1

1

d 3
d 3


Shannulus,i ( z ) =  3.70ReSc i h  , Shannulus,i ( z ) =  4.18ReSc i h  ,
z
z 



1

(5.63)

d 3

Shannulus,i ( z ) =  4.21ReSc i h 
z 


For a circular tube

v z = 41 γrtube , dh = 2rtube , Re =
such that

ρ v z dh
µ
,
, Sc i =
µ
ρ Din

(5.64)
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 8Γ 2
3
Shtube,i ( z ) = 
 9


()

1

3

1
3
dh  
dh  3
ReSc i
= 2.21ReSc i  .
z  
z 


(5.65)

So far, Sherwood relations are obtained for two limit cases, namely the fully
developed concentration boundary layer regime and the initial stage of the developing
boundary layer. For the first case a perturbation scheme was used and MaxwellStefan equations. For the initial boundary layer only shear flow near the porous
screen was considered and Fickian diffusion in a background of sweep gas. For the
difficult region in between a simple interpolation formula is used

Sh ( z ) =  Sh developed


(

1

3

) + (Sh

initial

( z ))

3

3 ,


(5.66)

of the two limiting cases. As shown in the main text this Sherwood relation, with no
fitting parameters, gives results that compare very satisfactorily with the detailed
simulations with the NS-MS model.

Chapter 6
Experimental
measurements
validation of numerical models

and

This chapter is adapted from:
o

o

Breure, B., Schoon, L., Peters, E.A.J.F., Kerkhof, P.J.A.M. (2009). Separation of gas
mixtures with FricDiff: a comparison between experimental data and simulations.
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Research, 48, 7694-7704.
Breure, B., Peters, E.A.J.F., Kerkhof, P.J.A.M. (2009). Kinetic separation of isopropyl
alcohol-water vapor mixtures with FricDiff. submitted for publication.

Experiments are performed on the kinetic separation of helium-argon gas mixtures and
isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixtures, using nitrogen as the separating agent. In this
chapter the experimental setups and procedures are discussed. It is explained how values for
the porosity-tortuosity factor (ε/τ2-factor) of the porous screens can be estimated by using the
transfer unit model and experimental data points. A value for the average pore size of one of
the screens is also determined experimentally using permeation experiments. Using the
determined values of the ε/τ2-factors and pore size of the porous screens as input for the
numerical model, a comparison is made between experimental and calculated mole
fractions, flow rates and pressures.

6.1 Introduction
A mixture of gases or vapors can be separated by forcing it to diffuse through an
auxiliary gas or vapor phase component. Separation according to this method is
achieved as a result of differences in the rates of diffusion of the mixture components
through the auxiliary species. In Chapter 4 numerical models were developed to
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describe the separation process in a FricDiff module, which is based on the above
principle. The focus of this chapter is to study the process experimentally using a lab
scale setup. With the numerical models developed in Chapter 4 it was shown that the
separation process is dependent on process conditions like the feed mixture flow rate,
the sweep gas to feed mixture ratio, the absolute pressure level and pressure
differences over the porous barrier. It was also found that the characteristics of the
porous barrier influence the separation process. In this chapter, experiments are
performed in which both process conditions and barrier characteristics are varied.
Experiments are performed on the separation of helium-argon mixtures and the
separation of isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixtures in both cases with nitrogen as
the separating agent. The experiments on the separation of gas mixtures were
performed at Shell Global Solutions in Amsterdam, whereas the experimental study
on the separation of vapor mixtures was done at the TU/e. The main focus of this
chapter is to validate the numerical models (and in particular the ideal plug flow
model) developed in Chapter 4 with experimental data.

6.2

Porous screen

The FricDiff module that is used in the experiments resembles the unit shown in
Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4. The unit consists of two concentric tubes of which the inner
tube is porous. The feed mixture flows through the porous tube, whereas the sweep
gas flows through the annular space between the inner tube and the outer
impermeable tube. Two stainless steel tubes were used in the experiments (Sika-R 0.5
IS and Sika-R 1 IS), consisting of sintered metal. In Figure 6.1 pictures are shown of
the surface of the porous material. The porous tubes were obtained from GKN Sinter
Metals and the specifications as provided by the supplier are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Specifications of the porous tubes used in the experiments as provided by the
supplier.
abbreviation
Sika-R 0.5 IS
Sika-R 1 IS
dp
2
5
average pore size (µm)1
porosity (-)2
0.17
0.20
ε
tortuosity (-)2
τ
r1
inner radius (mm)
3
3
r2
outer radius (mm)
5
5
L
length (cm)
36
36
1
2

a value for the average pore size of the Sika-R 1 IS screen is obtained from permeation experiments
a value for the factor ε/τ2 for the porous tube is later found by fitting experimental data

No values for the tortuosity of the tubes were available from the supplier. In order to
validate the numerical model with the experimental data a value for ε/τ2 is required.
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This factor is found by fitting of experimental data as is explained in paragraph 6.5.2,
which deals with the determination of the factor ε/τ2. In paragraph 6.6.1 also the
value of the average pore size of the Sika-R 1 IS screen is determined experimentally.
The experimentally determined pore size gives a much better correspondence
between numerical and experimental data than the pore size provided by the
supplier.

Figure 6.1. Pictures of the surface of the Sika-R 1 IS porous screen obtained with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

6.3

Chemicals

Experiments were performed with two helium-argon mixtures consisting of
approximately 40.4 mol% helium and 74.8 mol% helium obtained from Linde Gas.
The isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures that were used in the experiments on the
separation of vapor mixtures were prepared from technical isopropyl alcohol (purity >
99%, VWR Chemicals) and demineralised water. In the separation experiments pure
nitrogen (Linde Gas, 99.99% purity) was used as the separating agent. Carbon
dioxide (Linde Gas, 99.995% purity) was used for the permeation experiments.
Solvent and titrant for the Karl-Fischer analyses were obtained from Merck (Apura
Solvent and Apura Titrant 5).

6.4

Experimental setups and procedures

The experimental setup used for the separation of gas mixtures is shown in Figure
6.2. The setup for the separation of vapor mixtures is depicted in Figure 6.3. The
central part of both setups is the FricDiff module. The porous screen, of which
dimensions and characteristics are given in Table 6.1 forms the inner part of the
module. The outer tube consists of a stainless steel impermeable tube with an inside
radius (r3) of 9 mm.
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Figure 6.2. Experimental FricDiff setup for the separation of helium-argon mixtures with
nitrogen as the separating agent. A FricDiff module is drawn that is operated
countercurrently. In the drawing PCV is a pressure control valve, MFM a mass flow meter, V
a valve and NV a needle valve.
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Figure 6.3. Experimental FricDiff setup for the separation of isopropyl alcohol–water
mixtures with nitrogen as the separating agent. The drawing shows a FricDiff module that is
operated countercurrently and which is placed inside an oil bath. In the drawing ∆p is a
pressure difference sensor, p an absolute pressure sensor, MFM a mass flow meter, T a
temperature sensor, V a valve and NV a needle valve.
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Experiments on the separation of gas mixtures were performed at room temperature
and a pressure of approximately 2 bar using both Sika-R 0.5 IS and Sika-R 1 IS
porous screens. The FricDiff unit was operated both co- and countercurrently. The
mass flow rates of the two incoming and the two outgoing flows were measured with
mass flow meters. The two outgoing streams were sent to a mass spectrometer to
determine their composition. At the start of an experimental run valves V-1 and V-2
in Figure 6.2 were opened and a set point of 2 bar was given to PCV1, which
regulated the inlet pressure of the separating agent. The flow rates of the two
outgoing streams were approximately fixed to predetermined constant values by
changing the positions of needle valves NV-1 and NV-2. The pressure of the entering
gas mixture, which was controlled with PCV2, was set slightly higher than the inlet
pressure of nitrogen. This resulted in a small convective flow of the gas mixture
through the porous screen (diffusion was still the dominant transport mechanism).
After steady state was reached, the flow rates of the ingoing and outgoing flows and
the composition of the outgoing flows were measured. Next the set point of PCV2
was decreased with approximately 1 mbar and the procedure was repeated. These
experiments were repeated until the regime was reached in which convective flow of
nitrogen through the porous screen took place. Going from one convective flow
regime to the other convective flow regime, a point of zero net molar flow was passed.
Experiments on the separation of vapor mixtures were performed at atmospheric
pressure and 120°C to ensure that the isopropyl alcohol-water mixture was in the
vapor state. For this reason the FricDiff module was placed in an oil bath maintained
at 120°C and all external piping through which vapors components flowed was traced
to prevent any condensation from taking place. Experiments were performed with the
Sika-R 1 IS screen and the FricDiff module was solely operated in the countercurrent
mode. During the experiments valve V-1 in Figure 6.3 was open and the liquid flow of
the isopropyl alcohol–water mixture was controlled with the ISCO-pump. The mass
flow rate of sweep gas was fixed to a certain value with needle valve NV-1. Evaporation
of the liquid mixture and heating of the sweep gas to process conditions took place
inside the oil bath. During a typical experimental run the aim was to go from one
convective flow regime to the other. This was done by changing the opening of needle
valve NV-3 (from nearly closed to fully open), while maintaining the settings of needle
valve NV-2 (fully open). As a result the pressure drop over the porous screen was
varied and hence the contribution of convective flow to mass transport through the
porous barrier. The mass flow rates of the entering sweep gas and the two outgoing
streams were measured with mass flow meters. The outgoing streams were cooled
with liquid nitrogen to condense and freeze the vapor components and to remove the
separating agent from the mixture components. The collected samples were melted
and their water content was analyzed with Karl-Fischer titration. The experimental
setup for the separation of vapor mixtures was equipped with one absolute pressure
sensor and three pressure difference sensors, which measured pressure differences
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over the inlet and outlet of the feed side (∆p-1), over the inlet and outlet of the sweep
side (∆p-2) and over the outlets of the feed side and sweep side (∆p-3). A couple of
experiments were performed under approximately isobaric conditions. In this case
the setting of NV-3 was changed until the pressure drop measured by pressure
difference sensor ∆p-3 was close to the value measured under no-flow conditions.
More detailed information about the different components of the setups of Figures
6.2 and 6.3 is given in Table 6.3 of Appendix 6.A.

6.5

Separation of gas mixtures

6.5.1 Experimental data
In the experiments on the separation of gas mixtures the pressure at the location
where the separating agent was entering the FricDiff module was kept constant. Also
the flow rates of the outgoing streams were fixed to approximately constant values.
The pressure at the location where the feed mixture was entering the unit was varied.
For each set point of PCV2, mass flow rates of the streams, which entered and flowed
out of the unit, were measured. Also the composition of the outgoing streams was
determined. The results of a typical experimental run are shown in Figure 6.4. With
the data obtained in the experiments separating agent-free mole fractions and
recoveries can be calculated. Since helium, which is assumed to be the key
component, is diffusing faster through nitrogen than argon, it will be enriched at the
sweep side. By determining nitrogen-free mole fractions and recoveries of helium
based on the sweep side outlet stream one obtains more insight in the quality of the
separation process. The separating agent-free mole fractions and recoveries of helium
are defined by
yG,He,out ( N 2 - free basis ) =

yG,He,out
yG,He,out + yG,Ar,out

(6.1)
recovery = Gmol,He,out Fmol,He,in

In Figure 6.5 separating agent-free mole fractions and recoveries of helium are
plotted as a function of the set point pressure at the feed mixture inlet. The figure
indicates that the helium mole fraction increases with decreasing pressure at the feed
inlet. Hence, convective flow of the separating agent through the barrier has a
positive effect on the separation of helium from argon. Since the transport of helium
through the porous barrier is hampered by the convective flow of nitrogen, recoveries
decrease with decreasing pressure at the feed side.
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Figure 6.4. Experimental results for a countercurrently operated FricDiff module equipped
with a Sika-R 0.5 IS porous screen. A feed mixture containing 74.8 mol% helium and 25.2
mol% argon was separated with pure nitrogen. In the experiments Fmass,out varied between
37.2 and 51.3 g hr-1 and Gmass,out between 78.1 g hr-1 and 85.4 g hr-1. Mole fractions of helium,
argon and nitrogen at the feed side outlet (top panel) and sweep side outlet (bottom panel) are
plotted as a function of the set point pressure of PCV2.

6.5.2 Determining the factor ε/τ2
The data that were obtained with the experimental setup for the separation of gas
mixture were compared with data obtained with the numerical model. According to
the supplier of the screens, the Sika-R 0.5 IS and Sika-R 1 IS screens have a porosity
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of ε = 0.17 and ε = 0.20, respectively. No information was available on their tortuosity
and as an initial guess a value of τ = √2 was used in the simulations. Using these
values for the porosity and the tortuosity for the factor ε/τ2 in the numerical model
resulted in calculated fluxes that were much higher than the values that were
obtained from the experiments. The SEM pictures of Figure 6.1 also give an
indication that the porosity of the screen material is likely to be low and its tortuosity
high. It was therefore decided to determine the factor ε/τ2 from the experimental data.
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Figure 6.5. Mole fractions of helium on a nitrogen free basis and recoveries of helium
calculated with Eq. (6.1) and using data from Figure 6.4 as a function of the set point
pressure of PCV2.

To determine this factor for the Sika-R 0.5 IS screen, experimental data points for the
countercurrent experiments were collected that were obtained under conditions of
almost equimolar mass transport through the screen. Mole fractions at the inlets and
outlets of the unit and average molar flow rates were determined for these data
points. These data points were used as input for the transfer unit model that was
discussed in Chapter 4. For countercurrent operation and equimolar mass transport
through the porous screen (which takes place in the normal diffusion regime) the
mole fractions of the feed mixture components in the outgoing streams are given by
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yF,i,out

 Fmol
 1Gmol
=
F
1- mol
Gmol


 exp [-α i ]

y

yG,i,out

Fmol
F
1- mol
(1- exp [-α i ])
Gmol
Gmol
=
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
F
F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol
Gmol

exp [-α i ]

F,i,in

+

(1- exp [-α ])
i

F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol

yG,i,in
(6.2)

where


Fmol 
 NTU i
Gmol 

(6.3)

2π rlm Lkov,lm,i c ε
τ2
Fmol

(6.4)

α i =  1

and

NTU i =

In the expression for NTUi the log mean radius is defined by

rlm =

( r2 - r1 )
r 
ln  2 
 r1 

(6.5)

Furthermore, kov,lm,i is an overall mass transfer coefficient which can be written as

1
1
1
1
=
+
+
rlm kov,lm,i r1kF,i rlm kbar,i r3kG,i

(6.6)

where kF,i, kbar,i and kG,i are the resistances to mass transfer of component i at the feed
side, in the porous barrier and at the sweep side, respectively. These mass transfer
resistances are in turn defined by

kF,i =

ShF,iDi3
2r1

, kbar,i =

ShG,iDi3
ε Di3
, kG,i =
2
τ rlm
2 ( r3 - r2 )

(6.7)
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Figure 6.6. Matching of experimental and calculated values for yF,He,out (top, left), yF,Ar,out (top,
right) and yF,N2,out (bottom) in order to determine the value of ε/τ2 for the Sika-R 0.5 IS porous
screen.

In the calculations that follow kov,lm,i was set equal to the resistance to mass transfer in
the porous screen. Table 6.2 shows the contribution of mass transfer resistances in
the compartments and porous barrier to the overall resistance to mass transfer for
different values of the factor ε/τ2. The different mass transfer coefficients are
calculated with Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) using values for the Sherwood numbers for the
fully developed flow regime as discussed in Chapter 5. The table clearly shows that for
the different values of ε/τ2 the resistance to mass transfer is dominated by the porous
barrier and that the contribution of the resistances in the boundary layers is small.
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Table 6.2. Contribution of mass transfer resistances of helium and argon in the
compartments and porous barrier to the overall resistance to mass transfer for various values
of the factor ε/τ2.
kF,He (m s-1)
kbar,He (m s-1)
kG,He (m s-1)
kov,lm,He (m s-1)
ε/τ2
0.1
0.0251
0.000880
0.0446
0.000834
0.08
0.0251
0.000704
0.0446
0.000675
0.04
0.0251
0.000352
0.0446
0.000344
0.02
0.0251
0.000176
0.0446
0.000174
kF,Ar (m s-1)
kbar,Ar (m s-1)
kG,Ar (m s-1)
kov,lm,Ar (m s-1)
ε/τ2
0.1
0.00684
0.000240
0.0122
0.000228
0.08
0.00684
0.000192
0.0122
0.000184
0.04
0.00684
9.608.10-5
0.0122
9.401.10-5
.
-5
0.02
0.00684
4.804 10
0.0122
4.752.10-5

Equation (6.2) shows that the mole fractions at the outlet of the FricDiff module are a
function of the inlet mole fractions and the (average) molar flow rates Fmol and Gmol.
Using Eq. (6.2) and the experimental values for yF,i,in, yG,i,in, Fmol and Gmol the outlet
mole fractions for helium and argon can be determined. The mole fraction of
nitrogen follows from the requirement that the mole fractions of all components
should sum to one. The only unknown in the equations is the factor ε/τ2 in the
definition of NTUi. This factor can be found by matching the calculated values for
yF,i,out and yG,i,out with the experimental values. In Figure 6.6 results of this matching
are shown for the porous screen Sika-R 0.5 IS. The value of the factor ε/τ2 that was
found for this screen is 0.0175. For the Sika-R 1 IS screen a similar procedure was
followed to determine the value of ε/τ2 as for the Sika-R 0.5 IS screen. However, in
this case data points for co-current operation of the FricDiff module were used. The
reason is that for this mode of operation more data points were available that satisfied
the condition of equimolar flow. For co-current operation of the module the following
equations are used
Fmol
+ exp [-α i ]
1- exp [-α i ]
G
yF,i,out = mol
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
 Fmol 
 Fmol 
1+

1 +

 Gmol 
 Gmol 
Fmol
F
1 + mol exp [-α i ]
(1- exp [-α i ])
Gmol
Gmol
yG,i,out =
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
 Fmol 
 Fmol 
1
+
1
+




 Gmol 
 Gmol 

where

(6.8)
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αi =  1 +


Fmol
Gmol


 NTU i


(6.9)

and NTUi is still defined by Eq. (6.4). Using Eq. (6.8) and the experimental data
points for equimolar flow conditions a value of ε/τ2 = 0.036 was found for the Sika-R
1 IS screen.

6.5.3 Comparison between experimental and numerical data
The values of ε/τ2 that were determined in the previous paragraph for the Sika-R 0.5
IS and Sika-R 1 IS porous screens are used as input parameters for the numerical
model. From Table 6.2 it is clear that the main resistance to mass transfer is located
inside the porous barrier and under these conditions the ideal plug flow model and
the NS-MS model give similar results. The plug flow model is chosen here for the
comparison between experimental and numerical data, because it is less
computationally intensive.
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Figure 6.7. Schematic overview of inlet and outlet variables that are fixed or calculated in the
numerical model in the case of countercurrent (top figure) or co-current (bottom figure)
operation of the FricDiff module.

In the experiments the composition of the ingoing streams is fixed, as well as the
flow rates of the outgoing streams. Also the pressure at the sweep side inlet is fixed at
approximately 2 bar. The numerical model requires an additional variable to be
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specified at the inlets or outlets and it was decided to fix the value of the inlet mass
flow rate of the feed mixture. In Figure 6.7 an overview is given of the variables that
are calculated or used as input values for the numerical model. The calculated values
are compared to the experimentally measured values.
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Figure 6.8. Comparison between calculated and experimental mole fractions for helium (top,
left), argon (top, right) and nitrogen (bottom) including error bars. The results are obtained
for a countercurrently or co-currently operated FricDiff module equipped with Sika-R 0.5 IS
porous screen.
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Figure 6.9. Comparison between calculated and experimental mole fractions for helium (top,
left), argon (top, right) and nitrogen (bottom) including error bars. The results are obtained
for a countercurrently or co-currently operated FricDiff module equipped with Sika-R I IS
porous screen.

In Figure 6.8 a comparison is made between experimental and calculated mole
fractions of helium, argon and nitrogen at the sweep outlet. The experimental data
were obtained with a FricDiff module equipped with a Sika-R 0.5 IS screen that was
operated both countercurrently and co-currently. In Figure 6.9 similar results are
shown for a FricDiff module with a Sika-R 1 IS screen. Also error bars are shown in
the figures, indicating the uncertainties in the experimental and calculated values.
More details about the error analysis are given in Appendix 6.B. For countercurrent
operation the data points are generally located very near or on the 45° line, indicating
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that the correspondence between calculated and experimental mole fractions is good.
For co-current operation deviations from the 45° line are observed that cannot always
be explained with the error analysis.
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Figure 6.10. Comparison between calculated and experimental data points for the sweep gas
inlet mass flow rate (Gmass,in) including error bars. Results are shown for countercurrently and
co-currently operated FricDiff modules equipped with Sika-R 0.5 IS screen (left panel) and
Sika-R 1 IS screen (right panel).
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Figure 6.11. Comparison between inlet feed mixture pressures calculated with the numerical
model and the set point pressure of PCV2. Results are shown for a countercurrently operated
FricDiff module equipped with Sika-R 0.5 IS screen (left panel) and Sika-R IS screen (right
panel).
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The argon mole fractions that are plotted in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 all show the same
typical behavior; for low argon mole fractions the correspondence between calculated
and experimental values is very good, but with increasing mole fractions the deviation
from the 45° line increases. The data points are always located below the 45° line,
indicating that the argon composition is overrated by the numerical model.
In Figure 6.10 measured and calculated inlet mass flow rates of the separating
agent are compared for both porous screens. In the numerical model mass balances
are closed but this is not the case in the experiments. Figure 6.10 also shows that the
deviation between experimental and numerical data cannot always be explained by
the error bars. This is an indication that in some cases the accuracy of the mass flow
meters is less than calculated with the correlations as given in Table 6.4 of Appendix
6.B.
Figure 6.11 presents a comparison between the set point pressure that is given to
PCV2 and the inlet pressure that is calculated with the numerical model. In the
experimental setup the pressures at the inlets of the module are fixed by giving set
points to the pressure control valves PCV1 and PCV2. The set point pressures will
deviate from the true pressures at these locations with approximately 1%. In the
experiments the pressure at the separating agent inlet is approximately 2 bar,
whereas in the numerical model it is set equal to 2 bar. Furthermore, errors in the
measured mass flow rates also result in errors in the calculated value for the inlet
pressures of the feed mixture. Both uncertainties are taken into account in the error
bars that are placed on the calculated inlet pressures. Figure 6.11 shows that the
calculated feed inlet pressures and the set points given to PCV2 are not in a good
agreement. For all data points the numerical model calculates a lower value than the
set point pressure given to PCV2. The figure also shows that the error in the
calculated and measured pressures is large and that the error bars can explain the
observed deviations. The large uncertainties in the set point pressures of PCV1 and
PCV2 and the fact that no accurate pressure measurements are performed in the set
up make it difficult to give a qualitative statement about the results in Figure 6.11.
The experimental set up for the separation of vapor mixtures is equipped with three
pressure difference sensors that can measure pressure differences with an accuracy
of 10 Pa. Hence, this set up will be more suitable to make a comparison between
calculated and experimental pressures. In addition to the large uncertainty in the set
point pressures, there are also doubts about whether the pore size as reported in
Table 6.1 corresponds with the true size of the pores in the pores barrier. Deviations
between the true average size of the pores in the screen and the value that is used as
input in the numerical model can also influence the comparison between
experimental and calculated pressures. Smaller pores have a larger resistance to
convective mass transport and hence will result in larger pressure differences over
the porous barrier. The influence of pore size on the calculated mole fractions is
small and the results of Figures 6.8 and 6.9 will not alter dramatically when the value
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of the pore size in the numerical model is adjusted. The setup for the separation of
vapor mixture is also used to determine a value for the average size of the pores in the
Sika-R 1 IS screen.

6.6

Separation of vapor mixtures

6.6.1 Experimental data
In the experiments on the separation of vaporous isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures
with nitrogen, the inlet flow rates of the feed mixture and separating agent were fixed.
The pressure difference over the module outlets (which gives an indication of the
pressure difference over the porous barrier) was measured and could be varied by
changing the mass flow rate of the feed side outlet stream. By doing this the mass
flow rate of the sweep side outlet stream changed accordingly. The samples that were
collected and analyzed were free of separating agent. This implies that only nitrogen
free compositions of the outlet streams were measured with Karl-Fischer titration.
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Figure 6.12. Experimental results of a countercurrently operated FricDiff module equipped
with a Sika-R 1 IS porous screen. A feed mixture containing 63.2 mol% isopropyl alcohol and
36.8 mole % water was separated using nitrogen as the separating agent. In the experiments
the volumetric flow rate of the liquid feed mixture was set to 40 ml hr-1 (≈ 0.73 mol hr-1) and
the mass flow rate of nitrogen was set to approximately 124 g hr-1 (≈ 4.43 mol hr-1). In the left
panel water mole fractions determined with Karl-Fischer titration in the two outlet streams
are plotted as a function of the pressure difference over the outlets of the module. The right
panel shows the recovery of isopropyl alcohol as a function of the pressure difference over the
module outlets.
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Compositions of the outlet streams, including separating agent, were determined
from mass balances over the setup. Results of a typical experimental run, in which
pressure differences over the porous barrier were varied, are shown in Figure 6.12
(left panel). These experimental data points were obtained with an initial feed
mixture, which contained 36.8 mol% water. Figure 6.12 (left panel) shows that all
sweep side outlet samples collected in this experimental run a re richer in water and
all collected feed side outlet samples are poorer in water indicating that a separation
has taken place.
For all experimental runs in which the pressure difference over the porous barrier
was varied, the sweep side outlet water mole fractions (on a separating agent-free
basis) showed the behavior as presented in Figure 6.12; when the difference

( pF,out - pG,out )

decreases the water content of the permeate (on a nitrogen-free basis)

generally increases. This behavior can be explained as follows. Convective flow of
separating agent through the porous barrier reduces the fluxes of components that
move in opposite direction. The flux of the slower diffusing component is reduced
more than that of water and this increases the selectivity of water transport through
the barrier and hence the water content of the samples collected at the sweep side
outlet. The variation in composition of the feed side outlet stream with pressure
difference was generally small and it was difficult to observe a clear trend in the
experimental data. Later (see Figure 6.20) it will be shown numerically that for a
certain range of pressure differences, the feed side outlet mole fractions are not very
sensitive to variations in pressure gradients over the porous barrier. Besides mole
fractions also the recoveries of the key component, in this case isopropyl alcohol, are
important. In the FricDiff module isopropyl alcohol is concentrated at the feed side
outlet and recoveries are therefore defined by
recovery =

Fmass,IPA,out
Fmass,IPA,in

(6.10)

In the right panel of Figure 6.12 the recoveries of isopropyl alcohol as calculated with
Eq. (6.10) are shown as function of the pressure difference over the outlets of the
module. With decreasing pressure difference and hence increasing convective flow of
the separating agent through the porous screen, the recovery of isopropyl alcohol
increases.

6.6.2 Determining the average pore size
The experimental setup for the separation of vapor mixtures was equipped with three
pressure sensors that accurately measured pressure differences over the module. The
sensor that measured pressure differences over both module outlets (∆p-3) was used
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to estimate a value for the average size of the pores in the porous screen. Only pore
sizes for the Sika-R 1 IS screen could be determined, because the Sika-R 0.5 IS screen
was not available for this setup. The average pore size was determined by performing
permeation experiments at 120 °C with carbon dioxide. In the experiments the flow
rate of carbon dioxide was fixed to a certain value. The feed side inlet and sweep side
outlet were closed, which implies that all carbon dioxide that entered the module at
the sweep side was forced to permeate through the porous barrier and left the module
at the feed side outlet. Depending on the carbon dioxide flow rate a certain pressure
drop over the module outlets was measured. In determining the pore size it is
assumed that this pressure difference is representative for the pressure difference
over the porous barrier inside the module. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation for
transport through a porous medium, which has capillary pores is given by (Epstein,
1989)

F=

2
Fmass 1
ε d p  ∆p 
= 2π rlmL 2

Mw c
τ 32 µ  δ barr 

(6.11)
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Figure 6.13. Mass flow rate of carbon dioxide versus the pressure gradient over the porous
barrier. From the slope of this curve the average size of the pores in the porous barrier can be
determined.

Hence, when mass flow rates are plotted as a function of the pressure gradient over
the porous barrier, the average pore size follows from the slope of the (straight) curve
(see Figure 6.13). Using the value for the factor ε/τ2, which was determined in
paragraph 6.5.2 (and which is assumed to be independent of the pore size), the
average pore size could be determined. For the Sika-R IS screen a value of dp = 10 µm
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was found, which is twice as large as the value reported in Table 6.1. Using this value
of dp in the numerical model results in a much better correspondence between
experimental and numerical data points as is shown in Figure 6.14; with dp = 10 µm
the experiments and simulations show the same dependence on the pressure
difference. In the right panel of Figure 6.14 a parity plot is shown of the calculated
mole fractions presented in the left panel of Figure 6.14. A data point in this parity
plot corresponds to a certain simulation with fixed input data, in which the value of
the pore size was set to either 5 or 10 µm. The results in this plot show that the
calculated water outlet mole fractions at the sweep side hardly depend on the pore
size. Based on the above results it was decided to use a value of dp = 10 µm for the size
of the pores in the Sika-R 1 IS screen in the numerical model.
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Figure 6.14. Sweep side outlet water mole fractions versus pressure difference over the outlet
of the module (left). Experimental data points are compared to results obtained with the
numerical model for two different sizes of the pores in the porous barrier. In the right figure
a parity plot is shown of the calculated mole fractions for two different pore sizes. The mole
fractions in this figure correspond to the calculated mole fractions plotted in the left panel.

6.6.3 Comparison between experimental and numerical data
The water content of the samples that were collected at the feed side and sweep side
outlets and that were determined with Karl-Fischer titration can be compared to the
separating agent free outlet mole fractions that are computed with the numerical
model. The calculations are performed in a similar way as for the separation of gas
mixtures (see the schematic overview presented in Figure 6.7). There is only a small
difference: in the numerical model for the separation of vapor mixtures Gmass,in and
pG,out are fixed and Fmass,out and pG,in are calculated.
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Figure 6.15. Comparison between calculated and experimental water mole fractions (on a
nitrogen free basis) in the feed side (left panel) and sweep side (right panel) outlet streams.
Results are shown for various volumetric flow rates of the liquid mixture.

In Figure 6.15 the experimentally measured feed side and sweep side outlet water
mole fractions and the mole fractions calculated with the numerical model are
compared for three experimental runs. Although not all deviations can be explained
with the error bars, the correspondence between calculated and experimental values
is generally good.
In the left panel of Figure 6.16 a comparison is made between calculated and
experimental values for the feed side outlet mass flow rate. In the numerical model
mass balances are closed, but this is not the case in the experiments. Not all
deviations in Figure 6.16 can be explained with the error bars, indicating that the
mass flow meters are less accurate than expected. This probably is the result of the
low mass flow rates (0-150 g hr-1) that are used in the experiments and the large
operating range of the mass flow meters (0-20 kg hr-1). The comparison between
calculated and experimental pressure differences is shown in the right panel of
Figure 6.16. A much better correspondence is obtained compared to Figure 6.11 as a
result of the more accurate pressure difference sensors. In most cases the model is
capable of accurately reproducing the pressure differences that are measured in the
experiments. It should be noted that the uncertainty in the experimentally measured
pressure differences was set equal to 10 Pa. This is the value that is specified by the
supplier. The error in the pressure difference measurements are presumably
somewhat higher (see Appendix 6.B).
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Figure 6.16. Comparison between calculated and experimental data points for the feed side
outlet mass flow rate (left panel) and between calculated and experimental pressure
differences over the module outlets (right panel).

6.6.4 Influence of process conditions
In this paragraph it is studied how well experimental and numerical data are in
agreement for a variety of operating conditions of the FricDiff module. This is done
by comparing experimental data with model predictions obtained under various feed
mixture flow rates, various ratios between separating agent and feed mixture molar
flow rates (Gmol/Fmol-ratio) and various inlet compositions of the feed mixture. Figure
6.17 shows experimental data (symbols) and numerical results (lines) obtained for
three different volumetric flow rates of the liquid mixture. In the experiments the
volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture was set to 20, 30 or 40 ml hr-1 and the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio was fixed to approximately 3 (the actual values varied between 2.7 and
3.2). In the simulations the mass flow rates and compositions of the inlet streams
were specified as well as the pressure at the sweep side outlet (pG,out was fixed to 1
atm). By changing the value of pF,out the pressure difference over the module outlets
was varied from -150 Pa to an approximately maximum pressure difference at which
the feed side outlet stream approached zero.
With increasing volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture, residence times decrease
and material has less time to diffuse through the barrier. Less separation takes place
and the feed side outlet stream will become richer in water. Since the characteristic
diffusion time of water (i.e. the time required to diffuse over a certain distance, e.g.
the thickness of the porous barrier) is smaller than that of isopropyl alcohol, shorter
residence times will result in a purer permeate. Hence, both yF,water,out and yG,water,out
will be influenced when the volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture is changed.
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In the left and right top panels of Figure 6.17 mole fractions are plotted as a
function of Gmass,out. Gmass,out decreases when more material is transported from the
sweep side to the feed side. This happens when the feed side pressure decreases with
respect to pG,out as can also be seen in the bottom panel of Figure 6.17. An
overpressure at the sweep side induces convective flow of separating agent through
the barrier. This reduces the fluxes of mixture components that diffuse in opposite
direction, but it results in a more selective transport of the faster diffusing mixture
component. The latter effect results in a permeate that is richer in water (see Figure
6.17 (right top panel)). A reduction in barrier fluxes on the other hand implies that
less separation takes place and hence the water content of the feed side outlet stream
increases as is shown in the left top panel of Figure 6.17. From Figure 6.17 it can
generally be concluded that the measured and calculated values are in good
agreement. In all cases the characteristic trends found in the simulations are also
obtained in the experiments.
Figure 6.18 shows results on the influence of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio on the separation
process. In the experiments the volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture was set to 40
ml hr-1 and the Gmol/Fmol-ratio was fixed to 3.1 or 6.1. An increase in Gmol/Fmol-ratio has
a positive effect on the driving force for mass transfer through the porous barrier, but
at the same time the separation is negatively influenced by the increased dilution of
feed components with separating agent. Simulations performed with the ideal plug
flow model showed that the former effect is dominant over the latter, resulting in an
improvement of the separation process. The model also showed that the selectivity of
transport through the barrier is hardly affected by the Gmol/Fmol-ratio. Figure 6.18
shows that the correspondence between numerical results and simulations is again
good.
Figure 6.19 shows experimental and calculated water outlet mole fractions
obtained under almost isobaric conditions for Gmol/Fmol = 3 (approximately 3 in the
experiments). The mole fractions are plotted as a function of the mass flow rate of the
ingoing feed mixture, Fmass,in, which is calculated from the volumetric flow rate of the
liquid feed mixture (Fliq), the known composition of the liquid mixture in the
reservoir of the ISCO pump and the densities of isopropyl alcohol and water. From
Figure 6.19 it can be observed that the feed side outlet mole fractions of water
increase when the mass flow rate of the feed mixture increases. Higher feed flow
rates imply shorter residence times of the mixture in the module and hence water has
less time to diffuse through the barrier. For very short residence times (large values
of Fmass,in) the water content of the feed side outlet stream will approach that of the
inlet feed mixture. The sweep side outlet water mole fractions also increase with
Fmass,in. Since water diffuses more rapidly towards the sweep side than isopropyl
alcohol, shorter residence times result in higher water mole fractions.
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Figure 6.17. Feed side outlet water mole fractions on a separating agent free basis as a
function of the mass flow rate of the sweep side outlet stream (top, left). Sweep side outlet
water mole fractions on a separating agent free basis as a function of the mass flow rate of
the sweep side outlet stream (top, right). Pressure differences over the module outlets as a
function of the mass flow rate of the sweep side outlet stream (bottom). In the plots a
comparison is made between experimental data points (symbols) and numerical results
(lines) for different volumetric flow rates of the liquid feed mixture. In the experiments and
simulations the Gmol/Fmol-ratio was set to 3.2 (20 ml hr-1), 2.7 (30 ml hr-1) or 3.1 (40 ml hr-1)
and the feed mixture contained either 63.9 mol% (20 and 30 ml hr-1) or 63.1 mol% (40 ml hr1
) isopropyl alcohol. In both experiments and simulations the pressure difference over the
module outlets was varied, while the flow rate and composition of the inlet streams were
fixed.
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Figure 6.18. Feed side outlet water mole fraction on a separating agent free basis as a
function of the mass flow rate of the sweep side outlet stream (top, left). Sweep side outlet
water mole fraction on a separating agent free basis as a function of the mass flow rate of the
sweep side outlet stream (top, right). Pressure difference over the module outlets as a
function of the mass flow rate of the sweep side outlet stream (bottom). In the plots a
comparison is made between experimental data points (symbols) and numerical results
(lines) for two values of Gmol/Fmol. The feed mixture stream was fixed to 40 ml hr-1 and
contained either 63.2 mol% (Gmol/Fmol = 3.2) or 63.2 mol% (Gmol/Fmol = 6.1) isopropyl alcohol.
In both experiments and simulations the pressure difference over the module outlets was
varied, while the flow rate and composition of the inlet streams was fixed.
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Figure 6.19. Influence of feed mixture mass flow rate on outlet mole fractions of water on a
separating agent free basis. Results are shown for a FricDiff unit operated under (near)
isobaric conditions. In the simulations the Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio was set to 3, in the experiments
this ratio varied between 2.81 and 3.47. The feed mixture consisted of an isopropyl alcoholwater mixture containing 62.0 mol% isopropyl alcohol and 38.0 mol% water.

For the other extreme, i.e. very long residence times, almost all water and isopropyl
alcohol will have diffused towards the sweep side and the composition of the sweep
side outlet stream (on a separating agent free basis) will be close to that of the feed
mixture. The composition of the feed side outlet stream will, on a nitrogen free basis,
approach pure isopropyl alcohol.
The influence of the composition of the feed mixture on the separation is studied
in Figure 6.20, in which water mole fractions in the outlet streams are plotted as a
function of the pressure difference over the module outlets. The feed mixture
contained either 27.2, 36.1 or 48.3 mol% water. A higher water content in the feed
mixture clearly results in higher water mole fractions of the outlet streams. Figure
6.20 (left panel) shows that for higher ( pF ,out − pG ,out ) values the water mole fraction
drops sharply. This seems counterintuitive, because convective flow of mixture
components reduces the selectivity of water transport through the barrier. However,
in the FricDiff separation process the separating agent free fraction of the slower
diffusing component in the feed side sample increases when more material is
selectively transported through the barrier. The sharp drop in water mole fraction is
caused by the fact that the majority of the mixture components have diffused through
the porous barrier. Since this transport took place selectively, the feed side outlet
stream will, on a separating agent free basis, be enriched in the slower diffusing
isopropyl alcohol. It was difficult to study this regime experimentally, because the
samples that were collected in the reservoir at the feed side outlet were very small.
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Analysis of the samples did not reveal the strong increase in isopropyl alcohol mole
fraction that is predicted with the model. However, it is very likely that due to the
small sample sizes and the high volatility of isopropyl alcohol the inaccuracy in the
experimental procedures of sample handling (e.g. melting of the sample, removal
from the reservoir) is large. In addition, small samples will be more sensitive to
pressure fluctuations within the set-up during the experiments.
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Figure 6.20. Outlet water mole fractions as a function of the pressure difference over the
module outlets. Experimental data points (symbols) and the results of simulations (lines) are
shown. The water content of the feed mixture was either 27.2, 36.1 or 48.3 mol% and the
volumetric flow rate was fixed to 30 ml hr-1. The Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio varied between 2.7 and 3.4.

6.7

Conclusions

In this chapter experimental data were presented on the separation of helium – argon
gas mixtures and on the separation of isopropyl alcohol – water mixtures both with
nitrogen as the separating agent. Two different experimental setups were used for
this purpose. Experiments on the separation of gas mixtures were performed with
two different porous screens, Sika-R 0.5 IS and Sika-R 1 IS, differing in pore size,
porosity (ε) and tortuosity (τ). Both co-current and countercurrent experiments were
conducted. For the separation of vapor mixtures only the Sika-R 1 IS screen was used
and the FricDiff module was solely operated in a countercurrent mode. The
experimental data were compared with the data calculated with the ideal plug flow
model that was described in Chapter 4. First values for the factor ε/τ2 for both porous
screens were determined using the transfer unit approach model and data on the
separation of helium-argon mixtures, which were obtained under conditions of
equimolar transport through the porous screen. A value of ε/τ2 = 0.0175 was found for
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the Sika-R 0.5 IS screen and a value of ε/τ2 = 0.0360 for the Sika-R 1 IS screen. These
values were used as input values for the numerical model, resulting overall in a good
correspondence between calculated and experimental feed side and sweep side outlet
mole fractions. The numerical model was also used to calculate mass flow rates of the
separating agent inlet stream (separation of gas mixtures) and feed side outlet stream
(separation of vapor mixtures). In the numerical model the mass balances are closed,
but this is not the case in the experiments, resulting in deviations between calculated
and experimental data points. These deviations could not always be explained with
the error analysis and it is likely that the accuracy of the mass flow meters is smaller
than expected. For the separation of gas mixtures a comparison was made between
the set point pressure of PCV2 and the inlet pressure of the feed mixture that was
calculated with the numerical model. Rather large deviations were observed between
these pressures, which most probably can be attributed to an inaccurate pressure
adjustment in the experimental setup. The setup for the separation of vapor mixtures
was equipped with three accurate pressure difference sensors. With this setup it was
possible to make an estimate for the size of the pores in the porous barrier. A value of
dp = 10 µm was found for the Sika-R 1 IS screen, twice as large as the value that was
provided by the supplier of the porous screens. When using this value for the pore
size in the numerical model for the separation of vapor mixtures a good
correspondence was obtained between calculated and experimentally measured
pressure differences over the module outlets.
It should be noted that the comparison between experimental and numerical data
performed in this chapter was hampered by the fact that the porous screen was not
well characterized. Values provided by the supplier did not correspond with the
experimentally determined values for ε/τ2 and dp. The porosity, tortuosity and pore
size are important input parameters for the numerical model. Wrong estimations for
these parameters will result in a mismatch between calculated and experimental
values. Furthermore, in the modeling of transport through the porous barrier a
couple of assumptions are made, namely that i) the pores are unconnected ii) the
cross-sectional area of any single pore is assumed to be constant iii) the length-to-area
ratio of every pore is assumed to be great and hence radial concentration gradients
within the pores can be neglected. It is likely that these assumptions do not apply
fully to the Sika-R porous screens. Keeping the above in mind, overall it can be
concluded that the correspondence between numerical and experimental data is
good. The experimental data showed the same characteristic trends as predicted by
the numerical model. The work performed in this chapter strengthens our
confidence in the predicting capabilities of the numerical models developed in
Chapter 4. For future work it is highly recommended that porous screens are used
that have a well-defined pore shape and size, as well as a known porosity and
tortuosity.
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6.A Components of experimental setups
In Table 6.3 more detailed information is given about the different components that
are used in the experimental setups for the separation of gas and vapor mixtures.
Table 6.3 Overview of the instrumentation used in the experimental setups
component
fabricate
type
range
mass flow meter
Endress+Hauser
Promass 80A
0 – 20 kg hr-1
ISCO-pump
ISCO
LC-5000 series
0 – 400 ml hr-1
pressure sensor
Klay Instruments
2000-SAN
0 – 30 bar
pressure control valve
Brooks Instrument
model 5866
1 - 20 bar
pressure difference
Klay Instruments
series FKK
-2500 – 2500 Pa
sensor
0 – 250°C
temperature sensor
Klay Instruments
Thermowell model 05
mass spectrometer
ESS
Capricorn
Karl-Fischer titration
Mettler Toledo
DL50
-
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6.B Uncertainty analysis
Experimentally measured values are partly used as input values for the numerical
model to calculate the values of certain output variables as is shown in Figure 6.7.
The experimental data that are used as input values have an experimental uncertainty
and hence the calculated values will also contain an uncertainty. The accuracy of the
mass flow meters and pressure difference measurements are known as well as the
accuracy of the ISCO-pump and the pressure controllers. Values or expressions for
the accuracy of this equipment are given in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 for the setup for
the separation of gas mixture and vapor mixtures, respectively. In the calculations it is
assumed that the reported accuracies of the equipment correspond to a 95.4%
confidence interval. The uncertainty in the measured composition of the mass
spectrometers was estimated at 1% of the measured value. The uncertainty in the
Karl-Fischer titration was determined by measuring a certain sample of known
composition ten times. By calculating the standard deviation (σ) for the ten measured
values and by multiplying it by 2, the 95.4% confidence interval was calculated (i.e.
the probability that a measurement will fall inside 2σ is 95.4 %). The uncertainty in
the analysis of the samples is also reported in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. According to the
supplier, the error in the pressure difference sensors is approximately 10 Pa. It
should however be noted that the measured pressure difference over the module
outlets under zero flow conditions was different at the start and end of an
experimental run with a maximum value of 50 Pa. The pressure differences that were
measured during the actual experiments were corrected by the average value of these
two zero flow pressure differences. It is likely that this procedure introduces an
additional, but unavoidable, error in the experimentally measured pressure
differences.
The uncertainties in the calculated values of yF,i,out and yG,i,out for the separation of
gas mixtures are a function of uncertainties in the experimentally measured values:

δ y i,out ( model ) = f (δ Fmass,in , δ Fmass,out , δ Gmass,out , δ y F,in , δ yG,in , δ pG,in )

(6.12)

Assuming that the uncertainties in Eq. (6.12) are all independent and random and
that the uncertainties in the inlet mole fractions are negligible, δyi,out(model) can be
calculated from (Taylor, 1982)
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2

 ∂y i,out
  ∂y i,out

δ Fmass,in  + 
δ Fmass,out 

∂
∂
F
F
 mass,in
  mass,out


δ y i,out ( model ) =

2

 ∂y i,out
  ∂y

δ Gmass,in  +  i,out δ pG,in 
+
 ∂Gmass,in
  ∂pG,in


2

(6.13)

2

Values for the derivatives in Eq. (6.13) are determined with the numerical model.
For the separation of vapor mixtures, the calculated values of yF,i,out and yG,i,out are a
function of the input values Fmass,in, Gmass,in, Gmass,out, yF,in, yG,in and pG,out. Assuming
that the errors in yF,in, yG,in and pG,out are all small, the uncertainty in the calculated
mole fractions follows from

δ y i,out ( model ) =
2

2

 ∂y i,out
  ∂y i,out
  ∂y i,out

δ Fmass,in  + 
δ Gmass,in  + 
δ Gmass,out 

 ∂Fmass,in
  ∂Gmass,in
  ∂Gmass,out


2

(6.14)

The uncertainty in the calculated value of pF,in for the separation of gas mixtures
follows from
2

 ∂pF,in
  ∂pF,in

δ Fmass,in  + 
δ Fmass,out 

F
F
∂
∂
 mass,in
  mass,out


δ pF,in ( model ) =

2

 ∂pF,in
  ∂p

δ Gmass,in  +  F,in δ pG,in 
+
 ∂Gmass,in
  ∂pG,in


2

(6.15)

2

Values for the derivatives ∂pF ,in ∂Fmass ,in , ∂pF ,in ∂Fmass ,out , ∂pF ,in ∂Gmass ,in are determined
with the numerical model and the derivative ∂pF ,in ∂pG ,in is set to one. For the
separation of vapor mixtures the uncertainty in the calculated value of pF,out is of
interest which follows from

δ pF,out ( model ) =
2

2

 ∂pF,out
  ∂p
  ∂pF,out

δ Fmass,in  +  F,out δ Gmass,in  + 
δ Gmass,out 

 ∂Fmass,in
  ∂Gmass,in
  ∂Gmass,out


2

(6.16)
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Table 6.4. Uncertainties in experimentally measured and fixed values in the setup for the
separation of gas mixtures
measured or fixed value
unit
uncertainty
Fmass
kg hr-1


0.001

 Fmass ( measured )

δ Fmass =  ±0.005 ±
F


mass

( measured ) 

Gmass

kg hr-1

pG,in

bar

δ pG,in = ±0.01 ( setpoint PCV1 )

pF,in

bar

δ pF,in = ±0.01 ( setpoint PCV2 )

yF,i,out

-

δ yF,i,out = ±0.01yF,i,out ( measured )

yG,i,out

-

δ yG,i,out = ±0.01yG,i,out ( measured )




0.001
 Gmass ( measured )
measured
)
mass (

δ Gmass =  ±0.005 ±
G


Table 6.5. Uncertainties in experimentally measured or fixed values in the setup for the
separation of vapor mixtures
measured or fixed value
unit
uncertainty
Fmass
kg hr-1


0.001
δ Fmass =  ±0.005 ±
F


 Fmass ( measured )

mass

( measured ) 

Gmass

kg hr-1

Fliq

ml hr-1

δ Fliq = ±0.005Fliq(setpoint)

∆p

Pa

δ∆p = ±10

yF,water,out (N2-free basis)

-

δ yF,water,out ( N 2 - free basis ) = ±0.011

yG,water,out (N2-free basis)

-

δ yG,water,out ( N 2 - free basis ) = ±0.011



δ Gmass =  ±0.005 ±



0.001
 Gmass ( measured )
Gmass ( measured ) 

The uncertainties in the calculated mass flow rates are estimated from a mass
balance over the module, which is given by

Gmass,in + Fmass,in = Fmass,out + Gmass,out

(6.17)

In the numerical model for the separation of gas mixtures, Gmass,in is calculated from
values for the other three mass flow rates. Since the uncertainties in the measured
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values of Fmass,in, Fmass,out and Gmass,out are known and assumed independent, the
uncertainty in Gmass,in can be calculated from

δ Gmass,in ( model ) =

(δ F

mass,in

2

) + (δ F

mass,out

2

) + (δ G

mass,out

)

2

(6.18)

A similar procedure can be utilized for the calculation of the uncertainty in the
calculated value of Fmass,out for the separation of vapor mixtures.
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6.C Influence of separating agent removal on experimental results
In the experimental setup for the separation of vapor mixtures the vapor components
in the feed side and sweep side outlet streams are separated from the separating
agent by condensation and freezing with liquid nitrogen. Experiments were
performed to determine whether the outlet mole fractions are influenced by this
separating agent removal process as a result of, for example, incomplete
condensation of isopropyl alcohol and/or water or stripping of volatile components by
the separating agent. For this purpose experiments were performed with the
experimental setup of Figure 6.3, in which valve NV-3 was closed, forcing all alcohol
and water to permeate through the porous barrier and to leave the setup at the sweep
side outlet. The reservoir of the ISCO-pump was filled with an isopropyl alcohol –
water mixture, containing 62.6 mol% isopropyl alcohol. In the experiments the
volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture was set to 20 ml hr-1, whereas the flow rate of
the separating agent was varied. The vapors in the outlet stream of the setup were
condensed, frozen, collected and analyzed with Karl-Fischer titration. Results of these
experiments are shown in Figure 6.21. The outlet mole fractions are generally
scattered around the feed mixture composition. Except for one outlier, this deviation
can be explained by the uncertainty in the Karl-Fischer titration. From the results in
Figure 6.21 we can conclude that the outlet mole fractions are not noticeably
influenced by the separating agent removal process.

ywater,out (N2-free basis) (-)

0.41
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.36
0.35
0

20

40

60

80

100 120 140
-1

Gmass,in (g hr )
Figure 6.21. Measured outlet water mole fractions on a nitrogen-free basis as a function of
the mass flow rate of the separating agent. The data points were obtained with the setup of
Figure 6.3 with valve NV-3 closed, implying that all alcohol and water that entered the unit
left the unit at the sweep side outlet. In the experiments the volumetric flow rate of the
isopropyl alcohol-water feed mixture was fixed to 20 ml hr-1. The feed mixture contained 37.4
mol% water (this composition is indicated by the straight line).

Chapter 7
Combining a kinetic separation for
vapor mixtures with condensation
In this chapter the separation of vapor mixtures by the combined effect of selective diffusion
through a separating agent and condensation on a cooled wall is studied. A numerical
model is developed for a kinetic separation device in which the outer wall of the separating
agent compartment is cooled such that condensation of vapors can take place. The influence
of feed mixture flow rate, inlet pressure of the separating agent and temperature of the
cooled wall on the separation is studied. The performance of the kinetic separation unit with
condensation is compared to that of a conventional FricDiff unit.

7.1

Introduction

When a gaseous or vaporous mixture consists of molecules of different sizes and
masses it can be separated by a kinetic separation process such as FricDiff. Small
mixture molecules of low molecular weight will generally have higher diffusive
velocities through the separating agent or sweep gas than large and heavy molecules.
In a FricDiff unit the faster diffusing molecules will typically be concentrated at the
sweep side of the porous barrier.
The presence of mixture components in the sweep side compartment negatively
influences the material exchange between the two compartments by reducing the
driving force for mass transfer. When the feed mixture that enters the unit is a vapor,
mixture components present in the separating agent can be removed by condensation
on for example a cooled compartment wall. This enhances the driving force for
diffusion of vapors towards the sweep side. If the mixture components not only
diffuse, but also condense at different rates, and if these effects are mutually additive,
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combination of diffusion with condensation can enhance the selectivity of the
separation process.
Combining a kinetic separation of gas mixtures with condensation of a vaporous
separating agent was already studied by Chicelli et al. (1951a) in their sweep diffusion
process and by Schwertz (1952a) in a mass diffusion apparatus. Schwertz (1952b) also
studied the separation of vapor mixtures by the aid of diffusion and condensation. In
his apparatus a vaporous mixture and a separating agent flowed at opposite sides of a
porous screen. Vapor components that had diffused through the porous screen into
the separating agent compartment were partially condensed on a cooled wall. Three
streams left the unit: i) a liquid condensate, ii) uncondensed vapors and sweep
medium from the sweep side compartment and iii) a residual feed mixture from the
feed side compartment mixed with sweep gas (see Chapter 3).
In this chapter an alternative design is considered for a diffusion-condensation
device for the separation of vapor mixtures. Only two product streams leave the unit;
a stream of unpermeated vapor components with sweep medium and a liquid
condensate. A numerical model is developed to describe the separation process in
this device. With this model the influences of feed mixture flow rate, inlet pressure of
the separating agent and temperature of the cooled wall on the separation process are
studied.

7.2

Description of diffusion-condensation device

The separation unit in which selective diffusion and condensation are combined is
illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. It consists of two concentric tubes which are placed
vertically. The inner tube is porous and the outer tube is impermeable. The wall of
the outer tube is cooled such that condensation of vapors can take place. A binary
alcohol-water vapor mixture, which is introduced at the top of the unit, flows
downwards through the inner tube. The separating agent flows through the annular
space between the inner and outer tube. It is introduced at the bottom of the unit and
flows upwards, countercurrently to the vapor mixture. The annular compartment is
closed at the top, which implies that all separating agent that entered the module at
the bottom leaves the unit through the outlet of the inner compartment. Vapor
components diffuse from the inner compartment through the porous barrier and
separating agent compartment towards the cooled wall, where they condense. The
condensate flows downwards as a liquid film under the influence of gravity. Two
product streams are withdrawn at the bottom of the unit. One product stream
consists of the condensate that is formed on the cooled wall. The other product
stream consists of the enriched vapor mixture with separating agent. It is withdrawn
from the inner tube. An alternative configuration for a separation-condensation
device is described in Appendix 7.A.
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alcohol-water mixture
(vapor)

heat

heat

condensate

condensate
separating
separating
agent purified agent
mixture

Figure 7.1. Simplified illustration of a diffusion-condensation separation device. In this unit
an alcohol-water vapor mixture is introduced at the top and flows downwards through the
inner tube. The inert gaseous separating agent is introduced at the bottom of the annularshaped compartment, which is closed at the other end. Vaporous components that have
diffused radially outwards through the porous barrier and separating agent compartment
condense on the inside of the outer wall, which is cooled.

porous barrier

liquid film

r1
r2
r3

Figure 7.2. Top view of the diffusion-condensation device. The different radii used in the
calculations are indicated.
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7.3

Model equations

In this paragraph the equations are discussed that describe the transport processes in
the separation device as presented in Figure 7.1.

7.3.1 Material balances
Mole balances are solved for the laminar flowing vapor and gas streams in the two
compartments and over the falling liquid film. In the derivation, diffusion in the axial
direction (z-direction) is assumed negligible compared to convection in this direction.
The mole balances also account for the transport of species through the porous
barrier. The axial pressure drops in the feed side and sweep side compartments are
described with the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for laminar flow (Bird et al., 2002) and
are calculated from Eqs. (4.20) and (4.26). Species enter and leave the compartments
through the porous wall and also condensation takes place on the cooled wall of the
separating agent compartment. This changes the composition and magnitude of the
streams. To account for this, species molar balances are solved over the
compartments, which can be written as
dFmol,i ( z )
= -2π r1 N bar,i ( z ) r =r
1
dz

(7.1)

dGmol,i ( z )
= -2π r2 N bar,i ( z ) r =r + 2π r3 N cond,i ( z ) r =r
2
3
dz

(7.2)

The total molar flow rates Fmol and Gmol of the feed side and sweep side streams are
given by
n

Fmol ( z ) = ∑ Fmol,i ( z )

(7.3)

i=1

n

Gmol ( z ) = ∑ Gmol,i ( z )

(7.4)

i=1

With the species and total molar flow rates calculated, cup-averaged mole fractions
can be determined from

yF,i ( z ) =

Fmol,i ( z )
Fmol ( z )

(7.5)
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yG,i ( z ) =

Gmol,i ( z )
Gmol ( z )

(7.6)

By multiplying the mole fractions of Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) with the absolute pressures
calculated with the Hagen-Poiseuille equations, partial pressures are obtained.
Transport of components through the porous barrier is described with the Binary
Friction Model (Kerkhof, 1996). The relevant equations are given by Eqs. (4.32) to
(4.37) in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5 expressions were derived to describe multi-component mass
transport through concentration boundary layers located in the compartments of the
FricDiff module. The basic assumption in the derivation of these relations for the
fully developed concentration boundary layer regime was that the species
concentrations were almost uniform in the direction normal to the barrier. This
assumption implies that the fluxes in the radial direction are very small (i.e. that they
approach zero). Taylor and Krishna (1993) derived equations for a multi-component
film model in which it is assumed that all resistance to mass transfer is concentrated
inside a thin film located adjacent to a boundary or interface. This film model takes
into account the influence of disturbances of the concentration profile in the film as a
result of finite mass fluxes. In order to account for these disturbances in the
simulations, the multi-component film model is used to describe resistances to mass
transport in the compartments. For an n-component system the n-1-transport
equations of the film model can be written in the following matrix form:

(N i ) =

1
[ β0 ][k0 ][Ξ0 ] ( ∆pi )
RT

(7.7)

where [ β0 ] is a bootstrap matrix, [ko ] is a zero-flux mass transfer coefficient matrix
and [ Ξ0 ] a matrix of correction factors. The subscript 0 denotes that the matrices are
evaluated at the interface. ( N i ) and ( ∆pi ) are row vectors, containing species fluxes
and partial pressure differences over the film, respectively. A detailed description on
the calculation of these matrices is given by Taylor and Krishna (1993).
For the boundary layers adjacent to the porous barrier, Eq. (7.7) is utilized to calculate
the partial pressures of the mixture species at the barrier, using the fluxes that are
calculated with the BFM. The partial pressure of the separating agent follows from
the mixture species partial pressures and the total pressure at a certain axial position.
The calculated partial pressures adjacent to the porous barrier are in turn used as
inputs for the BFM. Hence, the coupling between the barrier equations and the film
model requires an iterative solution procedure.
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The resistance to mass transfer at the condensing wall can also be described with
Eq. (7.7). Input values for the model are the saturated vapor pressures of the vapor
components at the cooled wall and their cup-averaged partial pressures in the bulk
solution. By filling in these values in Eq. (7.7) condensation fluxes of the vapor
components can be calculated. Since the separating agent is a non-condensable gas,
its flux at the cooled wall is zero.
The zero mass transfer coefficient matrix [ k0 ] in Eq. (7.7) can be calculated when
appropriate Sherwood correlations are available. In this work it is assumed that the
developing concentration boundary layer regime is small compared to the fully
developed regime. Therefore, only Sherwood numbers for the fully developed regime
are used. The annular shaped compartment has a porous inside wall and an
impermeable outside wall at which condensation of vapors takes place. In literature
(Kakaç et al., 1987) fully developed Nusselt number have been derived for annular
ducts with a constant temperature specified at one wall and a constant heat flux
specified at the other wall. A more or less similar situation occurs in our unit with
respect to mass transfer. In Chapter 5 it was shown that the constant flux condition
appropriately describes the transport through the porous wall of a FricDiff unit.
Furthermore, at the condensing wall the temperature and composition of the liquid
condensate do not change significantly and hence at the liquid-vapor interface it is
assumed that the composition remains more or less constant. The fully developed
Nusselt numbers are a function of the geometry of the annular duct. For the unit
studied here of which the dimensions are given in Table 7.1, the Nusselt number (and
hence Sherwood number) for the inside wall of the duct is 5 and for the outside wall
is 3.3 (Kakaç et al., 1987). For a circular duct with constant mass flux at the wall the
Sherwood number is 48/11 (Kakaç et al., 1987).

7.3.2 Energy balances
An energy balance is solved for the separating agent compartment of which the outer
wall is cooled. The temperature in the feed side compartment and the porous screen
is assumed to be constant and therefore no energy balances are required for these
parts of the unit. The temperature in these parts is maintained at 383.15 K to prevent
any condensation of vapors. Energy enters or leaves the separating agent
compartment by mass transport through the porous barrier. Furthermore,
condensation of vapors on the cooled wall results in an outflow of energy. In addition,
energy is exchanged with the hot porous screen and the cold compartment wall by
conduction. Conductive transport of heat in the axial direction is assumed negligible
compared to convective heat transport in this direction. The energy balance for the
annular compartment can therefore be written as
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n
n
d (GmolHG )
= -2π r2 ∑ ( N bar,iHG,i ) + 2π r3 ∑ ( N cond,iHG,i )
r
=r
r =r3
2
dz
i=1
i=1
- 2π r2Q bar + 2π r3Q cond

(7.8)

where Qbar and Qcond are conductive heat fluxes given by (Taylor and Krishna, 1993)
Q bar = hbar ΞH,bar (Tbar - TG ) =

Q cond = hcond ΞH,cond (TG - TL,I ) =

Nubar λG,bar

(

2 r3 - r2

)

ΞH,bar (Tbar - TG )

Nucond λG,cond

(

2 r3 - r2

)

(7.9)

ΞH,cond (TG - TL,I )

(7.10)

The enthalpies of the vapor components and separating agent are a function of
temperature and are given by (Sinnott, 2000)

(

)

(

HG,i = Ai TG - Tref,i + 1 2Bi TG - Tref,i

)

2

(

+ 1 3Ci TG - Tref,i

)

3

(

+ 1 4 Di TG - Tref,i

)

4

(7.11)

where Ai, Bi, Ci and Di are constants taken from literature (Sinnott, 2000). The
reference temperatures for the vapor components are taken equal to their boiling
temperature at atmospheric pressure. For the non-condensable separating agent the
reference is set equal to 273.15 K. The heat conductivities λ are calculated by the
Aspen Physical Property System (Aspen Custom Modeler, 2005) and are evaluated at
the temperature and composition averaged over both ends of the film. The enthalpy
of the gaseous mixture, HG, is calculated from
n

HG = ∑ yG,iHG,i

(7.12)

i=1

In Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10), ΞH are correction factors that account for the fact that a finite
amount of mass is transported through the porous barrier and towards the cooled
wall. These correction factors are given by (Taylor and Krishna, 1993)

ΞH =

with the rate factor φH is defined by

φH
exp (φH ) - 1

(7.13)
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n

∑N C
i

φH =

P,i

i=1

(7.14)

h

and where h is the heat transfer coefficient of the mixture. The heat capacities CP,i are
a function of temperature according to (Sinnott, 2000)
CP,i = Ai +BiT +CiT 2 +DiT 3

(7.15)

CP,i and h in Eq. (7.15) are evaluated at the average temperature and composition (only
applicable for h) of the film. The Nusselt numbers that appear in Eqs. (7.9) and (7.10)
are functions of the inner and outer radius of the annular duct. Again it is assumed
that the thermal boundary layer is fully developed. In literature (Kakaç et al., 1987)
values for fully developed Nusselt numbers can be found as a function of the ratio
r2 r3 for the case of constant (but not equal) temperatures at both walls of the duct.
For a unit with dimensions as given by Table 7.1, the Nusselt number for the inner
wall of the duct is 5.5 and for the outer wall is 3.3 (Kakaç et al., 1987).

7.3.3 Mass and heat transfer in liquid film
A liquid film is formed on the outer wall of the separating agent compartment. In the
calculations it is assumed that the separating agent (species n) does not dissolve in
the liquid film, i.e. N cond,n = 0 , The following material balances are solved over the
liquid film

dLmol,i
= N cond,i
dz

i≠n

(7.16)

where Lmol,i is the perimeter molar flow rate of component i expressed in (mol m-1s-1)
The total perimeter molar flow rate of the liquid film is then given by
n

Lmol = ∑ Lmol,i

(7.17)

i=1

In the model it is assumed that the condensate is completely mixed with respect to
composition. The species mole fractions can therefore be calculated by

x L,i =

Lmol,i
Lmol

(7.18)
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In addition to molar balances an energy balance is solved over the liquid film, which
can be written as

d ( LmolHL ) n
λ
= ∑ ( N cond,iHG,i ) - L (TL,I - Twall ) +Q cond
r =r3 δ
dz
i=1
L

(7.19)

where Qcond is given by Eq. (7.10) and HL is the liquid mixture enthalpy which is given
by
n

H L = ∑ x L,iH L,i

(7.20)

i=1

and the liquid enthalpy of component i can be calculated from

(

)

H L,i = CP,L,i TL - Tref,i - ∆H vap,i

(7.21)

Values for CP,L,i and λL were taken from the Aspen Plus Properties database (Aspen
Custom Modeler , 2005) and values for ∆H vap,i were obtained from Sinnott (2000)
The second term on the right in Eq. (7.19) accounts for the heat that is transferred
from the liquid film towards the cooled wall. This term is a function of the thickness
of the liquid film δL. It is assumed that energy transfer through the liquid film purely
takes place by conduction and therefore the temperature profile is taken linear. As a
result the liquid temperature at the interface, TL , I , can be related to the average liquid
temperature TL, according to
TL,I = 2TL - Twall

(7.22)

The condensate that is formed on the cooled outer wall flows down this wall under
the influence of gravity. The liquid film is described as a smooth, laminar, twodimensional flowing film for which the velocity distribution is given by (Fulford,
1964)

uL =

g 
y2 
 δL y - 
νL 
2 

(7.23)
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where y is the distance from the cooled wall and ν L the kinematic viscosity. This
velocity profile is derived under the assumption of negligible viscous drag at the
vapor-liquid interface and that the liquid film is thin. The thickness of the falling film
can be derived by multiplying Eq. (7.23) with the density of the liquid (assumed
constant over the thickness of the film) followed by integration from y = 0 to y = δL.

∫

y=δL

y=0

ρLuL dy =

g ρLδ L3
= Lmol M w,L
3ν L

(7.24)
 3ν LLmol M w,L 

g ρL



1 3

δL = 

7.3.4 Vapor-liquid equilibrium
The model assumes that the vapor-liquid interface at the cooled wall is at
thermodynamic equilibrium, which implies that there are no temperature and
pressure jumps across the interface. Furthermore, the partial pressures of the vapors
at the interface are described by
yG,i,I pG = xL,iγ i pisat

i≠n

(7.25)

The partial pressure of the separating agent follows from the partial pressures of the
vapor components at the vapor-liquid interface and the total pressure at a certain zposition in the compartment. The activity coefficients γi in Eq. (7.25) are calculated
with the Wilson equation (Poling et al., 2001).

7.4

Modeling approach

The kinetic separation-condensation device of Figure 7.1 is modeled in the program
Aspen Custom Modeler (2005) using a finite difference approach. The feed mixture
and separating agent compartments are modeled one-dimensionally (only z
dependent) and the porous barrier is modeled two-dimensionally (dependence on zand r-direction). First order upwind finite difference schemes are used for both
compartments. For the porous barrier a second order central finite difference
discretization is applied. A staggered grid is used as is shown in Figure 7.3. In the
numerical model the variables F , G , Fmol,i , Gmol,i , Fmol , Gmol , Lmol,i , Lmol , TG , TL , yF,i , yG,i
and x L,i are defined at the i-indexed grid points. The variables pF and pG are defined
at the i+½-indexed grid points. The mass and heat fluxes (both convective and
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conductive) are calculated at the i+½-indexed grid points. In order to calculate these
fluxes, mole fractions and temperatures are required at these grid points. This is done
by averaging over the mole fractions and temperatures which are calculated at the
grid points i and i+1. In the unit the vapor mixture and liquid condensate flow
countercurrently with respect to the separating agent.
Table 7.1. Dimensions and characteristics of diffusion-condensation separation device
abbreviation
value
H
height unit (m)
0.36
r1
radius inner compartment (mm)
3
r2
inside radius annular compartment (mm)
5
r3
outside radius annular compartment (mm)
9
thickness barrier (mm)
2
δbar
porosity barrier (-)
0.4
ε
1.3
tortuosity barrier (-)
τ
Table 7.2. Boundary conditions specified in the simulations
grid point
boundary conditions
F
=
Fin , yF,i = yF,i,in , pF = pF,in
m,0
( )

(0,n - 1 )
( m,n - 1 )
( m,n )

yG,i = yG,i,in , pG = pG,in , TG = TG,in
G=0
Lmol,i = 0 , Tliquid = Twall

m,0

m,n-1

m,n

i+1,0
i+½,0

i+½,j

i+½,n-1 i+½,n

i,0

0,0
feedside
compartment

porous barrier

sweepside
compartment
condensate

Figure 7.3. Finite difference grid for the separation-condensation device.
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Boundary conditions are specified at the inlets of the feed mixture and separating
agent compartments, at the impermeable wall that blocks the exit of the separating
agent compartment and at the top of the cooled wall. The corresponding grid points
are located at (m,0), (0,n-1), (m,n-1) and (m,n) in Figure 7.3, respectively. Table 7.1
gives an overview of the dimensions of the separation device and the characteristics
of the porous barrier. Table 7.2 summarizes the boundary conditions that are
specified. In the simulations the temperature of the feed side compartment and
porous barrier was set to 383.15 K and the temperature of the cooled wall was
specified at 298.15 K or 288.15 K. The temperature of the entering separating agent
was set equal to the temperature of the cooled wall.

7.5

Simulation results and discussion

Simulations were performed on the separation of isopropyl alcohol-water vapor
mixtures, containing 67 mol% isopropyl alcohol, with carbon dioxide as the
separating agent. The inlet pressure of the feed mixture was fixed to 1 bar, whereas
the separating agent inlet pressure was varied between 1 and 1.05 bar. The
temperature of the cooled wall was fixed to either 288.15 or 298.15 K.
In Figure 7.4 isopropyl alcohol mole fractions in the feed side outlet stream (on a
separating agent free basis) are plotted as a function of the residence time, which is
defined by
residence time =

VF
in + Fout ) )

(0.5 (F

(7.26)

Results are shown for different separating agent inlet pressures and for two
temperatures of the cooled wall. The data points were obtained by decreasing the
volumetric flow rate of the feed mixture gradually from 3·10-5 to 2.5·10-6 m3 s-1. At
low residence times, the isopropyl alcohol mole fractions increase with residence
time as a result of selective diffusion of vapor components towards the sweep side
compartment. In the region where the slopes of the curves are positive, dilution of
vapor components with carbon dioxide within the feed side compartment is limited
and the driving force for mass transfer through the porous screen and towards the
cooled wall is high. The preferred diffusion and condensation of water over isopropyl
alcohol has a positive effect on the selectivity of mass transfer. Furthermore, the
removal of vapors from the sweep side compartment enhances mass transport
towards this compartment. With increasing residence time, the feed side vapor
pressures decrease due to transport of material through the porous screen, but more
importantly due to the dilution with carbon dioxide.
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Figure 7.4. Isopropyl alc0hol mole fractions on a separating agent free basis in the feed side
outlet stream as function of the residence time for different inlet pressures of the separating
agent. Results are shown for cooled wall temperatures of 298.15 K and 288.15 K
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Figure 7.5. Ratio of separating agent molar flow rate to feed mixture molar flow rate as a
function of the residence time for different inlet pressures of the separating agent. Results
are shown for cooled wall temperatures of 298.15 K and 288.15 K.
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Figure 7.6. Recovery of isopropyl alcohol as a function of residence time for different inlet
pressures of the separating agent. Results are shown for cooled wall temperatures of 298.15 K
and 288.15 K.
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Figure 7.7. Isopropyl alcohol content of the condensate as a function of residence time for
different inlet pressures of the separating agent. Results are shown for cooled wall
temperatures of 298.15 K and 288.15 K.
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As a result the vapor-liquid equilibrium at the cooled wall starts to influence the
transport of mixture components through the porous barrier. It causes concentration
differences between the compartments to smoothen out and has a negative effect on
the separation of water from isopropyl alcohol. The maxima in the curves are the
result of a shift from a regime in which the driving force for mass transfer is
dominated by the feed side partial pressures to a regime in which the driving force
for mass transfer is strongly influenced by the vapor-liquid equilibrium.
Figure 7.5 shows that the ratio between inlet molar flow rates of separating agent
and vapor mixture (Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio) increases with separating agent inlet pressure
and residence time. A higher Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio implies that more dilution with
carbon dioxide takes place in the feed side compartment. This explains the lower
maxima in Figure 7.4 and the more rapid drop in yF,IPA,out when pG,in increases. The
curves in the two panels of Figure 7.5 are nearly identical, indicating that the cooled
wall temperature has little influence on the separating agent inlet molar flow rate.
In Figure 7.6 the recovery of isopropyl alcohol is plotted as a function of the
residence time. The recovery decreases as a result of the diffusion of isopropyl alcohol
towards the sweep side. For separating agent inlet pressures of 1.03, 1.04 and 1.05 bar
the recoveries flatten and in some cases increase again. This is a result of the dilution
of vapor components with sweep gas, which reduces the overall isopropyl alcohol flux
towards the sweep side. Decreasing the cooled wall temperature from 298.15 K to
288.15 K generally increases the driving force for mass transfer (and hence species
fluxes) towards the cooled wall, because the vapor pressures of isopropyl alcohol and
water in the sweep side compartment are lower. For a given residence time and a
given separating agent inlet pressure this results in higher isopropyl alcohol outlet
mole fractions at the feed side outlet and lower isopropyl alcohol recoveries.
An increase in the separating agent inlet pressure has a positive effect on the
purity of the condensate. Figure 7.7 shows that the isopropyl alcohol content of the
condensate decreases with increasing pressure of the separating agent. An elevated
pressure at the sweep side induces convective flow through the barrier, which
reduces the diffusive flux of components that move in opposite direction. Since the
diffusive flux of the alcohol is reduced more than the water flux, the selectivity of
mass transport towards the cooled wall is improved. The condensate composition will
approach the composition of the inlet vapor mixture when the majority of the mixture
components have condensed on the cooled wall. The sharp drop in condensate
composition at pG,in = 1.05 bar and Twall = 298.15 K is the result of the selective
stripping of isopropyl alcohol from the liquid condensate. The amount of carbon
dioxide that enters the unit under these conditions is large and since isopropyl
alcohol is more volatile than water, it is selectively removed from the condensate.
This rapid drop in composition is not observed at Twall = 288.15 K. For lower wall
temperatures the stripping effect is less, because vapor pressures are lower.
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7.6

Comparison between kinetic separation units

An interesting question that rises is whether the kinetic separation of vapor mixtures
in the FricDiff unit can be improved by the application of internal condensation. In
order to make a founded statement a comparison is made between the performance
of a conventional FricDiff unit and a diffusion-condensation separation device. For
this purpose simulation were run for a conventional FricDiff unit, using input values
for flows, compositions and pressures that were identical to those of the diffusionseparation device. Simulation results for the latter device were presented in
paragraph 7.5. The only input value that differed was the inlet temperature of the
separating agent. In the conventional FricDiff unit, which is operated isothermally, it
was set to 383.15 K, whereas in the unit with condensation it was set equal to the
temperature of the cooled wall.
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Figure 7.8. Isopropyl alcohol mole fraction in the feed side outlet stream as a function of the
ratio between inlet molar flow rates of separating agent and feed mixture. Results are shown
for a conventional FricDiff unit and for a unit in which kinetic separation process is
combined with condensation for two temperatures of the cooled wall. In the left panel the
separating agent inlet pressure is set to 1 bar and in the right panel it is set to 1.05 bar.

In Figure 7.8 separating agent free isopropyl alcohol mole fractions in the feed
side outlet stream are plotted as a function of the Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio for two separating
agent inlet pressures. Similar values for the Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio were plotted in Figure
7.5 as a function of the residence time. The latter figure showed that a higher
Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio corresponds with a higher residence time and hence with lower
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feed side volumetric flow rates. Figure 7.8 shows that the units with condensation
generally produce feed side outlet streams that are richer in isopropyl alcohol, except
when the vapor-liquid equilibrium starts to dominate the transport between the
compartments. For a given Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio a lower cooled wall temperature results
in more separation and hence purer feed side outlet streams. The left panel of Figure
7.8 further shows that for small Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratios, a unit with condensation can
achieve a significant increase in isopropyl alcohol purity.
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Figure 7.9. Recoveries of isopropyl alcohol as a function of the ratio between inlet molar flow
rates of separating agent and feed mixture. Results are shown for a conventional FricDiff unit
and for a unit in which the kinetic separation process is combined with condensation for two
temperatures of the cooled wall. In the left panel the separating agent inlet pressure is set to 1
bar and in the right panel it is set to 1.05 bar.

Condensation of vapors within the unit generally results in lower recoveries as is
shown by Figure 7.9, because the driving force for mass transport towards the sweep
side compartment is higher. For pG,in = 1 bar the isopropyl alcohol recoveries are
hardly dependent on the temperature of the cooled wall. Since the isopropyl alcohol
mole fractions in Figure 7.8 did show a dependence on cooled wall temperature, this
is an indication that at Twall = 288.15 K water is more selectively transported towards
the sweep side compartment. For pG,in = 1.05 bar and Twall = 298.15 K the recoveries of
the diffusion-condensation unit increase again for higher Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratios, because
overall the fluxes towards the sweep side compartment drop as a result of the dilution
with separating agent. When pG,in = 1.05 bar and the Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratio increases,
dilution effects also influence the separation process in a conventional FricDiff unit
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as can be observed from the development of the curves with square symbols in
Figures 7.8 and 7.9.
Figure 7.10 shows that in the units with condensation the condensate is generally
richer in water than the sweep side outlet stream of a conventional unit. The reason
for this is twofold: i) the preferred diffusion and condensation of water over isopropyl
alcohol ii) the selective stripping of isopropyl alcohol from the condensate by carbon
dioxide at the sweep side inlet. The latter effect increases with increasing separating
agent flow rate, increasing wall temperature and decreasing condensate flow.. When
isopropyl alcohol recoveries are low, the majority of the vapor components have
condensed on the cooled wall and the condensate composition approaches the vapor
inlet composition. The left panel of Figure 7.10 shows that for Gmol,in/Fmol,in-ratios >
0.65 the xIPA,condensate curves cross the yG,IPA,out curve and approach 0.67
Generally it can be observed from Figures 7.8, 7.9 and 7.10 that the combined
effect of diffusion and condensation has a positive effect on the separation process
when the driving force for mass transport between the compartments is dominated
by the feed side composition. For identical inlet conditions the unit with
condensation in general produces feed side outlet streams that are richer in isopropyl
alcohol and condensates that are richer in water compared to a conventional FricDiff
unit.
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Figure 7.10. Isopropyl alcohol mole fractions in the sweep side outlet stream (conventional
unit) or in the liquid condensate (unit with condensation) as a function of the ratio between
inlet molar flow rates of separating agent and feed mixture. Results are shown for a
conventional FricDiff unit and for a unit in which the kinetic separation process is combined
with condensation for two temperatures of the cooled wall. In the left panel the separating
agent inlet pressure is set to 1 bar and in the right panel it is set to 1.05 bar.
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Conclusions

A numerical model was developed for a kinetic separation device for the purification
of vapor mixtures by the aid of selective diffusion and condensation. The unit that
was developed resembles a conventional tubular FricDiff unit with the difference that
the outer wall of the sweep side compartment is cooled such that condensation of
vapors can take place. The separation of isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures with carbon
dioxide as separating agent was studied numerically. It was shown that a separation
of isopropyl alcohol from water can be achieved when selective diffusion towards the
cooled wall dominates the transport between the feed side and sweep side
compartments. In this regime the preferential diffusion and condensation of water
over alcohol has a positive effect on the separation. When the partial pressures of the
mixture components in the feed side compartment decrease, as a result of mass
transport through the barrier and dilution with separating agent, the vapor-liquid
equilibrium condition becomes more important. It has a negative influence on the
separation process, because it causes concentration differences between the
compartments to smoothen out.
A comparison was also made between the performance of a conventional FricDiff
unit and a diffusion-condensation separation device. When the latter device is
operated in the regime dominated by selective diffusion of mixture components
towards the cooled wall, purer outlet streams are obtained compared to a
conventional FricDiff unit. When transport processes in the diffusion-condensation
device are dominated by the vapor-liquid equilibrium condition, its performance
drops compared to the conventional unit.
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7.A

Alternative configuration

An alternative design for a diffusion-condensation device is shown in Figure 7.11. The
unit consists of two concentric tubes of which the inner tube is porous. The annular
shaped space between the inner and outer tube is divided into several compartments
and separating agent is added to each compartment. The compartments are not
interconnected, which makes it possible to adjust the separating agent pressure in
each individual compartment independent from all other compartments. Through
the inner tube the vapor mixture flows and mass exchange between the feed side and
sweep side compartments takes place through the porous barrier. The outer wall of
the sweep side compartments is cooled such that condensation of vapors can take
place.
alcohol-water mixture
(vapor)
separating agent
compartment

heat

heat
condensate

condensate

heat

heat
condensate

condensate
heat

heat

condensate

condensate
separating
agent

purified
mixture

separating
agent

Figure 7.11. Alternative design for a diffusion-condensation device. In the unit a vaporous
feed mixture flows through the inner tube. The outer annular shaped tube is divided into
several compartments, which contain the separating agent. Vapors that have diffused
through the porous barrier towards the sweep side compartments condense on the cooled
wall.

The main advantage of the separation unit of Figure 7.11 over the unit in Figure 7.1 is
that it has more degrees of freedom. A disadvantage of the unit in Figure 7.11 is its
more complex design (multiple separating agent inlets and condensate outlets)
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Chapter 8
Exergy analysis of FricDiff
competing technologies

and

In this chapter an exergy analysis is performed to determine the thermodynamic efficiency of
three separation processes. First a general introduction is given to the thermodynamic
property of exergy and the thermodynamic efficiency is defined. Inefficiencies in the
purification of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with pervaporation, azeotropic
distillation, a single FricDiff unit and a cascade of FricDiff units are determined. Three
kinds of irreversibilities are considered i) irreversibilities inherent to the separation process,
ii) irreversibilities taking place in the separation equipment and all side equipment iii)
irreversibilities in the separation and side equipment after heat transfer is applied between
process streams.

8.1

Introduction

Exergy is defined as the work that is available in a gas, fluid or mass as a result of its
non-equilibrium condition relative to some reference condition (Ahern, 1980). The
reference condition that is generally used is the condition of the environment
surrounding a certain system. The environment is in a state of perfect equilibrium
and gradients in temperature, pressure, chemical potential and kinetic and potential
energy are absent. Therefore, it is not capable of producing work. However, a system
outside the environment that has parameters like pressure or temperature, which
deviate from the reference condition, has a potential to produce work. The maximum
amount of work that can be obtained from this system is the work that is produced
when the system is brought from the actual conditions to environmental conditions
by reversible processes. In order for a process to be reversible, two conditions have to
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be satisfied, namely that i) the system passes through a series of equilibrium states
and that ii) dissipative phenomena are absent from the system (Kotas, 1995).
When performing an exergy analysis it is important to distinguish between two types
of equilibria. In the first type of equilibrium which is referred to as the restricted
equilibrium or the environmental state, conditions of mechanical and thermal
equilibrium are satisfied between the system and the environment. In the second
type, which is called unrestricted equilibrium or the dead state, the system is in
mechanical, thermal and chemical equilibrium with the environment.
An exergy analysis can be applied to a system to determine the efficiency with
which energy is used. The exergy method is based on the second law of
thermodynamics and requires the extensive use of entropy. It gives information
about how much of the useful work potential that was supplied to the system is
irretrievably lost by the process. The loss of exergy in the process, or equivalently the
irreversibility of the process, is a quantitative measure for the inefficiency of the
process.

8.2

Exergy analysis

In an exergy analysis one is interested in the interactions between a certain control
region and its surroundings. For an exergy analysis energy transfer in and out the
control region is important. Three types of energy transfer can be distinguished. First
of all streams carrying mass and energy can enter and leave the control region. Also
heat can be transferred to or from the control region by interactions with the
environment. Finally work can be transferred over the boundaries of the control
region. Since exergy is defined as the work that can be obtained from a given form of
energy, work is equivalent to exergy.

8.2.1 Components of exergy
The specific exergy of a stream of matter, ε, consist of four distinct components

ε = ε k + ε p + ε ph + ε 0

(8.1)

where εk is the kinetic exergy, εp the potential exergy, εph the physical exergy and ε0 the
chemical exergy. The kinetic and potential energies of a certain stream can be
converted fully to work and therefore are equal to the kinetic and potential exergy,
respectively. Therefore,

εk = v2 2
and

(8.2)
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ε p = gz

(8.3)

According to the definition of Kotas (1995): “physical exergy is equal to the maximum
amount of work obtainable when the stream of substance is brought from its initial state to
the environmental state defined by po and To by physical processes involving only thermal
interaction with the environment”. The specific physical exergy of a stream can be
calculated from

ε ph = ( h1 - T0 s1 ) - ( h0 - T0 s0 )

(8.4)

where h1 and h0 are the values of the specific enthalpy at the initial and environmental
state, respectively, and s1 and s0 are the respective values for the specific entropy.
The chemical exergy of a substance is equal to the maximum amount of work
obtainable when the substance is brought from the environmental state at p0 and T0
to a state where there is also chemical equilibrium with the environment by means of
processes involving heat transfer and exchange of substances only with the
environment. A suitable reference substance for a certain element is the
environmental substance corresponding to this element with the lowest chemical
potential. The chemical exergy of a certain reference substance, present in the
environmental state, can be calculated from the amount of work that is produced
when the substance is expanded reversibly from its initial state defined by p0 and T0
to the final dead state defined by T0 and the partial pressure pi0 of the gaseous
reference substance in the atmosphere:
ref

ε 0,i = RT0 ln

p0
pi0

(8.5)

If the system consists of chemical species, which are not reference species, another
approach should be used. In order to determine the chemical exergy, the chemical
species (at p0 and T0) has to be converted to one or more reference substances by a
reversible chemical reaction with reference substances (e.g. O2, H2O), which are also
at environmental conditions. The chemical exergy of the chemical species can be
calculated from (Kotas, 1995)
n

( )

n

ref
ε 0,i = - ( ∆G0 )i + ∑ φk ε 0,k
k=1

( )

ref
- ∑ φ j ε 0, j
prod

j=1
j¹i

react

(8.6)
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where

( ∆G0 )i

is the molar Gibbs energy of the reaction performed at the

environmental conditions p0 and T0 and νj is the stoichiometric coefficient of a
certain component in the reaction.
Often the system under consideration consists of a mixture of components. The
chemical exergy of mixture at the environmental conditions p0 and T0 is calculated
from the exergy of the pure compounds and the work that is required to separate the
n components by semi-permeable membranes ( Wrev = 0 ) and to compress them
reversibly and isothermally from their partial pressure in the mixture pi to p0. The
mixture exergy of an ideal gas stream is given by
n

n

i=1

i=1

ε 0 = ∑ y i ε 0,i + RT0 ∑ y i ln ( y i )

(8.7)

whereas the chemical exergy of a liquid mixture is given by
n

n

i=1

i=1

ε 0 = ∑ x i ε 0,i + RT0 ∑ x i ln ( γ i x i )

(8.8)

The exergy associated with heat transfer is the maximum amount of work that
could be obtained from it using the system at Tr as a thermal energy reservoir and the
environment as a reservoir of zero-grade thermal energy. The maximum amount of
work that can be obtained from a certain amount of heat that is transferred is equal to
W Q,max = E x ,Q = Q r ( 1- T0 Tr )

(8.9)

8.2.2 Irreversibility
Consider a control region (see Figure 8.1), which interacts with the environment.
Streams of matter can enter and leave the control region. The control region can also
interact with several constant temperature reservoirs, including the environment at
T0. Two types of work are considered , shaft work Ws and work due to changes in the
volume of the control region Wcr. The energy equation for the control region can be
written as
n
n
n


v 2j


v2
dE
Q 0 + ∑ Q r + ∑ φm,i,in  hi + i + gzi  = cr + ∑ φm, j,out  h j + + gz j 


2
dt
2
r =1
i=1
j=1

in

out


+W +W
s

cr

(8.10)
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In this case, work done by the system and heat transfer to the system are taken as
positive. Equation (8.10) is in accordance with the First Law of Thermodynamics
which states (Smith et al., 1996): “Although energy assumes many forms, the total
quantity of energy is constant, and when energy disappears in one form it appears
simultaneously in other forms”.
The rate of entropy production within a control region can be written as
n
n
n
dS
Q
Q
S gen = ∑ φm,i,out si,out − ∑ φm, j,in s j,in + cr − 0 − ∑ r
dt
T0 r =1 Tr
i=1
j=1

(8.11)

where the first and second term on the right are the transport of entropy due to flow
of material in and out of the control region, respectively. The third term is the rate of
change of entropy inside the control region and the last term is the sum of entropy
fluxes due to reversible heat transfer between thermal reservoirs and the system.
From Eq. (8.11) it is clear that only the transfer of energy as heat is accompanied by a
change in entropy. Work interaction between the system and the environment does
not result in entropy transfer.
By eliminating Q between Eqs. (8.10) and (8.11) an exergy balance is obtained,
0

which can be written as
n
n
n
dE x,cr
T -T
= ∑ φm,i,in ε i,in - ∑ φm, j,out ε j,out + ∑ Q r  r 0
dt
i=1
j=1
r =1
 Tr


 - W s - W cr,net - I


(8.12)

Here E x,cr is the exergy of the control region, which is defined by

E x,cr = E cr + poVcr - T0Scr

(8.13)

The exergy transfer associated with work done by a system due to volume change is
the net usable work due to the volume change and is denoted by Wcr,net which can be
expressed by
dV
W cr,net = W cr - p0 cr
dt

(8.14)
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Figure 8.1. Control region (Kotas, 1995)

The last term in Eq. (8.14) denotes the work that has to be done to displace the

environment. For a steady flow process both dE x dt and W
cr,net are zero. From Eq.
(8.12) the irreversibility, or exergy destruction, or work destruction I can be
calculated. Another possibility to calculate the irreversibility of a process is to use the
Gouy-Stodola relation (Szargut et al., 1988), which states that the exergy destruction
is proportional to entropy creation, according to
n
n
n
dS
Q 
I = T0S gen = T0  ∑ φm,i,out si,out − ∑ φm, j,in s j,in + cr − ∑ r 
dt
j=1
r =1 Tr 
 i=1

(8.15)

The term S gen accounts for entropy production within the system when the heat
transfer between the thermal reservoirs and the system takes place reversibly.
Additional entropy is generated when this heat transfer takes place over a finite
temperature difference.

8.2.3 Efficiency of a process
For a steady flow process, which requires work, there is an absolute minimum
amount which has to be expended to accomplish a desired change of state of the
flowing fluid. For a process that produces work there is an absolute maximum
amount of work, which can be obtained from the fluid undergoing a certain change
of state. In either case, the limiting values are obtained when the processes take place
completely reversible. In the paragraphs that follow, separation processes are studied
in which a certain mixture stream is separated into two or more purified product
streams. The minimum amount of work that is required to separate a certain mixture
in a steady state flow process follows from Eq. (8.12). By setting the terms dE x dt and
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W
cr,net equal to zero and by only allowing heat transfer with a reservoir at
environmental conditions, it follows that
n

n

i=1

j=1

W s,min = W rev = ∑ φm,i,in ε i,in - ∑ φm, j,out ε j,out

(8.16)

Due to the occurrence of irreversibilities the actual work input to achieve a separation
will always be higher than the reversible work input. The efficiency of the process can
therefore be defined as the ratio of reversible and actual work input (including work
from heat transfer), hence

η=

W rev
W Q,max + W s

=

W rev

Wrev + I

(8.17)

Absolute value signs are used to make the equation independent sign convention for
heat and work transfer.

8.3

Exergy analysis for the separation of liquid mixtures

In the following paragraph an exergy analysis is applied to determine the
irreversibilities that are associated with three separation processes, which can be
utilized for the purification of liquid mixtures. The separation processes that are
studied are pervaporation, azeotropic distillation and the kinetic separation process
FricDiff. By determining the irreversibilities in these processes one can determine
their efficiency and one can locate sources of exergy destruction. In the analysis the
separation of a 1 kmol hr-1 isopropyl alcohol-water mixture, containing 70 mol%
isopropyl alcohol and which is available at environmental conditions is taken as base
case. The mixture has a composition, which is slightly higher than the azeotropic
composition.

8.3.1 Calculation of minimum work requirement
Consider a liquid mixture of a certain composition at environmental conditions
specified at p0 = 1 bar and T0 = 293.15 K. The minimum amount of work required to
separate this mixture can be calculated by examining the streams that enter and leave
the separator. The streams that enter the separator have a specific exergy that is given
by Eq. (8.8). The pure streams that leave the separator have a combined specific
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n

exergy of

∑ x ε
i

0,i

. This implies that the minimum amount of work required per

i=1

mole of feed mixture is equal to
n

Wrev = -RT0 ∑ x i ln ( γ i x i )

(8.18)

i=1

-1

Minimum work required (kJ kmol )

Hence, the minimum amount of work is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to
the Gibbs free energy of mixing at T0. Figure 8.2 shows the minimum amount of
work that is required per mole of feed mixture to separate an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture of a certain composition into its pure components. The minimum amount of
work is calculated with Eq. (8.18) and activity coefficients are calculated with the
Wilson equation (Poling et al., 2001).
700
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Figure 8.2. Minimum work requirement per mole of mixture to separate a liquid isopropyl
alcohol-water mixture of a certain composition into its pure components at p0 = 1 bar and T0 =
293.15 K.

8.3.2 Pervaporation
Sanz and Gmehling (2006) describe the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture with pervaporation, using a commercial polymeric membrane
(PERVAP®2201). They studied the permeation characteristics of the membrane and
an exponential dependence on the water weight fraction was found for the permeance
of both isopropyl alcohol and water through the membrane. With the information
provided by Sanz and Gmehling (2006) a pervaporation unit was modeled in which
the temperature of the retentate side was kept constant by the continuous addition of
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heat. The model was used to study the separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcoholwater mixture into a retentate stream containing either 80 mol% (case 1), 90 mol%
(case 2) or 99.9 mol% (case 3). In this section an exergy analysis is performed for a
stand-alone pervaporation unit operated at 1.1 bar and 355.65 K. The pressure at the
permeate side is kept at 1 mbar. The pervaporation process is represented in Figure
8.3 and consists of the following steps:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

isothermal compression of the feed mixture to 1.1 bar at 293.15 K
isobaric heating of the feed mixture to 355.65 K
pervaporation separation process at 1.1 bar and 355.65 K
isobaric cooling of the retentate to 293.15 K
isothermal expansion of the retentate to 1 bar
condensation of the permeate at 1 mbar
isothermal compression of the condensate from 1 mbar to 1 bar
isobaric heating of the condensate to 293.15 K

In Table 8.15 of Appendix 8.A data are presented of the streams indicated in Figure
8.3 for the three pervaporation cases studied.
In case all work and heat transfer processes are performed reversible, the only
irreversibility of the separation process is associated with the pervaporation
separation step itself. This step can be summarized as

(

)

(

heat
L feed x feed,1 , x feed,2 →
Lret ( x ret,1 , x ret,2 ) +Vperm y perm,1 , y perm,2

)

(8.19)

The temperature, pressure, flow rate and composition of all three streams in Eq.
(8.19) are known or calculated with the numerical model. With these data and the
program Aspen Plus (2005) the specific exergy of the streams can be determined.
The heat input required in the pervaporation step follows from an energy balance
over the pervaporation module and the assumption that the permeate leaves the
membrane as a saturated vapor. The entropy production of the pervaporation step
follows from
Q perv
S gen = φmol,4 s4 + φmol,7 s7 - φmol, 3 s3 Tperv

(8.20)
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Figure 8.3. Pervaporation separation process with side equipment, including heat exchangers
and compressors/expanders.
Table 8.1. Entropy production and irreversibility associated with the pervaporation separation
step per kmol of feed mixture
Sgen
I
(kJ kmol-1K-1)
(kJ kmol-1)
case 1
5.80
1.67.103
case 2
10.02
2.89.103
case 3
13.11
3.78.103

The entropy production and irreversibility per kmol of feed mixture associated with
the pervaporation step of Eq. (8.19) are shown in Table 8.1 for the different cases.
In reality the work transfer and heat transfer processes will not be performed
reversible. The work involved in the compression and expansion step of liquids is
small and hence also the irreversibilities associated with it. The amount of heat that is
transferred is much larger and the finite temperature differences between the hot and
cold streams in a heat exchanger lead to an additional generation of entropy. To
calculate the amount of entropy that is produced in the heat transfer steps a couple of
assumptions are made:
o heating medium at 365.65 K is available for heating of the feed mixture and
the retentate stream
o the temperature difference between the condensing permeate and the coolant
is 10 K
o cooling water at 293.15 K is used for cooling/heating to environmental
conditions
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Furthermore, it is assumed that for a process stream of which the temperature
changes upon heat transfer, this heat transfer takes place at the thermodynamic
average temperature, which for a constant pressure process is defined by
Tavg =

hout - hin
sout - sin

(8.21)

The entropy generated (in kJ hr-1K-1) as a result of the finite temperature difference
between the hot and cold streams is given by
 Q Q 
S gen = 
>0
 Tcold Thot 

(8.22)

where Q is the amount of heat that is transferred. In Table 8.2, the entropy
production associated with the heat transfer steps is shown in the absence of any heat
integration. Heat is added to the retentate to keep the temperature of this stream
constant during the pervaporation step. The amount of entropy produced in this
particular heat transfer step is indicated as Sgen,3→4,7 in Table 8.2. Table 8.3 shows the
hot and cold utility requirements of the pervaporation process. The hot and cold
utility requirements of the process can be reduced by applying heat integration. The
retentate stream that leaves the pervaporation unit at 1.1 bar and 82.5°C can be used
to partly heat the feed stream. This heat integration also influences the entropy
production associated with heat transfer. A pinch analysis (see Appendix 8.C for
more details) is used to determine the amount with which the utility loads can be
reduced by direct heat transfer between cold and a hot process streams. Table 8.4
shows the hot and cold utility loads when heat integration is applied between stream
2 and stream 4. The overall hot and cold utility requirements of the process are
indeed reduced.
Table 8.2. Entropy production associated with the heat transfer steps per kmol of feed
mixture in the absence of heat integration.
case 1
case 2
case 3
3.65
3.65
3.65
Sgen,2→3 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.35
0.61
0.83
Sgen,3→4,7 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
3.71
3.37
3.06
Sgen,4→5 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.96
1.71
2.37
Sgen,7→8 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.068
0.12
0.24
Sgen,9→10 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
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Table 8.3. Hot and cold utility requirements in the pervaporation process per kmol of feed
mixture in the absence of heat integration.
case 1
case 2
case 3
Q2→3 (kJ kmol-1)
1.15⋅104
1.15⋅104
1.15⋅104
Q3→4,7 (kJ kmol-1)
4.54⋅103
7.99⋅103
1.08⋅104
-1
4
3
Q4→5 (kJ kmol )
-1.02⋅10
-9.06⋅10
-8.07⋅103
-1
3
4
Q7→8 (kJ kmol )
-5.76⋅10
-1.03⋅10
-1.42⋅104
-1
2
2
Q9→10 (kJ kmol )
3.71⋅10
6.65⋅10
9.75⋅102
Table 8.4. Hot and cold utility requirements in the pervaporation process per kmol of feed
mixture after application of heat integration.
case 1
case 2
case 3
2.96.103
Q2→3 (kJ kmol-1)
3.90⋅103
4.73⋅103
4.54.103
Q3→4,7 (kJ kmol-1)
7.99⋅103
1.08⋅104
.
3
-1
3
-1.63 10
Q4→5 (kJ kmol )
-1.45⋅10
-1.29⋅103
.
3
-1
-5.76 10
Q7→8 (kJ kmol )
-1.03⋅104
-1.42⋅104
2
3.71.102
Q9→10 (kJ kmol-1)
6.65⋅10
9.75⋅102

Since heat transfer between hot and cold process streams takes place over a finite
temperature difference, entropy is still produced during this process. The entropy
production associated with this heat exchange, denoted as Sgen,HX, can be calculated
with Eq. (8.22). Equation (8.21) can be used to determine the average thermodynamic
temperature of the process streams. Some hot utility is still required to bring stream
2 to the final process conditions and also some heat has to be transferred from
stream 4 to the environment. The entropy production associated with these heat
transfers is denoted as Sgen,2→3 and Sgen,4→5 in Table 8.5. When Table 8.5 is compared
with Table 8.2 one can notice that by applying heat integration the total entropy
production in the process is reduced. Furthermore, the total entropy production due
to heat transfer is small compared to the values reported in Table 8.1.
Table 8.5. Entropy production associated with the heat transfer steps per kmol of feed
mixture after application of heat integration.
case 1
case 2
case 3
0.25
0.42
0.61
Sgen,2→3 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.35
0.61
0.83
Sgen, 3→4,7 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.12
0.11
0.10
Sgen,4→5 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.068
0.12
0.24
Sgen,7→8 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.35
0.61
0.83
Sgen,9→10 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
Sgen,HX (kJ kmol-1K-1)
1.22
1.33
1.40
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8.3.3 Azeotropic distillation
A binary liquid mixture which has a vapor-liquid equilibrium, which contains an
azeotrope, cannot be separated into two (nearly) pure product streams by a single
distillation column. Azeotropic distillation processes require two columns in the case
of pressure swing distillation and at least two in case an entrainer is used. For the
separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture, pressure swing azeotropic
distillation is not very effective, since the azeotropic point depends only very little on
pressure. The conventional azeotropic distillation process for the system isopropyl
alcohol-water uses ethylene glycol as entrainer and is among others described by
Luyben (2006). The process studied by Luyben is used as starting point to study the
distillative separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with a molar
flow rate of 1 kmol hr-1. Luyben (2006) made an analysis for the separation of a feed
mixture containing approximately 54.5 mol% isopropyl alcohol into a product stream
containing 99.7 mol% isopropyl alcohol and an almost pure water stream. Three
distillation columns are required to achieve this. In this work the separation of a feed
mixture containing 70 mol% isopropyl alcohol is studied, which makes the first
distillation column in the work of Luyben redundant. The product specifications are
equal to those specified by Luyben (2006). The flow sheet of the process that is
studied in this work is shown in Figure 8.4. The feed mixture is fed as a saturated
liquid to the first column. The ethylene glycol entrainer is also fed to this column at a
temperature of 373 K. The distillate product of this first column is a nearly pure
isopropyl alcohol stream and the bottom stream contains mainly water and ethylene
glycol. The bottom stream is sent to the second column, where it is split in a distillate
of almost pure water and a bottom stream of essentially pure ethylene glycol. The
ethylene glycol is sent back to the first distillation column. If necessary some makeup ethylene glycol can be added to compensate for any entrainer losses in the
process. Both columns are operated at sub-atmospheric pressure; the first column is
operated at 0.8 atm and the second column at 0.4 atm. The system is modeled in
Aspen Plus, using the column specifications as given by Luyben (2006). The
irreversibility intrinsic to the distillation separation process can be calculated when
the entropy of the feed, bottom and distillate streams and the heat that is transferred
in the reboilers and condensers are known. Table 8.16 in Appendix 8.A summarizes
the information on all the streams shown in Figure 8.4. In the calculations it is
assumed that the process is operated without any ethylene-glycol make-up stream.
The entropy production in the two columns is given by
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Q
Q
S gen,c1 = φmol,5 s5 + φmol,8 s8 - φmol, 3 s3 - φmol,4 s4 - reb,c1 - cond,c1
Treb,c1 Tcond,c1

Q
Q
S gen,c2 = φmol,10 s10 + φmol,13 s13 - φmol,9 s9 - reb,c2 - cond,c2
Treb,c2 Tcond,c2

(8.23)

The amount of entropy generated per kmol of feed mixture is equal to 37.67 kJ kmol-1
K-1 for the first column and amounts 10.16 kJ kmol-1 K-1 for the second column. In
this case only irreversibilities due to the separation process itself are taken into
account.
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Figure 8.4. Azeotropic distillation process, which consist of two distillation columns and side
equipment for the separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol-water mixture into two
nearly pure product streams.

Additional irreversibilities occur in the condensers and reboilers and in all the side
equipment. Assuming that the temperature difference between the hot and cold
media in the reboilers is equal to 10 K, that cooling water at 293.15 K is used for
cooling purposes and that for heating of stream 2 hot media is available with a
temperature that is 10 K higher than the saturated liquid temperature of this stream,
the irreversibilities associated with heat transfer can be calculated. Again the
irreversibilities associated with the compression and expansion of process streams is
considered negligible. Kotas (1995) briefly discusses other irreversibilities that can
occur in distillation columns, like fluid friction, heat transfer between the column
and the environment and lengthwise heat conduction. These latter irreversibilities are
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not taken into account in the current analysis. Table 8.6 (left part) gives an overview
of the entropy that is generated in the azeotropic distillation process by irreversible
heat transfer before heat integration. It shows that the largest irreversibilities occur
when heat is transferred to cooling water in the condensers and during cooling of
stream 14.
Table 8.6. Entropy production per kmol of feed mixture associated with the heat transfer
steps in the azeotropic distillation process before and after application of heat integration.
without heat integration
with heat integration
Sgen,reboiler,c1 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
4.20
4.20
Sgen,condenser,c1 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
31.03
31.03
Sgen,reboiler,c2 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
1.79
1.79
Sgen,condenser,c2 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
17.11
17.11
2.49
Sgen,2→3 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
2.42
2.42
Sgen,5→6 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.37
0.37
Sgen,10→11 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
25.52
3.35
Sgen,14→4 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
Sgen,HX (kJ kmol-1K-1)
6.54
Table 8.7. Hot and cold utility requirement per kmol of feed mixture in the azeotropic
distillation process before and after application of heat integration.
without heat integration
with heat integration
Qreboiler,c1 (kJ kmol-1)
7.84⋅104
7.84⋅104
-1
4
Qcondenser,c1 (kJ kmol )
-5.61⋅10
-5.61⋅104
-1
4
Qreboiler,c2 (kJ kmol )
3.57⋅10
3.57⋅104
-1
4
Qcondenser,c2 (kJ kmol )
-3.12⋅10
-3.12⋅104
-1
Q2→3 (kJ kmol )
8.31⋅103
4
Q5→6 (kJ kmol-1)
-1.04⋅10
-1.04⋅104
-1
3
Q10→11 (kJ kmol )
-4.05⋅10
-4.05⋅103
-1
4
Q14→4 (kJ kmol )
-1.21⋅10
-3.74⋅103

The hot and cold requirements of the separation process are shown in Table 8.7.
Some heat integration could also be applied in the azeotropic distillation process. For
example stream 14 has to be cooled from approximately 442 K to 373 K. The heat load
of this stream 14 is too low to use it directly in the reboiler of column 1, but it could
be used to heat the feed stream (i.e. stream 2). In the present analysis the heat of the
vaporous distillate streams and the heat of streams 5 and 10 are completely lost by
heat exchange with cooling water. No useful applications for heat integration are
found for these streams in the current configuration. Table 8.7 shows the hot and
cold utility requirements before and after heat integration between streams 14 and 2.
The entropy production associated with the heat transfer steps is shown in Table 8.6,
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where Sgen,HX refers to the entropy production as a result of heat exchange between
streams 2 and 14.

8.3.4 Kinetic separation with FricDiff
The separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol-water liquid feed mixture is
studied in a single FricDiff unit for different separating agent to feed mixture inlet
molar flow rates. The transfer unit approach model discussed in Chapter 4 is used to
describe the separation process in the unit. The basic assumption of this model is
that binary interactions of the feed components with the counterflowing separating
agent are dominant. This implies that any interactions between the feed mixture
components are assumed negligible. Furthermore, the unit is modeled isobarically,
isothermally and it is assumed that equimolar transport of components takes place
through the barrier. A schematic drawing of the FricDiff unit with heat transfer side
equipment is shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5. Single FricDiff unit separation process with heat transfer side equipment

In the present analysis the unit is operated at 1 bar and 363.23 K (10 K above the
saturated vapor temperature of the feed mixture). The liquid feed mixture that enters
the process is first heated and evaporated before it is sent to the FricDiff unit. The
separating agent, which consists of carbon dioxide, is heated to operating conditions
and enters the unit opposite to the feed mixture. In the unit the feed mixture and
separating agent flow countercurrently with respect to each other and selective mass
exchange takes place through the porous barrier. The streams that leave the unit are
sent to coolers where they are cooled to 298.15 K and where condensation of
isopropyl alcohol and water vapors takes place. The gaseous phases that are formed in
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the coolers mainly consist of separating agent, but also contain some isopropyl
alcohol and water. They are mixed, heated and recycled back to the FricDiff unit.
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Figure 8.6. Mole fractions of isopropyl alcohol on a separating agent free basis at the feed
mixture and sweep gas outlet as a function of the number of transfer unit of isopropyl alcohol
(NTUIPA) for different Gmol/Fmol-ratios.
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Figure 8.7. Entropy production and irreversibility per kmol of feed mixture as a function of
the number of transfer unit of isopropyl alcohol (NTUIPA) for different Gmol/Fmol-ratios.

The separation that can be achieved by a single FricDiff unit depends on the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio and the values of the number of transfer units for isopropyl alcohol
(NTUIPA) and water (NTUwater). Assuming that the dominant resistance to mass
transfer is located inside the porous barrier, the ratio NTUIPA/NTUwater is fixed to
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DIPA,CO2/Dwater,CO2. In the simulations DIPA,CO2 was set to 1.15⋅10-5 m2 s-1 and Dwater,CO2
to 2.48⋅10-5 m2 s-1. In Figure 8.6 values of yF,IPA,out and yG,IPA,out on a separating agent
free basis are plotted as a function of the value of NTUIPA for Gmol/Fmol-ratios of 1, 2
and 4. With increasing value of NTUIPA the feed mixture stream gets richer in
isopropyl alcohol, whereas the sweep side outlet stream approaches the composition
of the inlet feed mixture. The minima in the yG,IPA,out versus NTUIPA curves for
Gmol/Fmol-ratios of 2 and 4 are caused by the fact that the separating agent that enters
the unit is not pure, but contains traces of isopropyl alcohol and water
The entropy production and irreversibility associated with the separation process
in the FricDiff unit are shown in Figure 8.7. The entropy production in the
isothermally operated unit follows from

S gen = φmol, 3 s3 + φmol,9 s9 - φmol,2 s2 - φmol,8 s8

(8.24)

In case all other steps in the FricDiff process are performed reversibly, this is also the
only entropy production in the process. This entropy production also follows from an
overall entropy balance over the process, which can be written as
S gen = φmol,5 s5 + φmol,11 s11 - φmol,1 s1  Q 1→2

Q 3→4
Q 4 → 5
Q 7 →8
Q 9→10
Q
+
+
+
+
+ 10 →11 


 Tavg,1→2 Tavg, 3→4 Tavg,4 → 5 Tavg,7 →8 Tavg,9→10 Tavg,10 →11 

(8.25)

From Figure 8.7 it is clear that the entropy production initially increases when the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio increases, because on a molecular level the amount of disorder
increases. This entropy production is solely the result of the intermingling of
isopropyl alcohol, water and carbon dioxide molecules in the two compartments of
the unit. Figure 8.7 also shows that the entropy production is bounded to a maximum
value.
Entropy is not only generated in the FricDiff unit itself, but also in the side
equipment. Since the unit is operated at 1 bar and is assumed to work isobarically, no
compressors or expanders are required in the system. Furthermore, the entropy
production during mixing of streams 6 and 12 is assumed to be negligible. This
implies that only irreversibilities, which take place in the heat exchangers are taken
into account. The additional entropy production is studied for the case that the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio equals 1 and the values of NTUIPA and NTUwater are set to 0.681 and
1.469, respectively. In the next paragraph it will be shown that for a Gmol/Fmol-ratio of
1 these values of NTU correspond with those of an ideal cascade of kinetic separation
units. Information about the streams in the single unit FricDiff separation process
for this particular case can be found in Table 8.17 of Appendix 8.A. The entropy
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production in the isothermally operated unit follows from Eq. (8.24) and amounts per
kmol of feed mixture 9.4 kJ kmol-1 K-1. Assuming that cooling water is available at
293.15 K and that the temperature of the heating medium is 373.23 K, the
irreversibilities in the heat transfer steps can be calculated. The results on the entropy
production are shown in Table 8.8. Data on the hot and cold utility requirements of
the process can be found in Table 8.9.
Table 8.8. Entropy production per kmol of feed mixture associated with the heat transfer
steps in the FricDiff separation process for Gmol/Fmol = 1 and NTUIPA = 0.681 before and after
application of heat integration.
without heat integration
with heat integration
10.34
6.22
Sgen,1→2 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
10.39
5.91
Sgen,3→4,6 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.022
0.022
Sgen,4→5 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.94
0.24
Sgen,7→8 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
8.38
7.11
Sgen,9→10,12 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
0.019
0.019
Sgen,10→11 (kJ kmol-1K-1)
Sgen,HX (kJ kmol-1K-1)
1.99
Table 8.9. Hot and cold utility requirement per kmol of feed mixture in the FricDiff
separation process for Gmol/Fmol = 1 and NTUIPA = 0.681 before and after application of heat
integration.
without heat integration
with heat integration
Q1→2 (kJ kmol-1)
5.13⋅104
4.15⋅104
-1
4
Q3→4,6 (kJ kmol )
-2.84⋅10
-1.94⋅104
-1
Q4→5 (kJ kmol )
-4.96⋅102
-4.96⋅102
-1
3
Q7→8 (kJ kmol )
2.69⋅10
1.24⋅103
-1
4
Q9→10,12 (kJ kmol )
-2.47⋅10
-2.17⋅104
-1
2
Q10→11 (kJ kmol )
-4.21⋅10
-4.21⋅102

In the FricDiff separation process, two streams (streams 1 and 7) have to be heated
and two streams (streams 3 and 9) have to be cooled. The conditions of these streams
allow the application of some heat integration between cold and hot process streams.
A pinch analysis is used for this purpose (see Appendix 8.C for more information).
Data on the entropy production and hot and cold utility requirements after
application of heat integration can also be found in Tables 8.8 and 8.9. Table 8.8
shows that by applying heat integration the entropy production can be reduced by
approximately 28.5 %.
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8.3.5 Cascade of FricDiff units
With a single FricDiff unit it is not possible to obtain two product streams of high
purity, because the selectivity of the transport of water and isopropyl alcohol through
the porous barrier is generally low. High purity product streams can only be obtained
when several FricDiff units are placed in a cascade. In their book, Benedict and
Pigford (1957) describe an ideal cascade of diffusion separation units, which results
in minimum energy consumption. An ideal cascade is a cascade for which (Benedict
and Pigford, 1957),
o the heads separation factor β is constant
o the heads stream and tails stream, which form the feed to a stage, have the
same composition

More information about the ideal cascade of FricDiff units can be found in Appendix
8.B. To simplify the analysis that follows, the following assumptions are made in this
work:
o The separation in the FricDiff unit is performed isobarically, isothermally and
it is assumed that the transport through the barrier is equimolar (i.e. there is
no net flow of material through the porous screen). These assumptions allow
the use of the transfer unit model.
o The dominant resistance to mass transfer is located inside the porous barrier
and hence from Eq. (4.10) it follows that kov,lm,i = kbar,lm,i .
o The Gmol/Fmol-ratio is set to 1 for each unit in the cascade. Later it will be
shown that this assumption results in very simple expressions for the
separation factor α and the heads separation factor βF. Furthermore, it is
expected that a Gmol/Fmol-ratio of 1 gives a good indication of the
thermodynamic performance of a cascade of FricDiff units in general.
o The separating agent that enters each unit is pure and does not contain any of
the feed components. This assumption implies that in the condensers, which
are placed after the FricDiff unit, all vapors condense and only separating
agent remains in the gas phase. In reality this is not possible due to the finite
vapor pressures of the feed components. The presence of mixture components
in the separating agent generally has a negative influence on the separation
process. It decreases the separation factor and hence more stages are required
to achieve a certain separation.
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By applying the last two assumptions to the transfer unit model, the following simple
relations are obtained between inlet and outlet mole fractions of isopropyl alcohol and
water (see also Table 4.1)

yF,i,out =

yF,i,in
NTU i + 1
(8.26)

yG,i,out

NTU i yF,i,in
=
NTU i + 1

From Eq. (8.26) it follows that the head separation factor βF for the kinetic separation
of an isopropyl alcohol - water mixture with carbon dioxide is equal to (see Eq. 4.18)

βF =

NTU water + 1
NTU IPA + 1

(8.27)

and that the separation factor α is given by

α=

β F NTU water Dwater,CO
=
=
βG NTU IPA DIPA,CO

(8.28)

2

2

For an ideal cascade it follows that βF = α = Dwater,CO2 DIPA,CO2 (see Appendix 8.B)
and this fixes the value of NTUIPA and NTUwater for each stage to
NTU IPA =

1

α

=

1

βF
(8.29)

NTU water = α = βF

For the system studied in this chapter it follows from Eq. (8.28) that α is equal to
2.157 for each stage in the cascade and β equals 1.487. With α and β known the
number of stages or equivalently the number of FricDiff units required for the
separation can be calculated with (Benedict and Pigford, 1957)

y
y
ln  P,IPA W,water
yP,water yW,IPA
n= 
ln ( βF )


y
y
ln  P,IPA W,water

 - 1 = 2  yP,water yW,IPA
ln (α )



-1

(8.30)
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where yP,i , yW,i are the mole fractions of the mixture components in the streams that
leave the cascade at the top and bottom, respectively. The number of stages in the
stripping section (stages below and including the feed point) is equal to (Benedict and
Pigford, 1957)

y
y
ln  F,IPA W,water
yF,water yW,IPA
nW = 
ln ( βF )


y
y
ln  F,IPA W,water

 - 1 = 2  yF,water yW,IPA
ln (α )



-1

(8.31)

where yF,i is the mole fraction of the mixture components in the feed to the cascade.
From Eqs. (8.30) and (8.31) the number of stages in the enriching section (above the
feed point) can be determined, which is equal to nP = n - nW . By filling in the known
values of yF,i and placing constraints on the values of yP,i and yW,i for the mixture
components, the number of stages required for the separation can be calculated. This
number is rounded off upwards, resulting in slightly different values for yP,i and yW,i.
Considering similar cases as were studied for the pervaporation process in paragraph
8.3.2, the number of stages required for a cascade of FricDiff units can be calculated.
The results are presented in Table 8.10.
The magnitude of the streams that leave the cascade at the top and at the bottom
can be calculated from overall total and component molar balances. All interstage
mole fractions can be calculated from the two conditions that characterize an ideal
cascade. By using stage mole balances and by calculating downwards from the top to
the feed point in the enriching section and upwards from the bottom to the feed point
in the stripping section, all interstage flows can be calculated. More information
about the composition and magnitude of the streams in the cascade for the different
cases studied can be found in Tables 8.18, 8.19 and 8.20 of Appendix 8.A.
Table 8.10. Number of stages required in a cascade of FricDiff units for α = 2.157, β = 1.469,
NTUIPA = 0.681 and NTUwater = 1.469. Similar cases are studied as for the pervaporation
separation process.
n
nW
nP
yW,IPA (-)
yP,IPA (-)
case 1
0.834
0.0073
16
1
15
case 2
0.916
0.011
17
3
14
case 3
0.999
0.023
27
15
12

For each stage in the cascade the composition and size of the streams that enter
and leave the stage can be determined and from these data the entropy production
can be calculated. Table 8.11 summarizes the total amount of entropy that is produced
in the cascade of FricDiff units for the three cases. Also the irreversibility associated
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with this entropy production is shown. The results in Table 8.11 only account for the
entropy production as a result of the separation process that takes place in the units.
Hence, except for the kinetic separation process all other processes in the cascade,
like heat transfer, are assumed to take place reversibly. Since heat transfer in general
leads to the generation of entropy, these additional irreversibilities have to be taken
into account. An estimate for the total entropy production in the cascade can be made
as follows. Consider a cascade of FricDiff units in which the feed mixture to each
stage is supplied as a vapor at 1 bar, with a temperature which is 10 K above the
saturation temperature. The separating agent enters a particular stage at the same
temperature as the vaporous feed mixture. The units are operated isothermally and
the two streams that leave each stage are sent to condensers where the mixture
components are separated from the separating agent by condensation at 298.15 K.
Hence, the heat that is added to the inlet streams of the cascade is completely lost in
the condensers by heat exchange with cooling water. Assuming that heating medium
is available for each stage at a temperature which is 10 K higher compared to the
operating temperature of the unit and that cooling medium is available at
environmental conditions, the total entropy production in the cascade can be
calculated. It follows from an overall entropy balance, which can be written as
n
 1
1
S gen = φmol,W sW + φmol,P sP - φmol,F sF + ∑ Q supplied,i  
i=1
 T0 Theating,i
 Q F
Q
Q 
-
+ W+ P
 Theating,F T0 T0 







(8.32)

where Qsupplied,i is the heat required to heat the feed mixture and separating agent to
the operating temperature of a particular stage i. The last terms in brackets take into
account that the feed mixture has to be heated and that the top and bottom product
streams have to be cooled to environmental conditions. Results of the calculated total
entropy production for the three cases are presented in Table 8.12.
Table 8.11. Entropy produced and work lost per kmol of feed mixture in a cascade of FricDiff
units. In the analysis it is assumed that the only irreversibility in the cascade is associated
with the kinetic separation process.
Sgen
I
(kJ kmol-1K-1 )
(kJ kmol-1)
case 1
210.1
6.16.104
case 2
346.0
1.01.105
case 3
867.5
2.54.105
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Like in the single FricDiff unit, the entropy production in the cascade process can be
reduced by application of heat integration. The hot outlet streams of a stage, which
are sent to condensers, can be utilized to partly heat the inlet streams to this stage. In
the single FricDiff unit studied in the previous paragraph the entropy production
could be reduced by 28.5 % by applying heat integration. Assuming that the same
reduction can be achieved when heat integration is applied in the cascade of units,
the total entropy production after heat integration can be calculated. Results of this
calculation are shown in Table 8.13.
Table 8.12. Total entropy produced and work lost per kmol of feed mixture in a cascade of
FricDiff units including heat exchange.
Sgen
I
(kJ kmol-1K-1)
(kJ kmol-1)
case 1
763.3
2.24.105
case 2
1194.2
3.50.105
case 3
3080.7
9.03.105
Table 8.13. Total entropy produced and work lost per kmol of feed mixture in a cascade of
FricDiff units after application of heat integration.
Sgen
I
(kJ kmol-1K-1)
(kJ kmol-1)
case 1
545.1
1.60.105
case 2
853.1
2.50.105
case 3
2202.5
6.46.105

8.4

Efficiencies

In the previous paragraphs the irreversibilities associated with the separation of an
isopropyl alcohol-water mixture containing 70 mol% isopropyl alcohol with
pervaporation, azeotropic distillation and the FricDiff kinetic separation process were
calculated. Figure 8.8 gives an overview of the minimum (or reversible) work
requirements and irreversibilities associated with the different processes and cases
(note the logarithmic scale of the y-axis). The minimum or reversible amount of work
to separate the liquid mixture is calculated with Eq. (8.18). The minimum work
requirement for a certain case is not exactly identical for the different processes,
because the compositions of the outlet streams differ slightly. Three irreversibilities
are presented in Figure 8.8. I1 solely refers to irreversibilities inherent to the
separation process, I2 accounts for irreversibilities in the separation process and all
heat transfer side equipment. I3 represents irreversibilities associated with the
separation process and side equipment after heat integration is applied. The
efficiencies of the three separation processes for the cases studied can be calculated
with Eq. (8.17) and are summarized in Table 8.14.
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Figure 8.8. Minimum work requirement and irreversibilities per kmol of feed mixture
associated with pervaporation (PV), distillation (D) and a cascade of FricDiff units (FD) for
separation of a 1 kmol hr1 isopropyl alcohol-water mixture containing 70 mol% isopropyl
alcohol into a high purity water stream and a stream containing approximately 80 mol%
(case 1), 90 mol% (case 2) or 99.9 mol% (case 3) isopropyl alcohol.

8.5

Discussion

Table 8.14 gives an overview of the thermodynamics efficiencies that are obtained
with pervaporation, azeotropic distillation and a cascade of FricDiff units for the
separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol – water mixture. According to Table
8.14 the highest efficiencies are obtained with pervaporation, followed by distillation
and the lowest efficiencies are for the cascade of FricDiff units. This is the case for all
three efficiencies reported in Table 8.14.
The kinetic FricDiff separation process is inherently irreversible, because it results
in the inevitable intermingling of feed mixture molecules with sweep gas molecules
both at the feed side and sweep side of the porous barrier. The low efficiencies that
are obtained with the cascade of FricDiff units are the direct result of the low
selectivity of mass transport through the barrier. Low selectivities and hence low
separation factors require more stages to achieve a certain separation. Since in each
stage irreversibilities occur, more stages imply that more entropy is produced.
Furthermore, low separation factors require larger reflux streams, which in turn
increases the internal process streams and this also increases the entropy production.
Separation processes based on membranes or distillation can in theory be conducted
completely reversible, meaning that the net work required can be reduced to the
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thermodynamic minimum. Of course, in practice it will not be possible to perform
these separation processes completely reversible, but the thermodynamic limit may
be approached more closely. This implies that with distillation and membrane
processes higher efficiencies can be reached than those reported in Table 8.14. An
ideal reversible distillation column is among others discussed by Kotas (1995).
Although theoretically possible, commercial application of this column will be
impractical. It requires an infinite number of stages, each in contact with a thermal
energy reservoir. However, it does imply that application of some intermediate
heating can already increase the thermodynamic efficiency. A reversible membrane
process for the separation of liquid mixtures requires the use of semi-permeable
membranes that are 100% selective to one of the feed mixture components.
Furthermore, to prevent any generation of entropy no partial pressure differences are
allowed over the membrane.
Table 8.14. Thermodynamic efficiencies for the separation of a 1 kmol hr-1 70/30 mol%
isopropyl alcohol - water mixture into a high purity water stream and a stream containing
approximately 80 mol% (case 1), 90 mol% (case 2), or 99.9 mol% (case 3) isopropyl alcohol
with pervaporation, azeotropic distillation or a cascade of FricDiff units.
pervaporation
case 1
case 2
case 3
6.3
8.5
13.0
η1 (%)
2.6
4.6
7.7
η2 (%)
4.3
6.1
9.5
η3 (%)
azeotropic distillation
case 1
case 2
case 3
4.1
η1 (%)
2.5
η2 (%)
3.2
η3 (%)
cascade of FricDiff units
case 1
case 2
case 3
0.26
0.30
0.23
η1 (%)
0.057
0.067
0.051
η2 (%)
0.073
0.086
0.066
η3 (%)
η1 only accounts for irreversibilities inherent to the separation process
η2 accounts for irreversibilities in the separation process and heat transfer side equipment (including
reboilers and condensers, if present)
η3 accounts for irreversibilities in the separation process and heat transfer side equipment (including
reboilers and condensers, if present) after heat integration is applied

The latter requirement will result in infinitesimal fluxes, which are not practical for
commercial applications. However, again it shows the direction in which increased
thermodynamic efficiencies with membrane processes can be obtained. Kinetic
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separation processes can never be performed reversible, not even in theory and hence
the net work requirement of these processes will always exceed the thermodynamic
minimum.

8.6

Conclusions

An exergy analysis has been performed to determine the thermodynamic efficiencies
of three separation processes, namely pervaporation, distillation and kinetic
separation with FricDiff, The separation of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol - water
mixture into a high purity water stream and a stream containing approximately either
80 mol%, 90 mol% or 99.9 mol% isopropyl alcohol is studied. Three efficiencies are
defined based on i) the irreversibility which is inherent to the separation process, ii)
the irreversibilities that occur in the separation unit and all necessary side equipment
iii) irreversibilities in the separation unit and all necessary side equipment after heat
integration is applied. The calculated efficiencies show that a cascade of FricDiff units
is the most inefficient separation process for the separation of the isopropyl alcoholwater mixture and that the highest efficiencies are obtained with pervaporation. The
low efficiencies that are reported for the cascade of FricDiff units make it unlikely
that this process will be applied in the chemical or petro-chemical industry for
separation up to high purities of isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures or other liquidliquid mixtures. More efficient processes like distillation or pervaporation are
preferred. Maybe there are more attractive applications for FricDiff in the separation
of gas systems. Benedict (1947) mentions the concentration of hydrogen or helium
from gas mixtures as a possible successful application of a kinetic separation process.
Although the cascade is very inefficient for the purification of liquid mixtures there
might be useful applications for a single FricDiff unit or a cascade of only a couple of
units. Interesting applications are those in which application of FricDiff results in
higher separation factors compared to the conventional separation process. An
application that comes to mind is the breaking of an azeotrope which is difficult with
normal distillation, but can be accomplished rather easily with FricDiff. Ideally the
FricDiff unit is combined with other separation devices in a hybrid configuration and
only performs that part of the separation where it can achieve higher separation
factors. In the next chapter hybrid processes in which FricDiff is combined with
distillation are further examined.
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8.A

Stream information

Table 8.15. Stream table for the streams shown in Figure 8.3 for the three cases studied in the
pervaporation separation process (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol, component 2 = water)
#
case 1
case 2
case 3
p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K
p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K
1 p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K
L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

L = 1 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.70

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 355.65 K

L = 0.87 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.80

L = 0.78 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.90

L = 0.69 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.999

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1.1 bar T = 293.15 K

L = 0.87 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.80

L = 0.78 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.90

L = 0.69 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.999

p = 1 bar T = 288.15 K

p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K

L = 0.87 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.80

L = 0.78 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.90

L = 0.69 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.999

p = 1 mbar T = 250.32 K

p = 1 mbar T = 250.30 K

p = 1 mbar T = 250.12 K

V = 0.13 kmol hr -1 y 1 = 0.0072

V = 0.22 kmol hr -1 y 1 = 0.0093

V = 0.31 kmol hr -1 y 1 = 0.030

p = 1 mbar T = 250.32 K

p = 1 mbar T = 250.30 K

p = 1 mbar T = 250.12 K

L = 0.13 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.0072

L = 0.22 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.0093

L = 0.31 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.030

p = 1 bar T = 250.32 K

p = 1 bar T = 250.30 K

p = 1 bar T = 250.12 K

L = 0.13 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.0072

L = 0.22 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.0093

L = 0.31 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.030

p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K

p = 1 bar T = 293.15 K

L = 0.13 kmol hr

-1

x 1 = 0.0072

L = 0.22 kmol hr

-1

x 1 = 0.0093

L = 0.31 kmol hr -1 x 1 = 0.030

Table 8.16. Stream table for the streams of the azeotropic distillation process shown in Figure
8.4 (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol, component 2 = water, component 3 = ethylene glycol)
T
p
x 1 , y1
x 2 , y2
#
flow
(K)
(atm)
(-)
(-)
(kmol hr-1)
1
293.15
0.987 ( = 1 bar)
1
0.7
0.3
2
293.15
0.80
1
0.7
0.3
3
347.92
0.80
1
0.7
0.3
4
373
0.80
2.20
0
0
5
349.90
0.80
0.70
0.997
0.003
6
293.15
0.80
0.70
0.997
0.003
7
293.15
0.987 (= 1 bar)
0.70
0.997
0.003
8
427.02
0.80
2.49
0
0.12
9
412.22
0.40
2.49
0
0.12
10
349.34
0.40
0.30
0
1
11
293.15
0.40
0.30
0
1
12
293.15
0.987 ( = 1 bar)
0.30
0
1
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441.88
441.92
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0.40
0.80

2.20
2.20

0
0

0
0

Table 8.17. Stream table for the single-unit FricDiff separation process of Figure 8.5 with
Gmol/Fmol = 1, NTUIPA = 0.681 and NTUwater = 1.469 (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol,
component 2 = water, component 3 = carbon dioxide)
T
p
x 1 , y1
x 2 , y2
flow
#
(K)
(bar)
(kmol hr-1)
(-)
(-)
1
293.15
1
1.00
0.700
0.300
2
363.23
1
1.00
0.700
0.300
3
363.23
1
1.00
0.434
0.133
4
298.15
1
0.54
0.767
0.233
5
293.15
1
0.54
0.767
0.233
6
298.15
1
0.46
0.047
0.016
7
298.15
1
1.00
0.044
0.019
8
363.23
1
1.00
0.044
0.019
9
363.23
1
1.00
0.310
0.186
10
298.15
1
0.46
0.622
0.378
11
293.15
1
0.46
0.622
0.378
12
298.15
1
0.54
0.042
0.021
Table 8.18. Stage information for the cascade of FricDiff units for case 1. All streams are
evaluated on a carbon dioxide-free basis (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol, component 2 =
water)
feed
heads
tails
y1
y1
y1
stage
flow
flow
flow
(-)
(-)
(-)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
1 (top)
0.774
1.52
0.834
0.84
0.700
0.68
2
0.700
2.82
0.774
1.52
0.614
1.30
3
0.614
2.19
0.700
1.14
0.520
1.05
4
0.520
1.76
0.614
0.88
0.424
0.87
5
0.424
1.46
0.520
0.71
0.334
0.75
6
0.334
1.26
0.424
0.59
0.255
0.67
7
0.255
1.11
0.334
0.51
0.189
0.61
8
0.189
1.01
0.255
0.45
0.137
0.57
9
0.137
0.94
0.189
0.40
0.097
0.53
10
0.097
0.88
0.137
0.37
0.068
0.51
11
0.068
0.82
0.097
0.34
0.048
0.48
12
0.048
0.76
0.068
0.32
0.033
0.45
13
0.033
0.69
0.048
0.28
0.023
0.41
14
0.023
0.59
0.033
0.24
0.016
0.35
15
0.016
0.46
0.023
0.19
0.011
0.27
16 (bottom)
0.011
0.27
0.016
0.11
0.007
0.16
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Table 8.19. Stage information for the cascade of FricDiff units for case 2. All streams are
evaluated on a carbon dioxide-free basis (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol, component 2 =
water).
feed
heads
tails
y1
y1
y1
flow
flow
flow
stage
(-)
(-)
(-)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
1 (top)
0.881
1.33
0.916
0.76
0.834
0.57
2
0.834
2.36
0.881
1.33
0.774
1.03
3
0.774
3.25
0.834
1.79
0.700
1.46
4
0.700
4.12
0.774
2.22
0.614
1.90
5
0.614
3.19
0.700
1.67
0.520
1.53
6
0.520
2.56
0.614
1.29
0.424
1.27
7
0.424
2.13
0.520
1.03
0.334
1.09
8
0.334
1.83
0.424
0.86
0.255
0.97
9
0.255
1.61
0.334
0.73
0.189
0.88
10
0.189
1.46
0.255
0.64
0.137
0.82
11
0.137
1.34
0.189
0.58
0.097
0.76
12
0.097
1.24
0.137
0.52
0.068
0.71
13
0.068
1.14
0.097
0.48
0.048
0.66
14
0.048
1.02
0.068
0.42
0.033
0.60
15
0.033
0.88
0.048
0.36
0.023
0.52
16
0.023
0.68
0.033
0.28
0.016
0.40
17 (bottom)
0.016
0.40
0.023
0.16
0.011
0.24
Table 8.20. Stage information for the cascade of FricDiff units for case 3. All streams are
evaluated on a carbon dioxide-free basis (component 1 = isopropyl alcohol, component 2 =
water).
feed
heads
tails
y1
y1
y1
flow
flow
flow
stage
(-)
(-)
(-)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
(kmol hr-1)
1 (top)
0.999
1.17
0.999
0.69
0.998
0.47
2
0.998
1.96
0.999
1.17
0.997
0.80
3
0.997
2.51
0.998
1.49
0.996
1.02
4
0.996
2.88
0.997
1.71
0.994
1.17
5
0.994
3.14
0.996
1.86
0.991
1.27
6
0.991
3.32
0.994
1.97
0.987
1.35
7
0.987
3.45
0.991
2.04
0.981
1.41
8
0.981
3.55
0.987
2.10
0.972
1.45
9
0.972
3.64
0.981
2.15
0.959
1.49
10
0.959
3.73
0.972
2.19
0.941
1.54
11
0.941
3.82
0.959
2.23
0.916
1.59
12
0.916
3.95
0.941
2.29
0.881
1.66
13
0.881
4.12
0.916
2.36
0.834
1.76
14
0.834
4.36
0.881
2.45
0.774
1.90
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27 (bottom)

0.774
0.700
0.614
0.520
0.424
0.334
0.255
0.189
0.137
0.097
0.068
0.048
0.033
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4.70
5.21
4.02
3.21
2.65
2.26
1.97
1.75
1.56
1.37
1.16
0.89
0.52

0.834
0.774
0.700
0.614
0.520
0.424
0.334
0.255
0.189
0.137
0.097
0.068
0.048

2.60
2.80
2.10
1.62
1.29
1.06
0.89
0.77
0.67
0.58
0.48
0.37
0.21

0.700
0.614
0.520
0.424
0.334
0.255
0.189
0.137
0.097
0.068
0.048
0.033
0.023

2.11
2.41
1.93
1.59
1.36
1.20
1.08
0.98
0.89
0.79
0.67
0.52
0.31
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Ideal cascade of separation units

In the book by Benedict and Pigford (1957) equations are discussed that that can be
used to describe an “ideal cascade” of separation units. This ideal cascade approach
can also be used for a cascade of kinetic separation units. In each separation unit a
certain feed mixture is separated into two product streams called the heads and tails
stream. The heads stream is enriched in the slower diffusing component and the tails
stream in the faster diffusing component. For a FricDiff unit this implies that the
heads stream corresponds to stream that leaves the unit at the feed side and the tails
stream corresponds to the stream that leaves at the sweep side. The heads and tails
streams formed in one stage of the cascade are sent to the next higher or lower stage,
respectively, where a similar separation process takes place. The feed stream to a
stage generally consists of the heads streams from the next lower stage and the tails
stream from the next higher stage. In order for a cascade to be classified as an ideal
cascade, it has to fulfill two requirements: i) the heads separation factor βF has to be
constant, and ii) the heads stream and tails stream fed to each stage have the same
composition. For the kinetic separation of a binary mixture consisting of species 1
and 2 an abundance ratio can be defined. It is the ratio of mole fractions of the
mixture components in a certain stream:

ξ=

y1
y2

(8.33)

The heads separation factor at stage i is defined as the ratio of abundance ratios
between the heads stream and the feed stream at this stage. Using the familiar
notation for the FricDiff unit, the head separation factor can be written as (see also
Eq. 4.18)

βF (i ) =

ξF,out ( i ) yF,1,out ( i ) yF,2,in ( i )
=
ξF,in ( i ) yF,2,out ( i ) yF,1,in ( i )

(8.34)

The separation factor gives information about the degree of separation that is
achieved by a single stage. It is defined as the abundance ratio in the heads stream
(βF) divided by the abundance ratio in the tails stream (βG) (see also Eq. 4.18):

α (i ) =

ξF,out ( i ) yF,1,out ( i ) yG,2,out ( i ) βF ( i )
=
=
ξG,out ( i ) yF,2,out ( i ) yG,1,out ( i ) βG ( i )

For an ideal cascade, we have

(8.35)
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yG,out ( i - 1 ) = y F,out ( i + 1 ) = y F,in ( i ) for i = 2, 3,..., n - 1

(8.36)

The component subscript is discarded, because this equation is valid for both mixture
components. Using the definition of the abundance ratio, one can also write:

ξG,out ( i - 1 ) = ξ F,out ( i + 1 ) = ξ F,in ( i ) for i = 2, 3,..., n - 1

(8.37)

According to Eq. (8.34) the heads and feed abundance ratios for a stage are related by

ξF,out ( i ) = β F ( i ) ξ F,in ( i )

(8.38)

yF,i,out(i-1)
yF,i,in(i-1)
yF,i,out(i)

βF,i

stage yF,i,in(i)
i
βF,i+1
yG,i,out(i)

stage
i-1
yG,i,out(i-1)

yF,i,out(i+1)

yF,i,in(i+1) stage
i+1

yF,i,out(i+2)

αi+1

yG,i,out(i+1)

Figure 8.9. Cascade of separation stages

For an ideal cascade βF(i) is constant for each stage and equal to βF (the same is true
for βG(i)). From Eq. (8.37) and the definition of the heads separation factor, it follows
that

ξF,out ( i ) = βFξG,out ( i - 1 )
(8.39)

ξF,out ( i - 1 ) = βFξF,out ( i )
This is also illustrated in Figure. 8.9. Combining the equations in Eq. (8.39) gives

ξF,out ( i - 1 ) = βF2ξG,out ( i - 1 )

(8.40)
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However, when Eq. (8.40) is compared to the definition of the separation factor, it
follows that

βF = α
(and hence βG = 1

(8.41)

α ). An estimation of the number of stages required for a certain

separation can be made by using Eq. (8.39) and by applying a similar approach as
used by Fenske to derive the minimum number of stages. This can be illustrated by
applying the bottom part of Eq. (8.39) to stage 1, resulting in:
1
ξ F,out ( 1 )
βF

(8.42)

1
1
ξF,out ( 2 ) = 2 ξF,out ( 1 )
βF
βF

(8.43)

ξ F,out ( 2 ) =
For stage 2 it follows that

ξF,out ( 3 ) =

When applying the same procedure to the other stages it follows that

ξF,out ( n ) =

1
ξF,out ( 1 )
βFn-1

(8.44)

yP,1
yP,2

(8.45)

However,

ξF,out ( 1 ) =
and

ξF,out ( n ) = αξG,out ( n ) = βF2ξG,out ( n ) = βF2

yW,1
yW,2

(8.46)

Combining Eqs. (8.44), (8.45) and (8.46) results in an expression for the number of
stages in an ideal cascade:
y y
ln  P,1 W,2
 y p,2 yW,1
n= 
ln ( βF )


y y
ln  P,1 W,2

 - 1 = 2  yP,2 yW,1
ln (α )



-1

(8.47)
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Heat integration

By applying heat integration the hot and cold utility requirement of a process can be
reduced substantially. A useful tool to determine the reduction in hot and cold utility
loads is the so-called pinch technology. In this appendix, heat integration in a single
unit FricDiff process, shown in Figure 8.5, is worked out according to the method
described in the book by Sinnott (2000). The case that is worked out is the separation
of a 70/30 mol% isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with carbon dioxide in which the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio is set to 1. This case is studied in paragraph 8.3.4 of the main text. The
FricDiff process has two streams that need to be heated (streams 1 and 7) and two
streams that need to be cooled (streams 3 and 9). This is also shown in Table 8.21.
Table 8.21. Stream information
stream number
3
9
1
7

type
hot
hot
cold
cold

Table 8.22. Stream data used for the heat integration
stream number
type
heat capacity
(kJ hr-1K-1)
3
hot
66.4
3’
hot
785.7
3’’
hot
871.0
3’’
hot
271.6
9
hot
58.0
9’
hot
856.8
9’’
hot
285.4
1
cold
83.4
1’
cold
7972.2
1’’
cold
184.0
7
cold
41.3

Tin
(K)
363.23
363.23
293.15
298.15

Tin
(K)
363.23
343.15
338.15
318.15
363.23
338.15
318.15
363.23
358.15
353.15
363.23

Tout
(K)
298.15
298.15
363.23
363.23

Tout
(K)
343.15
338.15
318.15
298.15
338.15
318.15
298.15
358.15
353.15
293.15
298.15

heat load
(kJ hr-1)
1.33⋅103
3.93⋅103
1.74⋅104
5.43⋅103
1.46⋅103
1.71⋅104
5.71⋅103
4.24⋅102
3.99⋅104
1.10⋅104
2.69⋅103

The temperature-enthalpy diagrams for the four streams are shown in Figure 8.10.
When looking at these diagrams one notices that for streams 1, 3 and 9 the slopes of
the curves are not constant over the whole temperature range. This is a result of
evaporation and condensation that takes place in the streams during heating or
cooling. In order to apply pinch technology, the curves have to be divided in
trajectories, in which the heat capacity of the stream can be taken more or less
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constant (the so-called stream segmentation (Dimian, 2003)).The discontinuous lines
in Figure 8.10 indicate these trajectories. Stream segmentation should always be
done on the ‘safe side’, meaning that segments should be placed below a hot stream
or above a cold stream (Dimian, 2003). In Table 8.22 the new data for heat
integration are shown.
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1.0
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3.5

-1

Enthalpy (MJ kmol )

Figure 8.10. Temperature versus enthalpy diagrams for stream 3 (top, left), stream 9 (top,
right), stream 1 (bottom, left) and stream 7 (bottom, right).

The problem table method (Sinnott, 2000) is then used to calculate the required hot
and cold utilities after heat integration. In the calculations the minimum temperature
difference between hot and cold streams is set to 10 K. With this difference the actual
stream temperatures are converted to adjusted temperatures by subtracting half the
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minimum temperature difference from the hot streams and by adding this amount to
the cold streams. The computed adjusted temperatures are then ranked in order of
magnitude and duplicate values are discarded. Streams are placed in the intervals
between two temperatures. Heat balances are solved for the streams that belong to a
certain interval i, according to

∆Hi =

( ∑C

P,cold

- ∑ C P,hot ∆Ti

)

(8.48)

i

where ∆H i is the net heat required in the i-th interval,

∑C

P,cold

and

∑C

P,hot

are the

sums of the heat capacities in the i-th interval of all the cold and hot streams,
respectively and ∆Ti is the interval temperature difference. The above steps are
summarized in Table 8.23.
Table 8.23. Problem table for heat integration
Tinterval
interval
∆Ti
(K)
(K)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

368.23
363.15
358.23
358.15
338.15
333.15
313.15
303.15
298.15
293.15

5.08
4.92
0.08
20
5
20
10
5
5

∑C

∑C

(kJ hr K )

∆Hi
(kJ hr-1)

124.7
8013.5
7889.1
100.9
-618.4
-1502.6
-331.7
-373.0
-557.0

6.34.102
3.94.104
6.48.102
2.02.103
-3.09.103
-3.01.104
-3.32.103
-1.87.103
-2.79.103

P,cold

-

-1

-1

P,hot

The heat from one interval to the next is then cascaded and can then be transferred
between the hot and cold streams as is shown in column 3 of Figure 8.11. No negative
values are allowed in this column, because it indicates that temperature flows from a
cold stream to a hot stream. To overcome this heat is introduced at the top of the
cascade such that all negative values are eliminated. The heat introduced at the top is
then the minimum hot utility requirement and the heat removed at the bottom the
minimum cold requirement. The pinch occurs where the heat flow in the cascade is
zero. Figure 8.11 shows that for the studied process the minimum hot utility
requirement after heat integration is equal to 4.27.104 kJ hr-1 and the minimum cold
utility requirement is 4.11.104 kJ hr-1. The pinch temperature is 338.15 K (or 343.15 K
for the hot streams and 333.15 K for the cold streams). The next step is to match
streams above and below the pinch temperature with each other. For the matching of
streams above the pinch the requirement is that CP,hot ≤ CP,cold below the pinch it is
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required that CP,hot ≥ CP,cold . The result of this matching of streams is shown in Figure
8.12.
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Figure 8.11. Heat cascade
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Figure 8.12. Network design above pinch (left) and below pinch (right)

Chapter 9
Process designs for hybrid distillationFricDiff processes and comparison
with competing technologies
The incorporation of FricDiff technology in industrially relevant alcohol dehydration
processes is studied. Process designs are made for an isopropyl alcohol dehydration process in
which a single FricDiff unit or a small cascade of FricDiff units is placed between two
distillation columns. The main function of the FricDiff unit is to break the isopropyl
alcohol–water azeotrope. A process design is also made for an ethanol dehydration process
in which a single unit is placed after a distillation column where it purifies the distillate up
to 85 or 90 mol% ethanol. For both dehydration processes a comparison is made with
competing technologies.

9.1

Introduction

The chemical industry is continuously looking for processes that, in an economical
way, can reduce the energy demand and the use of hazardous solvents in their
chemical processes. In this chapter it is studied whether application of a FricDiff
technology can contribute to the improvement of separation processes for liquid
mixtures. The main focus of this chapter is on the separation of azeotropic mixtures
for which conventional distillation processes are energy-intensive and often require
the use of auxiliary agents. The present analysis can in a similar way be applied to
mixtures that do not form azeotropes but have a narrow vapor-liquid region, which
makes separation by distillation difficult.
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Two processes are studied here i) the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture into isopropyl alcohol and water of high purity and ii) the separation of an
ethanol-water mixture into high purity water and a stream containing 85 mol% or 90
mol% ethanol. Both isopropyl alcohol and ethanol form an azeotrope with water.
This work studies hybrid processes in which distillation is combined with FricDiff.
The performance of these hybrid processes is compared with the conventional
distillation based separation process. The main goal is to determine if application of
FricDiff can lead to a reduction in energy requirement. If this is the case it is also
examined whether, from an economic point of view, FricDiff can compete with the
conventional distillation based process and also with hybrid processes based on
pervaporation. Several studies (Van Hoof et al., 2004; Sommer, 2004) have shown
that the separation of azeotropic mixtures by a combination of distillation and
pervaporation can significantly reduce the energy consumption compared to
conventional processes. In addition, investment and operating costs are often also
lower. This implies that for the separation of liquid mixtures, pervaporation can be
regarded as one of the most important competitors for FricDiff.

9.2 Process modeling
Conventional distillation-based separation processes and hybrid processes in which
distillation is combined with FricDiff or pervaporation are studied. Aspen Plus (2005)
is used for the simulation of the distillation columns and all necessary side
equipment. The distillation columns are modeled with the RADFRAC subroutine.
The FricDiff unit is also modeled in Aspen Plus by using the User2 subroutine. With
this subroutine a unit operation can be modeled which is written as an Excel
spreadsheet. A countercurrently operated FricDiff module is modeled in Excel using
the transfer unit approach equations as derived in Chapter 4. This approach assumes
that equimolar transport takes place through the porous barrier of the FricDiff unit
and that the unit is operated isobarically and isothermally. This implies that the
molar flow rates of the streams that flow through the compartments remain constant.
Furthermore, the model assumes that interactions between mixture components and
sweep gas are dominant and that interactions between mixture components can be
neglected. Although simple, it was shown in Chapter 4 that the transfer unit model
gives a good description of the separation process that takes place in a FricDiff unit
when pressure differences over the barrier are small. According to the model the
compositions of the streams that leave the unit are given by
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y F,i,out

 Fmol
 1Gmol
=
F
1- mol
Gmol

yG,i,out
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 exp [-α i ]

y

+

(1- exp [-α ])
i

yG,i,in

(9.1)

Fmol
F
1- mol
(1- exp [-α i ])
Gmol
Gmol
=
yF,i,in +
yG,i,in
F
F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol
Gmol

(9.2)

exp [-α i ]

F,i,in

F
1- mol exp [-α i ]
Gmol

where

kov,iWLc
Fmol

(9.3)

Fmol 
 NTU i
Gmol 

(9.4)

NTU i =
and



α i =  1

Equations (9.1) and (9.2) show that when the inlet composition of the streams and
the number of transfer units, NTUi, of alcohol and water are known, outlet mole
fractions can be determined. The simulations are run with carbon dioxide as the
sweep gas. Equations (9.1) and (9.2) are only solved for alcohol and water. The carbon
dioxide mole fraction follows from the requirement that the mole fractions should
sum to one. In the simulations it is assumed that all resistance to mass transfer is
located inside the porous barrier (i.e. kov,i = kbar,i ). For this specific case, the ratio
NTU alcohol NTU water is constant and equals Dalcohol ,CO2 Dwater ,CO2 . In the simulations
DIPA,CO2 was set to 1.15.10-5 m3 s-1, DETOH,CO2 to 1.36.105 m3 s-1 and Dwater,CO2 to 2.48.10-5 m3

s-1. The parameter NTUi contains all information about the dimensions of the module
(through W and L) and its characteristics (thickness, porosity and tortuosity).
For the hybrid processes with pervaporation Aspen Plus (2005) is combined with
Aspen Custom Modeler (2005). The latter program is used to model the
pervaporation module, whereas the distillation column and all side equipment are
modeled in Aspen Plus. More detailed information about the numerical model that
describes the pervaporation units can be found in Appendix 9.A.
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9.3.

Separation of isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures

The binary mixture isopropyl alcohol-water forms a minimum boiling azeotrope at
approximately 68.5 mol% (87.9 wt%) isopropyl alcohol. This implies that an
isopropyl alcohol-water mixture of arbitrary composition cannot be separated in its
pure components by a single distillation column. To achieve a separation up to high
purities at least two distillation columns are required.
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Figure 9.1. Txy-diagram (left) and xy-diagram (right) for the binary system isopropyl alcoholwater at 1 atm.
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Figure 9.2. Txy-diagram (left) and xy-diagram (right) for the binary system isopropyl alcoholwater at 10 atm.
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Since the isopropyl alcohol-water azeotrope is hardly dependent on pressure (see
Figures 9.1 and 9.2), a pressure-swing distillation will not be a very effective
separation process. The conventional process for the separation of isopropyl alcoholwater mixtures uses extractive distillation with ethylene glycol as entrainer and
consists of three columns, making the process both energy intensive as well as
environmentally unfriendly.
The separation of an 1875 kg hr-1 isopropyl alcohol-water mixture, containing 80 wt%
(54.5 mol%) isopropyl alcohol, into high purity isopropyl alcohol and high purity
water was chosen as a representative process example. The conventional azeotropic
distillation process with ethylene glycol as entrainer is studied first, followed by
process configurations in which distillation and FricDiff are combined.

9.3.1 Separation by azeotropic distillation
The conventional azeotropic distillation process for the separation of isopropyl
alcohol-water mixtures, which uses ethylene glycol as the entrainer, was studied by
Luyben (2006). The process which is shown in Figure 9.3 consists of thee successive
distillation columns.
distillate
feed

ethylene glycol recycle

column 1
distillate

bottoms

column 2
distillate
bottoms

column 3
bottoms

makeup
ethylene glycol

mixer

Figure 9.3. Conventional azeotropic distillation process for the separation of an isopropyl
alcohol-water mixture using ethylene glycol as entrainer.
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Table 9.1. Data for the three distillation columns in the conventional azeotropic distillation
process for isopropyl alcohol-water systems.
column 1
column 2
column 3
reflux ratio
0.637
1.00
1.50
flows (kmol hr-1)
distillate
38.4
25.0
13.4
bottoms
7.4
93.9
80.6
feed
45.8
38.4
93.9
composition
(mol% IPA)
distillate
65.0
99.8
(mol% water)
bottoms
100
14.2
(mol% IPA)
feed
54.5
65.0
pressure (atm)
1.1
0.8
0.4
temperature (K)
condenser
355.7
349.9
349.3
reboiler
375.8
422.6
441.9
heat duty (kW)
715
754
450
total stages
19
60
25

The first column produces an almost pure water stream as the bottom product and
the distillate is an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture of near azeotropic composition.
The distillate is fed to the second column where extractive distillation with ethylene
glycol takes place. This column produces a distillate with high isopropyl alcohol
purity and a water-ethylene glycol mixture as bottom stream. The third column
produces a distillate which mainly contains water and a bottom stream of essentially
pure ethylene glycol, which is recycled back to the second distillation column. Table
9.1 summarizes the input and output information for the three distillation columns.
The total heat input of the process, which is approximately equal to the sum of the
reboiler duties of the column, is 1.92 MW.

9.3.2 Hybrid distillation-FricDiff-distillation process
An alternative method to separate an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture up to high
purities is to use FricDiff technology. One or several FricDiff units connected in
series can be placed between two distillation columns where they perform part of the
separation process. The main function of the FricDiff unit(s) is to break the azeotrope
whereas high purity product streams are produced by the distillation columns. Figure
9.4 shows a possible process configuration in which a single FricDiff unit is placed
between two distillation columns. The first distillation column, which has 19 stages
including partial condenser and reboiler, produces a distillate of near azeotropic
composition. The bottom stream of this distillation column is essentially pure water.
The second column (24 stages) also produces a distillate of near azeotropic
composition. Both columns are operated at a pressure of 1.1 atm. The bottom stream
mainly contains isopropyl alcohol. The vaporous distillate streams of the columns are
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mixed, heated to 363.15 K and subsequently sent to the FricDiff module to break the
azeotrope. This is achieved by counterdiffusion with carbon dioxide. Two streams
leave the FricDiff unit, one with a composition above and one with a composition
below the azeotropic point. Both streams are sent to condensers, which are operated
at 298.15 K to separate the carbon dioxide from the isopropyl alcohol-water mixtures.
It is assumed that the liquid streams that leave the condensers are free of carbon
dioxide. The stream that has a composition below the azeotropic point is recycled to
the first distillation column. The other stream is sent to the second distillation
column for further purification. The carbon dioxide-rich streams that are produced in
the condensers are mixed, heated, compressed and recycled back to the FricDiff
module. In the configuration of Figure 9.4 the recycled liquid streams enter the
columns as saturated liquids on the stage which has approximately a similar
composition. Another option is to return the recycle streams as reflux streams (at
their saturated liquid temperature) to the columns. In this case no condensers are
required at the top of the distillation column. This configuration is shown in Figure
9.5.

distillate

distillate

FricDiff

feed
bottoms

recycled
sweep gas

bottoms

Figure 9.4. Hybrid separation process for the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture in which a single FricDiff unit is placed between two distillation columns. The main
function of the FricDiff unit is to break the azeotrope, whereas the distillation columns
produce bottom products of high purity. The water-rich stream that leaves the FricDiff unit is
recycled to the first distillation column, the isopropyl alcohol rich stream is sent to the second
distillation column.

In the Aspen Plus simulations of the configuration of Figure 9.4, the bottoms rate of
the first distillation column is fixed. Its value follows from overall and component
mole balances over the separation process and the constraints that are placed on the
composition of the outgoing streams. Using the “Design Spec/Vary” function in
Aspen Plus, the composition of the top stream of the first column is fixed to 86.1
wt% (65.0 mol%) isopropyl alcohol and for the second column it is specified at 88.7
wt% (70.2 mol%) isopropyl alcohol. In both cases the manipulated variable is the
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reflux ratio of the columns. The composition of the bottoms stream of the second
column is fixed to 99.9 mol% isopropyl alcohol by adjusting the bottoms rate of this
column using a similar “Design Spec/Vary” function. For the configuration of Figure
9.5 no constraints are placed on the composition of the vapor distillates that leave at
the top of the columns. The composition of the vapor distillate follows from the
composition and magnitude of the reflux streams.

distillate

distillate
FricDiff

feed
bottoms

recycled
sweep gas

bottoms

Figure 9.5. Hybrid separation process for the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture in which a single FricDiff unit is placed between two distillation columns. The main
function of the FricDiff unit is to break the azeotrope, whereas the distillation columns
produce bottom products of high purity. The streams that leave the FricDiff unit are returned
as reflux streams to the distillation columns. No condensers are required at the top of the
distillation columns.

In Figure 9.6 a process configuration is shown in which three FricDiff units,
which form a small cascade, are located between two distillation columns. In a typical
cascade of separation units, each unit separates a certain feed stream in a heads
stream, enriched in a certain feed component, and a tails stream, depleted in this
component. The feed to a certain stage i consists of the heads stream from the next
lower stage (stage i-1) and the tails stream from the next higher stage (stage i+1).
Figure 9.6 shows that the vaporous distillate streams of the two distillation columns,
the tails streams of the top FricDiff unit and the heads stream of the bottom unit are
combined and introduced into the middle FricDiff unit. In this unit, which is
operated at 363.15 K, the stream is separated by counterdiffusion with carbon dioxide
in a stream enriched in isopropyl alcohol (heads stream) and a stream enriched in
water (tails stream). These streams are sent to condensers where the separating agent
is separated from the feed components. The liquid streams that are formed in the
condensers are heated and evaporated and sent to the top or bottom FricDiff unit,
where the process is repeated.
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FricDiff
distillate

recycled
sweep gas

distillate

feed
bottoms

bottoms

FricDiff
recycled
sweep gas

FricDiff
recycled
sweep gas

Figure 9.6. Hybrid separation process for the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture in which a cascade of three FricDiff units is placed between two distillation columns.
The cascade breaks the azeotrope and produces two outlet streams; one enriched in water
which is recycled to the first distillation column and one enriched in isopropyl alcohol which
is the feed stream to the second distillation column. The distillation columns produce high
purity product streams.

At the top of the cascade a stream enriched in isopropyl alcohol is produced that, after
removal of the separating agent, is sent to the second distillation column. The bottom
unit produces a stream that is rich in water, which is recycled back to the first
distillation column. The carbon dioxide rich streams that are produced in the
condensers are mixed, compressed, heated and returned to the FricDiff units. In the
Aspen Plus simulations, identical constraints are placed on the distillate and bottoms
streams of the distillation columns as for the configuration of Figure 9.4.

9.3.3 Comparison between isopropyl alcohol dehydration processes
Figure 9.7 shows the total heat input requirement when a single FricDiff unit is
placed between two distillation columns as depicted in Figure 9.4. The heat input is
plotted as a function of the isopropyl alcohol mole fraction in the stream that is sent
to the second distillation column. The isopropyl alcohol composition in this stream
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can be adjusted by varying the value of NTUIPA of the FricDiff unit. Since the ratio
NTUIPA/NTUwater is fixed, NTUwater varies proportionally with NTUIPA. The
composition of the stream that is recycled to the first distillation column changes
accordingly. Results are shown for three values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio. Figure 9.8
shows similar results for the process configuration of Figure 9.5.
Table 9.2. Heat input required in the hybrid distillation-FricDiff–distillation process of
Figure 9.6 in which three FricDiff units are placed in a cascade. Results are shown for
Gmol/Fmol-ratios of 1, 2 and 4
Gmol/Fmol = 1
Gmol/Fmol = 2
Gmol/Fmol = 4
reboiler 1st column (MW)
1.55
1.37
1.35
reboiler 2nd column (MW)
2.24
1.81
1.57
side equipment (MW)
6.39
5.84
6.97
total (MW)
10.19
9.02
9.90
Table 9.3. Composition and magnitude of the streams that leave the cascade of three FricDiff
units as depicted in Figure 9.6 for Gmol/Fmol-ratios of 1, 2 and 4.
Gmol/Fmol = 1
Gmol/Fmol = 2
Gmol/Fmol = 4
isopropyl alcohol-rich stream
xIPA (-)
0.80
0.83
0.85
flow (kmol hr-1)
74.7
59.5
57.3
isopropyl alcohol-lean stream
xIPA (-)
0.50
0.47
0.47
flow (kmol hr-1)
58.0
48.1
47.2

Table 9.2 shows the heat input for the hybrid configuration of Figure 9.6, in which
three FricDiff units are placed in a cascade. In the simulations a value for NTUIPA for
the middle unit was found by applying the constraint for an ideal cascade which
states that α = β (see Appendix 8.B of Chapter 8 for more information about the
ideal cascade). Values for NTUIPA for the top and bottom unit were found by
requiring that the entropy of mixing is zero at the point where the vapor distillate of
the first column, the tails stream of the top unit and the heads streams of the bottom
unit are mixed. Table 9.3 depicts the composition and magnitude of the flows of the
isopropyl alcohol-rich stream that leaves at the top of the cascade and is sent to the
second distillation column and the isopropyl alcohol lean stream which is recycled to
the first distillation column for different Gmol/Fmol-ratios. The streams that are sent to
the distillation columns are free of carbon dioxide.
When the total heat requirements of Figures 9.7 and 9.8 and Table 9.2 are
compared with the total heat requirement of the conventional azeotropic separation
process, which amounts approximately 1.92 MW, it becomes clear that application of
the hybrid distillation-FricDiff-distillation process does not result in an energy
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reduction. On the contrary, the energy requirement increases significantly. The
reason for this substantial increase in energy input is that the single FricDiff unit and
the small cascade of FricDiff units are not capable of producing outlet streams of
high purity. The cascade has the additional disadvantage that the heat input for
heating and evaporation of streams within the cascade is high.
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Figure 9.7. Heat input versus isopropyl alcohol composition of the stream that is sent to the
second distillation column for the configuration shown in Figure 9.4. Results are presented
for a FricDiff unit in which the Gmol/Fmol-ratio is set to 1, 2 or 4.
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Figure 9.8. Heat input versus isopropyl alcohol composition of the stream that is sent to the
second distillation column for the configuration shown in Figure 9.5. Results are presented
for a FricDiff unit in which the Gmol/Fmol-ratio is set to 1, 2 or 4.

The obtained results can more clearly be explained by considering a process in which
a certain separation device is placed between two distillation columns as shown in
Figure 9.9. Like in the previous cases, this process is used for the separation of an
1875 kg hr-1 isopropyl alcohol-water mixture, containing 80 wt% isopropyl alcohol.
The distillate streams of the two distillation columns, which have a near azeotropic
composition, are mixed and sent to the separation device. The separation device splits
this stream in a product stream F1 with composition xF1, which is recycled to the first
distillation column and a product stream F2 with composition xF2, which is sent to
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the second distillation column. The composition and magnitude of theses streams
follow from component and total mole balances over the separation device. Streams
F1 and F2 are introduced in the columns as saturated liquids on the stage with
approximately similar composition. In Figure 9.10, the total heat duties of column 1
and 2 are shown as a function of the composition of stream F1 for different
compositions of stream F2.

Distillate

Distillate

F1
Feed

separation
device

F2

Bottoms

Bottoms

Figure 9.9. Process flow sheet for the separation of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture in
which a certain separation device is placed between two distillation columns. The separation
device produces two product streams F1 and F2. Stream F1 is returned as recycle to the first
column, stream F2 is the feed to the second column.
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Figure 9.10. Total reboiler duties of the distillation columns in Figure 9.9 as a function of the
isopropyl alcohol composition of stream F1. Results are shown for different isopropyl alcohol
compositions of stream F2.
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When streams F1 and F2 have compositions that are close to the azeotropic point the
heat duties of the columns are high. Material balances over the columns show that
when these streams are introduced in the columns, the bulk of this stream will end
up in the distillate. Since the distillate streams are not final product streams, but
remain within the process, internal process streams increase significantly and hence
also the column duties. The sum of the heat duties of the columns only decreases
below 1.92 MW when stream F1 has a high water content and stream F2 a high
isopropyl alcohol content. This situation can only be achieved with FricDifftechnology when a large number of FricDiff units are placed in a cascade. However,
the exergy analysis of Chapter 8 showed that the efficiency of a large cascade of
FricDiff units is very low. Hence, it is very unlikely that by placing FricDiff units in a
cascade an energy saving can be achieved compared to the conventional azeotropic
distillation process.

9.4

Separation of ethanol-water mixtures

A common separation process encountered in the chemical industry is the
dehydration of ethanol-water mixtures. Ethanol and water form an azeotrope at a
concentration of approximately 91.5 mol% (96.5 wt%) ethanol with a very narrow
vapor-liquid region in the vicinity of the azeotrope.
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Figure 9.11. Txy-diagram (left) and xy-diagram (right) for the binary system ethanol-water at
1.1 atm

Figure 9.11 shows the vapor-liquid equilibrium curves for this binary system and also
shows that for ethanol mole fractions between 0.8 and 1 the relatively volatility is
equal or very close to one. This implies that for this range of mole fractions
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separation by distillation is not a very attractive method. On the other hand separation
by FricDiff, which is not dependent on vapor-liquid equilibrium, might be an
interesting option.
In this section the separation of a 700 kmol hr-1 feed mixture containing 7 mol%
ethanol into a product stream containing 99.9 mol% water and a stream containing
either 85 or 90 mol% ethanol is studied. A comparison is made between the
performance of a separation process which solely uses a single distillation column
(only applicable for separation up to 85 mol%), two hybrid distillation-FricDiff
configurations and a distillation-pervaporation hybrid system.

9.4.1 Separation by distillation
The dehydration of a 7/93 m0l% ethanol-water mixture up to an ethanol
concentration of 85 mol% can be achieved with a single distillation column.
Separation up to 90 mol% cannot be performed economically with a single
distillation column and will not be studied here.
The system that is studied is based on a process discussed by Ryan and Doherty
(1989), which produces an 85 mol% ethanol distillate from a 22-stage distillation
column to which a feed mixture with a flow rate of 700 kmol hr-1 and a composition
of 7 mol% ethanol is fed. The bottom product of the column has a composition of
99.9 mol% water. The column is operated at 1.1 atm with a reflux ratio of 3.14 and the
feed is introduced on stage 19 (counting from the top). The reboiler heat input for
this column, for given specifications, is 3.42 MW.

9.4.2 Hybrid distillation-FricDiff process
In the hybrid distillation-FricDiff process, a FricDiff unit is placed after a distillation
column, where it performs the last part of the separation process. In the present
analysis the FricDiff unit is placed after the 22-stage distillation column, which was
discussed in the previous paragraph. The distillation column, equipped with a partial
condenser, produces a vaporous distillate with an ethanol concentration of either 80
or 85 mol% and the FricDiff unit increases the distillate purity with 5 mol%. In the
FricDiff unit separation takes place at 363.15 K by counterdiffusion with carbon
dioxide. Water preferably diffuses out of the feed mixture stream and as a result this
stream will get enriched in ethanol. The sweep side outlet stream will be enriched in
water (with respect to the inlet feed mixture). The two streams that leave the unit are
sent to condensers (operated at 298.15 K), where the sweep gas is separated from the
feed mixture components. The sweep gas from the condensers is collected, mixed,
compressed to operating conditions and heated before it is sent back to the FricDiff
unit. One liquid stream that leaves the condensers is the final product with a purity of
85 or 90 mol% ethanol. The other liquid stream, which is richer in water, is heated to
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its saturated liquid temperature and sent back to the distillation column as a recycle
stream. In the simulations the values of NTUEtOH and NTUwater in Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2)
are varied such that for given inlet conditions to the FricDiff unit the required
product specifications are met. The above discussed process configuration is shown
in Figure 9.12. Another process configuration that is studied is presented in Figure
9.13. Here the FricDiff unit is again placed after the distillation column to perform
part of the separation process. The difference with the configuration in Figure 9.12 is
that the vapor stream that is produced at the top of the column does not pass through
a condenser. Instead it is heated (the temperature is increased up to 363.15 K) and
sent to a FricDiff unit where it is separated into an ethanol-rich and an ethanol-lean
stream. The ethanol-lean stream is heated to boiling temperature and returned to the
top stage of the column as reflux.
distillate
final product
FricDiff
feed

recycled
sweep gas
bottoms

Figure 9.12. Hybrid process configuration in which distillation is combined with a single
FricDiff unit for the separation of an ethanol-water feed mixture up to 85 or 90 mol% ethanol
purity. The water-rich stream that is produced by the FricDiff unit is returned as a saturated
liquid to the distillation column.

In the Aspen Plus simulations of the configurations of Figures 9.12 and 9.13 the
bottoms rate of the distillation column is fixed. Its value follows from an overall and a
component balance over the process, using the constraints that are placed on the
composition of the outgoing streams. For the configuration of Figure 9.12 an
additional column constraint is used. The composition of the distillate stream is set to
80 mol% ethanol or 85 mol% ethanol by using the “Design Spec/Vary” function in
Aspen Plus and using the reflux ratio of the column as manipulated variable. The
ethanol-rich stream that leaves the process should meet the required product
constraint of 85 or 90 mol% ethanol. This constraint fixes the values of NTUEtOH and
NTUwater of the FricDiff unit. For both hybrid configurations the influence of the
Gmol/Fmol-ratio on the separation is studied.
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Figure 9.13. Hybrid process of distillation combined with FricDiff for the separation of an
ethanol-water feed mixture up to 85 or 90 mol% purity. The water-rich stream that is
produced by the FricDiff unit is returned to the column as reflux.

9.4.3 Hybrid distillation-pervaporation process
A hybrid distillation process, which gains an increasing amount of attention in
literature, is the coupling of a distillation column with one or several pervaporation
membrane modules. Several studies (Hoof et al., 2004; Sommer, 2004) showed that
combining distillation with pervaporation can lead to significant savings in
investment and operating costs. A hybrid distillation–pervaporation process is also
studied in this work and its performance is compared to that of the single distillation
column process and the distillation–FricDiff hybrid systems. Again the separation of
a 700 kmol hr-1 feed mixture containing 7 mol% ethanol into product streams of 85
or 90 mol% ethanol is studied. Like in the distillation-FricDiff configurations, the
pervaporation modules are placed behind the distillation column and perform the last
part of the separation process. The feed to the first pervaporation module consists of
the liquid distillate that is produced by the distillation column and contains either 80
or 85 mol% ethanol. Several modules often have to be placed in series to reach the
desired separation. The retentate stream that leaves the last module is the desired
product with an ethanol concentration of 85 or 90 mol% ethanol. A typical process
configuration for a hybrid distillation-pervaporation process is shown in Figure 9.14.
In a pervaporation module heat is required to evaporate the permeate and this heat is
often withdrawn from the retentate stream, which in turn decreases in temperature.
This temperature decrease reduces the driving force for mass transfer through the
membrane and as a consequence the permeate flux. To compensate for this
temperature drop re-heaters can be placed between two adjacent pervaporation
modules. In the simulations performed in this work it is assumed that commercial
pervaporation modules have a maximum total area of 50 m2. Furthermore, reheaters
are placed after every three modules to reheat the retentate stream to its boiling
temperature. The permeate side of the pervaporation modules is maintained at a
pressure of 10 mbar. The low pressure permeate streams that are produced by the
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units are mixed and condensed. The condensate still contains some ethanol and in
order to minimize ethanol losses the stream is heated and returned as a saturated
liquid to the distillation column. The retentate that leaves the last pervaporation
module is the desired product stream, which is cooled to 298.15 K before it leaves the
process. Simulations are performed for pervaporation modules equipped with
polymeric PERVAP®2201 membranes. Data on the pervaporation of ethanol and
water through these membranes were taken from the article by Delgado et al. (2008).
In the process configuration of Figure 9.14 also a vacuum pump is drawn. In most
pervaporation processes the vacuum on the permeate side is mainly maintained by
condensation of the permeated vapors. The vacuum pump is often only used during
start-up and now and then for the removal of inert gases from the system.
retentate

distillate
feed

bottoms

final product
permeate

vacuum pump
condenser

Figure 9.14. Hybrid distillation-pervaporation process for the purification of a 700 kmol hr-1
ethanol-water mixture. Eight pervaporation modules with a total area of 362.4 m2 are
required to purify the distillate stream that contains 80 mol% ethanol up to a purity of 85
mol% ethanol. The permeate streams of the pervaporation modules is collected and returned
to the distillation column.

9.4.4 Comparison between ethanol dehydration processes
In Figures 9.15 and 9.16 a comparison is made between the energy requirements for
the different ethanol dehydration processes. Figure 9.15 shows results for the
separation of an ethanol-water mixture up to 85 mol% ethanol and Figure 9.16 for
separation up to 90 mol% ethanol. The heat input for the hybrid distillation-FricDiff
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configuration consists of the reboiler duty and heating of the distillate stream, sweep
gas and the recycle stream that is returned to the column. The energy requirement
for the gas compressor is very small and is not shown in Figures 9.15 and 9.16.

3600
reboiler duty
heating sweep gas

Energy requirement (kW)

3400

heating distillate
heating retentae

heating recycle
refrigeration

3200
3000
2800
2600
2400
2200
D

D-FD-1 (1)

D-FD-1 (2) D-FD-1 (4)

D-FD-2 (1) D-FD-2 (2) D-FD-2 (4)

D-PV

Figure 9.15. Comparison between the energy requirement for a single distillation column
(D), the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations of Figure 9.12 (F-D-1) and Figure 9.13 (F-D2) for different values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio (value between brackets) and a hybrid distillationpervaporation process (D-PV). The separation of a 700 kmol hr-1 ethanol-water mixture
containing 7 mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9 mol% water and a stream
containing 85 mol% ethanol is studied.

The hybrid process with pervaporation requires energy for the reboiler, the re-heaters
that are placed between the pervaporation modules, for refrigeration (permeate
condensation), heating of the permeate recycle and the vacuum pump (negligible
small). The single distillation column only requires heat input for the reboiler. Figure
9.15 shows that for separation up to 85 mol% ethanol all hybrid processes result in an
energy reduction compared to the single column distillation process. The highest
energy reduction is obtained with the distillation-pervaporation process.
For separation up to 90 mol% ethanol, which cannot be achieved with a single
distillation column or the D-FD-2 (1) process (no convergence), application of FricDiff
becomes less attractive compared to pervaporation. This is a result of the significant
increase in reboiler duty and additional heat input requirements.
It is expected that separation with FricDiff from 85 to 90 mol% will be less attractive
than separation from 80 to 85 mol%. The reason is that the ethanol recoveries
obtained with FricDiff for dehydration from 85 to 90 mol% ethanol are lower than for
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separation from 80 to 85 mol%. Lower recoveries imply larger recycle streams and
hence larger heat duties (both reboiler duty and heating of internal process streams).
7000
reboiler duty
heating sweep gas

Energy requirement (kW)
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heating distillate
heating retentate

heating recycle
refrigeration

6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
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D-FD-1 (1)

D-FD-1 (2) D-FD-1 (4)

D-FD-2 (1) D-FD-2 (2) D-FD-2 (4)
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Figure 9.16. Comparison between the energy requirement for a single distillation column
(D), the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations of Figure 9.12 (F-D-1) and Figure 9.13 (F-D2) for different values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio (value between brackets) and a hybrid distillationpervaporation process (D-PV). The separation of a 700 kmol hr-1 ethanol-water mixture
containing 7 mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9 mol% water and a stream
containing 90 mol% ethanol is studied.

9.4.5 Heat integration
The heat requirement of the hybrid process configurations can be reduced by
application of heat integration. The bottoms stream of the distillation column could
be utilized as hot medium in a heat exchanger, exchanging heat with a cold process
stream. In the hybrid distillation-FricDiff process the bottoms stream could be used
for heating of the vaporous distillate, the sweep gas recycle and/or the reflux to the
distillation column. For the hybrid distillation-pervaporation process, it could be
utilized as hot medium in the re-heaters and for heating of the permeate that is
recycled to the column.
Figures 9.17 and 9.18 show the energy requirement of the different processes after
heat integration is applied with the bottoms stream of the distillation column. From
these figures it becomes clear that heat integration results in a significant reduction
in energy requirement of the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations, making them
more competitive with respect to the distillation-pervaporation processes.
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For separation up to 85 mol% ethanol the difference in energy consumption
between the D-FD-2 hybrid systems and the D-PV hybrid is small. This implies that
both technologies are, from an energy perspective, well capable of competing with a
single distillation column. For separation up to 90 mol% ethanol the difference in
energy consumption between the D-FD and D-PV hybrid processes is much larger (at
least 820 kW), making FricDiff not very attractive for this particular application.
3600
reboiler duty

refrigeration

Energy requirement (kW)

3400
3200
3000
2800
2600
2400
2200
2000
D

D-FD-1 (1)

D-FD-1 (2)

D-FD-1 (4) D-FD-2 (1) D-FD-2 (2) D-FD-2 (4) D-PV

Figure 9.17. Comparison between the energy requirement after application of heat
integration for a single distillation column (D), the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations
of Figure 9.12 (F-D-1) and Figure 9.13 (F-D-2) for different values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio (value
between brackets) and a hybrid distillation-pervaporation process (D-PV) The separation of a
ethanol-water mixture containing 7 mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9 mol% water
and a stream containing 85 mol% ethanol is studied.

9.4.6 Economic evaluation
An economic evaluation is made for the separation of a 3/97 mol% ethanol-water
mixture into a high purity water stream and a product stream containing 85 mol%
ethanol with a single distillation column, a D-FD-2 hybrid process for different
Gmol/Fmol-ratios and a D-PV hybrid system. The previous paragraph showed that after
heat integration, the D-FD-2 system is more efficient compared to a single distillation
column and has an energy consumption which is comparable to the D-PV hybrid
system. In Figure 9.19 an overview is given of the total yearly costs, the capital costs
and the operating costs of the different processes. The capital costs for the D-FD-2
hybrid systems are higher compared to the single distillation column and the D-PV
hybrid system, but the operating costs are lower. A comparison between the total
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costs of the different separation processes shows that the D-PV is the most
competitive process, followed by the single distillation column. The total costs for the
D-FD-2 hybrid systems are 2.9 to 6.1 % higher compared to the D-PV process. More
detailed information about the economic evaluation can be found in Appendix 9.B.
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heating recycle
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heating distillate
refrigeration
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D-FD-2 (1) D-FD-2 (2) D-FD-2 (4) D-PV

Figure 9.18. Comparison between the energy requirement after application of heat
integration for the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations of Figure 9.12 (F-D-1) and
Figure 9.13 (F-D-2) for different values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio (value between brackets) and a
hybrid distillation-pervaporation process. The separation of a ethanol-water mixture
containing 7 mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9 mol% water and a stream
containing 90 mol% ethanol is studied.

9.5 Conclusions
Process designs were made for alcohol dehydration processes in which FricDiff
technology was applied. The focus was on hybrid processes in which one FricDiff
unit or a small cascade of FricDiff units was combined with distillation.
A process design was made for the purification of an isopropyl alcohol-water
mixture in which a single FricDiff unit or a cascade of three FricDiff units was placed
between two distillation columns. The main function of the FricDiff unit(s) in the
process was to break the isopropyl alcohol-water azeotrope. The hybrid process
configurations that were studied could not lead to an energy saving compared to the
conventional azeotropic distillation process. Application of FricDiff resulted in an
increase in the magnitude of internal process streams, which increased the heat
requirement of the process significantly.
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Application of FricDiff as a final purification step was studied for dehydration of
ethanol-water mixtures. In this case, a single FricDiff unit was placed after a
distillation column, where it performed the final separation. The dehydration of a
vaporous distillate stream from 80 to 85 mol% ethanol and from 85 to 90 mol%
ethanol with FricDiff was studied. Two hybrid distillation-FricDiff configurations
were examined as shown by Figures 9.12 and 9.13 for different Gmol/Fmol-ratios. For
separation from 80 to 85 mol% ethanol, an energy reduction was achieved with
FricDiff compared to a process solely based on distillation. After application of heat
integration the energy consumption of the hybrid FricDiff configuration of Figure
9.13 was comparable to that of a hybrid distillation-pervaporation process. For
separation up to 90 mol% ethanol the energy consumption of the examined hybrid
distillation-FricDiff processes after heat integration was considerable higher
compared to the distillation-pervaporation process.

-1

total costs (M€ a )

capital costs (M€)

-1

operating costs (M€ a )

2.5 2.5
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Costs

1.5
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D

D-FD-2 (1)

D-FD-2 (2) D-FD-2 (4)

D-PV

Figure 9.19. Comparison of total, capital and operating costs for a conventional single
column distillation process, the hybrid distillation-FricDiff configuration of Figure 9.13 (F-D2) for different values of the Gmol/Fmol-ratio (value between brackets) and a hybrid distillationpervaporation process. The separation of a 700 kmol hr-1 ethanol-water mixture containing 7
mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9 mol% water and a stream containing 85 mol%
ethanol is studied.

Finally an economical comparison was made for separation of an ethanol-water
mixture up to 85 mol% ethanol with a single distillation column, the hybrid
distillation-FricDiff configuration of Figure 9.13 and a distillation-pervaporation
process. The analysis showed that the differences in total yearly costs between the
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processes are small, but that pervaporation combined with distillation is economically
most attractive, followed by a single distillation column and finally the hybrid
distillation-FricDiff processes

9.A. MODELING A PERVAPORATION PROCESS

9.A
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Modeling a pervaporation process

A simple numerical model is developed in Aspen Custom Modeler to describe the
separation process in a pervaporation module. The equations used in the model were
partially taken from the article by Tarjus et al. (1999). Both mole and energy balances
are solved over the module. Calculations are performed for a pervaporation module,
which is equipped with a commercial polymeric PERVAP® membrane. The flux of
component i through the membrane is given by

(

N i = Q i pret,i - y perm,i p perm

)

(9.5)

where Ni is the permeate flux of component i, Qi the permeance of component i
through the membrane, pret,i the vapor pressure of component i in equilibrium with
the liquid retentate, yperm,i the mole fraction of component i in the permeate and pperm
the pressure at the permeate side of the membrane. The vapor pressure of the feed
components in equilibrium with the liquid can be calculated when the liquid
composition is known from
pi = x i γ i pisat

(9.6)

The saturated vapor pressures of the components are calculated with the Antoine
equation and the activity coefficients with the Wilson equation (Poling et al., 2001).
Combining Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6), the flux of component i through the polymeric
membrane can be expressed as:

(

N i = Q i x ret,iγ i pisat - y perm,i p perm

)

(9.7)

In literature (Delgada et al., 2008) a simple semi-empirical model has been
developed to describe the pervaporation of water-ethanol mixtures through a
PERVAP® 2201 membrane. The empirical model is derived from experimental data
and has the following form
Q i = Q i,0 exp (τ iωwater )
Table 9.4. Parameters used in Eq. (9.8) taken from Delgado et al. (2008)
Qwater,0
QEtOH,0
τwater
(kg h-1 m-2 kPa-1)
(kg h-1 m-2 kPa-1)
(-)
value
0.00905
4.49
5.37.10-5

(9.8)

τEtOH
(-)
11.02
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Equation (9.8) shows that the permeance can be expressed as a function of the water
weight fraction in the retentate. For the ethanol-water system the values of the
parameters Qi,0 and τi are shown in Table 9.4. A mole balance over the retentate side
of the membrane can be expressed as

dLret,i ( A )
= -N i ( A )
dA

(9.9)

where Lret,i is the retentate flow for species i expressed in (mol h-1 m-2) and A is the
membrane surface. Assuming the module is operated in a co-current mode (see
Figure 9.19), the balance for the permeate side can be written as
dVperm,i ( A )
dA

=-

dLret,i ( A )
= Ni ( A )
dA

(9.10)

retentate

feed

permeate

Figure 9.19. Continuous co-current pervaporation separation process

The mole fractions of component i in the retentate and permeate follows from

x ret,i =

Lret,i
L
= ret,i
L
∑ ret,i Lret

y perm,i =

Vperm,i

∑V

perm,i

=

Vperm,i

(9.11)

Vperm

The retentate decreases in temperature as it flows through the module because heat
is required to evaporate the permeate. The temperature at the retentate side of the
module affects the mass transport through the membrane via the partial pressure pisat .
A drop in temperature decreases the driving force for mass transport and hence the
permeate fluxes. For this reason heat exchangers are often placed between
pervaporation modules to reheat the retentate streams to the desired temperature. In
order to determine the temperature drop in the modules, energy balances have to be
solved over the retentate side. These energy balances can be written as
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n
n
d ( LretCPT )
= - ∑ N i CP,i T - Tref,i - ∑ N i ∆H vap,i
dA
i=1
i=1

( (

))

(9.12)

The heat capacity of the retentate mixture is calculated by
n

CP = ∑ xret ,i CP ,i

(9.13)

i =1

Values for the different variables used in the calculations for the pervaporation of an
ethanol-water mixture are shown in Table 9.5.
Table 9.5. Values of the different variables used in the simulation of a pervaporation module
for the separation of an ethanol-water mixture. Values were taken from Hodgman et al.
(2001/2002) and Sinnott (2000)
CP,water (J mol-1 K-1)
75.3
CP,EtOH (J mol-1 K-1)
112.3
40.683
∆Hvap,water (J mol-1)
38770
∆Hvap,EtOH (J mol-1)
Tref,water (K)
373.15
Tref,EtOH (K)
351.45
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Economic calculations

In this appendix an economic evaluation is made for the separation of a 700 kmol hr-1
ethanol-water mixture, containing 7 mol% ethanol into a stream containing 99.9
mol% water and a product stream containing 85 mol% ethanol. Three separation
processes are considered: i) a process, which solely utilizes distillation ii) a hybrid
distillation-FricDiff process, which is shown in Figure 9.13 and iii) a distillationpervaporation process. In the economic evaluations both capital costs and operating
costs play an important role.

9.B.1 Capital costs
Separation of an ethanol-water mixture up to 85 mol% with a single distillation
column requires investments in a column, trays, a reboiler and a condenser. When
the diameter and height of the column are known, the installed costs of the column
can be estimated from (Douglas, 1988)

 MS08 
1.066
0.802
C column ( € ) = 0.752 
( 2.18 + Fc )
 101.9D H
 MS68 

(9.14)

where D is the diameter of the column in ft and H the height in ft. The factor MS is
the Marshall and Swift cost index which accounts for inflation. Values for this factor
for different years are shown in Table 9.6.
Table 9.6. Marshall and Swift index factors
year
2008
1998
1994
1968

MS-factor
1450
1062
993
280

The factor 0.752 is a dollar to euro exchange factor. Furthermore, Fc is a correction
factor which accounts for the type of shell material that is used and the pressure at
which the column is operated. For a stainless steel column operated up to 50 psi, Fc
equals 2.25. The diameter of the column is calculated by (Douglas, 1988)


4V

D=
 5400π ρ g 



12

(9.15)
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where V was set equal to the largest vapor flow rate in the column (in ft3 hr-1) and ρg is
the corresponding value of the vapor density in lb ft-3. The height of the column
follows from (Douglas, 1988)
2N
H=
+ H0
(9.16)
E0
where N is the total number of theoretical plates, E0 is a plate efficiency which was set
to 0.5 in the calculations and H0 includes the space at the ends of the column for
vapor disengagement and the liquid sump, which was set to 5 ft. The installed costs
of the distillation column trays follow from (Douglas, 1988)

 MS08 
1.55
C trays ( € ) = 0.752 
 4.7D H t Fc
 MS68 

(9.17)

with Ht the tray stack height in ft. The factor Fc accounts for the tray spacing (taken
24 in), the tray type (plate) and the tray material (stainless steel) and was set to 2.7 in
the calculations. The installed costs of heat exchangers including reboilers and
condensers can be calculated from (Douglas, 1988)

 MS08 
0.65
CHE ( € ) = 0.752 
 101.3A ( 2.29 + Fc )
 MS68 

(9.18)

where A is the heat transfer area in ft2 and Fc is a correction factor which takes into
account the design type (reboilers were of the type “kettle, reboiler” for all other heat
exchangers, including condensers, the “fixed-tube sheet” type was chosen), design
pressure (up to 150 psi) and the shell-and-tube material (all stainless steel). For the
reboiler the value of Fc was equal to 5.06 and for all other heat exchangers a value of 3
was used. The heat transfer area of the heat exchangers follows form

A=

Q
U ∆T

(9.19)

where Q is the amount of heat that is exchanged (in W), U an overall heat transfer
coefficient (W m-2K-1) and ∆T the temperature difference between a hot and a cold
process stream. In order to calculate the heat transfer area of a heat exchanger in
which a process stream is heated a constant temperature difference between process
stream and hot medium was assumed of 10 K. For all condensers (including those of
the FricDiff process) it was assumed that heat is exchanged with cooling water which
in turn is heated from 293.15 to 303.15 K. A log mean temperature difference based
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on input and output values of the heat exchanger streams was used in Eq. (9.19) to
calculate the heat transfer area. Different values of the overall heat transfer
coefficients were used in the calculations. Table 9.7 gives an overview of the values
that were used in the different heat exchangers
Table 9.7. Values of overall heat transfer coefficients used in the calculations (Sinnott, 2000)
U (W m-2K-1)
reboiler
1500
condensers
600
heating of organic stream
500
heating of sweep gas
280

For the hybrid distillation-FricDiff processes capital investments have to be made
for the distillation column with reboiler, the FricDiff module, heat exchangers (of
which two are condensers) and a gas compressor. The installed costs of the
distillation column with trays were calculated with Eqs. (9.15) and (9.17), the costs of
the reboiler and heat exchangers were calculated with Eq. (9.18). The installed costs
of the FricDiff module was also calculated with Eq. (9.18) with A the area of the
porous screen in ft2. The area of the porous barrier followed from the values of
NTUIPA or NTUwater that were calculated in the simulations and Eq. (9.3). For a
module in which the dominant resistance to mass transfer is located inside the
porous barrier, Eq. (9.3) can be written as
NTU i =

ε Din Ac
τ 2δ bar Fmol

(9.20)

where Din is the diffusion coefficient of species i in the sweep gas. In the calculations
it is assumed that the factor ε/τ2 is equal to 0.4 and that the thickness of the barrier,
δbar is equal to 1 mm.
A gas compressor is placed after the FricDiff unit to raise the pressure of the
recycled sweep gas to operating conditions. The installed costs of the gas compressor
was estimated with the following equation (Douglas, 1988)
0.82
 MS08 
C comp ( € ) = 0.752 
 517.5 ( bhp ) ( 2.11 + Fc )
 MS68 

(9.21)

where Fc is one for a compressor of the type “centrifugal, motor” and bhp is the brake
horsepower which is calculated by dividing the work (in horsepower) by the
compressor efficiency (a value of 0.9 was used in the calculations). Since pressure
drops in the FricDiff module are generally small (the process streams are in the gas
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or vapor phase and mass exchange takes place through the porous screen) the power
input of the compressor will generally be small. In the calculations it is assumed that
the compressor has to raise the pressure of the recycled sweep gas with 100 Pa.
The hybrid distillation-pervaporation process requires investments in a distillation
column with both a reboiler and a condenser. The installed costs of these equipments
can be calculated with Eqs. (9.14) to (9.18). Furthermore investments have to be made
in pervaporation modules (including membranes), vacuum vessels in which the
modules are placed, a vacuum pump, a vacuum condenser, re-heaters and heat
exchangers for heating of the permeate recycle and cooling of the final product to
298.15 K. The key cost data for the pervaporation membranes are shown in Table 9.8
and are taken from Lipnizki et al. (2002). The modules are of the type plate-andframe, a standard design for pervaporation on an industrial scale. The costs of the
vacuum vessel are approximately equal to the investment costs of pervaporation
modules including membranes (Lipnizki et al., 2004). In order to calculate the
installed costs of the pervaporation modules and vacuum vessel, the purchase costs
are multiplied with a factor 2.27 (Sommer, 2004).
Table 9.8. Key cost data for pervaporation membranes (Lipnizki et al., 2004).
membrane costs
280 € m-2
2
module costs (50 m module)
2160 €
membrane life-time
2 years
membrane replacement costs
400 € m-2

The installed costs of the vacuum pump is estimated from Ji et al. (1994) and is a
function of the permeate flow rate according to
0.55

 60PRT0 
 MS08 
CVP ( € ) = 2.27 ⋅ 0.752 

 4200 
 MS94 
 3600p0 

(9.22)

Here p0 and T0 are the pressure and temperature at standard conditions (here 273.15
K and 101.325 kPa), R is the gas constant (here 8.3145 m3 kPa kmol-1 K-1) and P the
total permeate flow in kmol hr-1. The installed costs of the two re-heaters and heat
exchanger for heating of the permeate recycle follow from Eqs. (9.18) and (9.19) with
the assumption that the temperature difference between hot and cold media is 10 K.
Cooling of the final product takes place with cooling water and the area of the heat
exchanger follows from Eq. (9.19) and by using a log mean temperature difference.
In the permeate condenser a refrigerant of 273.15 K is used, whereas the
condensation temperature of the permeate is 277.82 K. Before the permeate can be
condensed it has to be cooled from a temperature, which will be close to the retentate
temperature, to the saturated vapor temperature. The heat released in this cooling
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process is much smaller than the heat of condensation. Since the majority of the heat
is released at the saturated condensation temperature the temperature difference in
the condenser was set to 5 K in the calculations.

9.B.2 Utility costs
The utility costs of the distillation columns in the different processes consist of steam
consumption in the reboiler of the column and cooling water in the condenser (if
present).The hybrid distillation-FricDiff process further uses cooling water in the
condensers to separate the sweep gas from the mixture components and electricity
for the compressor that is placed in the sweep gas recycle stream. The hybrid
distillation-pervaporation process requires cooling water for cooling of the final
product stream, electricity for refrigeration and for the vacuum pump. The work done
by the vacuum pump, which is assumed to operate 10% of the total operating time, is
given by (Ji et al., 1994)

Wvacuum = 10%PRT

k  pout 


k - 1  pin 


k-1 k


- 1


(9.23)

where T is the absolute temperature of the vapor at the intake (set to 277.28 K), pout
the discharge pressure (101325 Pa) , pin the operating downstream pressure (1000 Pa)
and k the heat capacity ratio of air (1.33).
An overview of the costs of the different utilities is shown in Table 9.9. These costs
were taken from the book by Sinnott (2000). The reported values were based on the
year 1998 and were converted to prices for 2008 by using Marshall and Swift index
factors. In the calculations annual working hours were set to 8000 h per years. Table
9.10 gives an overview of the utility consumption in the single column distillation
process, the D-FD-2 hybrid systems and the D-PV process.
Table 9.9. Utility costs taken from Sinnott (converted to prices for 2008)
steam
12.32 euro t-1
electricity
2.36 c MJ-1
1.03 c t-1
cooling water (293.15→303.15)
refrigeration (273.15 K)
0.51 c MJ-1
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Table 9.10. Costs of utility consumption in the different process configurations
D
D-FD-2 (1)
D-FD-2 (2)
D-FD-2 (4)
steam (€ a-1)
5.43.105
4.32.105
4.15.105
4.12.105
-1
.
2
.
2
electricity (€ a )
1.01 10
1.91 10
3.78.102
cooling water (€ a-1)
1.95.104
1.86.104
1.84.104
2.01.104
refrigeration (€ a-1)
-

D-PV
3.85.105
4.99.102
1.27.104
9.14.103

9.B.3 Total costs calculation
The total yearly costs are calculated by utilizing the method employed by Ji et al.
(1994), Oliveira et al. (2001), and Fontalvo et al. (2005). In their approach the total
costs consists of the sum capital depreciation and taxes (15% of the installed capital
costs), annual maintenance and labor requirements (10% of the installed capital
costs) and operating costs:

C total ( € a-1 ) = 0.15C capital + 0.10C capital + C operating

(9.24)

No supervision, laboratory or insurance costs have been included. The operating
costs consist of the utility costs and the membrane replacement costs (if applicable)
according to
Coperating ( € a-1 ) = Cutilities +

1
Cmembrane
mr

(9.25)

where mr is the membrane replacement frequency. As shown in Table 9.8 the
lifetime of the membranes is assumed to be 2 years and the membrane replacement
costs are estimated at 400 € m-2. In Table 9.11 an overview is given of the investment
costs, total utility costs, operating costs and total costs of the single distillation
column, the D-FD-2 hybrid systems and the D-PV hybrid system.
Table 9.11. Capital costs, operating costs and total costs of the different
configurations
D
D-FD-2 (1)
D-FD-2 (2)
D-FD-2 (4)
capital costs (€)
1.77.106
2.52.106
2.39.106
2.46.106
-1
.
5
.
5
.
5
utility costs (€ a )
5.63 10
4.50 10
4.34 10
4.33.105
membrane
replacement (€ a-1)
operating costs (€ a-1)
5.63.105
4.50.105
4.34.105
4.33.105
-1
.
6
.
6
.
6
total costs (€ a )
1.01 10
1.08 10
1.03 10
1.05.106

process
D-PV
2.09.106
4.07.105
7.25.104
4.80.105
1.00.106
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and recommendations
In this thesis the separation of alcohol-water vapor mixtures with the kinetic separation
process FricDiff was studied. The aim of the research was to get more insight in this
separation process by developing numerical models for a FricDiff module and by performing
experiments with a lab scale setup. Also the implementation of FricDiff in industrial
separation process was studied and its competitiveness compared to existing technologies
such as distillation and pervaporation was examined. In this chapter the main conclusions
that can be drawn from the research performed in this work are discussed and also
recommendations are given for further research.

10.1

Conclusions

The conclusions that can be drawn from the research performed in Chapters 2 to 9
are summarized below, followed by a general conclusion.
Chapter 2:
A literature review revealed that FricDiff is not a new separation
concept, but that it is has features in common with separation processes like mass
diffusion, sweep diffusion, double diffusion and diffusion distillation.
Chapter 3:
In the FricDiff module multi-component mass transport through a
porous barrier plays an important part in the separation process. In literature several
models are available that claim to give an accurate description of multi-component
transport through porous media. A comparison was made between six models for the
transport through capillaries. The DGM, MPTM and CPIM assume that diffusive and
convective fluxes are independent and additive, whereas the BFM, KGM and VPM
assume that these fluxes are coupled. The convective contribution to mass transport
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is described differently by all models and can be used to make a qualitative statement
about the models. Non-isobaric experimental data on multi-component mass
transport through capillaries is however scarce. Generally it was found that the
differences between the model predictions are small and for engineering purposes
ease of implementation might be a more important criterion.
Chapter 4:
One mathematical and two numerical models were developed to
describe the separation process in a FricDiff module. The simplest model is the
transfer unit model, followed by the ideal plug flow model and the most detailed and
computationally intensive model is the NS-MS model. Simulations performed with
the models showed that the mode of operation, the Gmol/Fmol-ratio, the absolute
pressure level in the module, pressure differences over the porous barrier, the
thickness of the barrier, the size of the pores in the porous barrier and the choice of
sweep gas all influence the separation performance of the unit and can be adjusted to
optimize the performance of the module.
Chapter 5:
The performance of tubular and plate configurations of the FricDiff
module were compared. For thick barriers of low porosity, both configurations gave
almost identical results, but with decreasing thickness and increasing porosity of the
barrier differences between the performances of the modules were observed. It was
shown that these differences are caused by concentration boundary layers in the
compartments, which give rise to additional resistances to mass transfer. For thin
and highly porous barriers these resistances have a significant impact on the
separation process. Multi-component Sherwood correlations were derived for a
tubular module to describe the transport of mixture components through the
concentration boundary layers. The Sherwood correlations were incorporated in the
ideal plug flow model, resulting in a very good correspondence with the NS-MS
model.
Chapter 6:
Experiments on the separation of helium-argon gas mixtures and
isopropyl alcohol-water vapor mixtures were performed. Values for the porositytortuosity factor (ε/τ2) and pore size of the porous screen were determined from
experimental data. With these values a generally good agreement was obtained
between experimental data and results predicted with the ideal plug flow model. This
is an indication that the transport processes in the FricDiff module are well described
with the developed numerical models.
Chapter 7:
Simulations were performed for a separation device in which selective
diffusion of vapor components through a separating agent was combined with
condensation of these vapors in the separating agent compartment. The separation
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of a vaporous isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with carbon dioxide as the separating
agent was investigated. It was found that when selective diffusion towards the cooled
wall dominates, the separation is improved by combination of diffusion with
condensation. The reason is that water not only diffuses faster, but also condenses at
a higher rate than the alcohol. However, with increasing dilution of the vapor
components with carbon dioxide, the selective transport of material towards the
cooled wall is negatively influenced by the vapor-liquid equilibrium condition at the
cooled wall. It acts to smoothen out concentration differences between the
compartments and when its influence becomes dominant the performance of the
unit drops.
Chapter 8:
An exergy analysis was performed to determine the irreversibilities and
thermodynamic efficiency of separation processes based on pervaporation, azeotropic
distillation and FricDiff technology. The separation of a feed mixture into one or two
high purity product streams was studied. This separation cannot be achieved with a
single FricDiff unit, but requires a cascade of FricDiff units. It was shown that the
thermodynamic efficiency of this cascade is much lower than for pervaporation or
azeotropic distillation. The reason is that the FricDiff separation process is an
inherently irreversible process. Separation is accompanied by the intermingling of
mixture components and sweep gas, which inevitably results in the production of
entropy. This implies that the work input for the separation always exceeds the
thermodynamic minimum. Besides this, entropy is produced in the heat transfer
steps that form an essential part of the cascade. The number of stages that are
required to achieve a certain separation with a kinetic separation process is generally
large due to the relatively small separation factors that are obtained with this type of
separation process. Since entropy is produced in every stage, the thermodynamic
efficiency of the cascade is generally low.
Chapter 9:
Process designs were made for hybrid processes in which FricDiff was
combined with distillation for the dehydration of alcohol-water mixtures. The
purification of an isopropyl alcohol-water mixture with a distillation-FricDiffdistillation configuration could not result in an energy reduction compared to the
conventional azeotropic distillation process. Internal process streams increased
significantly, which led to an increase in the energy requirement of the process.
Application of FricDiff as a final purification step was studied for the separation of
ethanol-water mixtures. In this case the FricDiff unit was placed after the distillation
column. The purification of an ethanol-water mixture into a nearly pure water stream
and a stream containing 85 mol% ethanol resulted in an energy reduction compared
to a single column distillation process. After heat integration, the FricDiff process
had an energy input, which was comparable to that of a hybrid distillation-
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pervaporation process. The achieved energy reduction was however too small to
compensate for the extra investment costs that had to be made.
From the study performed in this work it can generally be concluded that FricDiff
technology can be applied for the separation of vapor mixtures and for the breaking of
azeotropes. The study however showed that it will be difficult to find attractive
applications for FricDiff for the separation of vapor mixture in current chemical
processes. This difficulty can be attributed to two characteristics of the process. First
of all the selectivity of kinetic separation process is generally low. For a binary
mixture separated under isobaric conditions the selectivity of diffusive transport is by
approximation equal to the ratio of diffusion coefficient of the mixture components
in the sweep gas. This selectivity is much lower than can be attained with a typical
membrane process. A low selectivity not necessarily has to be a problem, because
units can be placed in a cascade and by repeating the separation process several times
high purity product streams can be attained. The second characteristic of the FricDiff
process, which makes cascading not attractive, is that separation is accompanied by
dilution of the mixture components with separating agent. This dilution reduces the
driving force for mass transfer. It requires that the separation in a FricDiff unit is
followed by an additional separation step to remove the separating agent. This not
only makes the separation process more complex, but also reduces its
thermodynamic efficiency, especially when this removal is achieved by cooling.

10.2

Recommendations for further research

If research in the field of the kinetic separation of vapor mixtures with FricDiff is
continued a couple of recommendations can be made, which are discussed below.
In the experimental setups porous screens were used made of sintered metal for
which the screen characteristics were not well-defined. As a result it was difficult to
make a good comparison between experimental data and simulations. The numerical
model requires that parameters like porosity, tortuosity, pore shape and pore size
(distribution) are known. In Chapter 6 a value for the porosity-tortuosity factor ε/τ2
had to be fitted in order to obtain a good correspondence between experimental and
numerical data. Also a value for the average pore size was determined for one of the
screens, which was twice as large as the value provided by the supplier. It is
recommended that for future research purposes porous screens are used with
straight, cylindrical pores and a well-defined porosity.
The transfer unit model, which is simple and easy to implement, is a very useful
model to quickly analyze the FricDiff separation process. The characteristic
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parameter of this model, i.e. the number of transfer units, encompasses all important
variables that influence the separation process. Due to the assumptions that are made
in the derivation of this model it can only give reliable predictions under isobaric
conditions (no convective flow through the barrier) and conditions of equimolar
transport through the barrier. It would be useful if this transfer unit model is
extended (without loosing its plain character) to also include the influence of pressure
differences and non-equimolar barrier transport on the separation process.
In a FricDiff unit mixing of mixture components with sweep gas is inevitable and
requires a successive separation step. In this work the mixture components and
sweep gas are separated by condensation, which from an exergetic perspective is not a
very efficient technology. It might be useful to look for more efficient processes to
remove the separating agent. Perhaps there are processes in which the additional
separation step is unnecessary, because mixing of components combined with some
separation is desired in the process.
The work performed in this thesis was partly focused on finding suitable applications
for FricDiff in current industrial separation processes. For the separation of an
ethanol-water mixture, a hybrid process in which distillation was combined with
FricDiff technology resulted in an energy-saving, but was economically unattractive.
Industrial application of FricDiff requires that both environmental and economic
benefits can be obtained. A thorough study should be made in finding successful
applications for FricDiff technology.
The dilution of mixture components with separating agent reduces the driving force
for mass transfer through the porous screen. By internally removing separating agent
from the feed side compartment the driving force for mass transfer is maintained. An
option that comes to mind is the dissolution of separating agent in a solvent that
flows through the feed side compartment. This solvent should be inert with respect to
the mixture component and separating agent and should have a low vapor pressure to
prevent contamination of the system. Ionic liquids, which are known to have very low
vapor pressures, might be suitable solvents for this application. Removal of
separating agent within the unit makes it also possible to develop a column process
with intermediate feed and reflux streams at the top and bottom of the column. If this
column can be operated at a uniform temperature, it will also contribute to an
increased thermal efficiency of the process.
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List of symbols
Dimensions are given in terms of mass (M), mole (mole) length (L), currency (cur),
time (t), temperature (T) and dimensionless (-)
Roman symbols
a

ratio of slip coefficient and mean free path (-) ( a = G λ )

a
A
A

constant in the Sherwood correlation (-)
coefficient in pressure gradient equation of CPIM (M1/2 t-1mole-1/2)
cross-sectional area (L2)

Ai

constant (-)

b
bhp

constant in the Sherwood correlation (-)
brake horsepower (hp)

B0

permeability parameter (L2)

Bi

permeability coefficient in MPTM (L2)

Bi

constant (-)

c

concentration (mole L-3)

C capital installed capital costs (cur)
Ccolumn installed costs of distillation column (cur)
C gas

installed costs of gas compressor (cur)

CHE

installed costs of heat exchanger (cur)

C operating operating costs (cur t-1)
C total

total yearly costs (cur t-1)

C trays

installed costs of distillation column trays (cur)

CVP

installed costs of vacuum pump (cur)

Ci

constant (-)

CP,i

molar heat capacity (ML2 t-2mole-1T-1)

d

diameter (L)

dh

hydraulic diameter (L)

dp

pore diameter (L)

D

diameter of distillation column (L)

(DA )ij

flow coefficient of components i and j at arbitrary Knudsen number in CPIM (L2 t-1)

Di

constant (-)

Dij

Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficient (L2 t-1)
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DK,i

Knudsen diffusion coefficient (L2 t-1)

0
DK,i

Knudsen diffusion coefficient at zero pressure (L2 t-1)

E0

plate efficiency (-)

E cr

energy of control region (ML2 t-2)

E x,cr

exergy of control region (ML2 t-2)

f
f

function (-)
Fanning friction factor (-)

fD

correction factor (-)

f im

wall friction coefficient (L-2 t)

F

feed side volumetric flow rate (L3 t-1)

Fc

correction factor (-)

F
F

external force per mol (ML t-2mole-1)
external force vector per kg (L t-2)

Fmol

feed side molar flow rate (mole t-1)

g

gravitational acceleration (L t-2)

G

sweep side volumetric flow rate (L3 t-1), slip modules (L)

Gmol

sweep side molar flow rate (mole t1)

h
h
H
H
H

heat transfer coefficient (M t-3T-1)
specific enthalpy (L2 t-2)
height (L)
molar enthalpy (ML2 t-2mole-1)
flux density of axial momentum transferred to the wall (M L-1 t-2)

H0

additional space in distillation column (L)

Ht

tray stack height (L)

I

irreversibility (ML2 t-2mol-1)

I , [I ]

identity matrix (-)

I
j

irreversibility (ML2t-3)
mass diffusion flux relative to the mass average velocity (M L-2t-1)

k
J

heat capacity ratio (-)
molar diffusion flux relative to the mass average velocity (mole L-2 t-1)

ki

mass transfer coefficient of component i in a background of sweep gas (L t-1)

kij

mass transfer coefficient in a system consisting of components i and j (L t-1)

[k ]

matrix of multi-component mass transfer coefficients (L t-1)

k d

wall roughness factor (-)

Kp

channel permeability (L2)

Kn

Knudsen number (-)
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L

length (L)

Lmol

liquid perimeter molar flow rate (mole L-1t-1)

Lp

pore length (L)

Lret

retentate flow (mole L-2t-1)

m
mr
MS

mass (M)
membrane replacement frequency (t-1)
Marshall and Swift cost index (-)

Mw

molecular weight (M mole-1)

n

mass flux with respect to fixed coordinates (M L-2t-1)

n#

number density (L-3)

N
N
Nu
NTU
p

molar flux with respect to fixed coordinates (mole L-2t-1)
total number of theoretical plates (-)
Nusselt number (-)
number of transfer units (-)
pressure (M L-1t-2)

P
Q

permeate flow (mole t-1)
conductive heat flux (M t-3 )

Q
Q

permeance (t L-1)
amount of heat exchanged, heat flow (ML2t-3)

Q0

permeance parameter (t L-1)

r

coordinate in r-direction, radius (L)

rh

hydraulic radius (L)

rim

membrane friction factor of component i (L t mole-1)

rp

pore radius (L)

R

gas constant (ML2 t-2T-1mole-1)

[R ]

matrix of inverted binary mass transfer coefficients (t L-1)

Re
s
s

Reynolds number (-)
specific entropy (L2t-2T-1)
molar entropy (ML2t-2mole-1T-1)

Scr

entropy of control region (ML2t-2T-1)

S gen

entropy production (ML2t-2mole-1T-1)

S gen

entropy production (ML2t-3T-1)

S
Sc

rate of deformation tensor (t-1)
Schmidt number (-)

Sc i

Schmidt number of component i, based on the diffusion coefficient of component i

Sh

in the sweep gas (-)
Sherwood number (-)
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Shi

Sherwood number of component i in the binary system consisting of component i

Shij

Sherwood number for the binary system consisting of components i and j (-)

T

absolute temperature (T)

uL

liquid velocity (L t-1)

U
v, v
V
V
V perm

overall heat transfer coefficient (M t-3T-1)
velocity (L t-1)
volume (L3)
vapor flow rate (L3 t-1)
permeate flow (mole L-2t-1)

W
W
W

width (L)
work (M t-2)

W

work (ML2 t-2mole-1)

Wi

viscosity correction factor (M L-1t-1)

and sweep gas (-)

work flow (ML2 t-3)

Wvacuum work of vacuum pump (ML2 s-3)
w

12
mean thermal velocity of mixture (L t-1) ( w = (8RT (π Mw ) ) )

wi

mean thermal velocity of molecules i (L t-1) ( wi = 8RT (π M w,i )

(

2

12

)

)

wi2

mean square thermal velocity of molecules i (L2 t-2) ( wi2 w i = 3π 8 )

y

coordinate in y-direction, distance (L)

y

gas or vapor mole fraction (-)

x
z

coordinate in x-direction (L), liquid mole fraction (-)
coordinate in z-direction (L)

zi

ratio of component molar flux to total molar flux (-)

Z

wetted perimeter (L)

Mathematical
average, cup-averaged

Greek symbols
dimensionless parameter (-)
α
αi
dimensionless parameter (-)
α , α ij separation factor (-)

β

proportionality constant (-)

β , β ij separation factor (-)

β im

membrane friction coefficient of component i (t L-2)
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[β ]

bootstrap matrix (-)

γ
γ

activity coefficient (-)

Γ

gamma function (-)
thickness (L)

δ
δ ij

shear rate (L2 t-1)

Kronecker delta (-)

δΩ

boundary

∆G0

Gibbs function of reaction (ML2 t-2mole-1)

∆H vap heat of evaporation (ML2 t-2mole-1)

∆T

ε
ε
ε
ε
η
η
θ
θ
κ
κi

temperature difference (T)
porosity (-)
smallness parameter (-)
specific exergy (m2 t-2)
molar exergy (ML2 t-2mole-1)
dimensionless variable defined by Eq. (5.52) (-)
efficiency (-)
ratio between inner and outer radius of an annular duct (-)
coordinate in θ -direction (L)
dilatational viscosity (M L-1t-1)
fractional viscosity coefficient (t)

λ
λ
µ
ν
ξij

mean free path (L)
thermal conductivity (ML t-3T-1)
viscosity (M L-1t-1)

ΞH

high flux heat transfer correction factor (-)

[Ξ ]

matrix of high flux correction factors (-)

ρ

density (M L-3)

kinematic viscosity (L2 t-1)
interaction parameter between components i and j (-)

σ ij

collision diameter between molecules i and j (L)

τ
τ
τ

tortuosity (-)
shear stress (M L-1t-2)
permeance parameter (-)

υi

( mi

ϕ

function defined by Eq. (5.47) (-)

φH

heat transfer rate factor (-)

φm

mass flow rate (M t-1)

φmol

molar flow rate (mole t-1)

m)

12

12

= ( M w,i M w )
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[Φ ]

matrix of mass transfer rate factors (-)

ω
Ω

mass fraction (-)
subdomain

ΩD

collision integral (-)

Subscripts
actual
annulus
avg

actual
annular shaped compartment
average

bar
bl
bulk
cond
cr
F
G
i
I
in
IPA
k
L
lm
max
n
net
ov
0
o
out
ov
p

barrier
boundary layer
bulk fluid
condensing surface, condenser
control region
feed side compartment, heads stream
sweep side compartment, tails stream
component i, inner radius
interface
inlet
isopropyl alcohol
kinetic
liquid film
log mean radius
maximum
separating agent
net
overall
environmental state, chemical (exergy), pure
outer radius
outlet
overall
potential

perm

permeate

ph

physical

prod

products

Q

thermal

r, θ
r
react
reb
ref

in r, θ -direction
r-th thermal energy reservoir
reactants
reboiler
reference substance

LIST OF SYMBOLS
ret
rev
s
sat
tube
wall
x, y, z

retentate
reversible
shaft
saturated
tube
impermeable wall
in x,y,z-direction

Superscripts
c
e

continuum regime
effective

(i )

ith order approximation

K
BFM
0
v

Knudsen regime
Binary Friction Model
saturated
viscous

Abbreviations
BFM
CPIM
DGM
ETOH
IPA
KGM
MPTM
VPM

Binary Friction Model
Cylindrical Pore Interpolation Model
Dusty Gas Model
ethanol
isopropyl alcohol
Kerkhof-Geboers Model
Mean Pore Transport Model
Velocity Profile Model
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